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In the Fast Lane to UNIX 
Bill Machrone reviews the CompuPro 8116, running a variant of MP/M-86; 
the Altos 586, running XENIX, and the Ithaca Intersystems Encore, running 
MP/M-80. Leland Wilkinson reviews the Dual Systems 83/20, running 
a full UNIX. Introductory books on UNIX are reviewed in Ian Darwin's 
column; Chris Terry draws attention to three tutorials on the C language and 
some new books on CP/M. 

UNIX & C with CPIM 
David Gewirtz reviews Micronix, a UNIX subset with a CP 1M emulator that 
runs on the Morrow Decision I. A.GW. Cameron reviews a RATFOR 
preprocessor from Carousel MicroTools, and a set of UNIX-like Software 
Tools written in RATFOR. David Fiedler reviews the Supersoft C compiler. 
Scott Nowell presents "Cross Check," a C program to check double usage of 
blocks as an aid to CP/M file recovery. 

North Star, anel Other Topics 
OJ. Yates presents step-by-step procedures for converting Microsoft Basic 
programs to run under North Star Basic. Allen Ashley shows how to run 
N* DOS as a .COM file under CP/M with a N*-to-CP/M file transfer facility. 
W Lambert delves into the inner workings of WordStar with a Pascal program 
that reveals the markers and control codes hidden in a WordStar file. 
Andrew Bender presents the first article in a 4-part tutorial on relocating 
assemblers. 

Hardware 
Loren Amelang shows how to add a "rescue" key to your system that will get 
you out of infinite loops without destroying data. David Bray discusses the 
problems involved in upgrading an old 8080 computer such as the IMSAI to 
use the CompuPro 8085/8088 dual processor board. 
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M1C»OTECU Int~rngtionAI CorporAtion 

NOW 1 MEGABYTE MAX FOR ALPHA MICRO 
CHATSWORTH-June 30, 1983-Mike Pelkey, Macro 
tech International President, announced today that a spe 
cial version of AfAX is now running in Alpha Micro 
Systems. 
This special version is available only through Soft Ma 

chines of Champaign, IL. (217) 
351-7199. Howard Ogle of Soft 
Machines stated, "The new 
AM-MAXI runs full speed with 
all three Alpha Sl00 machines:' 
Ogle also said, "The AM-MAXI 
is not only the most economical 
memory for Alpha, but the most 
versatile as well. The system is 
even faster with Soft Machines' 
'GO FAST' disk cache utilities:' HOWARD OGLE 
Bob Rubendunst of Soft Machines reports, "Every 

MAX is shipped with software that greatly simplifies imple 
mentation on bank switched systems. Also included are de 
tailed installation instructions and diagnostic programs:' 
Dealer inquiries and orders should be directed to Bob 

at Soft Machines. t.1 

opens up the system to a 16 meg address 
space. Using software provided in the man 
ual, virtual disk can be implemented using 
CP/M 2.2~ CP/M 3.0~ or MP/M 2* operating 
system. 
If you think about it-quality, price, perfor 

mance, and the reputation of Macrotech In 
ternational-it's no wonder so many demand 
ing systems builders have used AfAX series 
dynamic memory. The S100 world's only full 
function one megabyte IEEE/696 memory. 

MAX SERIES GAINS WIDE ACCEPTANCE 
CHATSWORTH-June 30, 1983-S100 sys 
tems manufacturers, integrators and users 
have been ordering and implementing MAX 
for a wide variety of environments and appli 
cations. These environments would include 
both 8- and 16-bit processors. Typical exam 
ples would include graphics and virtual disk 
implementations. 
These environments include 16 bit systems 

such as those manufactured by Empirical 
Research Group, Dual Systems, Compupro, 
Cromemco, Lomas and Seattle. AfAXhas 
been used in non IEEE/696 systems such as 
Alpha Micro. 
These MAX users have taken advantage of 

the density, high speed and low cost per bit to 
bring large system memories to SlOO buyers. 

Ralph Ring of Compatible Systems Engi 
neering of Annandale, VA, (703) 941-0917 has 
used 4 MAXboards in a dual system UNIX* 
environment. Mr. Ring stated, "My applica 
tion required a 4 megabyte system memory. 
Quarter meg boards were impractical, the 
MAXis ideal for this system:' 

Systems builders are using the M3 option to 
utilize large memories in 8-bit environments. 
Using the MAXboard in this environment 
means using a single board for all memory 
needs. This includes functioning as system 
memory, virtual disk or cache memory. Some 
of these 8-bit environments include Compu 
pro, CCS, Tarbell, IMS & Ithaca Intersystems. 

M3 translates the 16 logic bits from an 8-bit 
processor into 24 physical address bits. This 

MACROTECH Moves 
CHATSWORTH-June 30, 1983-Macro 
tech has moved to larger facilities located 
at 20630 Lassen St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. 
The new phone number is (213) 700-1501. 
"Due to a healthier marketplace and a 
phenomenal demand for the MAX series, 
larger facilities were necessary. This per 
mits additional staffing, increased produc 
tion, and customer support levels:' said 
Mike Pelkev. President of Macrotech. M 

Virtual Disk for CP/M 86* 
Dan West, Westcom Systems 
BURBANK-June 30, 1983-Most of the 
CP 1M 86* application programs available to 
day fail to take advantage of the possible one 
megabyte address space. Virtual Disk lor 
CP/M 86* will convert this unused space into 
RAM resident disk capacity for greatly im 
proved disk access processing. The easily in 
stalled Virtual Disk 86 software module has 
been added to Macrotech's applications soft- 
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Virtual Disk Gives 
MAX Split Personality 
BURBANK -June 30, 1983- "Many current 
operating systems permit MAXto double as 
both virtual disk and system memory," stated 
Dan West of Westcom Systems. As an example, 
an MP 1M 2.1* system using MAX-M could be 
configured as a 512K system memory and a 
SI2K Vdisk. A typical CPIM 3.0* configura- 
tion could be 256K of system memory and up 
to 768K V disk. CP /M 2.2~ of course, only per- 
mits a 64K system memory, leaving the bal 
ance for a virtual disk. With MAX, or the 
I28ST, both functions can run simultaneous 
ly in a single memory board. r.1 

.CP/M 2.2, CP/M 3.0, CP/M 86 andMI'/M 2.1 are registered 



BC 
A zso based microcomputer board with memory and I/O functions 

5 . Fully complies with IEEE 696 Standard 
·4/6 MHzZ80A/B 
• Supports CP 1M'!! Plus 
• operates as bus master /stave for multi-user, multi-processor architecture. :sao . 64K on board memory, dual ported, parity checked 
• 2 serial ports, 1 SASI port 
• All 110 drivers on board 
• Memory management 

(Pictured above) • Full 24 bit address capability 
• 3-16 bit CTC's 

ExpandoRAM IV -Random access memory board 
utilizing 64K or 256K NMOS RAM chips 
• Fully complies with IEEE 696 Standard 
• 256K capacity with 64K chips 
.1024K capacity with 256K Chips 
• Error checking and correction (2 bit detection, 1 bit correction) 
• On board refresh 
• Supports both 8 and 16 bit data transfers 
.24 bit addressing 

SDJOO-A new series of compact yet expandable 5-100 
microcomputers. 
• compact size approximately 4" x 14" x 17" 
• 6 Slot motherboard 
• RUgged metal enclosure 

OEM Version: Designed for ease of Integration and maximum flexibility 
• zao CPU 
• 256KRAM 
• versafloppy II with free CP/M Plus™ 
Disciess VerSion: An Ideal high performance system for disk Intensive 
applications. Eliminates disk walt states for spread sheets, spelling Checkers, 
and network operation. Utilizes SDSystems RAMDlsc and ROM Disc modules. 

VFW·!: A single board controller for flOPPY and 
Winchester disk drives: 
• Fully complies with IEEE 696 Standard 
• Up to 4 floppies and three Win· 
chester drives may be controlled by VFW·3 • Data 
transfers to and from board under DMA or programm 
ed 1/0 control. Supports 24 bit address space. 
CP/M PIUSTM,hlgh performance single user 
operating system. 
• CP/M® 2.2. compatible-no modification! • When 
used with sosvsterns 256K memory board speeds are 
up to 7 times faster than CP I M® 2.2 .• High perfor 
mance file system. MP I M® II file password protec 
tion • Time and date stamps on files· Support for 1 to 
16 banks of RAM. Easy to use system utilities with HELP 
facility. Powerful batch facility. Sophisticated pro 
grammer utilities. 

RAM Disc 25&: A solid state disk emulator that 
greatly Increases system performance by eliminating 
disk walts In disk Intensive applications. Excellent for 
spreadsheets, spelling checkers and software 
development. 
• 256K capacity. 1 rnb total bus capacity. CP/M® 2.2, 
PLUS ™ compatible. 110 port addresses user setec 
tame- Storage locations addressed by on board 20 bit 
counter » On board refresh. 
ROM Disc '28: An EPROM board that replaces a 
floppy disk drive for the purposes of booting CP I M® 
and loading application programs. 
• Provides non volatile, permanent storage of pro 
grams and data. Utilizes 2732 or 2764 EPROMS, (16 
max) • 128K capacity per board- 512K system capacity 
• Use with SDSystems RAMDisc to configure a stand 
alone or network dlscless system • Serial port provided. 

- 
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You've acquired a taste for computers. Now's the time 
to experience the benefits of America's finest. 

Ithaca's ENCORE™ series offers matchless quality, per 
formance, reliability, application versatility and expanda 
bility in 8 & 16 bit configurations. 

I 

The Standard of Quality 
In both hardware and software, Ithaca is the standard of 

quality. Five years of experience in the production of 
5-100 systems means unsurpassed quality and reliability. 
As you grow, your ENCORE system expands with you. 
Unlimited options for growth are available through a 
variety of configurations which will meet all of your 
peripheral, memory and I/O requirements. 

Proven Performance 
ENCORE's unique design can provide up to a 500% 

increase in throughput on disk-intensive programs. 

CP/M~ MP/M~ and XENIX® operating systems as well as 
a selection of utility, development and application soft 
ware, give the Ithaca ENCORE the increased program 
ming capability you would expect from the best. 

Ithaca's ENCORE™ ... simply the finest price/perform 
ance, 8 & 16 bit computer systems available. 

So advanced, that Now is Our Time. 

For immediate reply call toll-free (800) 847-2088, New York 
call 607-273-2500. Ithaca is backed by Docutel Olivetti 
nationwide service. 

Itlu~;1 
ODD~<I9D~~J).~~<I9DDD~TM 

200 E. Buffalo St. Ithaca, N.Y. 14851 

TM ENCORE is a trademark of Ithaca Intersystems.lnc. ®CP/M and MP/M are registered trademarks of Digital Research. Inc. ® XENIX is a registered trademark of Microsoft. 
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NORTH STAR 
USERS 
Convert to: 
IBM PC 
CP/M 

MSDOS CP /M-8S 

UPWARD COMPATIBLE WITH 
NORTH STAR BASIC 
BUT TWICE AS FAST 

• Faster than many compilers 

• Sorts faster than conventional 
Basics 

• Reduces programming time at least 
30 percent 

• Simple to use 

• Easy testing and debugging 

• Excellent TRACE and EDIT 

• More memory available - 
Less required for programs 

• Accurate arithmetic 

• Excellent documentation and 
customer support 

BUY NOW-SAVE $25 
$375 
ORDER NOW! 

~ iIIqIIirier lOItIcomt 

American Plannina Corp. 
Suitt 423, ~ Dllkt Slrcct 

Alexandria, Va. 22304 
703-751·2574 
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Introducing the powerful, multi-processing 
HORIION®8/16 from North Star. 

The turbo-charged 
system with outstanding 

pmferme"t~. 
The new North Star HORIZON 
8/16 microcomputer can handle 
up to eight individual users, 
supporting both 8-bit and 16-bit 
applications simultaneously. 

Its advanced, multi-processor 
architecture makes this powerful 
performance possible. Unlike 
other multi-user systems, the 
HORIZON 8/16 doesn't load up 
its users on a single processor; 
instead, it provides a dedicated 
processor for each individual 
user-at a cost no greater than 
that of conventional multi-user 
systems. 

The result? No degradation 
in processing performance, even 
when there are eight users on 
the system. 

z-so is a registered trademark. of Zilog, Inc. 
TurboDOS is a registered trademark of Software 
2000, Inc. CP/M-SO, CP/M-S6, MP/M ond CP/M ore 
either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digitol 
Research Inc. 
Systems serviced nationwide by MAI/Sorbus Service Division. 

And North Star's industry 
standard S- 100 bus gives you the 
flexibility to (home your options 
and tailor the system to meet 
your specific requirements. 

What's more, the new North 
Star TurboDOS® is many times 
faster than standard, multi 
user operating systems-and is 
compatible with CP/M-80~ 
CP/M-86® and MP/M!M 

As for reliability, over 30,000 
first generation HORIZONs are 
still in use. And each of these 
can be easily upgraded to the 
new 8/16 architecture. 

The HORIZON 8/16 out 
performs everything in its class. 
Costs no more. And is the only 
multi-user micro designed to 
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meet your needs for today, and 
tomorrow-simply by plugging 
in thQ option~ you ~~I~~t. 

You can discover North Star's 
HORIZON 8/16 at more than 
1,000 computer stores and system 
houses nationwide. Call 800- 
722-STAR for the location 
nearest you. Or write North Star 
Computers, Inc., 14440 Catalina 
Street, San Leandro, CA 94577. 

NorthSlalf. 
Simply powerful solutions. 
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Editor"s Page 

This is the second issue of 
Microsystems in which we are 
highlighting the UNIX oper 

ating system (the first issue was Jan 
uary 1983). 

There is no doubt that CP 1M is 
the de facto standard for single-user 
8-bit microcomputer operating sys 
tems. The introduction of CP 1M 
Plus and the forthcoming Z800 
microprocessor for Zilog will ensure 
continued growth in the 8-bit micro 
market. 

However, with the prices of single 
user 16-bit micros dropping to only 
slightly more than those for the 8-bit 
machines, and with the added per 
formance offered by these machines, 
it is only logical that the 16-bitters 
will overtake the 8-bit market at 
some point. The 16-bit single and 
multiuser micro markets are highly 
competitive worlds with no clear de 
facto DOS standards as yet. 

The key to success for an operat 
ing system is the amount and quality 
of software available for it ... and in 
the 16-bit single-user area, MS-DOS 
is the clear leader. Another factor is 
the number of OEM manufacturers 
operating the DOS on their hard 
ware systems ... and here both MS 
DOS and CP 1M are doing well. 
, The multiuser micro market is 
where 16-bit micros will dominate. 
Although DRI tried to enter the 
multiuser market with 8-bit versions 
of CP 1M called MP 1M and 
CP INET, these lacked the necessary 
performance and features. MP 1M, 
however, has worked out well-as a 
multitasking operating system 
(Microsystems will be carrying sever 
al articles on MP 1M). CP INET has 
recently been greatly improved by 
DRI and should be successful (a re 
view of the new release of CP NET 
will appear next month). 

The TurboDos system (CP/M 
compatible) is achieving moderate 
success as a multiuser 8-bit operating 
system (we are also planning several 
articles on TurboDos). Phase One 
has also achieved some success with 
its OASIS operating system (see the 
Marl Apr 1982 issue of 
Microsystems). But there is no doubt 
that the multiuser market will be 
dominated by the 16-bit micros. 
DRI entered this market early 

with its 16-bit implementation of 

by Sol Libes 

MP 1M and is achieving some mod 
erate success with it. OASIS is also 
available for the 16-bit systems and is 
being offered by several OEMs. But 
the star of the 16-bit multiuser mar 
ketplace appears to be UNIX. An 
other comer is the PICK operating 
system. For these reasons, we have 
decided to devote another issue to 
UNIX, and at some point in the fu 
ture expect to provide coverage of 
the PICK operating system. 

Both UNIX and PICK have been 
in use on large multiuser minicom 
puter systems for about 10 years. 
They are mature products that pro 
vide reliable operation, a lot offea 
tures, and considerable application 
software support. They are being 
ported to many different hardware 
systems. At the recent National 
Computer Conference (the comput 
er show-of-shows) more newly intro 
duced computers were running 
UNIX or UNIX-like operating sys 
tems than any other operating sys 
tem (although MS-DOS was a close 
second). And most were based on the 
Motorola 68000 microprocessor. 

UNIX Superstar 
UNIX was developed at Bell Labs as 
a tool for software developers. It 
achieved popularity in-house and 
was greatly enhanced (one of its ad 
vantages is that it can be easily en 
hanced). BL made it available to the 
University community, where its 
power and features proved assets to 
software hackers. As these hackers 
moved from university to business 
environments, they carried the 
UNIX mystique with them. Thus 
UNIX has achieved quite a success 

in the engineering and scientific ar 
eas of business. However, it is in the 
nontechnical area of business where 
the big bucks lie; hence manufactur 
ers are now in the process of adapt 
ing UNIX to this environment. 
Thus, companies such as Microsoft, 
with their XENIX package, are at 
tempting to make UNIX easier to 
use and are adding features needed in 
a business environment (e.g., file 
security). 

PICK-a challenger? 
The PICK operating system is cur 
rently running on about the same 
number of minicomputers as UNIX 
(estimated at 10-15,000). Like 
UNIX, it is intended for multiuser 
environments serving a large number 
of users (e.g., up to 128 and even 
more). However, it is database ori 
ented and much easier to use. Thus 
many sophisticated business applica 
tion packages are available for it, and 
it has achieved a great deal of success 
in business system use. 

The PICK operating system is al 
ready being offered by micro manu 
facturers such as Altos, General 
Automation, and Datamedia. And 
third-party vendors are selling ver 
sions for the IBM PC. A version for 
the XT is expected shortly, and 
Tandy and Apple are known to be 
checking it out for possible adoption 
on their 68000-based machines. It is 
interesting that the micro manufac 
turers offering the PICK system are 
also offering XENIX for the same 
systems. Thus, by offering both 
XENIX and PICK, these manufac 
turers can sell 16-bit multiuser sys 
tems better to both the business and 
scientific communities. 

For those desiring more informa 
tion on PICK, I recommend a spe 
cial report entitled The PICK Oper 
ating System: Markets & Strategies 
issued by Yates Ventures (4962 EI 
Camino Real, Suite Ill, Los Altos 
CA 94022; 415/964-0130). To keep 
up to date on happenings on UNIX, 
I recommend a newsletter entitled 
Unique, published by InfoPro Sys 
tems (Box 33, East Hanover, NJ 
07936; 2011625-2925; $54 for 12 is 
sues). Yates Ventures also publishes 
a very good (but expensive: $400/yr) 
monthly newsletter entitled The 
Yates Perspective. m 
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News & Views 
CP/M '83 EAST in 
Boston, Sept. 29-0ct. 1 
Following in the footsteps of the 
highly successful CP /M'83 show 
held in San Francisco last January, 
Digital Research is repeating the 
event in Boston September 29 
through October 1. DRI reports that 
more than 50,000 attended the earli 
er event, which had 400 exhibitions. 
CP /M'83 EAST is expected to be 
equally large, if not larger. 

CP/M'83 will be held in Boston's 
Hynes Auditorium, which is part of 
the Prudential Center Complex, ad 
jacent to the Sheraton Boston Hotel. 
There is parking for 7100 cars. 

The Industry Workshops for In 
dependent Software Vendors (ISVs), 
distributors, dealers and manufac 
turers will be held each day from 9- 
11 A.M. The workshop topics are: 
Thursday: Venture Capital and 

the Microcomputer Industry 
Friday: Retail Marketing of 

Microcomputer Software 
Saturday: Trends in Microcom 

puter Graphics 
The Panel Discussion will be held 

daily from 2-4 P.M., and topics will 
be: 
Thursday: Next Generation 

Software 
Friday: Educational Software 
Saturday: Microcomputer 

Industry Trends 
The Seminars will be held daily 

from 11 A.M. to 6 P.M. The follow 
ing topics will be covered: 

Introduction to Logo 
Public Domain CP/M Software 
CP/M Cards 
The Bridge from Unix to CP/M 
Introduction to Accounting 

Applications 
Introduction to Word Processing 
Introduction to Communications 
Networks 
Customer Training 
Programmer Productivity Tools 
Software Protection and Security 
How To Get into the Software 

Business 
The show and conference hours 

are 11 A.M.-6 P.M.; the industry 
workshop hours are 9-11 A.M. Ad 
mission is $1O/day, or $25 for the 
three days. For more information on 
the show contact: Northeast Exposi 
tions, 824 Boylston Street, Chestnut 
Hill, MA 02167; (617) 739-2000. 

by Sol Libes 

CompuPro offers special 
deal 
Bill Godbout, President of the 
CompuPro Division of Godbout 
Electronics, is making a special offer 
to Microsystems magazine readers 
that will allow them to step up their 
CompuPro 8-bit systems to dual 
processor 8/16-bit systems. For a 
limited time, CompuPro will give 
our readers a half-price exchange of 
8-bit CompuPro CPU-Z, Z80 CPU 
card (any vintage), for a CompuPro 
CPU 8085/88 card, which contains 
both 8085 and 8088 
microprocessors. The list price is 
$425 (6 MHz 8085/8088) or $525 
(6MHz 8085/8MHz 8088 with 200- 
hr burn-in). 

To obtain a dual-processor CPU 
card at half price, you must mention 
that you read this in Microsystems 
magazine. Write: CompuPro Divi 
sion, Godbout Electronics, Box 
2355, Oakland Airport CA 94614 

CP 1M Emulator board 
for DEC PDP-11 
Virtual Microsystems Inc., Berkeley 
CA, the supplier of the Bridge 
CP/M emulator, has introduced a 
plug-in board emulator for the DEC 
PDP-l1/23 and Professional 300 
computers. The board will be mar 
keted through Digital Equipment 
Corp., while Bridge will continue to 
market its other software and hard 
ware products for V AX and other 
PDP-systems. The new package is 
called the "z-chip" and is priced at 
$495 (Professional) and $695 (PDP- 
11/23). The board plugs into the 
floating-point processor slot of the 
computer. . 

The MS-DOS ys CP 1M 
Battle 
Digital Research is proving that it 
has not given up the fight for the 16- 
bit DOS market with a new 

strategy ... if you can't beat em, 
then join em! DRI has announced 
that it plans to support the IBM PC 
DOS and MS-DOS with the releases 
of its family of language products. 
This includes their CBasic compiler, 
Pascal/MT+, PUI, C, Cobol, Ac 
cess Manager, Display Manager, 
Programmer Utilities, and Symbolic 
Debugger. Thus, these languages 
may be run under PC-DOS, MS 
DOS, CP/M-86 or Concurrent 
CP /M-86. This should prove to be a 
real asset for CP/M software 
vendors. 

DRI has also announced that it 
will release new versions of CP/M- 
86 and Concurrent CP/M-86 that 
will run MS-DOS software in an em 
ulator mode. They claim that MS 
DOS software will run almost as fast 
as on a standard MS-DOS system. 
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Z800 Update 
In the July Microsystems I reported 
on Zilog's introduction of the Z800 
microprocessor, an enhanced ver 
sion of the Z80 that will be very easy 
to retrofit into a Z80 CPU card. It 
now appears that first samples of this 
IC will not be available until the end 
of this year, and that significant pro 
duction quantities will not become 
available until the end of '84 or the 
beginning of '85. Thus I do not ex 
pect to see the use of the Z800 in sys 
tems until 1985. 
It is disappointing. Zilog "leaked" 

news of the Z800 at the 1981 Nation 
al Computer conference. At the 
time, CP/M was unchallenged in the 
micro world, and the Z800 enhance 
ments would have considerably 
slowed the current trend to l o-bit 
personal computers and the MS 
DOS operating system. Many com 
panies have enhanced their Z80 sys 
tems by adding a second l6-bit 
processor and gained most of the fea 
tures offered by the Z800. And by 
the time the Z800 becomes available, 
micro designs will be in full swing 
with 32-bit devices. 

By the time the Z800 becomes 
available, the software base for com 
peting Intel chips will be larger and 
more attractive, and it is doubtful 
that many software developers will 
want to start to work on Z800 soft 
ware. Thus there is a great likelihood 
that Zilog may miss the market. f!J 



Hynes Auditorium 
Thursday-Saturday 

September 29-0ctober 1, 1983 
Show Hours: 10:3OAM to 5:30PM daily 

Sponsored by Digital Research, Inc. 

THOUSANDS OF 
CPIM COMPADBLES 
AND SOFTWARE 
PACKAGES 
ARE GATHERING 
IN BOSTON ••• 

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL NEW COMPUTER SHOW IS COMING EAST. 
CP/M'83 held last January in San Francisco, was the largest event organized around a single product in the history of all products. It was larger than 

any first or second year technology event ever held anywhere, drawing over 40,000 attendees and more than 600 displays. This September 29 
through October 1, Northeast Expositions, Inc., the foremost producer of computer events, and Digital Research Inc., the inventors of CP/M, will 

present CP/M'83-East at Boston's Hynes Auditorium. 

IF YOU DO ANYTHING IN CP/M I YOU ABSOLUTELY CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS CP/M'83-EAST. 
CP/M'83 is much more than a Show-it's an educational forum to help people learn about using, developing and marketing CP/M software. It's an 

incredibly eftectivernedium for manufacturers to meet buyers or marketers, to meet developers. Noted leaders from the software industry will 
conduct the most extensive group of workshops on microcomputer software ever presented at any conference ... ever. These informative 

discussions will explore CP/M applications, technical information, development aids, uses in different professions and support services. The 
conference program will also strive to show users how to get the most from their CP/M computers. 

During each day of CP/M'83-East, from 8:30AM to 10:30AM, special industry workshops will be held for Independent Software Vendors (ISV's), 
distributors, dealers and manufacturers. These seminars will cover the ins and outs of developing, packaging and marketing microcomputer 

software. They will also offer you a chance to cultivate important industry contacts including venture capitalists. 
THE WORLD OF CP/M UNDER ONE ROOF 

CP/M'83-West was the largest end-user Computer Show and Sale ever; the East Coast version will be just as large an extravaganza. At CP/M'83-East 
you'll find everything new for your CP/M computer under one roof. In a couple of days, you can sample software, accessories and services for 
every conceivable application you have. The Show includes over eight thousand different kinds of products including computers, peripherals, 

printers, hard disks, modems, memory cards, game cartridges, video displays, and plug-in boards-plus publications, support services and an 
absolutely incredible array of software application packages and development aids. All the CP/M compatible hardware and software for business, 

industry, the professions, government, education, home and personal use, is there. And best of all, you'll save hundreds, even thousands of dollars 
because everything that is on display is for sale at special Show prices. 

ADMISSION FEES: 
One-Day Exhibits-Only ticket $10 Tickets on sale at door 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
If you're interested in attending or exhibiting at CP/M'83-East, call 800-841-7000 (inside Massachusetts 617-739-2000). Or you can write us and we 

will be happy to mail you a comprehensive pamphlet which includes the schedule of seminars, workshops and conferences plus Boston hotel 
reservation information. Our address is 822 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167. 

CP(M'83-East is produced by Northeast Expositions, Inc., the foremost nationwide producer of special audience and specific product personal computer shows, including Applefest, 
PC'83 (for IBM PC users), The National Computer Shows, and Softcon-an International Conference and Tradefair for the Software Industry. 

Three-Day Exhibits & Conference ticket $25 

CP/M is the registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. 

o Enclosed is my payment for One-Day 
QUANTITY 

Exhibits Only ticket(s) at $10 each. 

PREREGISTRATION FORM 
o Enclosed is my payment for Three-Day 

QUANTITY 
Exhibits & Conference badge(s) at $25 which 
admits the attendee to the Show on Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday and to the Conference on all 
three days. 

Name _ 

Company (if any) _ 

Address _ 

City State Zip, _ 

Telephone (area code) ext _ 

Mail to National Computer Shows, 822 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 
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In the Public Domain 
Communications 

F irst, a correction to this col 
umn in the July issue: The 
volume number for 

MODEM798 was given as CPMUG 
Vol. 93A-this should have been 
SIGIMVol. 93A. My apologies for 
any inconvenience caused by this 
error. 

While we're on the subject of com 
munications, Omnitech, 56 Baltusrol 
Way, Shore Hills, NJ 07078 wrote 
with an offer that may be helpful to 
users of Compustars and 
Superbrains. This company is offer 
ing a copy of MODEM7, in 
Superbrain format and with modest 
documentation, at their cost ($7.50). 
For further information, call them at 
(201) 376-6406. 

CP 1M enhancements 
ZCPR2 and SYSLIB. The most 

notable (and also the most compre 
hensive) enhancement to CP/M that 
has so far appeared is ZCPR2, by 
Rich Conn. An introduction to this 
system by Rich Conn himself ap 
peared in our June 1983 issue. An 
early version of the system (ZCPR) 
appeared in SIG/M Vol. 54, but 
ZCPR2 has many, many enhance 
ments and, with SYSLIB, occupies 
volumes 98 through 107 of the 
SIG/M library. The documentation 
alone occupies three of these 
volumes. 
The ZCPR2 system replaces the 

standard CCP (Console Command 
Processor) of CP 1M. There are resi 
dent commands similar to those of 
the CCP, but more friendly and 
more powerful, and a number of use 
ful resident commands have been 
added. In addition, utilities that 
work in conjunction with ZCPR2 
greatly extend the convenience and 
power of CP 1M; they include on-line 
documentation and the ability to 
search for a .COM file not only on 
the logged-in disk but also on all oth 
er drives in the system. A minimal 
ZCPR2 is still an improvement over 
the standard CCP and adds little in 
the way of overhead. A full ZCPR2 
requires modification of the BIOS, 
with a consequent reduction of the 
TPA by 3K-4K, along with a consid 
erable amount of disk storage-you 
should have at least 500K per disk to 
accommodate ZCPR and have room 
to do useful work. 

SYSLIB is a library of relocatable 
assembly language modules that was 
also built by Rich Conn. Although 
not strictly a CP 1M enhancement, I 
mention it here because it is a power 
ful tool for program development 
under CP 1M. Standards for parame 
ter passing and use of the modules 
are established in the documenta 
tion. Just as ZCPR2 increases pro 
gramming productvity by making 
many operations far more conve 
nient, so SYSLIB increases produc 
tivity by providing so many standard 
operations that the programmer can 
concentrate on the main logic of his 
program. The SYSLIB system is de 
signed for use with Microsoft's M80 
macroassembler and L80 linker. 

An on-line SUBMIT. A program 
called I. COM by Ward Christensen 
(CPMUG Vol. 40) provides an on 
line submit facility. This program 
builds a command file and runs it 
without having to edit a .SUB file. 
The commands are separated by 
semicolons-for example, typing: 
A)WM FOO.ASM, ASM FOO.ABZ, LOAD B,FOO 

will run W ordMaster so you can 
change the source code of your pro 
gram FOO. When you exit from 
WM, the source code is assembled 
with the hex file on drive B:, and a 
.COM file is generated without any 
further operator intervention. 
SUPERSUB.SUPERSUB 

(CPMUG Vol. 81) is a replacement 
for the standard SUBMIT and 
XSUB utilities supplied with CP 1M. 
It has been reviewed in detail in Life 
lines; its principal advantage is that 
submit commands can be nested. 

Directory utilities 
SD-41. SD-41 (SIG/M Vol. 44) is 

a powerful directory utility that can 

search all drives and user areas for 
unambiguous or ambiguous 
filenames. Free-form options follow 
ing a dollar sign on the command 
line allow the search to start at any 
specified drive or user area. Other 
options allow the resulting output to 
be sent to the LST: device or to a disk 
file. 

WASH. WASH (SIG/M Vol. 44) 
is a directory maintenance utilty that 
allows the operator to review the di 
rectory in detail. The filenames are 
displayed one by one, and as each 
filename appears the cursor pauses at 
the end of the line for an operator 
command. The file may be left un 
changed, erased, copied, or renamed. 
When operations are complete, the 
operator may exit from the program 
without reviewing any further 
names. 

XDIR. XDIR (extended Directo 
ry), available in SIG/M Vol. 17, 
prints an alphabetically sorted direc 
tory in 3-column format, with file 
sizes. 
SAP. SAP (Sort And Purge) is a 

directory utility originally issued in 
CPMUG Vol. 19 for CP 1M version 
1.4. This utility discards zero-length 
files and entries which have been 
marked with E5 for deletion, and al 
phabetically sorts the valid directory 
entries, packing together the entries 
for multi-extent files. The packed 
and sorted directory is then rewrit 
ten to the disk and displayed on the 
screen. 

An update for CP 1M version 2.2 
has been issued (SIG/M Vol. 7, 
CPMUG Vol. 61) but this utility 
should be used with extreme care. 
Since it discards zero-length files, it 
may destroy disk identifier entries 
used with Ward Christensen's CAT 
ALOG system, and it can also be up 
set by System and RIO attribute bits. 
It is handy if you want a permanent 
ly sorted directory, but try it out on a 
scratch disk containing System and 
RIO files as well as disk identifiers 
before using it on any important 
disks, particularly if you are using 
double-density formats. 

Restart. I mentioned last month 
that I would discuss the null file as a 
means of restarting the last program 
that was run. This technique is par 
ticularly useful for restarting a pro 
gram that has bombed for some rea 
son, without destroying variables or 
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Public Domain 
continued ... 

output created by the program. Cre 
ate a null file with the command: 

A>SAVE 0 RESTART.COM 

Then, next time a program hangs in a 
loop or terminates prematurely, just 
do: 
A>RESTART 

CP 1M will attempt to load this pro 
gram and run it at lOOH; however, 
since RESTART has zero length, 
nothing is loaded, and when control 
is handed to lOOH, the result is to re 
start whatever program you last ran, 
without any change. f!I 

- 80 CHARACTER VIDEO BOARD-S·100 

All This on ONE BOARD: 
• Keyboard port with TYPE·AHEAD buffer 
• 8275 CRT controller with light pen port 
• Two 2716's - program & character rom's 
• Optional 2716 for CHARACTER GRAPHICS 
• All screen & keyboard ram 
• SIMULTANEOUS 1/0 or Memory mapped 
• Z·80 MPU - 2 or 4 Mhz system clock 
• Easy to adapt Software 
• Uses only EASY -TO-GET parts 
• Use in any S·l00 system 
• 696 Bus Compliance: 08 M 16 18 T200 
• Build for less than $200 
'INow includes Crystal and Heat Sink. $9.85 value. 

Introducing The VDB·A 
Bare board with Documentation $49.50 

+ $2.50 s&h (ul.res. add 6% tax) 
Add 3% for MC & Visa 

Simphwa'J PRODUCTS CO. 
P.O. Box 6<l1, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 
312/359·7337 
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Speaking?f. Computers 
THE 

SOUNDING 
BOARD 

• S-100/1EEE 696 
• unlimited vocabulary 
• CPIM software included 
• numerous applications 

(talking terminals, morse 
code training, electronic 
music ... J 

For more information, call or write: 

Cygnus Systems 
(303) 393-6526 
1245 Columbine #402 
Denver, CO 80206 

WE LISTEN! 
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MOPI 
the 

NO Language Assembler/Compiler 
Have you Shyed away from Assembly Language Programming? 
Are you Frustrated with your current so-called High Level Compiler? 
Worried about someone Pirating your Software? 

THEN SWITCH TO MOPI 
A new type of software development package that: 
Generates machine code for any 8 bit microprocessor using user defined 

instructions (including the Z80 expanded instruction set). 
Produces both Absolute Executable, and Relocatable, load modules. 
Subroutines are Automatically Linked to the mainprogram; no Separate Linking 

Loader is required. 
All modules contain a Serial Number for Identification Purposes. 
Expandable to include new features as they are required. 
Produces a Separate Error Listing on the First Past. 
Many Options Selectable Both at Run Time and via a Control Table. 
Provides for Dividing a Large Program into Overlay Segments. 
Maintains its own Documentation, from Data contained in the Source File. 

MOPI is sold as a basic package with options. You buy only what you need as 
you need it. We can supply you with any optional software you required. MOPI 
Software: $150plus (depending on options), Manual Only: $35 ' 
Currently available for use with CPIM and 48K memory. 
Inquire about availability on other systems in the near future. 

VOICE OPERATED COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 3705, Minneapolis, MN 55405 

" CPIM is a trademark of Digital Research 
"MOPI is a trademark of Voice Operated Computer Systems 
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Letters to the Editor 
Dear Mr. Libes, 
This letter provides a correction, a 

clarification, and IBM-PC informa 
tion regarding my article "PIP Data 
Between Computers" (July 1983 
Microsystems, page 48). 

Correction 
I omitted a line from Figure 1 ("In 
stalling PIPIO by hand"). It illus 
trates installing the PIPIO protocol 
when using an older version of DDT 
that does not allow overlaying a pro 
gram with a HEX file. The missing 
line depicts telling DDT to begin 
memory substitution at location 
0103H. It should be inserted as the 
sixth line of the example. 
;:.'\ ) ~)~Il f~'! ['.:, \;9t':' 
oo r 'v'EW:; 2. 2 
NEXT F'e 
lEeo 0100 
(ir,sert F'lF'IU p.r-(,t:~'._;oll 
~JQ0 
- 50 ~} 
Programmers are trained to strive 
for perfection; nearly accurate ac 
counting systems and occasional sys 
tem crashes are just not good 
enough. To those readers who were 
confused or inconvenienced by the 
omission, 1 offer my most abject 
apologies. 

Clarification 
When using PIPIO to communicate 
between computers, you must invoke 
the receiving computer first. That 
way the first character sent is sure to 
be echoed. If the transmitting station 
is started before the receiving sta 
tion, the first data byte may be sent 
before it can be detected. Then you 
would have a receiver waiting for in 
put while the transmitter IS waiting 
for the echo. While the article 
showed the proper sequence, this 
point was not streesed. 

IBM·PC information 
You can use PIPIO to send data to 
an IBM-PC running CP/M-86. Use 
the ASSIGN program to direct the 
PC console output to both the screen 
and a serial port. Also ASSIGN the 
auxiliary input to the same serial 
port. Then begin PC reception with 
the command: 

Data is then displayed on the screen 
and echoed to the serial port. 

Unfortunately, you may lose three 
bytes within the first line or so of 
data. This is because the PIP com 
mand is sent to the serial port before 
reception begins. The last three char 
acters of the command are still in the 
serial port circuitry when PIPIO 
handshaking begins. These bytes ap 
pear to the transmitting Cp /M-80 
system as data echoes. Each false 
acknowledgement loses one data 
byte. 

You could write a simple Basic 
program to read and echo bytes from 
the communications port, saving the 
characters in a disk file. This pro 
gram should close the file and stop 
upon receiving and echoing a Con 
trol-Z (IAH). You could use such a 
program to send to IBM-PC's run 
ning PC-DOS. In fact, this method 
was used to PIPIO to Alpha-Micro 
and DEC systems. 

I am presently writing LOAD and 
UNLOAD programs in 8086/8088 
assembler for use with CP /M-86; 
these may be the subject of a future 
article in Microsystems. 

Steven Fisher CDP 
Controlled Information 

Environments 
(a division of Steven Fisher 

Enterprises) 
P.O. Box 457 

La Mesa, CA 92041 
(619) 271-4327 

Dear Mr. Libes, 
Please ask readers not to write to 

me now about my letter on single 
density formatting (June 1983), but 
await publication of my article. The 
number of enquiries has been large, 
and I cannot possibly reply to them 
individually. 

Robert Lurie 
8 Tingley Road 

Morristown, NJ 07960 

Editor's note: 
We expect to publish Bob's article on 

single-density formatting in the Octo 
ber issue. 

Errata 
Here are corrections and additional 
information on the Computime 
SBC-880 (reviewed in Sept. 1983). 
Prices are: SBC-880: $275 A&T, 
$245 kit, $45 bare board; FDC 
UFDC-1: $275 A&T, $245 kit, $60 
bare board. The East Coast distribu 
tor of these products is: 

GSR Computers 
60-10 69th St. 
Maspeth, NY 11378 
(212) 476-2091 
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A letter from MicroDynamics (to be 
published later) draws attention to 
the fact that their Microsprite 
Graphics board, listed in our S-l 00 
Directory (May 1983), can display 
16 colors on the screen 
simultaneously. 

Dear Mr. Libes, 
Mr. Leibson's article, "S.A.I.L. 

ing Without a Lifeboat," in the May 
issue was very interesting. However, 
I have to take serious issue with one 
comment in it. The author stated 
that" ... North Star does not pub 
lish information on how to run their 
disk controller ... " 

On the contrary, back in the days 
when their boards were available in 
kit form, N* published very detailed 
programming information on how 
their board works. I have had my 
manual for several years. I recently 
rewrote a disk driver for the current 
production board in polyFORTH 
II", and found N*'s information to 
be complete and accurate. 

I have cited North Star's program 
ming documentation detail and qual 
ity to several other manufacturers as 
an example of how it should be done. 
The N* data makes some of the com 
petitor's documentation look sick. 
For example, it is a real chore to get 
CP/M running on a Versafloppy II 
board in a non-SD system with the 
data SD gives you. No manufacturer 
should sell individual boards as 
stand-alone products without the 
depth of detail that North Star 
provides. 

Joseph Reymann 
Com'Type 

P.O. Box 374 
953 Avenida Ladera 

San Dimas, CA 91773 



•• Are 51;4" Disk Formats a headache for vou! 

•• Missing sales because you don't have the right 
format] 

•• Wasting time downloading software] 

DISK MAKER I 
will solve your problems! 

What is Disk Maker I? 
Disk Maker is a product which allows you to, format, 
read and write over TWO DOZEN popular 5'1." disk for 
mats on your existing S-100 computer. 

What is included? 
• An S-100 Floppy Disk Controller Board which supports 
4 drives, any combination of 5'1." or 8" - double-sided. 
double-density, 48 tpi or 96 tpi. And extendable to the 
new 3" drives in the near future] 

• 1 48 tpi double-sided, double density 5'1." disk drive, 
dual drive cabinet and power supply. A second 96 tpi 
DSDD drive is optional. Drive cables included. 

• Powerful Disk Maker software. DMFORM formats 
diskettes in any of over TWO DOZEN formats DMSET 
automatically links Disk Maker with your CP/M system 
to create up to four additional disk drives on your 
system You can then just copy any programs from 
your system's disk drives to Disk Maker's - using 
standard CP/M~ utilities. 

What disk formats can I make? 
Any of over TWO DOZEN formats. Osborne, KayPro, 
NEC, I BM PC (CP/M86), SuperBrain, Otrona Attache, 
Zenith Z-100, Heath (Soft Sector) and TeleVideo to name 
just a few. And new formats as they are added. 

How much does it cost? 
/ 

Disk Maker I, with S-100 controller board, 1-48 tpi DSDD 
5'1." disk drive, dual drive cabinet and power supply, 
cables and Disk Maker software is available at the intro 
ductory price of $1200001 (plus shipping) Please notice: 
There is no per format charge. All formats currently 
available are provided at no extra charge. Software 
updates are only $2500 

Options: 
96 tpi DSDD 5'1." drive: $38500 
8" DSDD drive, power supply & cabinet $840.00 

Disk Maker II™ 
If you don't have an S-100 system, inquire about our 
standalone system: 6 MHz Z80B single board CP/M 
system with Disk Maker software. 

NEW 
GENERATION 
SYSTEMS. inc. 2153 Golf Course Drive Reston, VA 22091 

CIRCLE 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
(703) 476-9143 (800) 368·3359 

TM Disk Maker I. Disk Maker 11- New Generation Systems; CP/M, CP/M86- Digital Research 



HOW TO CONTROL YOUR 
CP/M™MICRO-AT ONLY $J. 
PER COMMAND. 

page by page, file by file, or line by line with 
instant halt by touching the space bar. 
-Need to reorganize files? 
POWERI sorts and formats the directory 
in 4 different ways. And you can easily 
copy or move files from user area to user 
area. POWER! creates 32 user areas 
instead of CP/M's 16. 
-Need to change memory? 
POWER! searches, displays and lets you 
change memory wherever you want. You 
can even automatically run software any 
where in memory. And you can inter-mix 
your search with as many wild card jokers 
as you need to find, for instance, all occur 
rences of "Sam Jones" and "Sid James" 
just by typing "S??J??". And POWER! 
also lets you read or write to any sector 
or track very simply, 
-Changing disks? You can forget the 
ubiquitous Control C to change disks. 
POWER! can do it for you automatically. 
And POWERI doesn't require a system 
disk in any drive, so Drive A is open for 
use, when PvWER! is in control of CP/M. 
...,..Afraid of HEX numbers? POWER! 
automatically converts Hex to Decimal, 
Binary or ASCII. 
Special Password Protection. Too. 
POWER! now includes a special pro 

gram that lets you lock sensitive files, so 
that only you can access them. Without 
the secret PASSWORD which you can 
create and change at will, no prying eyes 
will ever know your secret file even exists. 
A great way to protect financial or scien 
tific data from unauthorized eyes. Just this 
single program alone would be worth the 
price of POWER!. but there are over 55 ONLY $169. Money Back Guarantee. 
more just as valuable programs in this Charge & COD Orders Welcome. 
power-packed-package. TOLL FREE (800) 4Z8-78ZS Ext. 96AI 
At $169 •• It·s A Bargain. IN CA: (800) 4Z8-78Z4 Ext. 96AI 

__ ~,... doesn't permit DEALERS AND OEM·S (415) 
describing all 567-1614 Ext. 96~1 ---------, COMPUTING! 

2519 AI Greenwich San Francisco, CA 94123 I 
TOLL FRIiE (800)4:18-78:15 Ext.96AI 

tall IN CA: (800)4:18-78:14 Ext. 96AI I e DEALERS AND OEM'S (415) 567-16J4 Ext. 96AI 

ONLY $169. Calif. add 6'/2% sales tax I 

he POWDiM"R···DCPi~s~~~~MP/M"4··1 
• Computer I 

IWI..1-P- ~::~aan::ame I II'""" • Address _ 

, City/State/ZIp -. --- ;;;1 

A Remarkable Program For CP/M 
Users. 

Of course, CP/M is a wonderful operat 
ing system. That's why so much serious 
business software has been created for it. 

BUT, CP/M is not easy to work with. 
That's why you need to take the POWER! 
trip. 
POWER! is a super-power-packed, 

user-friendly program that lets you take 
immediate and complete control of CP/M. 
And at a cost of only $3. per command, it's 
the software buy of the year. 
Over 55 Housekeeping Utilities. 
POWER! is over 55 prompted, user 

friendly CP/M utility programs all rolled 
into one 15k package. It takes care of all of 
these frustrations and more: 
-BDOS errors? POWER! ends BDOS 
errors and gives you a way out. 
-Accidentally erased a file? If you 
accidentally erase a program or disk file, 
POWER! restores the erased files. 
-Can·t remember file names? 
POWER! assigns a number to each file on 
your disk. So, to copy files from disk to 
disk, you don't have to fiddle with PIP any 
more. You just pick the file from a num 
bered menu and POWER! copies it for 
you. No more typing errors! POWER! 
also marks original files and their copies for 
you; and you can compare files to find 
identical copies regardless of name. 
-Lose data on a glitched disk? If a 
glitched disk makes it impossible to call up 
a long word processing text, POWER! 
can fix the glitch. This means you may 
have to retype only a couple of sentences 
instead of losing 20 pages of text. 
-Trouble with "bargain·· disks? 
POWER!·s disk testing function gathers 
any bad sectors of the disk into a special 
file so that CP/M thinks those parts 
of the disk are already used and 
never attempts to write to 
them. The rest ofthe 
disk is then safe to use. 
-CP/M scrolls 
too fast through 
text files? 
POWER! spool 
through files 
foryou, 
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the wonder 
ful ways 
POWER! 

Power 
Version 2.55 I 

.... 1 ~ ~. ~ s ~ 
Performance 0 0 0 i2l 

InfoWorId 
Software Report' Card 

can put you 
in complete 
control of 
your CP/M 
micro. But Documentalion 0 0 ~ 0 
see for your- Ease of Use 0 0 0 ~ 
self. There's a Error ffandlin~ 0 O· 0 ~ 
Money Back 
Guarantee. At © 1982 by Popular Computing, Inc. A 

. subsidiary of CW Communications Inc., 
the low pnce of Framingham MA. Reprinted from lnfowortd. 
$169., each 
powerful command costs you less than $3. 
A true bargain! 
POWER! Is Better Than Ever! 

Eventhough "lnforWortd", "Microsystems" 
and "Interface Age' call POWER! great, we 
have improved POWER!-induding a com 
pletely rewritten 120-page easy-to-read docu 
mentation. (Previous purchasers of POWER! 
may exchange their original disk for an 
updated version with the new commands 
and a brand new manual-for only $35.) 
Ta~e The POWER! Trip Today! 
POWER! will operate in any standard 

CP/M or MP/M system, including CP/M-86, 
IBM PC, Apple (ZOO card), Osborne, Kaypro, HP, 
TeleVideo, TRS-80 conversions, S100's includ 
ing NorthStar Vector, Morrow, CompuPro, etc. 
Up and running immediately, no configuration 
necessary-for hard disks and floppies. 
At only $3. per command, you can 

afford to Take the POWER! Trip. Call 
or send in your order today. 

NOW AVAILABLE FORMS-DOS. TOO. 



The S-tOO Bus 
by David Hardy 

The IEEE·696 
Temporary Master 
Interface 

A s we discussed last time, the 
IEEE-696 "special bus oper 
ations" make it possible for 

an S-lOO system to have up to 16 
temporary masters, along with its 
permanent master. 

Now it's time to discuss some of 
the actual requirements of a tempo 
rary master interface. The basic defi 
nition of the temporary master inter 
face, as listed in the IEEE-696 
standard, section 2.4.1 is: 

"The temporary master interface 
provides the capability to transfer de 
vice dependent messages to and from 
a selected set of bus slaves. The tem 
porary master thus differs from the 
permanent master in that it need not 
generate all possible bus cycles. " 

In other words, a temporary bus 
master can function almost exactly 
the same way that a permanent mas 
ter functions. This includes perform 
ing the same kind of transfers to and 
from bus slaves, except that it need 
only work with a subset of the signals 
and functions used by the permanent 
bus master. 

The output signals that must be 
furnished by the temporary master 
are: 
• the Address Lines AO-A23, 
• all status signals 
• all control output signals 
• the Data Output lines 
• the DMA Arbitration lines, and 
• the Hold Request line, HOLD* 
Although permanent bus masters 

are not required to use address lines 
16-23, temporary bus masters are re 
quired to either generate these sig 
nals, or place logic O's on them. 

In addition, temporary masters 
should also provide a jumper on the 
pSTV AL * line, because some old 
SO SO-based CPU boards do not 
properly transfer this line with the 
control output lines. 

The input signals that are used by 
a temporary bus master are: 
• the Ready lines, RDY and 
XRDY, 

• the Hold Acknowledge line, 
pHLDA, 

• the Data Input lines, and 
• the system clock, <f> 
Thus, a typical basic TMA system 

would look like the circuit shown in 
Figure 1. 

The way this simple TMA system 
works is like this: First, the tempo 
rary master asserts the HOLD* line, 
saying that it desires temporary bus 
access. After the permanent master 
finishes executing its current instruc 
tion, it answers the request by mak 
ing the hold acknowledge signal 
(pHLDA) true. When zhe temporary 
master sees pHLDA, it takes over 
the control, status, address, and data 
buses by turning off the master pro 
cessor's tri-state bus buffers and 
turning on its own bus buffers. In 
this simple example, arbitration is 
not required, because there is only 
one temporary bus master. 

After taking control of the bus, the 
temporary master provides the sig 
nals mentioned above, and appears 

to all bus slaves as their normal mas 
ter controller. It is now free to per 
form whatever bus cycles it desires, 
for as long as it wants to use the bus. 

When it has finished its task, the 
temporary master returns control to 
the permanent master, which was 
left idle during the TMA, by turning 
off the HOLD* signal, disabling its 
tri-state buffers, and re-enabling the 
master's buffers. 

Note that, although the master 
must sit disabled and idle while a 
temporary master controls the bus, 
the same is not true for temporary 
masters while the master has bus 
control. In fact, it could be possible 
for temporary masters to be doing al 
most anything else while not using 
the bus, including talking to another 
S-IOO system using a different S-IOO 
bus. In this respect, the temporary 
bus master can be looked at as more 
of a "temporary bus I/O controller." 
If proper care were used during its 
design, a temporary bus master 
could even be powered down with 
out affecting S-IOO bus operations. 

All in all, the idea ofTMA prom 
ises to expand the usefulness of the S- 
100 bus quite a bit. But before you 
run out and buy a box of temporary 
masters for your system, you should 
recognize that the following prob 
lems occur with TMA: 
• Most non-IEEE-696 boards use 

signal lines that would cause prob- 

PERMANENT BUS MASTER 
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Figure 1. Basic TMA system. 
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5·100 Bus continued, .. 

lems for TMA controllers, especially 
when using bus arbitration . 
• As mentioned previously, the 

permanent master is disabled and 
must sit idle during temporary mas 
ter access, If your system uses inter 
rupts, for example, they would not 
work during TMA. TMA used on a 
system running under MP 1M would 
also require some special program 
ming to keep its TOD clock and tim 
ers correct. 
• Finally, TMA devices actually 

take over the address and data buses 
of the system. Thus certain dynamic 
memory boards could De starved for 
refresh time, which could, in turn, 
cause them to lose data. 

More reader questions 
I've received several notes from S- 
100 hardware hackers who would 
like to know which lines of the 
IEEE-696 bus are available to them 
for their own special use. Basically, 
there are three undefined lines 
(called NDEF in the IEEE-696 stan 
dard) available in the S-100 bus that 
were intended to be used by manu 
facturers for their own special sig- 

DO MORE. You can do more with 
Sixty UNIX-Style Tools from Carousel. 

Use-A-TooIKit $249 

CAROUSEL'S SOFTWARE TOOLKITS for CP/M and 
MSDOS give you many ways to use your computer more 
effectively for documentation, programming, program 
control and data-housekeeping. All sixty Tools work to 
gether. They are simple to use and easy to remember. 
YOU CAN DO MORE by using a standard library of tested 
Tools with a UNIX-style shell that pipelines data between 
Tools, redirects I/O to different files and devices, and 
accepts scripts of Tool commands to perform complex 
tasks. You will find the Tools you need in the Carousel 
ToolKits. 
ORDER TODAY: Carousel's Start-a-TooIKit is $99, add 
ons are $35 each. Buy the full Use-a-TooIKit for $249. 
For $100 more you can have the source code for most of 
the Tools. 

CALL (415) 528-1300 or write 
Carousel MicroTools, Inc. 
609 KEARNEY STREET, EL CERRITO, CALIFORNIA 94530 

UNIX is a trademark of Sell Laboratories. CPIM is a trademark of Digital Research, 
MSDOS is a trademark of MicroSoft Carousel ToolKit, Carousel Start-a-TooIKit and 
Carousel Use-a-TooIKit are trademarks of Carousel MicraTools, Inc. 
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5·100 Bus continued ... STORAGE UNLIMITED 
I COMPUTER STORAGE PROBLEMS B.C. HAS THE ANSWER. 
:_- \ ._ .. -_- nals. They are S-100 bus pins 21, 65, 

and 66. Effectively, these signals are 
also available to the hacker. The 
standard states that if a manufactur 
er uses these lines, their use must be 
fully documented, and a jumper 
must be provided to allow the line to 
be disconnected from the S-100 bus 
in the event of a conflict with other 
boards. It would probably be a good 
idea to include a jumper on any 
"hacker" installations that use these 
lines, too. 

For the more adventurous, there 
are also four additional unused lines 
in the S-100 bus called RFU, which 
means "Reserved for Future Use." 
Although the IEEE standard states 
that these lines may not be used for 
any purpose, they are currently con 
nected to nothing, and could proba 
bly be used by a careful hacker, at 
least until they are assigned by the 
IEEE. These lines are bus pins 27, 
28,69, and 71. 

In any case, these lines should be 
checked before use. In the old S-100 
bus layout, for example, pin 71, 
which is now marked Reserved for 
Future Use, was the front panel 

BC-20 is the 20 megabyte solution to disk storage problems. 
The removable storage disk system that now makes unlimited 
storage available, reasonable and takes virtually no space. 

~SYSTEMS INC. 1016 East 31 st. Street 
LaGrange Park, Illinois. 60525 (312) 579-0672 
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AZTEC C - . C ' PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
PORTABLE SOFTWARE APPLE CP/M IBM 

IOC CGo "wile'S 
I'll C C,oss Co ~ile'S 

day delivery. add $20. Outside North America. add $20. and for 2nd day add $75 1'1110 C,oss Co'" 
p.lllOC 
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LOOKING FORA 
MULTI-USER,HARD DISK 

COMPUTER SYSTEM 
YOU CAN AFFORD? 

It's the Morrow Decision I: 
Starting at $5,495 retail. That's the 

basic Morrow 10MB system with 256K of 
RAM. Including a 14-slot S-100 (IEEE-696) 
motherboard, a 400KB floppy, one parallel 
and three serial ports. 

A bundle of software. Beginning with 
our multi-user Micronix" operating system, 
with both UNIX"' and CP/M® 2.2 compati 
bility. The Decision I also includes WordStar® 
word processing, the Correct-It" spelling 
checker, Microsoft" BASIC 80, the LogiCalc" 
electronic spreadsheet and Personal PEARL~ 
a relational data base manager. 

Economical expandability. For indi 
viduals with growth on their minds, the 
Decision I offers very affordable possibilities. 
Another $2,000 buys 6 MB more memory, 
256K more RAM and the ability to add . 
three more users. 

Give us a call. We'll get you the name of 
your nearest Morrow dealer. We'd like to 
introduce you to Morrow's complete line 
of S-100, multi-user microcomputers, disks 
and peripherals. Systems you can afford. 

MORROW II 
600 McCormick Street 
San Leandro, CA 94577 

(800) 521-3493 
(415) 430-1970 In California 

Decision L Correct-It. and Micronix are trademarks of Morrow. Inc. 
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc. 
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
WordS tar is a registered trademark of Micro Pro. Inc. 
Personal PEARL is a trademark of Relational Systems. Inc. 
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Inc. 
LogiCalc is a trademark of Software Products. Int'l. 
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5·100 Bus continued ... 

RUN signal. Pin 21, which is now 
marked NDEF, was originally the 
front panel SS (single-step) signal. In 
addition, in the old S-l 00 bus layout, 
all of the RFU and NDEF lines were 
at one time used by some manufac 
turer for something, so use them 
with caution. 

In the queue 
The floppy disk drive information 
that I promised last time is not yet 
completed, as I am still awaiting a 
few manufacturers' replies. 
Next time, we'll cover more of the 

IEEE -696 standard, including how 
to interface simple I/O and control 
circuits to the S-lOO bus, and we'll 
have some more reader feedback, in 
cluding a simple repair for mysteri- 
ous missing interrupts. f!I 

SAVE YOUR 8BIT SYSTEM 
JOIN THE 16/32 BIT REVOLUTION 

THROUGH EVOLUTION, FOR UNDER $800 
HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING FOR A 16132 BIT SYSTEM WHICH DOES 
NOT OBSOLETE YOUR CURRENT Z80 HARDWARE OR SDFTWARE? 

WOULD YOU L IKE TO RUN CPM8~'M, CPM68K'", MS-DOS',M OR UN I X'M 
ON YOUR Z80 SYSTEM? 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO RUN IBM'" PC APPLICATIONS ON YOUR Z80 
SYSTEM? 

HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING FOR A COST EFFECTIVE 16/32 BIT 
PROCESSOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM? 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO OFFER YOUR 16/32 BIT APPLICATIONS FOR 
USE ON Z80 BASED SYSTEMS? 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD AN INTELLIGENT HIGH SPEED RAM 
DISK TO YOUR Z80 BASED SYSTEM? 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO MARKET YOUR Z80 SYSTEM AS AN 8/t6 BIT 
SYSTEM? 

IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO ANY OF THE ABOVE YOU SHOULD 
CONS I DER THE HSC C016 ATTACHED RESOURCE PROCESSOR. 

C016 WITH EITHER 80186 OR 68000 MICRO PROCESSOR AND UP 
TO 768K BYTES OF RANDOM ACCESS PARITY CHECK MEMORY MAY 
BE ATTACHED TO VIRTUALLY ANY Z80 BASED 'YSTEM. C016 IS 
HOUSED IN AN ATTRACTIVE DESK TOP CASE WHICH CONTAINS 
THE 16 BIT PROCESSOR, MEMORY, AND POWER SUPPLY. C016 
IS DELIVERED WITH A COMPLETE SET OF DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
AND THE MINIX OPERATING SYSTEM. CPM86 AND CPM68K ARE 
AVAILABLE AS OPTIONS. 

PRICES START AT $660 FOR C016 WITH 128K OF MEMORY, 
PRICE INCLUDES SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION 

HSC ALSO HAS COMPLETE CPM80 CROSS DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS 
FOR DEVELOPING 68000, 8086/8088, 80186, AND 80286 
SOFTWARE WHICH MAY BE PURCHASED SEPARATEL~ 

DEALER, DISTRIBUTOR, AND OEM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE 

FOR INFORMAT ION CONTACT: 
HSC INC. 
BOX 86 
HERKIMER, NEW YORK 13350 
PHONE (315) 866 - 2311 /Hsel 
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C LANGUAGE TRAINING FROM PLUM HALL 
• C Programming Workshop: Comprehensive, hands-on C course for programmers. 
• Advanced C Topics Seminar: Includes Efficiency and Portability; for lead programmers. 
• UNIX Workshop: Hands-on course in uses of UNIX; for general audience. 
• Each is a 5-day course: available in-house or at public sessions . 

• AN D AN INTRODUCTORY BOOK ON C LANGUAGE: 

Learning to Program in C, by Thomas Plum, teaches C language from the 
ground up. With or without previous programming experience, anyone 
acquainted with computers will find a clear description of how C works. 

You will find guidelines for writing portable programs that will run on a 
wide variety of modern computers-micro, mini, and mainframe, with 
excellent efficiency in all these environments. 

PLUM HALL 1 SpruceAve,Cardilf,NJ08232 
Phone orders: 609-927-3770 r-------------------- . . Please send me copies of "Learning to Program in C" I I Cl Send information (NJ residents add 6%; overseas add $5 airrnall.) I· 

I on Plum Hall Seminars NAME ~--------------- 
on C and UNIX™ I 

I COMPANY 
o Check ADDRESS _ 

I 0 Mastercard 0 Visa CITY STATE ZIP I 
o American Express Cord No. I 

I Exp. Date Signature M I ._----------_ .•. _------------------ 372 pp, 7W'x10", Price $25. 
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The UNIX File 
The UNIX File appears every oth 
er month and will spotlight impor 
tant aspects of UNIX. If you have 
any questions, send them in and I 
will attempt to answer them. 
Write to Mr. Darwin at: Univ. of 
Toronto Computing Services, 10 
King's College Rd., Rm. 4306, 
Toronto M5S lAl Canada. The 
opinions expressed in this column 
are those of the author, and not 
necessarily those of the University 
of Toronto or UTCS. 

by Ian F. Darwin 

or less. Instead, the author presents 
the key ideas of what nroff can do, 
gives examples, and moves on. You 
are shown how nroff works, advised 
to use formatter macro packages and 
told how to find out about them, and 
then given an introduction to the 
preprocessors used with the 
formatters (tbl, eqn). The other pre 
processors (such as pic/ideal and re 
fer) are not mentioned. If your only 
purpose in getting the book were to 
learn nroff, then you would be disap 
pointed. But if you want to get a gen 
eral feeling for all the power that 
UNIX offers, you might well be 
satisfied. 

This book gives information on 
writing programs in the C language' 
and on using the Shell as a program 
ming language. The information is 
not as detailed as that found in the 
Bourne book. Unlike many books, 
however, the Christian book gives 
more than passing mention of the 
powerful program development 
tools, yacc and lex. These merit a 
chapter of their own-enough to 
show what they can do. There is also 
a section on system administration. 
The final chapter describes the inter 
nal organization and operation of 
UNIX. This information appears to 
be accurate. Again, some of the ma 
terial is tutorial; it describes what a 
kernel is, why you need one, and how 
UNIX provides it. Diagrams illus 
trate the relationships among the 
data structures inside the operating 
system, the file system, the user pro 
cess, and so on. 

There's a quite detailed descrip 
tion of the process by which the 
system-and user sessions-are 
started up and terminated. The ap 
pendix is the author's version of the 
"manual" entries for 40 common 
commands. These are in the same 
format as the Bell Manuals, but are 
not reprints from any Bell Manual 
I've ever seen. Christian has rewrit 
ten them to be a little less terse. The 
most common command-the 
editor-has no description here, 
probably due to the variations 
among editors in use. The book ends 
with a glossary of computer termin 
ology and an index. 

The other half of my promise I am 
keeping. I have spent some time 
curled up with a copy of Henry 

The UNIX explosion 
and some more 
introductory books 

This issue of The Unix File 
starts with a cautionary note, 
which could save you a lot of 

money if you are buying UNIX-re 
lated expertise. I have found a few 
more introductory books about 
UNIX, and am offering my opinions 
on them. Finally, there's a minor 
elaboration on something I said 
earlier. 

'the UNIX information 
explosion 
Now that UNIX has become a popu 
lar operating system, there is a 
cloudburst of activity as people rush 
to get to market with books, newslet 
ters, courses and the like. Many of 
these are reputable, but beware! 
There are some quick-buck opera 
tors whose knowledge of UNIX may 
have been learned in the month or 
two before their publications ap 
peared in print. 

Because UNIX has been in use for 
so long at so many different places, 
however, there is no quick and easy 
way to evaluate an author's or in 
structor's credentials. If you are buy 
ing UNIX expertise of any sort, look 
around very carefully. Check the 
suppliers' reputation. See how long 
they've been in the UNIX business. 
Talk to some oftheir customers. And 
ultimately, caveat emptor. 

Books 
Last time, I promised to review The 
UNIX Book and Introducing the 
UNIX System in this issue. Well, half 
of that promise will be delayed. The 
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UNIX Book still hasn't arrived, de 
spite its announcement in Online 
Books in Print for March, 1983. Tak 
ing its place is The UNIX Operating 
System by Kaare Christian. 

Writing a book about UNIX is a 
risky undertaking. You must either 
try to cover the entire gamut of top 
ics, and run the risk of cutting some 
short, or concentrate on a selection 
of topics to the exclusion of others. 
The Unix Operating System, by 
Kaare Christian, seems to be the one 
book which covers all the topics 
without really snubbing any. By not 
trying to write a detailed guide to all 
aspects of the system, Christian man 
ages to cover all the bases. 

One of the critical parts of any in 
troductory book on computers is the 
use of metaphor to explain new con 
cepts. Metaphors are very helpful in 
relating new material to the familiar. 
And Christian uses what I find a 
very imaginative illusion, the idea of 
the "prototypewriter," to describe 
why computers need an operating 
system. He also used the familiar 
"algorithm = recipe" formulation to 
explain how computers follow in 
structions. And there are other 
places where the author relates the 
new to the known. If you already 
know computers very well, this book 
may be dull reading. You might pre 
fer the Bell Labs manuals, which are 
complete but terse, or the Bourne 
book, reviewed here in July 1983, 
which assumes a programmer's 
knowledge of computers. 

The Christian book, however slow 
it may be in places, covers a wide 
range of topics-some in just enough 
depth to whet your appetite. For ex 
ample, the chapter on text format 
ting with nroff/troff does not try to 
make you an nroff expert in 25 pages 



Order all your UNIX' & C books from 

CUCUMBER BOOKSHOP, INC. 
5611 Kraft Drive, Rockville, MD 20852 

(301) 881-2722 

available for immediate delivery 

COMPLETE UNIX BOOK LIST** 
UNIX System 
Introducing the UNIX System 
UNIX Programmer's Manual V.1 
UNIX Programmer's Manual V.2 
UNIX Primer 
User Guide to the UNIX System 
Using the UNIX System (paper) 
Pascal Under UNIX 
Concurrent EUCLID, the UNIX 

System & TUNIS 

Bourne $16.95 
McGilton 18.95 
Bell Labs 34.95 
Bell Labs 34.95 

19.95 
15.99 
15.95 
15.95 

Lomuto 
Thomas 
Gauthier 
Hume 

Holt 19.95 
Send your check or purchase order today 

Forthcoming Titles 
The UNIX Book Banahan due Sept. 
A Business Guide to UNIX Campbell due Aug. 
A Business Guide to XENIX Campbell due Aug. 
• UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs 
•• Prices subject to change 

Call for quantity discount prices. 
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Version 2 For Z-80, CP/M (1.4 & 2.x), 
& NorthStar DOS Users 

The complete professional software system, that meets 
ALL provisions of the FORTH-79 Standard (adopted Oct. 
1980). Compare the many advanced features of FORTH- 
79 with the FORTH you are now using, or plan to buy! 
FEATURES OURS OTHERS 
79-Standard system gives source portability. 
Professionally written tutorial & user manual. 
Screen editor with user-definable controls. 
Macro-assembler with local labels. 
Virtual memory. 
BOOS. BIOS & console control functions (CP/M). 
FORTH screen files use sta?dard resident 
file format. 

Double-number Standard & String extensions. 
Upper/lower case keyboard input. 
APPLE 11/11+ version also available. 
Affordable! 

YES 
200 PG. 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

$99.95 
Low cost enhancement options; 
Floating-point mathematics YES 
Tutorial reference manual 
50 functions (AM9511 compatible format) 

Hi-Res turtle-graphics (NoStar Adv. only) YES 

FORTH-79 V.2 (requires CP/M Ver. 2 x ). 
ENHANCEMENT PACKAGE FOR V.2: 

Floating point 
COMBINATION PACKAGE (Base & Floating point) 

(advantage users add $49.95 for Hi-Res) 
(CA residents add 6Y,%, MC, VISA, COO & dealer inquiries welcome) 

$99.95 

$ 49.95 
$139.95 

MicroMotion 
12077 Wilshire Blvd. # 506 
L.A., CA 90025 (213) 821-4340 
Specify APPLE, CP/M or Northstar 
Dealer inquiries invited. 
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Knowlogy 
POBox 283·A 

Wilsonville, Oregon 97070 

Visa, Mastercard customers call (503) 638-0295 for next day shipment. 
CP M is d node-mark of Digildl Research. Unn-um and Unic., ore trademarks of 
Kn()\vlogy. Unix IS ,1 trademark of Bell Telephone l."h~ XM 80 I~ " tr.idcmork of 
Scwntifu f.nh'rpns~s. ZHO I~ d tr.idern.wk of Zilog Inc 

Bring the flavor of Unix 
to your Z80 CP/M system 

with Unica 
"Unicum: a thing unique in its kind, especially an example of writing. 
Unica: the plural of unicum. " 

The Unica: a unique collection of programs supporting many features of the 
Unix operating system never before available under CP, M. The Unica are 
more than software tools: they are finely crafted instruments of surgical 
quality. Some of the Unica are: 

bc binary file compare, display differences in hex 
cat catenate files (vertically) 
cp copy one or more files, even between users 
dm disk mapper, reports free blocks and directory space 
fid file identification by unique numbers (CRes) 
hc horizontal file catenation and column permutation 
In create file links (multiple names for one file) 
Is intelligent directory 'lister, optional multi-columns 
mv move (rename) files, even between users 
rm remove (delete) files, with optional verification 
sc source file compare, with resynchronizalion 
sfa set/reset file attributes, optional verification 
sp spelling error corrector, with 80,000 word dictionary 
sr search multiple files for a pattern 
sr t in- memory file sorter, optional duplicate line omission 
tee pipe fitting (copy input stream to multiple outputs) 
tr transliterate (translate character codes) 
we word counter, counts characters. words, and lines 
wx word extractor, copies each word to a. separate line 

Each Unicum understands several flags C'options" or "switches") which 
control program alternatives. No special "shell" is needed: Unica commands 
are typed to the standard CP'M command interpreter. The Unica package 
supports several Unix-like facilities, such as filename user numbers' 

sc data.bas:2 data.bas:3 
(compares files belonging to user 2 and user 3): 
Wildcard patterns: 

rm -v "trnp" 
(types each filename containing the letters TMP and asks whether to delete 
the file); 
I 0 redirection: 

Is -a >proj.dir 
(writes a directory listing of all files to file "proi.dir"): 
Pipes: 

dm b: I sr free >Ist: 
I creates a map of disk B:, extracts those lines in the map which contain the 
word "free", and prints them on the listing device). 

I'he Unica are written in XM·80, a low level language which combines 
IIgorously checked procedure definition and invocation with the versatility 
uf Z80 assembly language. XM·80 includes a language translator which turns 
XM·80 programs into source code for MACRO·80, the industry standard 
assembler from Microsoft. It also includes a MACRO·80 object library with 
over forty "software components", subroutine packages which are called to 
perform services such as piping, wildcard matching, output formatting. and 
device- independent I/O with buffers of any size from 1 to 64k bytes. 

The source code for each Unicum main program (but not for the software 
component library) is provided. With the Unica and XM·80. you can 
customize each utility to your installation, and write your own applications 
quickly and efficiently. Programs which you write using XM·80 components 
dr€ not subject to any licensing fee. 

Extensive documentation includes tutorials, reference manuals, individual 
spec sheets for each component. and thorough descriptions of each 
Unicum. 

Update policy: each Unica owner is informed when new Unica or 
components become available. At any time, and as often as you like, you can 
return the distribution disk with a $10 handling fee and get the current 
versions of the Unica and XM-80, with documentation for all new or changed 
software. 

The Unica and XM-80 (which requires MACRO·80) are priced at $195, or 
$25 for the documentation. The Unica alone are supplied as '.COM 
«xecutable files and are priced at $95 for the set, or $15 for the 
documentation. Software is distributed only on 8" floppy disks for Z80 CP'M 
version 2 systems. All orders must be paid in advance: no COD's or 
purchase orders, please. Quantity discounts are available. Shipment outside 
of the US or Canada costs an additional $20. Bank checks must be in US 
funds drawn on a US bank. 
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...------4: C86 - For Professional Programmers :I----~ 
Complete C Tight Code No Royalties Library Source 

• C - The Language for Professional Programmers: C combines 
full control of the machine with the best productivity features. 
C is used by: 
IBM Bell VisiCorp Digital Research MicroPro Wang Microsoft 

• A Complete Implementation - C86 includes all of the features 
described by Kernigan and Ritchie. C86 delivers portability, 
consistency, FULL C. 

• Extensions include long identifiers and additional data types. 
• Tight code Is produced by C86. Only needed code is linked 
from the library. The January 1983 Byte benchmark shows 
C86 as the fastest. 

• No Royalties are payable to us on C programs you sell. 
• Library Source provided includes UNIX I/O support, interface 
with and control of the Operating $ystem and of hardware, all 
functions described in K & R, a Mathematics Library, and a 
Trigonometry Library. 

• Overlay Support allows development of large programs. 
• Assembler may be used to write a function. Macro support can 
increase productivity. Programs are ROMable. 

• Our Update Policy helps you to keep the Best Personal Com 
puter C Compiler for the 8086 as the technology improves. 

See your Dealer for: 
o Free Information: "C86 Product Description" NC 
o "The C Programming Language" by K & R $ 25.00 
o "The C86 User Manual". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 
o C86 Compiler Diskette and Manual. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. 395.00 

We support all common formats under PC-DOS, CPM~86, MSDOS 
and MPM-86. 
VISA and Master Card accepted. They Say It All... We Do It ALL 

II Computer Innovations 
10 Mechanic Street 
Suite J-121 
Redbank, NJ 07701 
201-530-0995 

THE 

C 
PRoGRAMMING 

I,ANGUAGE 

C86 is a trademark of Computer Innovations, Inc. CPM-86 
and MPM-86 are trademarks of Digital Research. 
MSDOS is a trademark of Microsoft. PCDOS is a 
trademark of International Business Machines. Prices subject to change without notice. 
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UNIX continued ... 

McGilton & Rachel Morgan's Intro 
ducing the UNIX System. It bills it 
self as "an introductory guide for us 
ers who are new to the UNIX 
system." This book, too, tries to cov 
er practically all bases, from a com 
prehensive introduction to a chapter 
on system management. In between 
there are chapters on text manipula 
tion, the ed and sed editors, the ex 
and vi editors, formatting documents 
with nroff, advanced formatting, ad 
vanced use of the Shell, tools for pro 
gram development, and "The UNIX 
System at Berkeley." In fact, most of 
the basic information about using 
UNIX is here. There are many, 
many examples of using common 
programs that are part of UNIX. 
There are no specific exercises, but 
each chapter concludes with a quick 
review and suggestions on trying out 
the parts of the system introduced. 

Why, then, do I have lingering 
doubts about the book? There are no 
glaring technical errors. There are 
some omissions, minor distortions in 
the name of simplicity, and a few mis 
takes. The authors refer to the 

MicroScript™ $99 
State of the Art Text Formatter 

• generic markup 
• fully definable page with multiple columns 
• multiline headers. footers, and footnotes 
• automatic widow and orphan suppression 
• automatic section numbering 
• automatic table of contents and index 
• automatic bullet, number, and definition lists 
• floating figures 
• text alignment to left, center, right, or justify 
• left and right indention with delay and duration 
• bold, underscore, and proportional spacing 
• macros and symbols 
• multiple input files of unlimited size 
• direct printer control 
• IDS, Qume, Diablo, NEC, C.ITOH, and all TTY 

MicroEd™ $49 
Customizable Full Screen Editor 

• full cursor control by character, word, or line 
• position to top or bottom of window or file 
• scroll by line, half window, or full window 
• global or selective find and replace 
• delete by character, word, line, or block 
• read external files into current file 
• copy, move, and write blocks of text 
• insert, overlay, or wordwrap text 
• all cursor addressable VDTs 
Postpaid within U.S .. outside U.S. add $10, CA residents add 6%. 

8" SS/SD CP/M-80·. and CP/M-86', 5.25" SS/OD PC-DOS. 

Microzype ™ 
6531 Crown Blvd., Suite 3A, San Jose, CA 95120 

(408) 997-5026 
CP/M-SO. CP/M·86 are trademarks of Digital Research. PC-DOS 
is a trademark of IBM Corporation 
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UNIX continued ... 

growth of UNIX on machines "such 
as those using the Motorola 
MC68000 and the Zilog Z8000 
microprocessors." This is reiterated a 
few pages later. In neither case is 
there any mention of the Intel 8086, 
which is the heart of many, many 
small UNIX systems-mainly ~n~I~ :mplementat:ons. The au- 
thors refer to the system file 
lusr/pub/greek as "the file which 
gives information to the text 
formatters about how Greek symbols 
can be printed on certain terminals." 
This shows a real confusion: this file 
is never read by text formatters, but 
by people to see how to enter requests 
to the text formatters to produce 
Greek symbols! 

Like all these books, Introducing 
the UNIX System talks about text 
formatting. And there's a discussion 
of the differences between text 
formatters and word processors. The 
latter, the authors inform us, "can 
not cope with automatic chapter and 
section numbering ... neither can 
they generate the table of contents 
automatically. These tasks have to be 

done manually, and are a potential 
source of error." This may be true, 
but it's interesting to note that the 
book suffers from just this type of er 
ror in its contents listing. The appen 
dix, "A Selected UNIX Bibliogra 
phy," appears in the table of contents 
as "Responses from UNIX Com- 

lished in the "Byte Books" series by 
McGraw-Hill, owners of Byte. 

Is all this to the point? I believe 
that it is, for if ever there was an op 
erating system with a built-in em 
phasis on style, that system was (and 
is) UNIX. UNIX appeals to many 

"l'"?" "T" users be- 
cause of its elegance, simplicity, and 
clear style. There is room-in UNIX 
and in the English language-for 
variations in style. There is not room 
for syntax errors in most program 
ming languages and there is not, I 
submit, room for sloppy grammar in 
a textbook from a reputable publish 
ing house. A shoddy programming 
style leads to bad programming. If 
unchecked, it leads to rockets that 
sometimes fail to make it home. And 
a shoddy use of English leads to poor 
communication. If the misuse of 
words, and the sprinkling of com 
mas, where, they don't, belong, both 
ers you, then, you will, have trouble, 
reading this book. The authors have 
basic information about UNIX. 
They just don't introduce the UNIX 
system very elegantly. 

mands." And:n the acknowledge 
ments the writers express their grati 
tude to a maker of CP 1M software 
"packages which ease the job af [sic] 
catching spelling mistakes and gram; 
matical errors." And that seems to 
summarize the book! No major, glar 
ing, catastrophic errors. But a con 
tinuing parade of minor errors, sty 
listic gaffes, and other oversights. 
Extraneous commas crop up like 
weeds on the terrain of this book, 
and the authors violate many of the 
"Elementary Rules of Usage" in the 
well-known The Elements of Style by 
Strunk and White. Ironically, Strunk 
and Whi.e are highly recommended 
in a Byte editorial on "What's Wrong 
With Technical Writing Today" 
(December 1980, page 8). The 
McGilton-Morgan book was pub- 

for the 
68000 

Fully configured hard disk development systems, based on CompuPro hardware, are now available from Gifford Computer 
Systems. The total price with hardware and software? Only $9990. All you need is an RS-232 terminal to be up and running. 
Each system is covered by a two year, 24 hour replacement warranty. Systems are available for delivery now. 
Hardware Software 
08 MHz Motorola MC68000™ CPU 0 CP/M-68KTM from Digital Research 
o 256K high speed static RAM 0 C compiler from Digital Research 
02.4 Mbyte floppy disk storage 068000 assembler from Digital Research 
o 21 Mbyte formatted Winchester disk 0 Mince visual editor from Mark of the Unicorn 
09 serial ports r- - - - - - - - - - - - -., 
o Real time clock/calendar I -' e t » IJ I o 20 slot IEEE 696/5-100 motherboard If I I I I 1922 Republic Avenue, San Leandro, CA 94577 I 

.. $ 850.00 (415) 895-0798 A division of G&G Engineering I I'D LIKE THE WHOLE STORY. I 
. . . . $ 350.00 Please send me your brochure. I I Name Title _ 

I Organization I .... $3,595.00 Address ---:::-- --=:- _ 

I 
City State Zip I 

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. CP/M-68K is a trademark of Digital Phone _ 
Research. MC68000 is a trademark of Motorola. Mince is a trademark of Mark of the Unicorn. • 0 Please have a representative call me. . .J 
CompuPro is a trademark of Godbout Electronics. •• - - - - - - - - 

GIFFORD COMPlIfER SYSTEMS 0 SAN LEANDRO, CA (415) 895-{)798 0 SAN FRANCISCO, CA (415) 391-4570 0 LOS ANGELES, CA (213) 477-3921 
o MIAMI, FL (305) 665-9212 0 HOUSTON, TX (713) 877-12120 AMHERST, NY (716) 833-47580 
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Upgrades for CompuPro based computers. 
o Compuf'rof" 68000 CPU (8 MHz) . 
o CP/M-68KTM from Digital Research . 
o 20 Mbyte Winchester disk subsystem with 

CBIOS drivers . 



Invest inTime 
Your Customers 
Can't Wait 
Getting your project completed on time is critical. 
Investing in the right software tools puts time on 
your side. 
We write software for a living. We understand the 
importance of time to the professional programmer. 
To complete projects on time you need good soft 
ware tools. So we create high quality, timesaving 
tools for users of DEC and MC68000-based 
computer systems. 
Pascal-2 Compiler It generates fast, compact code. 
Because the compiler does the optimizing, program 
mers can spend time on other programming tasks. 
Because Pascal is a structured language, other pro 
grammers can easily read your programs. Indeed, it's 
the language most programmers are learning today. 

Additionally, programs written in Pascal-2 are portable. 
Now you can change hardware without having to re 
write your software. 
Additional TimeSavers The time you save with our 
Pascal-2 compiler is only the beginning. We also pro 
vide a full line of other limeSavers. Pascal-2 source 
level Oebugger for true high-level debugging ease. 
SourceTools for control and management of changes 
to source programs. Concurrent Programming Pack 
age for real-time scheduling and device drivers. 
Profiler for identifying performance bottlenecks in 
programs. 
The Pascal-2 Compiler is now available on UNIX for 
the MC68000 and PDP-11 computer systems. 
TimeSavers from Oregon Software. 
Your customers can't wait. And neither can you. 

, Oregon 2340 SW Canyon Road 

S ftW Portland, Oregon 97201 

O are (503)226-7760 
TWX: 910·464·4779 

The Pioneer in Performance Pascal 
DEC and PDp·II are trademarks of the Digital Equipment Corporation. 
MC68000 is a trademark of Motorola Inc. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs. 
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UNIX continued ... 

Some other UNIX books 
The original UNIX documentation 
is still available. In fact, Bell has 
reprinted the Version 7 Manual Sets 
in 8.5" X 11" paperback to take 
advantage of the mass market for 
UNIX information. Also, the de 
tailed Bell System Technical Journal 
issue on UNIX is now in its fourth 
printing. Also planned for this fall is 
a new BSTJ issue on UNIX. And 
Bell has also brought out a range of 
other manuals for UNIX System v. I 
hope to describe these in more detail 
later. 

Most vendors of UNIX systems 
include reprints of the appropriate 
manual sets (V7, Berkeley, System 
III) adapted for their system. A few 
reprint the manuals without adapt 
ing them for the vendor's particular 
hardware. A large computer manu 
facturer has announced UNIX for 
one of its minis, and the User's Man 
ual for this product appears to be an 
exact reprint of the Bell Labs System 
III User's Manual. Vendors of sys 
tems based upon UniSoft 
"UniPlus+" UNIX seem to deliver 
Bell/Berkeley manuals adapted for 
the UniSoft system. UniSoft also re 
organized the "documents" section 
into "Program Development Tools" 
and "Tutorials and Document Prep 
aration." For System III, they revert 
to Bell Manual sets. I'm not familiar 
with every vendor's documentation, 
but most tend to be derived, like 
UNIX, from the Bell manuals. 
There are also several recent 

books on the C Programming Lan 
guage. Since these are not completely 
specific to the UNIX system, I am 
not going to review them here (see 
Book Review, page 120, for some. 
brief notices). 

A minor correction 
It's been said several times that 

Dual has a strange policy of charging 
extra for the "reconfiguration files." 
These, like the BIOS on CP 1M, are 
needed to reconfigure the operating 
system to conform with new hard 
ware, other than just the addition of 
memory or devices identical to those 
on the system. In fact, DUAL has 
this policy, but it's not their doing. 
The decision was made by UniSoft, 
who supplies many manufacturers 
with the UniPlus+ port of Bell 
Labs' UNIX (with some Berkeley 

some details from the Summer of'83 
USENIX Conference (Toronto, 
July), and a look at obtaining public 
domain software for UNIX. Until 
then, keep (those disks) spinning! 

Errata 
Mr. Darwin's article, "The 50-Line 
Text Formatter," (August 1983) 
contained an error. The line 
FILE INFILE; 

should have read 
FILE *INFILE; 

We apologize for the error. 

enhancements). The list of Un is oft 
OEMs reads like a sort of "Who's 
Who" to the 68000 industry 
Callan, Codata, Sun, Pixel, Wicat, 
Dual, and many others all got their 
UNIX effort started from a UniSoft 
port. Many of them still sell 
UniSoftware, so you'd expect to pay 
extra for driver sources from any of 
these companies. Either that, or the 
price is bundled into the system. 

Next time, I'll have a few more 
books (hopefully The UNIX Book 
and The UNIX Guide) as well as 

PMMI & Racal Vadic 
joined forces to bring you 
the first Bell 212A 
compatible modem for the 
5-100 bus. The MM-212 
is a top quality modem 
designed to meet all phys 
ical. electrical & timing re 
quirements of the IEEE 
696/5-100 specification. 
FCC registered for direct 
connection to the tele 
phone line. 

TOTALLY SOFTWARE CONTROLLABLE, FEATURINO: 
• Bell 212A (1200 baud) or Bell 103 (45.5-300 baud) 

modes 
• Auto answer & auto dial (pulse or Touch-Tone@ perfect for 

accessing MCI@, Sprint@, etc.) 
• Complete call progress reporting (busy, ringing, voice 
detection, etc.) 
1200 baud synchronous and asynchronous 

• B-1 1 data bits 
• Full or half duplex 
• Software maskable interrupts 
• Self test modes (remote & local) 
• Access to PMMI's 24 hour a day test center 
• Five year limited warranty 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, call or write for free brochure or send 
$1000 [refundable w/purchase) for MM-212 Owner's Manual. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

DEALER & OEM OPPORTUNITIES 
AVAILABLE 

5201 Leesburg Pike. Suite 604 
Falls Church. VA 22041 
(703) 379-9660 

PMMI r-ooctornss oer+orr-ner-c.e proves 

ALL MODEMS ARE NOT CREATED EaUAL 



Life in the Fast Lane: 
Three Multiuser 
Microcomputers 

A comparison of the Altos 586, CompuPro 8/16C, 
and the Ithaca Intersystems Encore 

by Bill Machrone 

T he number of fast, inexpensive multiuser com 
puters is increasing daily. They occupy a posi 
tion once reserved for the low end of the mini 
computer market. Now, though, you can get a 
multiuser machine in one oftwo major flavors: 

MP /M-based machines that provide the operating famil 
iarity of CP/M, and UNIX -based machines that virtually 
duplicate the capabilities of their minicomputer 
forebearers. [Editor's note: There is a third option: a multi 
CP/M system running CP/NETon Turbodos. We will pub 
lish a review of CP / NET in the October 1983 issue, and a 
review of Turbodos later.] 

Here we look at a trio of machines, dissimilar except for 
their multiuser might at an affordable price. One runs 
Microsoft's XENIX, another runs MP /M-80, and the 
third uses a homegrown hybrid MP /M-86 that runs 8- and 
16-bit programs simultaneously. The XENIX machine is 
Altos's 586, the compactness of which belies its computa 
tional power. The hybrid is CompuPro's 8/16C, an S-100 
system built around their famous 8088/8085 dual proces 
sor card. [Editor's note: This was the first S-100 dual pro 
cessor board to appear on the market.] Ithaca Intersystems' 
offering is the Encore, an extension of their longstanding 
experience with fast Z80 systems. The Altos is a single 
board design, the 8/16 is a pure S-100 design, and the En 
core uses a slightly modified S-100 bus. This article will be 
less a direct comparison than a description of their capabil 
ities and limitations. 

A bit of history 
Before we begin, we must first express a debt of gratitude 
to the progenitor of all microprocessor-based multiuser 
systems, the Altos 8000 line. Back when many of us were 
getting started in the microcomputer field, it was great fun 
to sneer at Altos machines for their single-board design. 
We S-100 purists wanted nothing to do with them. Altos, 
unfazed by this rejection, sneered back at the hobbyists 
and continued on its course of producing inexpensive, reli 
able, small business computers. Even some of their best ef 
forts left the hobbyists unimpressed. 

A case in point is the 8000. In production for about three 
years, its specs still don't sound all that bad: 208K, 6 serial 
ports, a parallel port, a double-density 8" floppy, and 10 to 
40 MB of hard disk, with MP /M as the resident operating 
system. The 8000 sported a 4 MHz Z80 and DMA, could 
boot from hard disk or floppy, and permitted four simulta 
neous users. It used all the power available in the Z80's 
Mode 2 interrupt structure and Zilog's excellent peripher 
al family, including the SIO. The SIO is one of the main 
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reasons the machine works so well. In addition to fast com 
munication with the CPU through the interrupt structure, 
it has a 4-byte FIFO buffer for incoming characters. This 
buffer makes it virtually impossible to lose a keystroke. 

On the down side, the fourth user area provided only 
about 30K of transient program area, too small to run sig 
nificant user programs like WordStar and dBASE, so it 
was really only a three-user machine. Utilities could run in 
the short bank, but no serious application programs would 
fit. The bottom line was that this machine allowed three 
users to run WordS tar or dBASE II or other applications 
with relatively little conflict. If multiple users went to the 
disk at the same time, you noticed the degradation of re 
sponse time. Otherwise, the interrupt-driven console han 
dler kept your terminal well serviced. Altos has sold thou 
sands of these machines to businesses, and they continue to 
do so. They made small multiuser systems believable. 

Altos 586 
The Altos 586 bears no resemblance to its 8-bit predeces 
sor. Its stylish case conceals 512K of parity-checked 
RAM, an 8086 running at 10 MHz, 10 MB of hard disk, 
and 6 serial ports. Ethernet communications can be han 
dled by the addition of a board containing the new Intel 
chip set. There is a socket that holds an additional 512K 
memory board, and expansion is provided for tape backup 
and additional serial ports. The serial ports still use Z80- 
SIO chips and are controlled by a Z80 dedicated to 
input/output tasks. In this manner, Altos has off-loaded 
I/O from the 8086. This, coupled with a buffered hard disk 
interface with DMA access to memory, results in a very 



fast machine. 
The hard disk controller has an 8089 I/O processor to 

make things simpler to program while providing a consis 
tent interface to the 8086. Unlike Altos' 8600 series, the 
8089 is not on the system bus with the 8086, but communi 
cates through DMA. This allows the 8086 to crank along 
at 10 MHz, even though 8089s that can go that fast are still 
not available. There is a real-time clock backed up by a 
NiCad battery on the main board, but it is not interfaced to 
XENIX. You have to tell XENIX the time and date when 
you boot, and it keeps track from there. The minifloppy 
disk sports 700K of dual-sided quad-density storage. 
XENIX normally treats it as the tape device, but it can be 
configured as a random-access device as well. 
Architecturally, the 586 bears more resemblance to a mini 
computer than a micro. Along these lines, Altos elected 
not to wait for the 80286 and designed their own memory 
management unit. It assigns workspace to each task dy 
namically from a memory pool, as though each task had as 
much contiguous memory as it wanted. In conjunction 
with XENIX's swapper, tasks share all the memory avail 
able on a demand basis. 

The machine! tested had the optional XENIX develop 
ment system in addition to the runtime package. This is es 
sentially UNIX System III with Berkeley enhancements. 
You get a C compiler, Fortran 77, all the usual UNIX pro 
grammer productivity aids, and a selection of text editors. 
Also included is uucp, the UNIX-to-UNIX communica 
tion program, the "learn" library, and a host of utilities 
(7MB worth) that will take you months to go through. 

Altos's Business Shell provides a convenient method of 
harnessing the system's power, even for neophytes. All the 
system utilities that you are likely to use are callable from 
one of several menus available to you. Further, every menu 
item has an associated help screen. There is even a "shell 
compiler," which permits you to create your own menu 
driven applications. The user setup program, also menu 
driven, permits you to assign each user to a specific shell, 
based on login ID. A bug in the Business Shell program 
prevented me from substituting my own menu for the stan 
dard, but a UNIX-knowledgeable friend showed me a way 
around it. Getting the system up and running was a little 
time-consuming, but straightforward. A utility verifies the 
structure of the file system following installation, and 
whenever necessary afterward. 

This system is productivity heaven. UNIX utility pro 
grams tend to be large compared with equivalent CP 1M 
programs. The time required to load them from the hard 
disk is noticeable. After that, though, look out! Multiple 
tasks from one terminal, spooling, other users-bring 'em 
on! It was tough to find anything that would slow this sys 
tem down. With two or three users on the system, it ap 
peared to do most everything in memory, with few disk ac 
cesses. Only when five users had the machine fully busy 
did the operation of the swapper become apparent, and 
then only when one or two of the users were running disk 
intensive relational database stuff or compiling. I suspect 
that the 512K add-in board would make much of that go 
away, too. I've used some largish minicomputers that were 
slower than the 586. Maybe they handled more users, but 
they also cost at least an order of magnitude more. 

The Altos 586 has 512K of parity-checked RAM, an 8086 
I1If1tlZing at 10 MHz, 10MB oj hard disk, and 6 serial ports. 

CompuPro 8/16 
CompuPro is committed to excellence in the S-lOO field. 
As such, they offer the most comprehensive line of high 
performance S-IOO boards available. Recently, they have 
offered their products integrated into systems of varying 
capabilities. Most interesting of their offerings is the 
8/16C, built around the dual-processor board and fast 
static RAM. The unit I tested has 384K of RAM (six 
RAM 17s) and 1.5 megabytes ofM-Drive/H fast disk-em 
ulating RAM. It also had nine serial ports and provisions 
for handling up to seven users. Eight of the ports are pro 
vided by an Interfacer 3-8, while the ninth is the serial port 
on the system support board. The system support board 
also contains a battery backed-up clock, ROM sockets, a 
socket for a math chip, and a bagful of interrupt control 
lines. The test unit contained the CSC (Certified System 
Component) boards, offering 12 MHz operation of the 
8088 and a 6 MHz rate on the 8085. The Disk I floppy disk 
controller uses DMA to transfer data in and out of memo 
ry. The box, motherboard, and power supply are simply 
the toughest and best-built around. 

Multiple tasks from one terminal, spooling, other users 
bring 'em on! With 2 or 3 users, Altos' 586 appeared 

to do most everything in memory, with few disk accesses. 
It was tough to find anything that slowed it down. 
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dBASE IIIIVI 
The most widely sold DMBS for micros, dBASE 
II defines the state of the art. An inexperienced 
user can create a dBASE file, begin data entry, 
and print out a report in minutes; the experi 
enced programmer can create complex program 
systems using dBASE's unique programming 
language. Both can use automatic program 
generators and other programming tools to 
create applications quickly and easily. 

• • • • • • • $398 
THE DATABASE ACCELERATOR: Automatically creates menus and 
"intelligent" data entry screens which check input for correctness. 
Eliminates 80-100% of dBASE programming time! $195 

QUICKCODE: Fox & Geller's popular generator. ...... $185 
dGRAPH: Allows you to see your dBASE file in graphic form-a real 
aid to understanding. . ..... $195 

A BSTAT: Allows you to analyze your data using a wide variety of 
statistical tests. Can be used with dBASE files or by itself. Also does 
bar graphs and plots . . . $359 

EDIX & WORDIX 
EDIX is a full-screen editor specifically designed 
to take advantage of the advanced features of 
the IBM PC; WORDIX is the best text formatter 
on the market. Together, they are an unbeatable 
combination, the finest word processor available 
on a micro-at an unbeatable price! 

• • $279 
EDIX alone $149 
WORDIX $149 

MULTIPLANlM 

The world's hottest-selling spreadsheet, 
Muttiplan" is now setting the standard for ease 
of use and quality of documentation. Each of the 
Multiplan" series comes complete with 
sophisticated training programs. 

• • • • • $189 
Multi-Tool Budget 'expert system': used with Multiplan', enables new $6 
users to get budgets out in minutes . . . . . . 9 
Multi-Tool Financial Statement: Expert help in getting out financials . 

.... .. $109 

SMARTMODEM 
These Hayes Stack Modems link your com 
puter's RS232 serial port directly to a modular 
phone jack. They will dial the phone for you, and 
answer it as well. The Smartmodem 300 runs 
at 0-300 baud; for those needing higher speed, 
the Smartmodem 1200 can run at 1200 baud. 

300 
1200 

1200B 

$209 
$509 
$479 

NEW! NEW! NEW! Smartmodem 1200B: for the IBM PC only $469 



Quickscreen/CBASIC 149 125 ACT 68 175 126 
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Olclronlcs Series 8· AR 750 515 Condor ZSIO 100 88 Smartmodem 1200 . 699 509 
Random House Series 8 . Inventory 750 515 Condor 1 295 189 Ithaca Smartmodem 300 . 279 209 
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OJR Pascal 1 450 375 Monitor 12'" Green 
fMS 80 395 275 Pascal 1 & BZ 650 542 Hi-Res 285 167 Orders must be PAID by October 31 fMS 80-1 250 299 Microsoft (!l Novation 
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TELEPHONE ORDERS FYI Cobol 80 750 562 Quadrum Corp- 
Supertile . 195 129 Fortran 80 500 360 Microfazer. 189 160 

Fa/rcom Fortran 80 195 146 Microfazer, in-line serial 330 270 
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More CP/M® , APPLE® , IBM PC~, UCSD p-System'· SC5 Hamilton Avenue Suite 301 
software, hardware, etc.: call lor quote. Palo Alto, California 94301 

TERMS: All prices subject to change without notice and avlalability. Cashier's Also available at OPENING SOON check/MO/bank transfer; Allow time for company or personal checks to clear. Prices 
reflect cash prepaid discount. VISA/MASTERCARD/COO/PO's + 3%. CA residents Software California illinois New York add sales tax. All sales final for games & special orders. 

~O • Los Angeles • Chicago • Manhattan 
SHIPPING: $3 per item for UPS surface ($6 for Blue Label) within Continental USA, • Orange County New Jersey Texas 
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Alaska, APO's, FPO's; call for ship charge or add 15%-we will refund/credit difference. • Palo Alto • North Jersey • Houston 

Call (600) 222-6811, (415) 324-1099, or local 
RETURNS: Must have authorization number, obtained at 415·324-0305. Unauthorized information for Software to go location nearest 

to serve you better! returns will be refused; damaged goods will be refused_ All returns SUbject to 15% you. Software to go prices may differ slightly. 
restOCking fee. No return after.30 days. Local sales lax applies. 
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Life in the Fast Lane continued ... 

The software that ties all these pieces together is MP /M 
816. It is a modified version ofMP/M-86 that detects when 
you want to run 8-bit programs and hands those tasks off to 
the 8085. It does this by requesting a 64K workspace from 
the 8088, then setting up a small BIOS at the top of the 
workspace. It intercepts CP/M calls, translates them to the 
MP/M-86 equivalent, then hands them back to the 8088 
for execution. Thus, the 8088 is the I/O processor for the 
8085. There is also a "shell" program instead of the usual 
terminal message processor (TMP). Through login IDs, it 
controls the user areas to which each user may have access 
and can be set up to force a given user to a specific disk and 
program. Terminal and printer setup is done through con 
figuration files. This permits rapid and simple system 
reconfiguration by editing these files. Baud rates, number 
of stop bits, and the like, can all be changed at will. 
The 8/16 came with a pair of dual-sided Qume 8" 

floppies in a matching cabinet. No one would want one of 
these without a hard. disk and, fortunately, they are avail 
able so configured from CompuPro's growing number of 
System Centers. These System Centers, or "super dealers" 
are a vital link in the chain from CompuPro to the custom 
er. They provide technical support, service, custom sys 
tems, and support of smaller dealers with fewer technical 
resources. The first System Center was Gifford Computer, 
owned by Dale Gifford, also ofG&G Engineering, the firm 
that first made hard disk subsystems a reality for 
CompuPro hardware. Most of the System Centers choose 
the Fujitsu or Memorex 8" drive. All use the 
G&G/CompuPro system software. Having had one of 
each on other CompuPro systems, I can attest to their 
speed and reliability. 

I had a few problems with the 8/16 in multiuser mode. 
One of them was traced to a faulty 50-pin connector going 
to the disk drives. Another one, which remained unsolved, 
was that one user would occasionally cause another to 
crash. For example, if two users were running WordStar 
and one exited, the other wou ld sometimes find himself out 

of W ordStar and back at the system level. This only hap 
pened when both users were running 8-bit programs and 
did not seem to follow any set pattern. The folks at 
CompuPro were stumped, as this is evidently not a prob 
lem on other 8/16 systems. 

Although the 8/16 is fast, I liken its performance to that 
of a dragster compared to a sports car. It's super in a 
straight line, but it isn't so adaptable when things get 
twisty. Slower machines can appear to outperform it 
through good hardware design. Specifically, the lackofin 
terrupt-driven I/O is a limiting factor. This is somewhat 
ironic, since CompuPro has a very sophisticated I/O pro 
cessor (the MPX board) that could be integrated into this 
system. The real measure of how "fast" a system is does 
not lie in clock speed, but in how quickly it can process 
characters from the keyboard. A "fast" system is one that 
can convince the user that he is not being ignored. 

RAM disk is one way to accelerate the performance of a 
system, but is not without some risk. There is no disputing 
the speed of the M-Drive/H on this system. However, I 
would never depend on it unless the system were connect 
ed to an uninterruptible power supply. Systems like 
XENIX do their work with RAM copies of disk files, but 
the operating system automatically writes changed buffers 
back to disk several times a minute. MP /M has no equiva 
lent capability. Furthermore, you wouldn't want it in a 
floppy disk environment. 

CompuPro's 8116C, built around the dual-processor board 
and fast static RAM, runs 8- and 16-bit programs 

simultaneously. The software that ties it together is 
the MPIM 816, a modified version of MPIM-86. 
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Life in the Fast Lane continued ... 

On the other hand, I know of a fellow in California who 
teaches dBASE II programming with the aid of an 8/16C. 
He has half a dozen terminals hooked up to it, and his stu 
dents use them simultaneously. There is an electronics de 
sign shop on the East Coast that uses an 8/16 to support 
four engineers and a secretary. They run everything from 
word processing to a C compiler to spreadsheets. The ma 
chine comes with dBASE II and Sorcim's Supercalc-86, by 
the way. As you might expect, Supercalc really flies at 12 
MHz on the 8088. 

Ithaca Intersystems Encore 
The Encore is a departure from Ithaca Intersystems' stan 
dard line ofS-100 machines. Although it uses an S-IOO bus, 
the power lines are all regulated, and the on-board regula 
tors have been removed. Some contend that the S-100 bus 
should have been designed this way in the first place, but it 
wasn't, so you can't use regular S-IOO cards in this machine 
without modifying them. The reason they modified the 
boards was so they could use a compact, cool-running 
switching power supply instead of the usual behemoth. An 
other interesting difference in Intersystems boards is that 
they do a parity check on all board-to-board data transfers. 
One of the non-defined S-100 lines is used as a ninth bit, and 
another is used as a parity request line. True to the S-IOO 
standard (even though the power arrangement makes them 
nonstandard), the feature is automatically disabled when 
boards incapable of providing parity are mixed into the sys 
tem. Selection of state-of-the-art components permitted 
Intersystems to pack this machine with a lot of features. 
There's an 8" floppy for compatibility with the CP/M 
world, a 51/4" Winchester and room for a "removable Win 
chester" (which is surely a contradiction in terms) and a 
5'/4" floppy. The Encore that I tested had a 10 MB hard 
disk and no SyQuest. The floppy is a Shugart half-height 
unit. It also had a half megabyte of dynamic RAM, which, 
in addition to user areas under MP /M, also holds a track 
buffer for disk access. It is an adaptation of the 
Intersystems Cache BIOS, reworked for MP 1M. It buffers 
disk directory information, in addition to the most recently 
used sectors. This really accelerates the system's perfor 
mance. Large chunks of WordStar overlays, files you are 

accessing, and system utilities wind up in the buffers when 
you use them repeatedly. Thus, even the hard disk is 
accessed less frequently, and everything gets done faster. 

In addition to MP /M, the Encore also comes with a pro 
prietary Intersystems word processing package and 
Pascal/Z. Pascal/Z was one of the first true Pascal compil 
ers for CP/M which, despite a buggy beginning, has gained 
wide acceptance and has a very active user group. I didn't 
get a chance to try the word processor, but it looked like 
good quality stuff. 

Booting the Encore for the first time produced a horren 
dous grating sound from the floppy disk drive. At first I 
feared that something was wrong, but it was nothing more 
than the sound the stepper motor makes at slow speeds. 
After the system is all set up, it boots from the hard disk. 
No more horrible noises. My test machine supported five 
users and a serial printer. If you're used to a 4 MHz 
unbuffered system like the Altos 8000-10, you'll notice the 
difference on this machine immediately. Cold loads of big 
programs are no faster, since it always takes a finite 
amount of time to get programs off the hard disk, but actu 
al operation is significantly better. User setup is done via a 
convenient menu-driven program that permits each termi 
nal to run at different speeds and have different device 
characteristics. Thus I was able to set up one port to an 
swer a Hayes Smartmodem and used MP /M's version of 
Submit to route the caller into a password/login program. 
I've done this on several MP /M systems, and it works well. 
The configuration program, ICONFIG, is powerful, but 
potentially confusing for a new user. Some of the available 
options require "tuning" decisions, and there is precious 
little discussion in the documentation to guide you. For in 
stance, into how many logical drives do you want to divide 
your hard disk? How many directory entries do you want? 
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Do you want to use Cache BIOS's write-back feature? 
How often? There should be a simplified version of this 
program that takes some standard default values. But I'm 
carping. Experienced users will really appreciate the tai 
loring power of this program. 

There is another system-tuning aid called Command 
Mode. Pressing a certain (user-definable) control code 
during normal operations puts you into a BIOS-resident 
system monitor. It allows you to display the contents of 
various queues, toggle various analytical and running 
modes, and get a general "window" into the operating sys 
tem while it's running. I was impressed. The average busi 
ness user will never know or care that this feature is there, 
but if you are at all curious about the internal operation of 
Cache BIOS, it is fascinating. 

Documentation 
I've reserved a separate subsection for documentation be 
cause it is becoming more and more critical to the success 
of a product. It is also an area in which such dissimilar ma 
chines can be successfully compared. 

Intersystems was the hands-down winner. The docu 
mentation came in two large, well-prepared three-ring 
binders, one for hardware, the other for software. In addi 
tion to the usual Digital Research manuals, there are 
workmanlike manuals for the hardware and the software 
unique to the Encore. The hardware manual explains the 
system on a board-by-board basis, and an overview chapter 
ties it all together. There is complete documentation for 

the word processing package and the Intersystems-sup 
plied utilities. 

From the standpoint of sheer volume, the Altos 586 
should get some kind of prize. The documentation for the 
XENIX development system, coupled with a book on 
XENIX and all of the hardware-specific manuals, nearly 
outweighed the machine. This is not an exaggeration. 
There are literally thousands of pages, most of which, for 
tunately, you'll never have to read. The sheer volume 
makes for some basic disorganization. Some of the facts 
you need to know are in the book, some are in a hardware 
manual, and others are in an "Intro to XENIX" prepared 
by Altos. I can't really comment on the quality of the docu 
mentation, since it comes from all over and was written by 
many different people at many different times. In a way, it 
would be like knocking the literary quality of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, but the bottom line is that it's pretty unreadable. 
My UNIX-savvy friend (he works in the UNIX develop 
ment department at Bell Labs) could only say that "It 
reeks of Berkeley." 

If brevity is the soul of wit, then CompuPro's manuals 
are hilarious. You get little more than a hardware manual 
for each of the boards and a brief writeup on MP/M 8/16. 
You do get an impressive number of Digital Research 
manuals, since the machine is shipped with three operating 
systems; CP/M-80, CP/M-86, and MP/M-86. Yep, you 
get 'em all, regardless of the inherent duplication. 
CompuPro is still selling to the hardware sophisticate. No 
neophyte could make heads or tails of all this. They should 

ELECTRALOGICS'Mno 
The most versatile andcapable I/O board available for the 5-100 bus. 

Electralogic's MFIO is the most versatile and 
capable I/O board available for the S-l 00 bus. 
The 8 asynchronous serial ports, 2-8 bit 
bidirectional parallel ports. 8 level pro 
grammable interrupt controller and battery 
backed-up real time clock provide all the 
features which traditionally required 3 or 
more boards. 

The design meets the needs of OEM's and 
system integrators who demand high density 
and reliability in their products. 

Additional capabilities include: extended 
I/O addressing, up to 6 wait states, jumper 
selectable for high speed systems, easy to 
use interface cards and serial data rates up 
to 57.6 K baud. 

The 2 pin boards allow any of20 interrupt 
sources (l l on board + 9 from SIOO bus) to 
activate 1-8 interrupt levels. The board comes 
complete with extensive manual and source 
listings for standard CP/M' BIOS, interrupt 
driven BIOS, clock set routine, time print 
routine, diagnostic routines and sample 
device initialization routines. 

CENTRONICS 
OPTION BOARD RS-232 Interface 

connellar 

MFIO 

Centrorucs compatible connector •••••••••••••• . 
STANDARD 
PARALLEL 
OPTION 
BOARD 

SERIAL 
OPTION 
BOARD 

I : •••••• Interface re-conncura- 
, lion Jumpers 

Nickel Cadmium 
Battery backs up 
Real Time Clock •••••••• 

2 - 8 bit bi-drrecuonal 
parallel pons WIth 
handshakmg •••••••••••••• • ••••• 8-RS232 Serial Inter- 

• faces utilizing TD(2), 
• RD(3), RTS(4) CTS(5). 

DSR(6). CD(a). D1'R(20) 
RI(22) 

Real Tune Clock - 
milliseconds to months 
+ alarm •••••••••••• 

Software configurable PIA' •• 

Interrupt Pm Boards 
map 20 sources onto 8 
levels ••••••••••••• 

• ••• UL Approved PCB 

• ••• Asynchronous UARTs 
with internal Baud 
Rate Generator 

Extended 110 Address 
• ••• Jumper selectable 

• ••• Crystal Time base 

PRICE $499.00 
(One SERIAL OPTION BD. included.) 
CENTRONICS OPTION BO. - $39.95 

Manufactured by: SERIAL OPTION BO. - $24.95 
'CP/M is a trademark ofDIGITAL RESEARCH INC. STANDARD PARALLEL '------------1 E I e ct ra '.-------O-PT-IO-NB-O.--$-24-.95-- 

-- Incorporated -- 
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Walt state generator 
[or extremely fast systems ••••••••••••••••••• 

Priority 
Interrupt • 
Controller ••••••• 

. 
• • • • • • • • Custom Board Controller 

Complies with SI00-696 
Bus Standard for 8116 
bit systems 



Life in the Fast Lane continued ... 

have included a copy of their excellent primer, Bits, Bytes 
and Buzzwords. Maybe I'm wrong, but I think the days 
when you can sell hardware on its technical specifications 
alone are over. Since dBASE and Supercalc-86 are provid 
ed, you get documentation for them, too. The dBASE 
manual is rebound into book form instead of the three-ring 
binder-a convenience. 

above, it also needs to be interrupt driven if it is to live up to 
its potential. I tend to view the 8/16C as a transitional sys 
tem, one that sets us up for the potentially phenomenal 
performance of the upcoming 16-bit processors like the 
80286, while maintaining ties to CP/M. CompuPro is very 
much on top of the upcoming generation of superchips, but 
by no means do they have an exclusive. 

Dennis Thovson's review ofCompuPro's MPX board in 
the May 1983 Microsystems makes the point that inter 
rupts are beyond the capabilities of the casual hacker. So 
are the innards of the multiuser operating systems. Manu 
facturers must not be afraid to incorporate all the high 
tech components necesssary to make a system perform 
properly. Furthermore, they must pay for the software en 
gineering to make it work. Lastly, they should charge 
whatever they have to for such systems. If the quality is 
there, they can't miss. Sales volumes will pay for the devel 
opment costs. 
Finally, be prepared to leave CP/M behind (0 Heresy!) 

if it doesn't do the job for you anymore. Don't get me 
wrong; I'm writing this article on a CP/M system and will 
have one at home for years to come. At work, however, 
wherever that may be, it's a whole different ball game. 
Prices: Altos 586-10, $7,990; CompuPro's 8/16C, 

$8,995; Encore (configuration reviewed here), $8,995. 

Summing it up 
I'll make no bones about it. I fell in love with the Altos 586. 
The amount that I had to learn about UNIX and the 
amount of time I had to do it in were horrendous. Shells 
are friendly to the beginner; UNIX is not. But I saw the in 
herent beauty and simplicity of this operating system, and 
saw it executed quickly and flawlessly on an amazingly in 
expensive microcomputer. So what if I had to throwaway 
everything I ever learned about CP/M? The 586 is a time 
machine-one that will transport us into the future. 
Ithaca Intersystems' Encore is another outstanding ex 

ample of how to be a successful multiuser micro. It doesn't 
write off 8-bit processors as incapable of handling multiple 
users, but draws on the inherent strengths of the hardware 
in a design that maximizes performance. The result is an 
environment familiar to CP/M users that provides true 
multiuser capabilities. 
The 8/16 is CompuPro's first cut at an integrated sys 

tem. While the design and performance of the hardware, 
taken on a board-by-board basis, is exemplary, it needs bet 
ter integration with the operating system. As I mentioned 

FOR MORE ON THE 586, CIRCLE #315 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
FOR MORE ON THE 8/16C, CIRCLE #316 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
FOR MORE ON THE ENCORE, CIRCLE # 317 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

5·100 INNOVATIONS 
REMOTE CONTROLLER-Innovative Features: 

• Complete 256 address control-not just 16 
• No ultrasonic link-prevents erractic operation 
• 120,208,240 and 277VAC control-for single & 3 
phase operation 

• Hardware driven-requires minimal software 
• Complete line of industrial switches available-to 5.5KW 

REAL TIME CLOCK-Innovative Features: 
• First to use LSI OKI clock chip 
• Crystal controlled for .002% accuracy 
• 4 software selectable clock generated interrupts 
• Full clock and calendar data 
• Lithium battery backup good for 6000 hours! 

ENERGY WAITCHER'"-Innovative Features: 
• First microcomputer based energy monitor 
• Clip on probes for easy installation 
• Monitors Real Power, not volt-amps 
• Peak Pow",r and continuous pow",r readings 
• Single and 3 phase operation 

SciTronics Inc. 
See your local dealer or contact SciTronics directly for more information. Watch for future 
innovative products from SciTronics Inc., 52350. Clewell St., P.O. Box 5344, Bethlehem, PA 
18015 (215) 868-7220 
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A Revievv of the 
Dual Systems 83/20 
68000 UNIX System 

by Leland Wilkinson 

S everal years ago, I made a bold (rash?) pro 
posal to a research group at the University of 
Chicago. At a time when 16-bit processors 
were coming on the OEM market, I said that . 
in a few years I could put all their statistical 

computing on a micro. The economics of this proposal 
were simple. The group spent about a thousand dollars a 
month on basic statistical packages on an Amdahl and an 
IBM 370. On that budget, the cost of a micro using one of 
the new processors could be recovered in less than two 
years. 

What happened since that proposal taught me a lot 
about systems development and advertisers' claims. I first 
investigated the Z8000. We already had an S-100 machine 
that worked beautifully on word processing and data anal 
ysis, so we ordered a Z8000 card and 256K of memory to 
begin upgrading the system. Just before delivery, the fac 
tory called us to say that there was no software for the ma 
chine; the employee who wrote the advertisement that of 
fered an assembler and other higher-level languages for the 
Z8000 system had been fired. Today, over two years later, 
that manufacturer offers a fine machine with software for 
multiprocessing, but the Z8000 still does not have the pow 
er for the kind of computing we do. 

Next, I considered the 8086. I knew that Digital Re 
search was working on CP /M-86 and that Microsoft 
would offer Fortran for the 8086 shortly after CP /M-86 
was ready. After examining several S-1 00 systems, howev 
er, I learned that the Fortran would be restricted to 64K 
data and program segments. Although overlays were pos 
sible, this would be a severe limitation. Some of our pro 
grams had large arrays and over 4000 lines of Fortran. 
Then I looked into the 68000. Some S-100 CPU cards 

were just becoming available, but there was little sign of 
software. This processor, however, seemed custom-made 
for a mainframe type of higher-level language compiler. 
There would be no practical limit on addressability and 
program size. I contacted Dual Systems, the company that 
had one of the first S-100 cards on the market. After find 
ing that Dual had a working S-100 prototype with UNIX 
and Fortran, I placed an order for the basic machine with a 
half megabyte of memory and two floppy disks. 
The machine arrived in March 1982. I thought at first 

that the company had used a box from a minicomputer. 
The cabinet was unlike any other S-100 I had seen. Two 
fans forced out filtered air through the front of the ma 
chine, so that several cabinets could be stacked without im 
pairing the cooling. Sliding the insides out like a drawer, I 
could see a Godbout motherboard, a constant-voltage 
power supply, and various Dual (CPU, memory, clock) 
and Godbout (disk controller, I/O) cards. The disk drives 
were NEC slimlines. My initial impression of this gorgeous 

Leland Wilkinson, Dept. of Psychology, University ofIlli 
nois, P.O. Box 4348, Chicago, Illinois 60680 

hardware was to sustain me through the trials of the next 
few months. 

Blessed with a patient client (a psychiatrist), I worked 
throughout the summer trying to do something with this 
machine. It had UNIX, of course, but UNIX didn't want 
to do anything. The simple catch was, how do you copy a 
file from a floppy disk when the bare minimum of UNIX 
occupies almost all of two double-sided, double-density 
drives? The factory had warned me that the floppy-only 
system would be limited, but I thought we could get 
around it because most of our processing was to be 
"batch." We would read a program and a data file into 
memory and let it go. 

Not so. Nothing of any size was going into memory 
without a third drive or some utility like Morrow's old 
"SINGLE" program, which emulated an extra disk drive 
for CP/M. To add to the insult, the NEC drives began to 
fail intermittently. 
The company's response to this situation made me their 

enthusiastic supporter. For less than factory cost, they up 
graded the system to a hard disk (the dual-floppy system is 
no longer available). They returned the system in Septem 
ber with a 20MB hard disk and a Sanyo floppy drive in one 
cabinet, and the memory management chip and 68000 in 
the other. Elated, I hooked up every peripheral I could find 
to its four ports. Six megabytes of the hard disk contained 
all of Berkeley UNIX (as ported by UniSoft), including 
dictionaries, editors, games, manuals, and witty aphorisms 
for every user who logged onto a different port. The whole 
staff began printing Romanesque banners on a Decwriter 
while I worked on software. 

My troubles were not over. After a month or so, I had 
developed a statistical software base on the machine and 
was proudly demonstrating it one day when the screen 
went blank. The hard disk had been erased. After eliminat 
ing several hypotheses, I called the factory to find that we 
had the dreaded "Westinghouse disease." An identical sys 
tem at Westinghouse had erased itself the week before. 
Dual had just figured out the problem (a subtle interaction 
between UNIX and the Godbout hard disk controller) and 
was sending to us by express a free updated UNIX to fix 
the problem. It took me 45 minutes to load the new UNIX 
from 5 floppies, plus my program floppy backups. No 
problems since. 

The Machine 
I t is difficult to describe the experience of an S-1 00 user sit 
ting at this machine. Other 8- and 16-bit systems can do 
multitasking and time-sharing, and some have versions of 
UNIX. Some systems that claim to have many of the fea 
tures of this one can be bought for less than its $16,660 
price. Few of these "state of the art" S-100 systems can be 
compared, however, to minicomputers and mainframes. 
This one can. 

For example, this machine passes my mainframe version 
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of the Turing test: First, hide the box or put several users in 
a separate room with terminals. Now let them try to dis 
cover that this system is not a mainframe. After sending 
mail to each other, playing games, exploring the system li 
braries, and running large (> 256K) programs, show them 
the box. It's fun to do with veteran UNIX users. 

This machine is rapid. The general response of the oper 
ating system is excellent. Several visitors who have tried 
other 68000 UNIX systems have reported that this system 
is faster. The delays while UNIX swaps (128K on the disk) 
and searches its libraries are scarcely noticeable. The long 
est I have found was three seconds, and the average re 
sponse when a single user is logged on is comparable to a 
4MHz CP/M system. The speed is most apparent when 
using an editor to search a lOOK document, all of it in 
memory. Finding a string is essentially instantaneous. 

The Software 
The performance of the Dual Fortran 77 is another matter. 
On our large numerical programs, the Dual Fortran 77 is 
between 80 and 120 times as slow as Fortran H on the uni 
versity Amdahl V7 mainframe. Using similar numerical 
programs, V. SethuRamen found Fortran 77 on a Univer 
sity of Chicago VAX 11/780 (with the DEC Floating 
Point Accelerator) to be 6 to 8 times as slow as Fortran H 
on the same Amdahl. Thus, we might expect the Dual For 
tran 77 system to be about 13 to 15 times as slow as the 
VAX 11/780 Fortran 77. To explore this further, I tested 
the Byte magazine benchmark (January 1983, p. 286) on 
this compiler. In Fortran 77, the Eratosthenes sieve pro 
gram took 29 seconds to execute on the Dual system. In 
the Byte test, a VAX 11/780 did the same program in 2.34 
seconds with its Fortran 77. 

This disappointing performance is due, I think, to the 
Fortran 77 on the machine. This compiler was subcon 
tracted to Silicon Valley Software. It does not generate 
68000 code directly. Instead, it formats code for the C 
compiler, which generates 68000 code. Coding the same 
algorithm in C, I reduced the CPU time to 9 seconds. A 
more efficient Fortran compiler is promised. In the mean 
time, frequently used routines might better be coded in C 
and linked to Fortran. 

Having the full UNIX operating system available is 
both a strength and weakness of this system. For computer 
professionals and users who want to take the trouble to 
learn one of the most powerful and flexible operating sys 
tems currently available, this system is ideal. The hierar 
chical (tree) file structure, pipes, and shell make it prefer 
able to other operating systems such as CP/M for this type 
of multiuser machine. New users, however, will require 
considerable supervision (I have trained three on both 
UNIX and CP/M). Confronted with commands like cat 
(list), grep (find), pwd (where-am-i), nroff (format), they 
can go to pieces. The editors and utilities provided in 
Berkeley UNIX are for professionals, not novices. Fortu 
nately, UNIX has password protection, so that rm* and 
other commands, which execute before warning the user, 
cannot damage the system and other accounts. 

Criticizing the human interface of a lO-year-old operat 
ing system in an era of Small talk, LISA, and iconic user in- 

terfaces is a bit gratuitous. UNIX was created before the 
term "user-friendly" was a commonplace, and the devel 
opers of UNIX evidently had less concern for the user than 
for system implementation. Interestingly, several recent 
human factors studies have shown that "meaningful" 
command names and even iconic interfaces do not neces 
sarily improve performance for experienced users. But 
purchasers of a UNIX-based microcomputer should allow 
more training time than for CP IM.As more super-micro 
computer manufacturers turn to UNIX, however, we can 
expect user-friendly interfaces to become available. 

In addition to C, Fortran 77, and the enormous amount 
of applications software available to a full UNIX system 
like this one, Dual offers Pascal, Cobol, Basic, Forth, a 
68000 macro assembler, a spreadsheet program, and a re 
lational database system (ING RES). Also, CPMI 
BRIDGE is available for running CP 1M application soft 
ware under UNIX. Although we have not yet bought this 
program, we have used a Dual utility for handling CP 1M 
disks. This has been invaluable for transfering files from 
our Intersystems S-1 00 machine. Downloading from other 
machines can be accomplished via a Dual UNIX hand 
shaking utility easily piped to one of the serial ports. 

I know of no other 68000 system even advertising this 
much software and, given our experience, I don't believe 
software announcements unless they are accompanied by a 
price and guarantee of immediate (as long as it takes to 
copy a floppy) delivery. Furthermore, I don't trust soft 
ware companies that ask customers to pay for fixes. One 
supplier of a "scientific" Fortran for our CP 1M system 
cheerfully announced that we could get an updated version 
which fixed serious bugs in the intrinsic functions for a 
"modest" handling fee. Dual provides updates for the cost 
of the media (floppies) and shipping. 

The documentation with this machine is impressive. 
Three large looseleaf binders incorporate the original Bell 
Labs and Berkeley UNIX reference manuals and guides. 
The Fortran manual has extensive material on Fortran 77 
file handling and I/O features. Every board is documented 
with detailed theory of operation and circuit diagrams. 

Summary 
This is hardly a hobbyist's machine. An enterprising hack 
er could construct the basic machine from Godbout and 
Dual cards (available separately) for less than its list price. 
As a single-user machine, however, it is overkill. Nor is it a 
small-business machine. Apple, IBM, Radio Shack, and 
others will probably run away with that 68000 market 
once they offer machines with some software. This Dual 
system is clearly aimed at sophisticated end-users in engi 
neering, and industry, and academics who want high per 
formance in computing-bound applications. 

I have covered all the problems encountered initially 
(over a year ago) with this machine, mostly to indicate the 
type of company supporting it. There are tremendous dis 
crepancies among advertising claims, computer show pro 
totypes, and on-site performance of sophisticated 
microcoputer systems. This system is no longer a proto 
type; its software no longer a development program. This 
company doesn't disappear after delivering a shiny box. 

Other 8- and 16-bit systems can do multitasking 
and time sharing!! and some have versions of 

UN/~ but few of these "etete-ot-the-ert" S-100 
systems can be compared to minicomputers 

and mainframes. This one can. 
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Dual Systems 83/20 continued ... 

Now that this machine has been running flawlessly for 
several months, I have begun to appreciate what the IEEE 
S-100 standard makes possible. The 68000 is now available 
on several other buses, but to see room in this cabinet for 
80MB of hard disk and 3MB of Dual 256K parity memory 
cards makes one think of a reservation system for a small 
airline, a relational database for a small company, or a sol 
id modeling CAD/CAM system. Dual already has a 
12MHz system running and is working on a faster hard 
disk controller. When enough potential Digital Equipment 
VAX 11/730 clients get to see this machine, DEC will be 
lowering its price. 

For more information, contact Dual Systems Control 
Corp., 2530 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley, CA 94702; (415) 
549-3854. 

Note 
Dr. Joseph Marcus is principal investigator for the project, 
and financial support for the machine was provided by 
Irving Harris. m 
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UNIPRESS SOFTWARE, INC. - The UNIX Publishing House 

SOFTWARE FOR UNIX 
and 

THE POWER OF UNIX FOR MS-DOS I 

FUU UNIX SYSTEM '" FOR APPlE USA 

UNIX SOfTWARE 

EMACS - multi-window full sc,un editor 
lADe - doto bose. tools for UNIX 
THE MENU SYSTEM - menu gt.tI& 
PHACT ISAM - ISAM file ""'" 

''r 

395 

200 
250 

OEM TERMS AVAILABlE. CONTACT US TO DISCUSS UNUMITED RIGHTS, SOURCE, ETC. 

UniP,.ss Software, Inc. 
1164 Raritan Avenu& 

Highland Palk, N.J. 08904 
201 985-8000 

8OC).222-0550 (Outside NJ) 
III,.. •• d Masm<harge Accepted 
UNII is 0 trodcmark of lklllaborotl)ri.s 
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• 

Mark IIIII Williams Company 

WHY DEC AND INTEL 
CHOSE THE MARK WILLIAMS 

C-COMPILER. 

DEC and INTEL wanted the best C technology avail 
able, with excellent code density, supporting the full C 
language and their specific operating environments 
all at a competitive price. 
They found it all at Mark Williams. 

WHY YOU SHOULD 
CHOOSE THE MARK WILLIAMS 

C-COMPILER. 

Our C-compiler supports the dominant 16-bit micro 
computers-68000, PDP-11, Z8000, 8086-with a proven 
reliable, high-technology product. We are shipping 
versions of C for a large number of environments includ 
ing CP/M and PC DOS. Both cross and native compilers 
are available. 
Call us for the distributor nearest you. OEM's should 
contact us directly about their specific requirements. 
Mark Williams Company, 
1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614, 
312/472-6659 . 
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COHERENT™ IS SUPERIOR TO UNIX* 
AND IT'S AVAIlABLE TODAY 

ON THE IBM PC. 

Mark Williams Company hasn't just taken a mini-computer 
operating system, like UNIX, and ported it to the PC. We 
wrote COHERENT ourselves. We were able to bring UNIX 
capability to the PC with the PC in mind, making it the most 
efficient personal computer work station available at an 
unbelievable price. 

For the first time you get a multi-user, multitasking operating 
system on your IBM Pc. Because COHERENT is UNIX 
compatible, UNIX software will run on the PC under 
COHERENT. 

The software system includes a C -compiler and over 100 utili 
ties, all for $500. Similar environments cost thousands more. 

COHERENT on the IBM PC requires a hard disk and 256K 
memory. It's available on the IBM XT, and Tecmar, Davong 
and Corvus hard disks. 

Available now. For additional information, call or write, 

Mark Williams Company 
1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614 
312/472-6659 

• 

Mark 
Williams 
Company 

COHERENT is a trade mark of Mark Williams Company. 
'UNIX is a trade mark of Bell Laboratories. 
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The Supersoft C Compiler 
by David Fiedler 

While just about two years ago there were 
only two or three CP/M-based C com 
pilers on the market, now there are easi 
ly a dozen to choose from. Since most of 
these are priced in the $100-$250 range, 

it is necessary to choose carefully (it's your money, after 
all). Of course, compile time and execution speed are the 
easiest things to measure when considering a compiler, but 
there is also the general level of ease you feel: you're going 
to be spending a lot of time with it, so make sure you're 
comfortable with it, like an old shoe. 

Having tested a fair number of C compilers, I tend to 
look for the features that make a compiler stand out from 
the rest. When I began this review, I didn't even go near 
the disk until I read through the manual, looking for inter 
esting points. Here's what I found: 

The Supersoft C compiler is actually a family of compil 
ers that shares syntax, design, and even command line op 
tions to a degree. These compilers run on CP /M-80, 
CP/M-86, PC-DOS, UNIX, XENIX and ZMOS (for the 
Z8000 computer). The first pass of the compiler produces 
what Supersoft calls U-code (for universal) as an ASCII 
text file. The second pass performs peephole optimization 
and translation to the assembly language of the target ma 
chine, be it 8080, Z80, 8086, or Z8000. The full UNIX ver 
sion 7 C language is said to be supported, except for statics, 
longs, floats, doubles, bit fields, # if, #ifdef, #ifndef, 
#undef, #else, #endif, and #line. Also unimplemented 
are parameterized #define, #typedefs, and initialization 
of data. Compared to other popular CP/M compilers, this 
list is quite long in the macro (#) area. 

Also included on the disk with the two passes are run 
time header and trailer files, a standard I/O library, mem 
ory allocation routines, and a good many library functions, 
all supplied in C source code. A careful look through this 
code found it reasonably commented and well-written. 
Apparently, a good deal of effort had been put into stan 
dardizing style, return values, and the like. While these ob 
servations don't prove anything about the performance of 
the compiler itself, they do give an insight into the priori 
ties of Supersoft in attempting to produce a standardized, 
transportable product. 

Various command line options for the compiler allow 
the user to include the C source code as comments in the 
generated assembly language file, turn off optimization 
(more about this later on), optimize for size rather than 
speed, and perform various assembly-level functions. An 
#asm, #endasm feature is supplied in Supersoft C to al 
low assembly code to extend directly in a C program; of 
course, such programs will be non-portable to other CPUs. 

The manual is fairly comprehensive, and lists detailed 
information about each library function. These are listed in 
alphabetical order, which can be more useful than group 
ing them by function, as some other manuals do. 

Performance testing 
So now it's time to run the compiler, using the sample pro 
grams supplied by Supersoft and their recommended com- 

David Fiedler, InfoPro Systems, P.O. Box 33, East Hano 
ver, NJ 07936. 

mand syntax. Generally, I try to run all compilers in the 
same environment; a comparison between BDS C on my 
hard disk and Supersoft on its single-density distribution 
disk would hardly be fair. Therefore, the first thing to do is 
to copy the distribution disk onto one of my double-sided, 
double-density disks, and run it from there. No problem. 
The first pass is invoked for the first supplied program, 
SAMPL.C: cc sampl.e 
and it bombs. One of the # included function files is giving 
hundreds of syntax errors, the kind you have to reboot to 
stop. Second try: same result. The problem is "obviously" 
a bad copy. 

This time I use PIP with the Verify option. No change. 
In desperation, I run the CP/M User Group's CRC pro 
gram on both disks, only to find that every program 
matches the original disk. 

Now I begin thinking of all the possible problems that 
could be causing this symptom.To eliminate memory 
problems and settle things down, I attempted running the 
first pass directly from the distribution disk (not recom 
mended as general practice). It works fine. I am now faced 
with the possibility that this software only runs from the 
original disk! 

When linking programs, the order in which they are 
linked might be the difference between success and failure. 
Maybe something here is sensitive to the order of the files 
on the disk? I make a careful copy of the original disk, pre 
serving the order exactly, but that doesn't do it either. Just 
the kind of problem I need to help me write the review by 
the deadline ... Finally, I hit on the idea of making anoth 
er single-density disk containing the programs. It works! 

My new hypothesis is that this compiler only runs from 
single-density disks. Obviously, this makes no sense. My 
system has been running for years with all sorts of densi 
ties, and I have never had a problem like this. But at least 
now it's running, so I can see how it works when it does 
run. 

SAMPl.C, the first sample program, was 1575 bytes of 
source code. It ran through the first pass of the Supersoft 
compiler in just over 2 minutes, producing a U-code file 
(SAMPl.COD) of some 18K. This seemed a bit slow to me, 
but I'm not used to using single-density disks, and I figured 
that was the problem. Then I ran pass 2. It took 3 minutes 
and 40 seconds! Clearly something was wrong here, al 
though everything was acting normal. But now I had an 
assembly language file. A 42K assembly language file, to 
be exact, and I was wondering, just how extensive was this 
function library of theirs, anyway? SAMPl.ASM took just 
under 2 more minutes for the standard CP/M assembler to 
turn into SAMPl.HEX, and 23 more seconds to load. At 
this point I was a bit apprehensive in running the .COM 
file, mainly because one of the functions the program 
called was found to be undefined by the assembler (in a 
sample program?). But it did run, although I noticed a line 
feed seemed to be missing at one point, garbling the output 
a bit. 

Checking further 
I sat back a bit to study the situation. Here was a distribu 
tion disk I had read without errors, with software that ran 
only on another single-density disk, and that contained er- 
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Move up to 
MicIOSYfitems 

THE JOURNAL FOR SOPHISTICATED 
MICROCOMPUTER USERS. 

Microsystems is not, in any sense, for beginners. 
Unlike "personal computer" magazines, 
Microsystems is written exclusively for expert users 
and designers in the software and support hard 
ware field. 

If you need a reliable, high-level, up-to-date 
journal devoted to CP/M~ MP/M~ MS-DOS;M 
UNIX~ XENIX;M OASIS and other operating 
systems, then Microsystems is for you. We feature 
tutorials on the modification and special use of 
systems, offer short-cut routines, show you debug 
ging procedures, techniques for interfacing, and 
much more. Our one purpose is to keep the 
advanced microcomputer professional at the lead 
ing edge of DOS development and use. 

In a few recent issues of 
Microsystems you would have seen: 
II Reviews of four C compilers: BDS C, Small C, 

tiny c TWO™ and Whitesmiths C. 

II1II A programming style comparison: Digital 
Research PLII-80™ vs. Microsoft BASIC. 

II Twenty-seven 16-Bit DOS compared. 

III Virtual segment procedures under UCSD 
Pascal. 

II An in-depth look at MP /M -80 II!M 

III A simple 6-byte hexadecimal ASCII conversion 
routine. 

1.1 Using CP/M's undocumented "Autoload" 
feature. 

II1II An explanation of double density disk 
controllers. 

II A comparison of five popular S-lOO disk 
controller cards. 

II OS-l-a UNIX-like DOS with a CP/M adapter. 

Every issue of Microsystems keeps you at the 
forefront of the industry in customizing software 
and adapting hardware to meet new requirements 
and standards. You'll also find industry news, book 
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Supersoft C Compiler continued ... 

rors in the sample program. Either this is mighty poor soft 
ware, or I got a disk that was somehow very subtly defec 
tive. Then I realized I had been running all of this under 
MicroShell (see Microsystems, January 1983, which used 
8K of TP A space. Maybe this was all just symptomatic of 
being low on memory! 

But that wasn't it either, although Pass 1 got a bit fur 
ther along before it started spitting out errors. This still 
wouldn't explain why it works from one disk and not the 
other, and anyone familiar with CP/M can tell you that 
none of this should mean a thing as long as the disks are 
working normally (which they were). But there's more to 
this story. 
It didn't make sense that Pass 2 should take as long as it 

did, so I looked into the command line options, and found 
I could turn optimization off. When I did this, I virtually 
halved runtime of Pass 2. However, the output .ASM file 
was now SOK!! Without boring you with more details, Ta 
ble 1 summarizes the findings. 

While this wasn't intended to be another C compiler 
comparison article (see Microsystems Sep/Oct 1981), I 
couldn't resist seeing how BDS C stacked up against 
Supersoft. I copied the BDS compiler to the same disk I 
had been running Supersoft from. The difference is quite 
striking, especially considering that all three active por 
tions ofBDS C (pass 1, pass 2, and the linker) together take 
up less disk space than either pass of the Supersoft compil 
er. Of course, the Supersoft compiler is written in itself 
rather than assembly language, the way BDS Cis. 

It might be interesting to note that the only changes I 
had to make in order to compile the sample program under 
BDS C was to change the #include lines to pull in the 
BDS standard library and add one of Supersoft's non-stan 
dard functions (putdec) to the end of the source program. 
Remember the bug in the sample program? It didn't show 
up when I compiled and ran it under BDS C, suggesting 

that the bug is not in the program itself but in one of 
Supersoft's function libraries. Considering only the speed 
of compilation and the fact that BDS C actually supports a 
larger subset of standard C than does Supersoft (as well as 
costing about half as much), BDS begins looking better all 
the time. 
Another problem is that all programs you write using 

this compiler will sign on with a message from Supersoft, 
giving compiler and runtime package version numbers. 
Not only is this a bit sticky for people writing things for 
sale, but these three lines of output from every program do 
tend to get in the way of writing "filter" programs. 

As this review was being completed, I attempted to run 
Supersoft's compiler from my hard disk (which is generally 
reliable), figuring maybe I was getting invisible disk errors 
while running from the floppy (and also wanting to be as 
fair as possible). I got much better results this time, which 
led me to try rerunning the single-density tests. These also 
turned out much better than before (see Table 1), so I fig 
ured my system had been in error all along. Then I copied 
one of the other sample programs-the "sieve" program 
used in the Byte magazine benchmarks-hoping to get 
some more statistics. Guess what? It bombed out again! 

Some more experimentation has brought me to the con 
clusion that somewhere in the Supersoft compiler is a vari 
able that is not initialized properly, and when the compiler 
is rerun, errors can occur. I ran a memory test and even 
tried clearing memory before running it again, but no luck. 
I can't accept the idea that my system has spurious errors 
that only occur while running one piece of code. 

The Supersoft C Compiler is available for $200 from 
dealers and from: 
Supersoft Inc. 
p. 0. Box 1628 
Champaign, IL 61820 
(217) 359-2112. 
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Supersoft C Compiler continued ... 

Editor's Note 
It is Microsystems' policy to send a copy of any review to 
the vendor of the product for comment. This is done to en 
sure technical accuracy. When we receive the vendor's 
comments, we forward them to the author, who, if he 
agrees with them, will revise his article accordingly. Ifboth 
vendor and reviewer do not agree, we publish their respec 
tive comments, as we are doing in this case. 

SuperSoft's Response 
We were sorry to hear that Mr. Fiedler had difficulty in us 
ing SuperSoft's C compiler. Mr. Fiedler's main problems 
pertained to disk copying rather than to the quality of the 
compiler itself. Our C compiler is being used in thousands 
of installations and in dozens of different disk formats. In 
addition, SuperSoft uses this compiler for program devel 
opment on a wide range of systems and disk formats. In all 
our experience, and in the formal performance reports we 
have received from our customers, we have yet to hear of 
another instance of the specific problem Mr. Fiedler had in 
copying and then using the compiler. 

Mr. Fiedler reported erratic performance of the compiler 
and wisely checked the accuracy of his copy, attempting to 
establish that his system was faultless. Without further in 
formation, we suspect that the original distribution disk 
sent to Mr. Fiedler by SuperSoft or one of our distributors 
may have contained a copy flaw, in which case our normal 
nocharge replacement procedure should have been fol 
lowed. SuperSoft does everything possible to make sure 
that customers who have a problem with their original dis 
tribution disk receive a new copy at no charge as soon as 
possible. 

There are also several inaccuracies in Mr. Fiedler's review 
that we would like to address: . 
1. The review does not correspond to our current version 
of the product, version 1.2. This explains many of the 
following inaccuracies. (Also, a new release containing 
floating point and a direct to REL option is due shortly.) 

2. Pass 2 of the compiler performs global as well as peep 
hole optimization. 

3. The static and long attributes are partially supported. 
The library supplied with the compiler has functions for 
long and double (long float) arithmetic. It also has the 
most commonly used trigonometric functions. 

4. The # if, #ifdef, #ifndef, #undef, #else, #endif, 
and #line preprocessor directives are supported. There 
is no preprocessor directive #typedef. There is a C 
keyword typedef. 

5. The figures in Table 1 ofMr. Fiedler's article do not cor 
respond to those which we get for the same compilation. 

6. SuperSoft C supports a superset, not a subset, ofBDS C. 
a. SuperSoft C compiler is a very solid subset of the lan 

guage, allowing declaration and use of any structure, 
union, or array (or any combination of those types). 
This is not true of BDS C. 

b. SuperSoft C is as compatible with UNIX as CP/M al 
lows. This includes a complete set of UNIX-com pat i 
ble I/O functions, and no sensitivity to CP/M's 128- 
byte system record size. (Try this with any other 
CP 1M C compiler: open a file, seek 999 bytes, write 
one byte and close the file. SuperSoft C will change 
only one byte in the file. This is an absolute require 
ment for UNIX compatibility.) 

c. BDS C violates certain arithmetic conversion rules re 
garding the char type. These same rules are scrupu 
lously followed by SuperSoft C. 

7. The current list price of SuperSoft's C compiler is $275. 
Overall, the review seems to imply that BDS C or Q/C is 
superior to SuperSoft's CP/M C compiler. While BDS 
C and Q/C are good products, SuperSoft C is better suit 
ed to the serious software developer. Many large soft 
ware firms use SuperSoft C for production programs, 
and SuperSoft's internally generated products all use the 
compiler. There are a number of good reasons for this: 

1. SuperSoft C, unlike BDS C, does not limit the source file 
size of programs to be compiled. 

2. SuperSoft C programs can be developed under any of 
their host systems and then ported without source 
changes to MS-DOS, UNIX, OASIS, and CP /M-86, to 
name some of the target operating systems. This is cer 
tainly not true of BDS C. 

We would like to be of timely assistance to you and Mr. 
Fiedler in this review of SuperSoft C. Our concern is 
that your review reflect the current version of our prod 
uct. I will be sending a current version to Mr. Fiedler to 
day. If I can be of any further help, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 
Richard Balocca 
Vice-President 
SuperSoft 

David Fiedler's Response 
After I submitted the above review, I was sent a new copy 
of the Supersoft C compiler, along with a copy of 
Supersoft's response to the review. I would like to address 
the points Supersoft made, and add some comments 
along with new timings I got when running their latest 
version. 

First, when I receive a product for review, especially di 
rectly from the manufacturer, I can only assume that it is 
the latest version. I do not appreciate a company's releas 
ing a new version in the time before publication and then 
complaining that my article is inaccurate, since I was 
working with what they supplied in the first place. 
Supersoft's points 1,2,3,4, and 7 all relate to the disparity 
between versions, and therefore I consider them mislead 
ing as criticism, although accurate as they stand. 

I would not mention this next point at all, except that I 
feel the record must be set entirely straight, inasmuch as 
my own reputation is being called into question by 

A good deal of effort has been put into 
standardizing style, return values, 

and the like in an attempt to produce 
a transportable product. 
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IEID'.II ... 

NOW. I KNOW I CAN MAKE BIG MONEY WRITING AND SELLING MY 
PROGRAMS. THIS BOOK TOLD ME WHAT TO WRITE - WHO TO SELL 
IT TO - THOUSANDS OF NAMES. ADDRESSES. IDEAS. GUIDELINES. 

THE "$OFTWARE WRITER'S HANDBOOK" IS FANTA$TIC! 

* WHO TO SELL YOUR PROGRAMS TO 
* THOUSANDS OF COMPANY NAMES AND ADDR 

WITH DETAILED LISTINGS SHOWING: 
(1) WHAT PROGRAMS PUBLISHERS ARE LOOKING FOR 
(2) HOW THEY WANT YOU TO SUBMIT YOUR PROGRAM 
(3) HOW MUCH THEY PAY - AND WHEN! [' 
100 CATEGORIES - FROM "ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE'" 
TO "GAMES" TO "VIDEO CONTROL" PROGRAMS 

* HOW TO WRITE CLEAR DOCUMENTATION 
* DEBUGGING TECHNIQUES 
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Copy Today! 
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IPF Publications 
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YOU IEEI CIIS 
lEW PIWEI Fli CP/M"SYSTEMS 

PHASE 1: 
"LlnLE" FEATURES THAT 
ADD UP TO BIG TIME-SAVERS 
You appreciate MicroShel1 from the 

moment you run it. Suddenly your CP/M 
computer seems much smarter, more 
powerful, more tolerant of your errors. 
That's because MicroShel1 adds features 
to CP/M normally found only on more 
powerful operating systems. 
You spend a lot of time with your com 

puter. MicroShel1 makes your time more 
productive. Take the warm-start after you 
run a program or when you change disks. 
MicroShel1 eliminates it - you can run 
another program immediately. Change a 
disk - even in drive A - and a quick 
command logs it in. No more time lost 
booting up - no more juggling "system" 
disks with CP/M on them! 
Or how about finding files? Under CP/M 

you have to know what disk the file is on 
and then change disks or preface the file 
name with the disk drive. And if you heve 
a hard disk and are using CP/M user 
numbers, you also need the user number 
the file is in. MicroShel1 automatically 
searches for files on all disks, or selected 
disks - your option. And it works even 
when a program calls for a file. So you can 
run WordStar, for instance, from any disk 
or user number and MicroShel1 finds the 
necessary WordStar files. 
Running several programs in a row? 

MicroShel1 lets you put a string of CP/M 
commands on one line. You end the dis 
traction of entering commands, waiting 
for execution, then entering the next 
command. 

Make a mistake? With CP/M you have 
to start over. Add MicroShel1 and you can 
edit the last command line (with simple 
WordStar commands). MicroShel1 saves 
the last command string, so you can run 
through a series several times - or change 
commands slightly and run again - with 
out retyping. 
MicroShel1 doesn't affect how your 

CP/M runs. It helps CP/M, but it doesn't 
get in the way. And your system probably 
never misses the 8K bytes MicroShel1 uses 
because most all popular programs run 
with 48K. So in a 64K CP/M system, there's 
plenty of room. For the rare, big program, 
it's easy to exit MicroShell, run the pro 
gram and re-enter MicroShel1. 
You appreciate MicroShel1 from the 

start. It has powerful features so easy-to 
use that the MicroShel1 manual tells you 
"How to Run MicroShel1 Without Reading 
the Manual". 

PHASE II: 
NEVER RE-ENTER DATA AGAIN 

But please - read all 75 pages of the 
manual and get to know MicroShel1 in 
depth. You appreciate MicroShel1 more 
and more when you do the big projects 
you bought your micro for. 

Take the time you turn a spreadsheet 
analysis into a table for a report. Without 
MicroShel1 you have to re-enter data in a 
file for your word processing software. 
Why the duplication of effort? MicroShel1 
lets you redirect the output of any pro 
gram to a file - no duplicated keystrokes. 
MicroShel1 captures what appears on 

your CRT and sends it anywhere. Send 
data to your printer for hard-copy or save 
it on disk. Or capture that report your ac 
counting program sends to the printer. 
MicroShel1 tames your data-handling jobs 
- it even "slows down" to feed pro 
grams that process input slower than 
MicroShel1 sends it. 
When you review your work, MicroShel1 

has a "TYP" command that displays 23 
lines (an average CRT screen) then stops 
until you hit a key. If you've ever scanned 
a long document whipping by at 10 or 20 
lines per second, you know you need this 
feature. Or have you tried to hit control-S 
in time to stop the display and missed? 

For more information about MicroShell, 
see the following reviews: 
Christopher Kern, BYTE, December, 
1982 

Alan R. Miller, Interface Age, July, 1982 
David Fiedler, Microsystems, January, 

1983 
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PHASE III: 
THE SYSTEM EVOLVES 
WITH YOU 

If you're in computers for the long haul, 
MicroShel1 will grow on you. MicroShel1 
helps you teach new users. And it lets you 
develop new capabilities in a clear and 
logical way. 
MicroShel1 lets you set up "menus" to 

make your system "friendly" for non 
technical users. And fast - no slow CP/M 
"submit" files used. As you develop your 
own software, MicroShell's "pipe" feature 
lets you grow into ever more sophisti 
cated applications. It links simple pro 
grams together by directing the output of 
one program to the input of another. 
Just as MicroShel1 lets you combine 

commands on one line, it lets you save 
any command series in a file. MicroShel1 
reads and executes commands directly 
from the file - no slow, intermediate 
steps. For example, you can compile, link 
and run a program with one command, 
"compile filename". MicroShel1 executes 
all the commands from a file you've built. 
And you can call other command files 

from within a command file to enlarge on 
what you've built. You can set conditional 
commands with an "IF" statement. Or you 
can set command files to call for input 
from a user and act on it. Before you know 
it, you have a system much more power 
ful and friendly than bare CP/M. 

SO DON'T WASTE ANY MORE TIME 
WITH YOUR CP/M SYSTEM - ADD 
MICROSHELL TO IT TODAY. 

ORDER LINE 800-368-3359 

Available for all popular 8080, 8085 or 
Z80, CP/M 2.2 'systems on 8" or 5%" 
diskette. 

Price: $150.00 ($25.00 manual only). 
Foreign orders add $20.00 for. Air 
Mail shipment. 

NEW 
GENERATION 
SYSTEMS. inc. 
2153 Golf Course Drive 
Reston, VA 22091 
(703) 476-9143 

CP/M® , MP/M™ - Trademarks of Digital Research. 
WordStaf!l - Trademark of MicroPro. 



Supersoft C Compiler continued ... 

Supersoft. Mr. Balocca said he would send me a "current 
version." The copy I received was marked Version 1.1.37, 
not Version 1.2, as he claimed. Further, I also received a 
copy of Supersoft's packing list, on which was handwritten 
"May review: Send new version" (emphasis as in original). 
To me, this implies that the new, and not the current ver 
sion was sent-especially because it was for a possible re 
view. I wonder what version customers were receiving at 
the time? 

Mr. Balocca mentions that "functions for long and dou 
ble (long float) arithmetic" are supplied, and also "the 
most commonly used trigonometric functions." Nothing 
that could be remotely considered trigonometric could be 
found, either on the disk or in the manual. And the only 
functions that had anything to do with long arithmetic that 
I could locate were standard 16-bit multiply and divide 
routines-certainly not "double" as claimed, and not 
called out as such, as they seemed to be internally used. 

Point 5 is a classic example of "begging the question." I 
can see where my original figures do not correspond to 
theirs, since running their "latest" version yields times that 
are much longer than on the previous version. The results 
obtained when compiling their SAMP1.C program, fol 
lowing the precise instructions in their manual, are shown 
in Table I. 

To quash any possible objections to the fact that I used 
the standard CP/M assembler and not a relocating assem 
bler, I will report that only !OK (on the .ASM file) and 20 
seconds' compilation time was saved when compiling for 
use with RMAC or M80. And I was using double-density 
disks this time! In case it's not obvious, the size of the inter 
mediate files left around almost totally precludes effective 
use of this compiler with anything less than a hard disk or 
large-capacity, double-density disk system (in fact, this 
"sample" compilation is impossible on a single CP/M 
standard 8" disk). It can be done if neat juggling of output 
files and judicious erasing are performed, combined with a 
fair knowledge of compiler/assembler options. 

I'm not surprised to hear that Mr. Balocca feels that 
Supersoft C is "better suited for the serious software devel 
oper" than BDS or Q/C. Its function libraries are certainly 
more standard in terms of the UNIX environment (al 
though different in several respects). I am interested in 
hearing, however, about the "large firms" that use this 
compiler for production programs, and I would like to 
know if these firms are using the native compiler on CP/M 
(which readers of Microsystems would use) or a cross-com 
piler, possibly on a VAX, I know of many CP/M software 
products that have been developed in C, yet no developer 

EASI Structural Designs 
Structural Design Programs: 

Concrete _. Beam, Column, 
Slab (1 way & 2 way) 

Steel _ Beam, Column 
59900 each or 540000 Complete Set 

AlSO 
Structural Analysis Programs: 
Finite Element Method _ 

Frames, (2D - 3D) 
Trusses. Plates, Grids. Membranes. 
our of Core Soluer. Thermal. etc. 

520000 _ 550000 

Critical Path Project 
Management Programs: 

Standard Version 520000 

Corp. of Engineers Compatible 520000 

Complete Set 530000 

EASI software, Inc. 
c/o Henry Camin, Jr. 
2 Windsor Court 
Jackson, N.J. 08527 

or 
Telephone (201) 367-5735 
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has ever spoken to me of using anything but the BDS, Az 
tec, C/80, or Whitesmiths compilers. The limitation of 
source files is true but again begs the question, since large 
C programs, are, as a rule, developed and compiled in sep 
arate modules. 

As to the allegation that Supersoft C programs can be 
"ported without source changes" to operating systems 
such as UNIX, I will report that I spent a good deal of time 
investigating this. Neither the SAMP1.C of SAMP3.C 
program (the "Sieve" benchmark) could be compiled as is 
when ported along with Supersoft's required function li 
braries func.c, crunt2.c, stdio.h, and customiz.h to a 
68000-based system running UNIX Version 7. The prob 
lem (aside from about two dozen warning messages in each 
case regarding integer/pointer conflicts) seemed to be with 
differences between the UNIX and Supersoft compiler in 
interpreting the rescanning of included source files. After 
editing the files to remove references to Supersoft's func 
tions, the programs did indeed compile and run (although 
the CP/M-specific functions did not work, as expected). 
Finally, a note about the Sieve benchmark. The program 

Supersoft supplied had been modified to use their 
"putdec" routine to save memory, rather than using printf 
(this did not interfere with the original algorithm). This 
program executed on my system in 40 seconds, and took a 
full 16K for the .COM file. f!J 

Options allow the user to include the 
C source code as comments in the 

generated assembly language file and 
select optimization goals. 
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The Ratfor Preprocessing 
Language 

by A. G. W. Cameron 

I have frequently seen Fortran castigated in the pages of microcomputer magazines, sometimes in igno 
rance, but often with some degree of justification. 
The lack of good program control structures renders 
programming relatively difficult; in that respect, 

among computer languages, probably only Basic is worse. 
The fact that Basic is beloved of microcomputerists, while 
Fortran is not, is mainly due to the easier string-handling 
capabilities of Basic and the fact that it is an interactive 
language. Yet Fortran is the indispensible number-crunch 
ing language of scientific and technical people. The fact 
that there is only one generally accepted version of Fortran 
for CP/M-80 and no acceptable Fortran for CP/M-86 or 
MSDOS, in contrast to the many competing packages for 
other languages, reflects the fact that micros are not yet 
very useful for number-crunching. That will change as 
soon as floating-point coprocessors become readily avail 
able for the 16- and 32-bit chips. I hope (and expect) that 
market opportunities will bring forth Fortran packages 
that will use the internal stacks of those coprocessors more 
efficiently, thus achieving computation speeds comparable 
to those on mainframes. 

The National Science Foundation recently organized a 
panel on computation in physics. One of the participants in 
that panel stated that he did not know what computer lan 
guage he would be using in the next 10 years, or what its 
programming structure would be. He knew only one thing: 
it would be called Fortran! 
That tongue-in-cheek remark contains an element of 

truth about the state of scientific computation. Graduate 
students tend to be deeply imprinted with Fortran during 
their training years and are very resistant to the idea of 
changing to a different language. There is a massive 
amount of accumulated software in Fortran in all techni 
cal fields, and technical people must be prepared to use it. 
Until recently, Fortran and Cobol were about the only lan 
guages you could be sure of finding on most mainframes. 
Yet Fortran itself is not immune to change. The language 
was standardized in 1966, but soon developed many exten 
sions. One of the reasons IBM mainframes tend to be very 
unpopular among scientists is that IBM has refused to let 
any of these extensions, which frequently add convenience 
to programming, creep into its Fortran, so that transport 
ing Fortran programs onto IBM mainframes is frequently 
a pain. Fortran was restandardized in 1978, so that For 
tran-77, as the latest version tends to be known, has incor 
porated some improvements, particularly the IF-THEN 
ELSE construct. But most of the criticisms of Fortran-66 
remain true of Fortran - 77. 

It is therefore interesting that a Fortran preprocessor 
named Ratfor (for RATional FORtran), which has superior 
programming flow procedures, has won increased accep 
tance in the scientific community. It is conceivable that 
Ratfor, or some language like it, might well become the For 
tran of 10 years hence. Since all Ratfor-to-Fortran transla- 

A. G. W. Cameron, Harvard College Observatory, 60 Gar 
den se, Cambridge, MA 02138. 

tions use only valid Fortran-66 statements, the use of Ratfor 
tends to make Fortran programs more portable between dif 
ferent kinds of computers. That is one of the principle rea 
sons for my current interest in Ratfor, although my original 
interest was in its superior control structures. 

For several years, assisted by a changing group of post 
doctoral fellows, I have tried to maximize the value of each 
number-crunching dollar begged from the government 
(through the mechanism known as a grant), by investing it 
in hardware rather than in time on a central mainframe 
computer. We wound up having linked Data General 
Nova 3/D and Nova 4/X minicomputers, and a variety of 
peripherals from different vendors. Each minicomputer 
offers two active computing grounds, and if each ground is 
efficiently used to run number-crunching programs, then 
we can get about the same throughout as a Digital Equip 
ment Corporation VAX 11/780, although our capital in 
vestment is much less. Rarely can we be that efficient, 
since such activities as word processing and program de 
velopment do not use the CPU as efficiently as number 
crunching does. Moreover, it is now evident that our minis 
are aging, and that the future of cost-effective number 
crunching will lie with super-microcomputers. We have 
gained some efficiency for number-crunching on the minis 
by off-loading word processing and some of the program 
development onto ordinary micros. It is for program de 
velopment that Ratfor is important; it will become more so 
in the future as we follow upgrade paths on the micros and 
shift our number-crunching burden to them. 
Ratfor was one of several Fortran preprocessors devel 

oped to address the problems of poor flow control struc 
tures in Fortran. Undoubtedly, the most important event 
in its development was its use in the book, Software Tools, 
by B.W. Kernighan and P.J. Plauger (Addison-Wesley, 
1976). The Software Tools implementations are discussed 
in an accompanying article in this magazine. My original 
acquaintance with Ratfor came when we obtained from 
the publisher (for $25), a magnetic tape containing ma 
chine-readable versions of the programs in Software Tools, 
including Ratfor written in Fortran. One of my postdocs, 
Gordon Weast, converted all the EBCDIC to ASCII, re 
wrote the primitive routines which interfaced to our oper 
ating system on the Novas, and had Ratfor flying in about 
three days. Fine-tuning and recompilation of Ratfor from 
Ratfor sources came later. At that point I came to appreci 
ate Ratfor and tended to write new programs in this lan 
guage, although I continued to change old ones in the orig 
inal Fortran. 

I have seen references to both public domain and com 
mercial versions of Ratfor over the last year or two. Al 
though I do not have direct knowledge of most of these, I 
judge them to be essentially the Software Tools version of 
the language interfaced to CP/M (much as we did in our 
minis for a different operating system). Considering the 
ease of our own effort and the existence of public domain 
versions, I will leave the reader to judge to what extent 
these older commercial versions of Ratfor are overpriced. 
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THE UNKNOWN GIANT 
The SMALL ONE is a highly sophtsttcated dependable portable computer designed 
for the professional. It provides versatility through 5·100 hardware and compatibility 
with CP·M software. Typical system uses include: 

Program Development 
Video Image Processing 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
Spreadsheet and Word Processing 
Automated Testing and Instrument Cont 
Adaptive Educational Testing 



Rattor continued ... 

Meanwhile, a major effort has begun at Berkeley to im 
prove and standardize the Software Tools including the 
Ratfor language in which they were written, and to trans 
port them to a variety of types of computers. These im 
provements to Ratfor included additional control struc 
tures, inclusion of macro definitions, and improved 
efficiency of the Ratfor-to-Fortran translation process. 
Unicorn Systems (which has since incorporated as Carou 
sel MicroTools, Inc.) took on the task of transporting the 
Tools to CP 1M-SO, and it is their version of Ratfor that is 
under review here. However, they have adhered as much 
as possible to the Software Tools Users Group standard, 
and so it is really that standard which is being reviewed 
here. 

I have also encountered the standard in another form, 
since CompuCode undertook to implement the Tools on 
Data General machines, but did so for Eclipses only. Jon 
Hanshew, the president of CompuCode, did his best to 
produce a version for Novas without having one inhouse. 
So I found myself having to get a few bugs out of his ver 
sion of Ratfor, then making some changes of my own from 
the Software Tools version for programming convenience 
on the Novas. This involved examining in depth both the 
Ratfor and the Fortran versions of the source code, none of 
which is well documented internally. An exercise like this 
really demonstrates how immensely more readable and in 
telligible Ratfor is than Fortran. The new Software Tools 
version of Ratfor, considerably longer than the original 
that we implemented on the Novas, requires that some 
routines be organized as overlays (the CPIM version is 
more efficient in the use of space and does not require this.) 

The Ratfor translation process operates by scanning the 
text and looking for keywords that the preprocessor can 
recognize as meaningful to Ratfor. Statements not con 
taining keywords are assumed to be Fortran and are passed 
through the translator with only such trivial changes as 
converting lower case to upper case and postioning the 
statement properly on the line (Ratfor has a free-form in 
put and does not care if a statement begins in the first col 
umn, but of course it must output lines compatible with a 
Fortran compiler). 

I will give a brief description of some of the features of 
Ratfor not contained in the Fortran language. To quote 
from Software Tools: "The control flow statements of 
Ratfor are shamelessly stolen from the language C, devel 
oped for the UNIX operating system by D.M. Richie." 
This is not surprising, since most of the authors involved 
are at Bell Labs, and the Software Tools themselves are 
modelled on UNIX tools. 

One very important piece of notation in Ratfor is the use 
of braces, " < "and" > ", to surround groups of Fortran or 
Ratfor statements so they can be treated together as equiv 
alent to a single statement. This is a key step in avoiding 
the use of GOTOs in the Ratfor language itself. The 
Ratfor-to-Fortran translation typically introduces GOTO 
statements and places a labelled CONTINUE following 

such a pair of braces. 
As an example, consider the following Ratfor statement: 

IF (condition) {statement(s)} 

The above statements are to be executed if the condition is 
TRUE. The corresponding Fortran statements became: 

IF (.NOT. condition) GOTO label 

statement(s) 

label CONTINUE 

This Fortran flow structure is sufficiently appealing and I 
have often found myself using it directly when revising ex 
isting Fortran code. A logical extension to the Ratfor con 
struct involves using ELSE ("THEN" is unnecessary): 

IF (condition) 

{statement(s)} 

ELSE 

(statement(s)} 

In this case, if the condition is FALSE, control shifts to the 
ELSE, and the last statement before the ELSE will be a 
GOTO past the end of the statements following the ELSE. 
If the condition represents the various values that a vari 

able may acquire, then alternative pathways may be exe 
cuted using the construct IF ... ELSE IF ... ELSE 
IF ... etc. If there are many pathways this can get confus 
ing, even if each step in the chain is equally indented in the 
listing. Instead, the SWITCH construct may be used: 

SWITCH (variable or expression) 

CASE v al ee l : {statement(s)} 

CASE value2: {statement(s)} 

DEFAULT: {statement(s)} 
} 

Kernighan and Plauger say they prefer an ELSE IF chain 
to the CASE statement because it is less confusing, but this 
SWITCH implementation is a Berkeley add-on to Ratfor 

The Ratfor translation process operates by scanning 
the text and looking for keywords that the pre 

processor can recognize. Statements not containing 
keywords are assumed to be Fortran and are passed 

through the translator with only trivial changes. 
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The Well-Tempered Cross-Assembler 
Before Johann Sebastian Bach developed' 
a new method of tuning, you had to 
change instruments practically every time 
you wanted to change keys.Very difficult. 

Before Avocet introduced its family of 
cross-assemblers, developing micro-pro 
cessor software was much the same. You 
needed a separate development system 
for practically every type of processor. 
Very difficult and very expensive. 

But with Avocet's cross-assemblers, a 
single computer can develop software for 
virtually any microprocessor I Does that 
put us in a league with Bach? You decide 

Development Tools That Work 
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable 
and user-proven in over 3 years of actual 
use. Ask NASA, IBM, XEROX orthe hun 
dreds of other organizations that use them. 
Every time you see a new microprocessor 
based product, there's a good chance it 
was developed with Avocet cross 
assemblers. 
Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use. 
They run on any computer with CP/M' 
and process assembly language for the 
most popular microprocessor families. 

XASM05 6805 
XASM09 6809 
XASM18 1802 
XASM48 8048/8041 ' 
XASM51 8051 $200 
XASM65 6502 each 
XASM68 6800/0.y 
XASMF8 F8/3870 . 
XASMZ8 Z8 
XASM400 COP400 ~ 
XASM75 ... NEC 7500 $500 
(Coming soon: XASM68K .... 68000) 

Turn Your Computer Into A 
Complete Development System 
Of course, there's more. Avocet has the 
tools you need from start to finish to enter, 
assemble and test your software and finally 
cast it in EPROM: 

Text Editor VEDIT -- full-screen text edi 
tor by Compu View. Makes source code 
entry a snap. Full-screen text editing, plus 
TECO-Iike macro facility for repetitive 
tasks. Pre-configured for over 40 terminals 
and personal computers as well as in user 
configurable form. 
CP / M -80 version $150 
CP /M-86 or MOOS version.. $195 
(when ordered with any Avocet product) 

ROM Simulator -- ROMSIM by Inner Ac 
cess eliminates need to erase and 
reprogram EPROM. Installed in an S-100 
host, ROMSIM substitutes RAM for 
EPROM in' external target system. 16K 
memory can be configured to simulate the 
2708, 2758, 2716, 2516, 2732, 2532, 
2764, 2564 in either byte or word 
organization. Avocet's configurable driver 
makes loading of HEX or COM files fast 
and easy. 
From $495 depending on cabling and 
RAM installed. 

EPROM Programmer -- Model 7128 
EPROM Programmer by GTek programs 
most EPROMS without the need for per 
sonality modules. Self-contained power 
supply ... accepts ASCII commands and 
data from any computer through RS 232 
serial interface. Cross-assembler hex ob 
ject files can be down-loaded directly. 
Commands include verify and read, as 
well as partial programming. 

CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

PROM types supported: 2508, 2758, 
2516, 2716, 2532, 2732, 2732A, 
27C32, MCM8766, 2564, 2764, 27C64, 
27128,8748,8741,8749,8742,8751, 
8755, plus Seeq and Xicor EEPROMS. 

(Upgrade kits will be available for new 
PROM types as they are introduced.) 

Programmer ,. $389 
Options include: 
. Software Driver Package $ 30 
RS 232 Cable . . $ 30 
8748 family socket adaptor. $ 98 
8751 family socket adaptor. $174 

Call Us 
If you're thinking about development sys 
tems, call us for some straight talk. If we 
don't have what you need, we'll help you 
find out who does. If you like, we'll even 
talk about Bach. 

VISA and Mastercard accepted. All popular disc formats now 
available -- please specify. Prices do not include shipping and 
handling -- call for exact quotes. OEM INQUIRIES'INVITED. 

"Trademark of Digital Research 

4VOCETY 
SYSTEMS _Ne.· 
DEPT, 983-M 
804 SOUTH STATE STREET 
DOVER, DELAWARE 19901 
302-734-0151 TLX 467210 



Ratfor continued ... 

and personally I would rather SWITCH than ELSE IF. 
Here are some more Ratfor conditional control 

structures: 

WHI LE (condition) {statement(s)} 

FOR (initialization; condition; reinitialization) 

{statement(s)} 
REPEAT {statement(s)} UNTI L (condition) 

With the REPEAT, the UNTIL is optional. If it is not 
used, the loop may be exited with a BREAK statement, 
usually attached to an IF condition, which transfers con 
trol beyond the statements. This may also be used with any 
of the other forms of conditional loops. Similarly, NEXT 
may be used to transfer control to the beginning of the next 
iteration of the loop. The FOR statement is a generaliza 
tion of the Fortran DO, and is more flexible. A trivial ex 
ample of its use would be: 

FOR ( i = 1 ; i <= 20 ; i = i + 1 ) stm = sum + x( i) 

This example also shows a user-friendly convenience: < = 
is translated into the Fortran .LE., and there are equiva 
lent representations for the other FORTRAN relational 
operators. 

I have observed that the first time a Fortran user sits 
down to write a program in Ratfor, there will come a mo 
ment when he wants to use a GOTO. Strict mental disci 
pline is required at this moment, for it is necessary to pause 
and decide which Ratfor control structure would be best 
suited to the purpose at hand. After successfully passing 
this milestone, there are no withdrawal pangs, and the urge 
to use GOTOs will not recur. GOTOs are legal in Ratfor, 
but I have yet to encounter a case in which I would want to 
use one. 

The Software Tools version of Ratfor includes several 
macros; I will describe only the "define" macro. This takes 
the form: 

define (name, replacement string) 

This is particularly useful for giving generic names in 
Ratfor text, such as EOF or MAXARGLENGTH, and 
giving the numerical equivalents of these in a definitions 
file. Much of the effort in transporting Ratfor to a different 
system consists of changing numbers in the standard defi 
nitions file. This file is named RATDEF. One of the first 
things I did when I got my Software Tools disks from Uni 
corn Systems was to look for RATDEF. It was not there. 
By then I knew enough about the Software Tools to go 
looking for RATDEF in an archive file of Ratfor sources. 
There I found it. Ratfor tries to open this file when it is 
brought up. New users may be puzzled by an error mes 
sage saying "can't open standard definitions file." 

Ratfor does have a modest number of error messages. 
These are reasonably well explained in the Software Tools 
documentation. However, the explanation ofthe above er- 

ror message does not tell you the name of the standard def 
initions file. 

The documentation for Ratfor is part of the documenta 
tion for the Software Tools; it has been minimally edited 
for CP 1M by Carousel MicroTools and I find it too terse. 
There is also a brief tutorial on Ratfor. To get a really good 
feeling for the usage of Ratfor, the new user would be bet 
ter advised to work his way through the Software Tools 
book or through the Ratfor sources for some of the Tools 
themselves. Some of the Software Tools Users Group add 
ons to Ratfor are mentioned only in a brief statement of the 
language syntax, without accompanying examples or fur 
ther explanation. This means that you have to dig into the 
Ratfor sources for Ratfor to fully understand what Ratfor 
does. This sounds totally circular, but it is a tribute to the 
readability of the language that it works. 

The Software Tools, including Ratfor, are in the public 
domain. Not in the public domain are those primitive 
routines that interface the language to a particular com 
puting environment, in this case CP 1M. Those primitives 
customized for CP 1M are proprietary to Carousel 
MicroTools. However, Ratfor source code for everything 
is distributed with the Tools. This is important to the 
Ratfor user who is interested in program portability. 
Source code that makes a lot of system calls in a particular 
environment is not very portable. The pro gammer should 
exercise additional restraint and use the standard syntax in 
the Ratfor environment. Unfortunately, the higher-level 
primitives, shared by most of the Software Tools, are brief 
ly documented. Little attempt is made to provide an over 
view of these by comparing similarity of function. Here 
again it is useful to read the Software Tools book carefully. 

Ratfor may be a language in transition. A newsletter re 
cently received from Carousel MicroTools reveals that 
there is a fair amount of sentiment in the Software Tools 
Users Group for abandoning Fortran as the standard com 
piler for the Tools, and using a more modern language now 
that such languages are more commonly available on com 
puting systems. One of the options discussed is the possi 
bility of developing the Ratfor language further and en 
abling it to output source code for C, Pascal, or other 
language compilers, as well as Fortran. 

In summary, the use of Ratfor as a Fortran preprocessor 
tames the Fortran language by structuring it and making 
the source code much easier to read. The Software Tools 
Users Group version of Ratfor is a very worthwhile up 
grade of the language, but is inadequately documented. 
The Carousel MicroTools implementation of it for CP 1M 
is nicely done. The command file takes 46K of memory. 
Ratfor is distributed as part of the Software Tools imple 
mentation and is not separately priced. f.!J 

References 
B.W. Kernighan and P.I. Plauger: Software Tools. Ad 

dison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1976. 
Carousel MicroTools (formerly Unicorn Systems), 609 

Kearney St., El Cerrito, CA 94530, (415) 528-1300. 
CompuCode, 6147 Aspinwall Road, Oakland, CA 94611. 

The use of Ratfor as a Fortran preprocessor tames the 
Fortran language by structuring it and making 

the source code much easier to read. 
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Software 

TPM (TPM I) - SSO A ZSO only operating system which is 
capable of running CPIM proqrams. Includes many features not 
found in CPIM such as independent disk directory partitioning for 
up to 255 user partitions. space. time and version commands. date 
and time. create FCB. chain program. direct disk 110. abbreviated 
commands and more' Available for North Star (either single or 
double density). TRS-80 Model I (offset 4200H) or II. Versafloppy 
I. or Tarbel! I. 
TPM-II· St25An expanded version of TPM which IS fully CPIM 
2.2 compatible but still retains the exIra features our customers 
have come to depend on. This version is super FAST. Extended 
density capability allows over 600K per side on an S" disk. Availa 
ble preconfigured for Versafloppy II (8" or 5"). Epson aX-l0. 
Osborne II or TRS-80 Model II. 

CONFIGURATOR I --------, 
This package provides all the necessary programs for 
customizing TPM for a floppy controller which we do 
not support. We suggest ordering this on single den 
sity (8SD). 
Includes TPM-II (51251. Sample PIOS (BIOS) SOURCE 
(SFREE). MACRO II (S100) LINKER (580). DEBUG I (S801 
OED (SI50) ZEDIT (S50) TOP I (SSOI BASIC I (SSO) and 
BASIC II (51001 
S815 Value NOW $250 

CONFIGURATOR II --------, 
Includes TPM-II (51251. Sample PI OS (BIOS) SOURCE 
(SFREE). MACRO II (51001. MACRO III (51501. LINKER 
(5801. DEBUG I (S80). DEBUG II (51001. OSAL (52001. OED 
(51501. ZTEL (SSOI. TOP II (5100; BUSINESS BASIC 
(5200) and MODEM SOURCE (540) and DISASSEMBLER 
(SSO) 
$1485 Value NOW $400 

MODEL I PROGRAMMER ------, 
This package IS only for the TRS-SO Model I Note 
These are the ONL Y COL programs available for the 
Model I. It includes TPM I (SSO). BUSINESS BASIC 
(5200). MACRO I (SSOI. DEBUG I (SSO) ZOOT (S401. ZTEL 
(SSO). TOP I (SSO) and MODEM (5401 
S680 Value NOW $175 

MODEL II PROGRAMMER -----, 
This package is only for the TAS-SO Model II 
It includes TPM-II (SI2SI. BUSINESS BASIC (S200) 
MACAO II (SI00) MACRO III (5150) LINKER (SSOI 
DEBUG I (SSO). DEBUG II (51001. OED (51501. ZTEL (SSOI 
TOP II (S1001. ZOOT (S401. ZAPPLE SOURCE (SSOI. 
MODEM (540) MODEM SOURCE (S40) and D)SAS 
SEMBLER (S80) 
$1445 Value NOW $375 

BASIC I - S5O. a 12K· baSIC Interpreter with 7 digit precrsion 
BASIC II - S100. A 12 digit precrsion version of BaSIC I 
BUSINESS BASIC - 5200. A full disk extended baste With 
random or sequential disk file handling and 12 digit precrsion 
(even for TRtG functions). Also mctudes PRIVACY command to 
protect source code. fixed and vanable record lengths. sunultane 
DUS access to multiple disk files. global edltmg. and more' 
ACCOUNTING PACKAGE -S3oo. wnueo In BUSiness 
BaSIC Includes General Ledger. Accounts Receivable/Payable. 
and Payroll Set up for Hazeltine 1500 terminal. Mmor modtlica 
tions needed for other terminals. Provided In unprotected source 
form 
MACRO I - S80. A Z80/8080 assembler which uses CDL/TDl 
mnemonics Handles MACROs and generates rerocateable code 
Includes 14 conditionals. 16 listing controls. 54 pseudo-ops. 11 
anthrnetic/loqrcal ops.local and global symbols. linkable module 
generation. and morel 
MACRO II - S100. An Improved version of Macro I With 
expanded linking capabilities and more listing options Also inter 
nal code has been greatly Improved lor faster more reliable 
operation. 
MACRO III- S150. An enchanced version 01 Macro II tnternal 
butters nave been Increased to achieve a slgnificanllmprovement 
In speed of assembly. AddtlionaJ features mclude IlI1e numbers. 
ClOSS reference. compressed PRN liles. form feeds. page panty. 
additional pseudo-cps. mternal setting of time and date and 
expanded assembly-lime data entry 

LINKER· S80. A linking toader lor handling the linkable 
modules created by the above assemblers 
DEBUG I . 580 A tool lor debugging Z80 or 8080 code 
Disassembles 10 COl/TDl mnernorncs compatible wuh above 
assemblers Traces code even through ROM Commands Include 
Calculate Display Examine. Fill Goto. list Mode Open Fife. Put. 
Set Walt Trace. and Search 
DEBUG II StOO. A superset of Debug I Adds Instruction 
Interpreter Radrx change Set Trap/Conditional display. Trace 
options and Zap FCB . 
6502X - S150. A 6502 cross assembler Runs on tile Z80 but 
assembles 65021nsiruct!Orls mro 6502 obJ~ct code' Similar tearur es 
as OUI Macro assemblers 
OSAL ·5200 A SUPER FAST ZSO assembler Up to 10 times 
laster than conventional assemblers Drrectlv generates code Into 
memory rn one pass but also to onset 101 execution In Its own 
memory space Pascat like structures repeat until. II then ... else 
while do begin end case 01 Mulliple statements per line 
special register handling expressrons. long symbol names. auto 
ann modulai assembly. and more' Tms one uses ZILOG Mnemonics 
OED St50. A screen eduor wruch IS both FAST and easy to 
leat n Commands Include block delete. copy and move to a 
named file or Within text repeal previous command. change. 
locate. find ar sian of line. and numerous cursor and window 
movement ioncuons Works With any CRT haVing clear screen. 
addressable cursor. clear to end of line. clear to end of screen, and 
80X24. 

DISK FORMATS 
When ordering software specify which disk format you would like 

CODE DESCRIPTION 
8SD 8" IBM 3740 Single Density (128 bytesl26 sectors/77 tracks) 
800 S" Double Density (256 bytes/26 sectors/77 tracks) 
SXD S" COL Extended Density (1024 bytes/S swert77 Iraceks 6t6K) 

DEVELOPER 1-----------, 
Includes MACRO I (SSO) DEBUG I IS80) ZEDIT iS50) 
TOP I (SSO) BASIC ( (550) and BASIC II (5100) 
$440 Value NOW $150 

NOW $350 

DEVELOPER 11--------. 
Includes: MACRO II (SI00) MACAO III (S150). LINKER 
(SSO) DEBUG I (SSO). DEBUG II (5100). BUSINESS BASIC 
(5200). OED (5150). TOP II (SI00). ZOOT (S40) ZAPPLE 
SOURCE (S80). MODEM SOURCE ($40). ZTEL (SSO). and 
DISASSEMBLER (SSO). 
SI280 Value 

DEVELOPER 111--------, 
Includes OSAL (S2001. OED (5150). BUSINESS BASIC 
(52001 ZTEL (SSO) and TOP II (S100) NOW $300 
$730 Value 

COMBO----------, 
Includes DEVELOPER II (SI2SOI ACCOUNT)NG PACK 
AGE (S300) OSAL (S200) and 6S02X (SI50) 
$1930 Value NOW $500 

ZTEL . SSO An extensive text editing language and editor 
modelled aftel DEC's TECD 
ZEDIT - 550. A mini text editor Character lline onented. Works 
well wuh hardcopy terrrunals and IS easy to use. Includes macro 
command capability 
TOP 1 - S80. A Text Output Processor for formatting rnanuats. 
documents. etc Interprets commands which are entered into the 
text by an editor. Commands Include justify. page number. head 
Ing subheading. centering. and more 
TOP" S tOO. A superset of TOP I. Adds embedded control 
characters In 1I1e file. page at a time printing. selectee portion 
pllntlng mclude.merue tiles. lorm feed/CALF option for paging 
Instant start up and unat page election 
ZOOT - 540. Tills IS the disk version of our famous Zap pie 
monitor It Wilt aiso load hex and relocatable files. 
ZAPPLE SOURCE - SSO. Ttus is the source to the 5MB 
ROM version of our Iarnous Zapple monitor. It can be used to 
cr eate yow own custom version or as an example of the features 
of our assemblers Must be assembled using one of C',.,r assemblers. 
MODEM - A commurucauon program for file transfer between 
svsrems or uSing a system as a terminal. Based on the user group 
version but modified to work With our 5MB board or TRS·80 
Models I or II You must specify which version you want. 
MODEM SOURCE - S40. For making your own custom 
version aecuues ont: of our Macro Assemblers. 
DISASSEMBLER - S80. Does bulk disassembly of object 
fries creating source files which can be assembled by one of our 
assemblers 

HARDWARE 
S-100 - SMS II 8are Soard S50. "System Monitor Board" for 

S·100 systems 2 serial ports. 2 parallel ports. cassette inter 
lace. 4K memory (ROM. 2708 EPROM. 2114 RAM). and power 
on lump. When used With Zapple ROM below. it makes putting 
a S-100 system together a snap. 
Zapple ROM $35. Properly initializes 5MB (III hardware. pro 
vides a powerful debug monitor 

IBM PC - 8ig Blue ZBO board $595. Add zao capability to your 
tBM Personat Computer. Runs CPIM programs but does not 
require CP/M or TPM. Complete With Z80 CPU. 64K add on 
memory. serial port. parallel port. time and date clock With 
battery backup. hard disk Interface. and software to attach to 
PC DOS and transfer programs Mfr'd by OCS 
50% Discount on all CDL soltware ordered at the same time as 
a Big Blue (and for the Big Blue) 

APPLE" - Chairman Z80 S345. Add Z80 capability to your 
Apple 11111 Plus computer Runs CP/M programs with our 
more powerful TPM. Includes 64K memory add on (unlike the 
competition this is also useable by the 65021005 as well as 
the Z801. TPM. OSAL assembter. OED Screen Editor. and Busi 
ness BaSIC. Mfr'd by AMT Research 
Apple Special $) 75. Buy the Apple Z80 Developer at the same 
time as the "Charrrnan" and pay only 5175 instead of 5325 

APPLE ZBO DEVELOPER -------, 
Includes: 6502X ($150). MACRO II ($100). MACRO (II 
(5150) OSAL (5200) OED ($150). LINKER (SSO). DEBUG I 
(SSO). DEBUG II ($100). ZOOT ($40) and BUSINESS 
BAS)C (5200) 
VALUE: SI250 NOW $325 
5175 when purchased wuh AMT "Chairman" Board 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
VISAI MasterCard /c.on 
Call or Write With Order' Ir!ll 
Information .... ~ 
OEMS: 
Many COL products are available for 
licensing to OEM's. Write to Carl 
Galletti with your requirements. 
Dealer Inquiries mvned. 

5S0 
5EP 
5PC 
5XE 
50S 
5ZA 

5.25" Single Density (TRSSO Model l. Versa floppy I. Iarbeli I) 
5.25" Epson Double Density 
5.25" IBM PC Double Densily 
5.25" Xerox S20 Single Density 
5.25" Osborne Single Densily 
5.25" ZSO Apple (Soflcard compatible) 

TPM I: 

TPM )NFO When ordering TPM I or II. In addition to Disk Format. please specify one of the following codes 
CODE DESCRIPTION 

TPM·II: 

NSSO/H 
NSSO/Z 
NSOO/H 
NSOOIZ 
TRSSO-I 
TRS8011 
VIS 
V(5 
VIIS 
VIIS 
TRSSOII 

North Star Single Density for Homan 110 
North Star Single Densrty for Zapple 110 
North Star Double Density fOf Horizon I/O 
North Star Double Density (or Zapple I/O 
TRS-SO Model I (4200H ousen 
TRS-SO Model II 
Versa floppy IS" 
Versafloppy I 525" 
Versaf)oppy II S" (XD) 
Versa floppy II 525" 
TRS-SO Model II (XDI 

For Phone Orders ONLY Call Toll Free ... 
1-(800) 458-3491 
Ask For Extension #15 

(Except Pa.) 

For jnlormation and Tech Queries call 
(6091599·2146 

Prices and Specifications subject to change without notice. 
TPM. ZSO. CP/M. TRSSO are trademarks of COL. Zilog DRI and Tandy respectively. 

computer Design Labs 
342 Columbus Avenue/Trenton, NJ 08629 
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The Softvvare Tools 
Computing Environment 

by A.G.W. Cameron 

T he January 1983 issue of Microsystems fea 
tured articles on the UNIX operating system. 
UNIX is a favorite with programmers because 
it has a large number of programming tools 
and supports an elegant programming concept 

known as pipes. The tools for the most part accept a stream 
of ASCII characters from a "standard input," carry out 
some operations on them, and put them out to a "standard 
output." The technical name for such a program is a filter. 
A pipe is an operating system command that sets up a co 
ordinated operation involving several tools so that the 
standard output from one is a standard input to another. 
See the January issue for a more detailed discussion of 
these concepts. 

UNIX tends not to be a favorite of commercial types 
who aren't versed in programming techniques. Among 
other reasons, it is not very generous with verifications of 
commands to the operating system. In general, when a new 
prompt appears, you have to assume that the previous 
command was carried out correctly, for otherwise there 
would have been an error message. Here, "no news is good 
news." 

As you probably know, a great deal of effort is being ex 
pended to transport the UNIX operating system to new 
computing systems, including the installation of UNIX 
look-alikes on many of these systems. Not so well known 
has been an effort to provide programming tools similar to 
those in UNIX and pipes as well, designed to run under a 
great variety of different operating systems on a wide vari 
ety of computers. 

Much of this effort has been centered around Berkeley 
with assistance through a grant from the Department of 
Energy, but small groups around the country have made 
contributions as well. As there is now no more grant sup 
port, further coordination depends upon volunteer effort 
through the Software Tools Users Group. There are two 
users groups for UNIX, one technically oriented and one 
not, and the Software Tools Users Group has been meeting 
with one or both of these organizations. 

It all started, innocently enough, with the publication of 
a book, Software Tools, by B.W. Kernighan of Bell Labora 
tories and P.J. Plauger of Your don, Inc., a software firm. 
This book was published in 1976 by the Addison-Wesley 
Publishing Company, but it is interesting to note that the 
author's institutions retained the copyright. Also made 
avai lable through Addison- Wesley, for a nominal adminis 
trative charge of $25, was a tape containing the program 
source material discussed in the book. For this price you 
copy the tape and then are expected to return it to the 
publisher. 

I first encountered this book a few years ago while 
browsing through the technical section of the Harvard 
COOP, a department store in Harvard Square. I bought it 
on impulse. It gave me a great deal of pleasure as I read it in 

A. G. W. Cameron, Harvard College Observatory, 60 Gar 
den St., Cambridge, MA 02138. 

short sections while I flew around the country to a series of 
committee meetings. 

The book developed a large number of programming 
tools, modelled on those in UNIX, and presented in a 
structured programming language. At the time I did not 
think of these tools as a usable system worth expending the 
effort to implement on my two Nova minicomputers (ex 
cept for the Ratfor structured programming language de 
scribed in an accompanying article in this magazine). 
Rather, I viewed them as examples developed to demon 
strate to the reader a wide variety of good programming 
practices. A system of practical tools, I thought, should be 
more elaborate than these examples. Indeed, Kernighan 
and Plauger gave a lot of practice problems designed to 
bring about just some of that desired elaboration. 

Some of the more important good programming prac 
tices emphasized by the authors are these: Keep each pro 
gram module simple, and try to accomplish essentially one 
thing in it (although that thing may actually be quite com 
plicated, like the main module of a program which serves 
to organize the program flow through the other principal 
modules without going into details at all). Push the details 
of an algorithm down to quite a low level in the program. 
Push the details of the interaction with the operating sys 
tem down to the lowest level of all, and make sure that ev 
ery interface with a given function goes through just a sin 
gle primitive routine. In that way the programmer may be 
only minimally concerned with how his instructions are 
implemented on a given system. Only these primitive mod 
ules need be changed when the tools are transported to a 
new machine. 

Kernighan and Plauger wrote their book for general 
users, most of whom would not have access to 
UNIX or to the C programming language, which 

were primarily restricted to implementations on PDP/II 
machines at the time of writing. They needed a program 
ming language that was widely available, and about the 
only one that would fill the bill was Fortran. But the lack 
of programming structure made it unacceptable per se. So 
they developed a structured programming language 
Ratfor, modelled on C-that translated input program 
statements to Fortran. Much of my pleasure in reading 
their book was in following through the programming ex 
amples and learning to appreciate Ratfor. 

Meanwhile, the Department of Energy provided a grant 
to a group at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory for a re 
search program on uniform user interfaces in heteroge 
neous environments. This group then became the focal 
center of the Software Tools Users Group (STUG). They 
set out to create a virtual operating system that could be 
transported to a large number of different machines and 
made to run under the various native operating systems. It 
was decided to model the virtual operating system after 
UNIX. The resulting program, the Software Tools Shell, 
was created to use the primitive routines incorporated in 
the Software Tools, which were already modelled on the 
tools used in UNIX. This meant that the Shell was written 
in Ratfor. In general, the Tools can be run either directly. 
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C compilers and Cross compilers 

TELECON'S C COMPILERS OFFER YOU 
• FULL C 
• UNIX* Ver. 7 COMPATABILITY 
• NO ROYALTIES ON GENERATED CODE 
• GENERATED CODE IS REENTRANT 
• C AND ASSEMBLY SOURCE MAYBE INTERMIXED 
• UPGRADES & SUPPORT FOR 1 YEAR 

IN THESE CONFIGURA TIONS: 
HOST 6809 PDP-ll * /LSI-ll * 8080/(280) 8088/8086 

TARGET TARGET TARGET TARGET 

FLEX* /UNIFLEX* $200 00 WITHOUT • FLOAT 500.00 500.00 500.00 6809 $350.00 WITH 
FLOAT 

RT-ll * /RSX-ll * 500.00 
200.00 W~~~~~T 

500.00 500.00 PDP-ll* 350.00 F~g:T 

CP/M* 500.00 500.00 
200.00 W~~~~~T 

500.00 8080/(280) 350.00 F~g:T 

PCDOS* /MSDOS* 200 00 WITHOUT 

500.00 500.00 500.00 
• FLOAT 

8088/8086 350.00 WITH 
FLOAT 

Others Pending 

C SOURCE AVAILABLE FOR $2,50000 

so ... IF YOU'RE READY TO MOVE UP TO C ... 
CALL 

408-275-1659 
TELECON SYSTEMS 

1155 Meridian Avenue, Suite 218 
San Jose, CA 95125 

* PCDOS is a trademark of IBM CORP. MSDOS is a trademark of MICROSOFT. UNIX is a Irademark 01 BELL LABS. RT·ll/RSX·l1/PDP·ll is a trademark of Digital Equipment 
Corporation. FLEX/UNIFLEX is a trademark of Technical Systems consultants. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. 
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Software Tools continued ... 

under the native operating systems or under the program 
ming environment of the Shell. The intent of the Shell was 
to provide a familiar environment and familiar tools to a 
user who moved from one computer to another. 

The task of transporting the Software Tools to different 
machines and operating systems has been carried out by a 
large number of individuals, many of whom own their own 
small software firms. The transportation to CP 1M was 
carried out by Unicorn Systems (which has since incorpo 
rated as Carousel MicroTools, Inc.). The principals of 
Unicorn Systems-Deborah Scherrer of the Computer 
Science and Mathematics Dept., Lawrence Berkeley Lab 
oratory, who was also a principal research worker under 
the Dept. of Energy grant and a leader in the Software 
Tools Users Group, and Phillip Scherrer, a solar physicist 
at Stanford University-continued as principals with Car 
ousel. In general, this CP 1M implementation has been 
very cleverly done. 

The Software Tools contain about 60,000 lines of code. 
The principal task facing the Scherrers was to keep down 
the space occupied by the Tools to that which would be 
manageable for a system having only floppy disks, al 
though it is quite evident that the Software Tools would be 
very practical for a hard disk system. They succeeded in 
keeping all of the Tools (not counting the Dictionary) to 
about two-thirds of a megabyte by using a clever trick. 

As is always the case in a Fortran program, any exe 
cutable program draws a lot of service routines 
from the Fortran libraries. For the Software Tools 

there are more than 16 kilobytes of these, and they tend to 
be pretty much the same ones for the different tools. The 
Scherrers provided several ways for these routines to be 
supplied. The simplest, and most space-consuming way, 
was to make the Tools self-sufficient as regular COM files 
to run directly under CP 1M. The second way was to create 
a special program, RUN, which itself executed under 
CP 1M, and took as an argument the name of the Tool 
which was to be run. This tool was then stored in a more 
compact form, with extension .TOL, stripped of the ser 
vice routines. These service routines are contained in 
RUN, and the TaL file overlays part of RUN in such a 
way that it can then use the service routines. The third way 
is to run the Shell under CP 1M; the Shell also contains the 
service routines, and again the .TOL program is overlaid 
on partofthe Shell and uses its service routines. The COM 
and TaL versions of a tool can be interconverted using an 
other special program called INSTALL. 
If the virtual operating system Shell is used, one wishes 

to return to it after a Tool is run. The Scherrers modified 
the terminating service routine endst to exit to CP/M in 
case a Tool aborts on an error. Otherwise, it consults a 
temporary file to determine what to run next, including the 
Shell if no other program has been listed to run next. The 
Shell may take its instructions from a SUBMIT-like file 
called a shell script. This is more general and much better 
than the CP/M SUBMIT facility. The user may define a 
"shell environment" which contains search paths to search 
for any new program name on several disks and for several 
user numbers. The Shell makes it easier to use the user 

numbers, and normally the user is expected to specify 
them in shell commands. 

O ne problem with all of this is the speed of execu 
tion involved in using the Shell. The Scherrers 
have done their best to improve the speed by mak 

ing use in the Shell of part of memory as a cache to reduce 
the number of necessary disk accesses. I have run the Soft 
ware Tools on two micros: an Otrona Attache and an Itha 
ca Intersystems S-100 bus system with a regular Cache 
BIOS. On both systems, running a series of Tools under 
the Shell gives satisfactory speed, and the Shell prompt 
('%') returns quickly enough. However, on the Otrona, 
calling for the execution of a CP/M program while under 
the Shell causes a rather annoying delay before the Shell 
returns. The delay is very much reduced on the Ithaca 
Intersystems machine. I would judge that many people 
who want to run a mixture of CP/M programs and Tools 
would prefer to do so from CP/M, since this eliminates 
these delays, and pipes would not be useful in these cir 
cumstances anyway. The Shell would probably be the pre 
ferred mode when using just the Tools. 

There are too many Tools (60) to mention more than a 
few of them. Most of the Tools are intended for text ma 
nipulation of some kind. Some of the Tools carry out an 
elaborate series of operations; others do just a single simple 
thing. One useful example of the former is the AR Tool, 
which maintains archive files. If you are writing a book, it 
is very convenient to be able to maintain the various chap 
ters as separate files, but to be able to concatenate them 
into a single file for housekeeping purposes. AR does this, 
and allows you to move the resulting file around as a single 
entity. There are a number of commands associated with 
the AR Tool which allow you to replace files in the ar 
chive, extract them, delete them, print them, or print a ta 
ble of the archive contents, or even salvage a damaged ar 
chive. For program development, AR is also very 
convenient for holding all of the subroutines that may be 
associated with a main Fortran program. 

An example of a very simple tool is CRT, which copies a 
file to the terminal. It does so 22 lines at a time, then pauses 
and prints a message telling you to hit the carriage return 
to get the next set of 22 lines, or to hit q to quit. That is also 
a very useful facility, especially as the last command at the 
end of a pipe. 

However, some of the major Tools are very crude and 
unsophisticated compared to other programs which are 
available to run on CP/M machines. There is a desk calcu 
lator, DC, which can perform only integer arithmetic. 
When I want to use a calculator, I usually want to use real 
numbers, and I would generally be better off using an in 
teractive Basic for a desk calculator. The Software Tools 
editor, ED, does not support a screen display, and there 
fore it will not be most people's choice for a text editor. 
Furthermore, the editing commands, though meeting 
minimum requirements to do the job are extremely crude 
compared to those available in the command mode of a 
first-class editor such as PMATE. There is a tertdency in 
the Software Tools community to invoke ED and input 
commands to it within shell scripts, but I suspect that few 

The CP/M implementation of the Tools is very cleverly 
done!J although their sheer massiveness creates 

a certain awkwardness that is hardware dependent. 
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Writing software for the DEC 
PC? Try Whitesmiths' new com 
pilers and Idris (UNIX-like) 
operating system. 

Based upon our time-tested RSX- 
11M C Compiler, the new C Compiler 
has been augmented with a system 
library tailored to P/OS, plus addi 
tionallibrary functions to aid migra 
tion of programs from UNIX to P/OS. 
In other words, you can develop 

programs for P/OS under RSX or 
VMS, test them in the host environ 
ment, then down-load them to a 
CT-350 to produce applications 
diskettes. And you can also call all 
DEC Professional library routines 
from C programs. 

Need more? 
Efficiency. The compiler is 

designed to operate with the DEC 

software toolkit on RSX-11M, RSX-llM 
Plus, and VAX VMSIAM E. Output is 
MACRO 11 code, so that C code may 
be intermixed with assembler and 
linked with the standard task build 
ers TKB or PAB. An extensive sub 
routine library is also provided for 
use with C. 

Pascal. Use our equally time 
honored Pascal translator to compile 
your Pascal applications. We support 
separate compilation so you can 
intermix Pascal, C, and assembler, for 
even greater flexibility 
Idris. Our multi-user, multi-tasking 

operating system gives you 
everything you need to 
develop and run applica 
tions on the DEC PC, with 
all of the advantages of a 
UNIX environment. 

Portability It's the same C, Pascal, 
and Idris we support on all vari 
ants of PDP-II, VAX, 8080, 8086, and 
MC68000. 

Affordability RSX-11M C is only 
$1100 (including shipping, manuals, 
and installation kit). Pascal plus C 
for RSX-11M is $1400. Idris costs 
$1100 with C, $1250 with both C 
and Pascal. We offer substantial OEM 
discounts. 

Availability Now. 
After considering all of this, you 

will find there is only one decision to 
be made: 

C for yourself 
~~ Contact Whitesmiths, Ltd., 

97 Lowell Road, Concord, 
MA 01742, (617) 369-8499, 
TLX 951708 SOFTWARE CNCM. 

Whitestniths, Ltd. 
Software Craftsmen 
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UNIX is a trademark or Bel! Laboratorfes. P/QS, RSX-IIM, PDP-II, VAX and VMS are trademarks of Dtgtral Equipment Corporation 
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Software Tools continued ... 

users accustomed to better editors will be willing to learn 
the ED commands for that purpose alone. 

There is a FIELD Tool available to manipulate fields 
of data in files. If you want to do much of that sort 
of thing, you are probably already using something 

like dBASE II, which is far better. Similarly, the FOR 
MAT Tool (sometimes called ROFF), which is a text out 
put formatter, will be a great disappointment to those 
wishing to have decent text output. It is extremely limited 
in its output options and achieves justification by inserting 
whole spaces into text, a practice I consider hideous. There 
are much better tools available under UNIX itself, so I am 
surprised that these have not been copied. Under CP 1M 
some programs are appearing, such as SCRIBBLE, which 
support true proportional spacing, but as yet these are very 
limited, since they still make it very difficult to put what 
you want where you want on the page. However, they are a 
great improvement on FORMAT. 
A SPELL Tool is available to find spelling errors in text 

files, using a 42,OOO-word dictionary. I have not tried to 
use this. The Scherrers warn in their manual that this dic 
tionary was the first one distributed by the STUG and that 
it contains some errors and words specific to the develop 
ment sites. The current STUG dictionary is about twice as 
long, but it has not been included in the CP 1M Tools pack 
age for obvious reasons of space. It is also obvious that the 
CP 1M user has a variety of other spelling packages avail 
able that are more sophisticated than SPELL, such as 
THE WORD PLUS, which can in some cases also criticize 

your style and indicate hyphenation. 
The manual distributed with Software Tools for CP 1M 

consists of the standard descriptions of the Software Tools 
that are being provided to all of the sites, with editing to in 
dicate items specific to the CP 1M version, and a section 
particularly written to describe the CP 1M implementa 
tion. I consider it to be barely adequate for an experienced 
user. I recommend that the user also read the Software 
Tools book and a good book on UNIX and UNIX-related 
tools. The general inadequacy of the documentation may 
be presently limiting the popularity of the Software Tools 
among potential users. 
The manual is also contained on the 15 single-sided sin 

gle-density 8" floppy disks on which the Software Tools ar 
rive. There is a MAN Tool designed to print out part ofthe 
manual for the user as a help device. I suspect this will not 
easily be feasible for anyone without a hard disk. I can keep 
the Tools on a double-sided double-density 8" floppy disk 
on my Intersystems micro, but on the Otrona, which has 
smaller floppies with 360K available on each disk, I have 
to divide selections of the Tools between two floppies, one 
primarily for text manipulation purposes, and one primari 
ly for program development purposes. I suspect that users 
with still smaller floppy capacities will be limited to using 
the Tools singly, and will not be tempted to implement the 
Shell. I do not have the dictionary, the manual, or the 
Ratfor sources normally on-line. 
In summary, the Software Tools is an excellent concept 

which has a lot to offer users at several different levels. The 

From Total 
FEATURING: 

Access 

Dual Processors 
8" D.S.D.D. Drives 
Concurrent CP/M 

1 10M Hard Disk Option 10 Slot S-100 Frame I 
ONLY $ 3990 415-540-8066 

• 

Total Access Systems IY~ 
2054, University Ave., Suite 200 Berkeley, CA 94704 _jlilj 

~ PIlI: II1II:. ~ .: •. K !.IIII:::::;IIII'I iii ~~. .. .~~~ 

1 Yr Warranty 
256 K Mernor y 
Choice of Terminal 
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SANYO DI:SK-'IOP COMPU'l'£RS 
\\ Its a great feeling" 

Sanyo computers give you 
out-of-the-carton reliability; a 
dependability that is built into 
every Sanyo product. 
Its a great feelirig buying a 

wo~d famous name. 
Its a great feeling to be 

backed by a nationwide network 
of dealers and service centers. 
And the greatest feeling of 

all is the $2,000 of FREE soft 
ware included with all Sanyo 
business computers: WordStar~ 
CalcStar~ MailMerge~ 
SpellStar~ and InfoStar® 
... along with standard CP/M~ 
Sanyo Basic~ diagnostics and 
over 20 programmers tools. 

Plus you get unmatchable 
pricing and the unbeatable 
Sanyo guarantee. 

YOU GET 
~/OOO 

OF FREE 
SOFTWARE 
WITH EVERY 

SANYO 
COMPUTER 
YOU BUY. 

~ 

• SAN YO 
DESK·TOP BUSINESS COMPUTERS BY 

~ BUSINESS~CORP. 
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64K STATIC RAM 
FULLY STATIC MEMORY $399 BUILDING BLOCKS 

FOR 
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, 
DEDICATED CONTROLLERS 

AND TEST EQUIPMENT 
CARD CAGES, POWER SUPPLIES 
MAINFRAMES, CPU'S, MEMORY 

1/0. OEM VARIATIONS 
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Plug this powerful color video 
graphic system into your IEEE- 
696 bus and watch your compu 
ter open its eyes. Exercise your 
creativity developing new ways 
to study your world and dis 
covering the flexibility of video 
imaging. Our real time frame 
grabber gives you instant avail 
ability of the image to be pro 
cessed. The CAT 1600 is the 
creative link between machine, 
man and the world. 

Resolution is the name of the 
game, and we've got it. Physic 
ally you're looking at 512 x 512 
pixels up to 24 bits deep. And 
that's real color. Now, center on 
a pixel, any pixel, and roam the 
screen through an image space 
as large as 1Kx2K. Zoom in and 
explore a close-up of 32:1, not in 
the usual quantum leaps of inte 
ger zooms, but in smooth logarith 
mic steps of 1.1% A smooth 
zoom ... that's human engineering. 

At the heart of the matter is a 
dedicated 8086 image proces 
sor. It blazes a 16 bit wide path 
through the various memories, 
lookup tables and image pa 
rameters as it executes high 
level commands from your host 
processor. Up to 48K of static 

RAM makes the image processor 
useful for downloading custom 
programs from the host. 

When it came to adequate 
memory, we didn't forget. 768KB 
of dynamic memory gives you 
plenty of image. Our PROMs 
have a library of 64K orsa 
nized into over 130 sophisticated 
graphics commands such as 
continuous live digitization, char 
acter and shape generation, 
global image manipulation and 
animation effects, to relieve the 
host computer from low level 
primitives. 

At your disposal is a palette 
of 16.7 million colors and 256 
shades of gray. Quantized lines 
or free-hand sketching com 
pletes the picture. Use a variety 
of pen widths, brush strokes, 
even airbrush! Now imagine what 
you can do with a superb quality 
image captured in real time from 
a color video camera. Contact us 
for an eye opening demonstra 
tion: 935 Industrial Avenue, Palo 
Alto, CA 94303. 415/856-2500 

I-DICiITAL = CiRAPHIC 
.=5Y5TEM5,INC. 

What you see is what you get. 
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Software Tools continued ... 

CP 1M implementation of the Tools has been very cleverly 
done. Nevertheless, the sheer massiveness of the Tools 
software creates a certain awkwardness for the CP 1M im 
plementation, the extent of which is hardware dependent. 
Nearly everyone has something to gain from the Tools. 
However, some of the major Tools are inferior to the excel 
lent CP 1M software which is otherwise available. The cost 
of the Tools, at $249 without sources and $349 with 
sources, is modest considering the large amount of soft 
ware involved. The package can be ordered from: Carousel 
MicroTools, Inc. (formerly called Unicorn Systems), 609 
Kearney St., EI Cerrito, CA 94530, (415) 528-1300. 

REFERENCES 
B.W. Kernighan and P.I. Plauger: Software Tools. Ad 

dison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1976. 
Software Tools Users Group, 1259 EI Camino Real 

#242, Menlo Park, CA 94025. 
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Telephone Laboratories, 

Inc., Murray Hill, N.J. 
PMATE is a trademark of Phoenix Software Associates, 

Ltd. 
dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate, 10150 W. Jef 

ferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230. 
THE WORD PLUS is a trademark of Oasis Systems, 

San Diego, CA. Ii] 

Q/C Version 3.1 
Vacation? What's a vacation? 

Jim Colvin just won't quit! He keeps improving his compiler for the popular C 
programming language. After releasing Version 3 in May, we told him to 
take a vacation. He did, for a whole week! But then he went to work and 
added typedef, sizeof, type casts, and function typing in O/C Version 3.1. 
He also wrote six new ilo functions, including setbuf 0 and setbsize 0 to 
support large file buffers. 

For only $95, you get a ready-to-use C compiler for CPIM, as well as the 
complete source code for the entire package. This fully-supported compiler 
supports a large subset of C, and is upward compatible with the UNIX Ver 
sion 7 compiler from Bell Labs. The O/C library includes over 60 input/out 
put and other support functions. Q/C features include: 

• Complete source code for compiler and i/o library. 
• No license fees on object code. 
• 8080 and Z80 (with Zilog mnemonics) versions available. 
• Produces ROM able code. 
• Excellent support for assembly language. 

In the 136-page ole User's Manual Jim tells you how to use the compiler 
and clearly describes each library function. There's even a chapter about 
the "internals" of the compiler. Jim puts his home phone number in the 
manual so you can get help evenings and weekends from the author, in ad 
dition to support during the day from The Code Works. (You can buy the 
manual for $20, which applies toward purchase of O/C.) 
Write or call for details of O/C Version 3.1 Disk formats include s-tn, sin 

gle density, KayPro, Osborne DD, Morrow, Televideo 802, and Apple CP/M. 
VISA and MasterCard welcome. 

THECODE 
WORKS 

5266 Hollister 
Suite 224 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111 
(805) 683-1585 

O/C, CPIM, Z80, and UNIX are trademarks of Ouality Computer Systems, 
Digital Research, Zilog, lnc., and Bell Laboratories respectively. 
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5%" Winchester 
control at a price that 
can't be beat! 
$ 259 large OEM Quantities 

From the spectrum of Konan 
S-100 solutions comes the 
OGC-100. Offering ful/ sector 
buffering, error correction, auto 
matic flaw mapping ... all stan 
dard. The OGC-1 00 supports 
the known spectrum of ST-506 
compatible drives. And features 

what is possibly the best data 
clock separator on the market 
today 
Konen's OGC-1 00. Reliability. 
High performance. On-time 
deliveries. And ... a low, low price. 
For more information or to 
place an order, write or cal/: 

1448 North 27th Avenue. Phoenix, Arizona 85009 
(602) 257-1355, TWX/TELEX 9109511552 
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MICROSYSTEMS REVIEWS THE 

Micronix 
A Morrow Designs operating system combining 

the best features of CP/M and UNIX 
by David Gewirtz 

Cp 1M is primarily a single-user, single-tasking 
operating system. UNIX is primarily a 
multiuser, multitasking system. The 
Micronix operating system, available on the 
Morrow Decision 1 computer, provides ac 

cess to the wealth of CP 1M software along with the power 
and programmability of multiuser UNIX. 

The Decision 1 
The Decision 1 from Morrow is a Z80 S-l00 based ma 
chine with some truly powerful hardware features. 

The system I worked with had 320K RAM. Using 24- 
bit extended addressing, the Z80 is able to access the entire 
memory address space. The hardware-provided memory 
management support allows multiple users to share mem 
ory space by allocating memory for use by the CPU in 4K 
increments as needed. Each 4K segment has memory pro 
tection attributes, so that the operating system can prevent 
users from accessing memory that has not been allocated 
to them. 

A hardware-trapping mechanism has also been imple 
mented to allow the operating system complete control 
over user operations. Traps can be set up in a number of 
operating system controlled configurations, or disabled 
entirely. In addition to preventing users from disturbing 
each other's work, the trapping mechanism prevents users 
from corrupting such system resources as the disks, memo 
ry, and 1/0 facility. 

The Morrow system came configured with one 51/4" 
hard-sectored floppy (North Star compatible) using the 
Morrow DJ/DMA floppy controller. The majority of 
work was done with a 16MB 5" hard disk that used the 
Morrow HDC/DMA hard disk controller. 

To round everything out, the Decision 1 comes with 
three RS-232C serial ports, a parallel port, a pluglport for 
an 8" Shugart-compatible drive, a real-time clock, and 
progammable interrupt controller. 

Some more detailed hardware information about the 
Decision 1 machine can be found in an article by Ernest 
Mau in the April 1983 issue of Microsystems. 

UNIX·like Micronix 
Micronix, as its name implies, is a micro version of the 
UNIX operating system. It supports many of the now 
famous UNIX features, including multiple users, multiple 
tasks, a hierarchical file system, UNIX system call similar 
ity, file protection, many software tools, 1/0 redirection, 
pipes, and an on-line reference manual. 

One of the most valuable facets of Micronix is a facility 
called upm. Upm is a CP 1M simulator. By providing an en 
vironment with comparable BIOS and BDOS calls run 
ning native on an interrupt-driven Z80 processor, many of 

David Gewirtz, One Captain Drive, No. 457, Emeryville 
CA 94608 

the nationally sold CP 1M software packages can run with 
out modification under Micronix and upm. As proof, this 
entire article was written using W ordStar while logged in 
as user 'david' in Micronix. 
When a customer purchases the Decision 1 with 

Micronix, a number of CP 1M-based packages are includ 
ed. These packages are the same as those available on the 
popular Morrow Micro Decision and include W ordStar 
from MicroPro, Microsoft BASIC, BaZic, Personal Pearl, 
the LogiCalc spreadsheet, and the Correct-it spelling 
checker. I have found that WordStar, Microsoft BASIC, 
and Correct-it work under Micronix upm without fail. I 
haven't been able to properly test Personal Pearl, 
LogicCalc, and BaZic. I have tested both the Aztec and 
BDS C compilers and have found both to work perfectly. 
For variety, I tried to run Microsoft's MultiPlan and a 
BDS C based program called ALIAS, which I built to aid 
me when typing long command lines. ALIAS makes ex 
tensive use of a number of CP 1M -specific features to create 
a pseudo-name for a command line, and MultiPlan uses an 
awful lot of just plain crunching power for files and proces 
sor-bound work. To my surprise, both products also 
worked without fail in upm. 

Why Micronix? 
With other microcomputer operating systems, including 
MP 1M and OASIS, already established commercially, 
Micronix's raison d'etre is firmly entrenched in the hard 
ware of the Decision 1. Because Morrow is most familiar 
with the S-l 00/Z80 hardware environment and the CP 1M 
software environment, it makes sense for the company to 
produce its first high-end machine based on that technol 
ogy. In order to complement the proliferation of the small 
er Micro Decisions, it also makes sense to give the Deci 
sion 1 multiuser capability. The available multiuser 
Z80-based operating systems, OASIS and MP 1M, are infe 
rior to UNIX. Because of the limited capabilities of both 
MP 1M and OASIS, those manufacturers who have chosen 
to make CP 1M available to multiple users, including 
TeleVideo, Gifford, and OSM, have each seen the need to 
build a custom form of a CP 1M-compatible multiuser OS. 
Micronix, with its similarity to the UNIX environment, 
takes the proprietary CP/M-like multiuser operating sys 
tem one step further. By simulating UNIX with its named 
hierarchical directories, user file protections, and login ca 
pabilities, as well as providing a CP 1M "engine," Micronix 
offers the best of both worlds for the Z80 processor. 

Micronix in detail 
Micronix is a hard disk based operating system (though I 
did get a minimal system to boot on a floppy). As such, it 
has a large capacity for file storage. One of the most won 
derful features of UNIX-a hierarchical file system-is 
beautifully simulated by Micronix. 

Under CP 1M 2.2, files are organized in either drives or 
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Micronix continued ... 

users, with each drive having 16 users. Each drive is as 
signed a unique letter, from A through P, and each user as 
signed a unique number from 0 through 15. A file can be 
found in an area specified by the drive/user combination. 
A file can be specified by logging into a specified user area 
(with the user command) and then by preceding the file 
name with a drive specification: 

A>USER 5 
A>TYPE B.FILE 
Now is the time for all men ••. 
A)(] 

Typing the file FILE in 
User 5, Drive B 

The Micronix file system 
The Micronix file system is based on a tree structure, in 
which each directory is given a name. The top directory of 
the tree is called the "root directory" and is symbolized 
with 'I' (slash). Directories (and files) under the root direc 
tory may have any name at all. Figure 1 shows a sample 
Micronix file system. 

By using named hierarchical directories such as the one 
depicted in Figure 1, it is possible to organize groups of 
files clearly. In this case, I built a directory with my name 
on it called david. Since one of my projects was a review of 
Micronix, I created a directory "under" david called re 
view. In the review, I was working with benchmark pro 
grams, final versions of those programs, and the text of the 
articles, so I created three directories under review called 
text, work, and finals. One file in finals is benchmark.c, In 
addition, I could have put a directory as well as files under 
finals if I needed to. Using these hierarchical directories, 
large projects can be easily organized. 
It is possible to "move around" in the directory tree by 

using the change directory (cd) command. I can move 
down to the text directory by giving the following 
commands: 

/. cd I 
/. cd users 
/. cd david 
/. cd review 
/. cd t.)(t 
/. pwd 
/users/david/review/text' 
x (J 

In the above example, the system prompt is the UNIX 
percent sign prompt instead of the familiar A> given by 
CP/M. The pwd (Print Working Directory) command is 
used to display the current directory as a "path". It is pos 
sible (and more common) to get to the directory text under 
the directory review by using cd to specify the path in the 
following manner: 

/. cd lusers/david/revi.w/te)(t 
/. [] 

The previous directory (the one directly above the cur 
rent directory) is specified by the symbol ' .. ' (dot-dot in 
UNIX vernacular). To move from the test directory to the 
finals directory, the following command could be used: 

/. pwd 
lusers/david/review/text 
/. cd •• /final. 
/. pwd 
/users/david/review/finals 
/. [] 

Micronix, like UNIX, allows individual disks to have 
their own file system. For example, you may have one hard 
disk containing the root directory and its branches. 
Micronix can configure floppy disks (or other hard disks) 
to also have their own file systems. By "mounting" a 

I 
+----------------+---------------+ 

bin 
+----+---+ 

users 
+---+---+ 

cpm 
+---------+ 

Is cp mv david 
+---+ 

ellen wordstar multiplan 
+ 

.' 

review 
+--.---+---.---+ 
I I I 
I I I 

text finals work 
+--------+ 
• I 
I I 

outline.txt art.txt 

ws.com 

+----+ 

benchmark.c 

Figure 1. An example of a directory tree. 
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Micronix continued ... 

floppy's file system onto that of the root directory, the file 
system on the floppy can be treated as if it were just anoth 
er part of the hierarchy originating with the root. 

Multiuser and multitasking 
When the Micronix system is powered up, it comes up in 
"single-user mode." The user can interact with full system 
with privileges as the 'root' (or super) user through the 
console terminal. When the console 'root' user types the 
character CONTROL-D (the UNIX End-of-File charac 
ter), the single-user shell (user console command proces 
sor) exits, and the multiuser system is started. 

The Micronix system can have up to 20 independent 
concurrently executing processes. A process (or task) is a 
separate element of programming. The single-user 
Micronix system uses a minimum of three tasks. The Sys 
tem task provides the actual supervisory control over the 
system. The Init task is used to start up individual terminal 
tasks. The -sh task is the Micronix shell. 

Once single-user mode is exited, multiuser mode is start 
ed up. Init spawns a process for each terminal specified in 
the terminal configuration file / ete/ttys. The / eet/ttys file 
specifies the baud rate for each terminal port, and whether 
the terminal can be used to log in: 

/. cat 
ttyA 
ttyB 
ttyC 
/. [] 

letc/tty. 
9600 login 
9600 1 ogi n 
1200 

The letc/tty. file iz used to 
configure terminal baud rates 
and login capabilities. 

UNIX version 7 uses a slightly different format than 
Micronix in the /ete/ttys file, and UNIX System III uses 
the file /ete/inittab instead of /ete/ttys. 

When the user sits down to the Micronix multiuser sys- 

tem, the /ete/banner file, followed by the login prompt 
(see Figure 2), is presented. 

The /ete/banner file can be modified or eliminated. In 
the case of the system I used, the line "MICROSYSTEMS 
MAGAZINE EVALUATION SYSTEM" was added to 
the end of the file. 

In response to the "Name:" login prompt, the user must 
type in his or her user name. Depending on the configura 
tion of the password file /ete/passwd, the system will ask 
the user for his password. When the password is typed, it is 
not echoed (displayed), protecting the sanctity of pass 
word access. 

The /ete/passwd file contains information about the 
user. The file consists of any number of password records, 
each with seven fields: 

name (1 ogi n name·) 
encrypted password 
numerical user ID 
numerical group ID 
comment about lIser 
home directory 
command interpreter program name 

The name field specifies who the user is. When I log in as 
'david', the record with the name field of 'david' is selected 
to describe the actions to be taken. A password can be 
placed in the password field by running the passwd pro 
gram. The user and group ID fields are used when deter 
mining the protections and access privileges of the user. 
Two of the most important fields of the password file are 
the home directory field and command interpreter name 
field. 

When I log in as 'david' and type my password, I am 
placed in the directory la/david. This is called my "home 
directory". The home directory for user 'jim' is la/jim, for 
'guest' it is la/guest, and for 'demo' it is la/demo. The 
home directory does not necessarily have to correspond to 
the user name. 
CP/M has only one command interpreter, the Console 

Command Processor. But in UNIX and Micronix, placing 

MORROW DESIGNS 
DECISION I 

I 1\ I II /11 I /1 I /1 I II / /\ III III 11\ 1/ 
1\ \1 I I I " :; 1\\ I I I \\ II " 

, , , 
" \\: \\11\ I I 

I I :; I \\ \ I I , 
I I II II \\ \ 11\\ \ . , 

:; III II : : : : : / \\1 :; :; II II \\1 

MICROSYSTEMS MAGAZINE EVALUATION SYSTEM 
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a file name in the command interpreter field of the pass 
word file causes that program to be treated as the com 
mand interpreter. When user 'david' logs in, the program 
sh in the directory !bin (or !bin/sh) is used as the com 
mand shell. When user 'jim' logs in, the program 
!bin/upm (the CP 1M simulator) is run with a number of 
arguments specifying default drives. 

In addition to allowing multiple users, Micronix (like 
UNIX) allows programs to run simultaneously. As an ex 
ample, if you are compiling a large program using White 
smith's C compiler, it will take quite a while to compile. By 
compiling the program in background mode (by placing 
the character '&' at the end of the command line), the C 
compilation can run while some other task is being execut 
ed in foreground. 

When a task is placed in background, the system dis 
plays the process number and issues a prompt. Later, when 
the process finishes, a message is displayed. 

File protections 
In UNIX (and faithfully implemented in Micronix) pro 
tections have been set up to allow a user read, write, and 
execute access to a file. These three access permissions can 
be granted to the owner of the file (usually the person who 
created it), a specific group of users, or everyone. By get 
ting a long listing of a Micronix directory entry, those pro 
tections can be displayed as shown in Figure 3. 

x 1. -1 
rw-r----- 1 dilvid 7680 JLln 16 15.38 •••. t><t 
rw-r----- 1 dilVid 16640 JLln 16 20.22 b.t><t 
rwxr-xr-x 1 david 20322 JLln 19 10.14 rsieve 
x [ l 

Figure 3. File protection modes. 

In the above example, the Is (List) command was used 
with the long (-I) option to show the protection modes as 
signed to the file. The protection modes for the files a.txt 
and b.txt say that I have read and write access to the files; 
that everyone else in my group can read them but not 
change them; and that the rest of the world can't touch 
them at all. On the other hand, the rsieve program can be 
executed by everyone, read (and hence copied) by every 
one, but only I can change it. This is a short diagram de 
scribing the long display shown in Figure 4. 
owner world owner 
/ \ / \ : 
rw><rw><rwx 1 david 

\ / : 

d •• te changed 
/----+---\ 

23453 JLln 19 22.14 rsieve 

Micronix as well as in UNIX. 

1/0 Redirection and pipes 
UNIX is often lauded for its I/O (input/output) redirec 
tion capability. Usually, when a program is run, some out 
put appears on the screen of the terminal and some input is 
received from the keyboard. By redirecting the input or 
output of a program, the information normally destined to 
the "standard output" of the terminal screen may be sent 
to a file or some other device. The same applies to input; 
input normally taken from the "standard-input" (key 
board) may instead be taken from a file. 

In addition, to redirect I/O from terminals to files (and 
vice versa), UNIX allows the user to "pipe" the output of 
one program into the input of another. 

Micronix, like UNIX, supports I/O redirection and 
pipelines. In order for these mechanisms to work, UNIX 
and Micronix treat all I/O similarly. The input from a de 
vice is the same as that from a file or from a program. The 
same is true for output. This feature, though difficult to get 
used to, is one of the most powerful features of UNIX. 
With I/O redirection, many small "tools" can be built to 
accomplish specific tasks such as sorting a list or counting 
lines. These tools can be used together as building blocks 
with the help of redirectable I/O, creating many new pow 
erful tools. 

Shell programs 
We saw before that the user can interact with Micronix 
through a shell program. There have been two traditional 
shell programs available to UNIX users, the Bourne Shell 
(!bin/sh) and the Berkeley C Shell (!bin/csh). Micronix 
has its own shell, which provides many of the features of 
both UNIX shells while leaving out some features that 
may be even more important. 

The interactive capacity of the Bourne shell allows the 
user to redirect I/O, use pipes, execute background tasks 
and execute commands with arguments in a way similar to 
CP/M. These capabilities exist and work quite properly in 
the Micronix shell. The C Shell enhances the Bourne shell 
by allowing a complex+'history" mechanism whereby pre 
vious commands can be recalled, modified, and then re-ex 
ecuted. Micronix can recall a previous command (though 
not in the same way as the C shell), but does not allow 
modification. It also doesn't recall commands in the same 
way as the C shell. The C Shell also has a powerful alias 
command with argument substitution, which Micronix 
duplicates (minus the argument substitution). 

Small programs can be built from commands placed to 
gether in a file. These programs are called "shell pro 
grams" or "shell scripts." Much of the power of shell pro 
grams comes from the control constructs found in the 
Bourne and C shells but missing from Micronix. Also, 
Micronix appears to have a limit to the number oflines the 
shell will process from a shell program. A number of the 
benchmark shell programs I wrote had to be split up into 
more than one file after about 25 lines so they could run. 

Micronix does offer two additional shells that comple 
ment its programmer (UNIX-like) shell. One is upm, the 
program that simulates CP/M. The other is a "menu- 

groLlp size file n •• me 

Micronix, as its name implies, is a micro version 
of the UNIX operating system. 

links 

Figure 4. Interpretation of directory entries. 

Size represents the size of the file. An actual file can have 
a number of names in directories that all refer to the same 
file. A new user may want to call the file /cpm/ws 
'WordStar' and locate it in his own directory. He can make 
a "link" which will link the name 'W ordStar' with the file 
/cpm/ws. The 'links' entry in the file description above 
shows the number of links to a file. This, too, is available in 
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DE=9; 
• HL=HL+DE; 
• IF A-L EQUAL 

THEN 
A=A-14 

ELSE 
A-L' 

: M(BC)=A~ , 

LHLD 
LXI 
DAD 
CMP 
JNZ 
SUI 
JMP 

Ll:MOV 
L2:STAX 

PTR' 
D,9 : 
D 
L 
Ll, • 
14 
L2 
A,L • 
B 
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WEST/CO (203) 853-6880 
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Word processing 
bi-directional daisy 
wheel printer. 185 
words per minute. 
Micro justification. 
48 positions per 
horizontal inch. 
120 positions per 
vertical inch. 

$995. 

THE PR5500 
IS A QUIET, 

HIGH 
QUALITY 
PRINTER 

COMPATIBLE 
WITH MOST 

WORD 
PROCESSORS. 

SIINYO COMPU'j'£RS 
"Ifsagreat feeling" 

~ 
_SANVO 

DESK·TOP BUSINESS COMPUTERS BY 
~ BUSINESS~CORP. 
51 Joseph St., Moonachie, N.J. 07074 (201) 440.9~00 (800) 526·7043 
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NO SPEED LIMITI 

Move your software into the fast lane! 
Be the king of your keyboard! 
How? 
SMARTKEY II™ gives you the power to convert any 

key to anything you want, as often as you want. In a flash, 
one keystroke can recall entire pages of text or execute dif 
ficult, repetitive commands. 

You can instantly install all of your special function keys, 
no matter the terminal. In addition, our exclusive "super 
shift" feature allows you to redefine any key while retaining 
its original value. 

~~1~1K~~ ~I~~ ~o~~~p~~ielY invisible to other soft- 
ware. It enhances any pro,wam, such as WordStar™, 
dBase WM, or Perfect Writer . 

The critics agree! 
"Great! Nothing like Itl" Peter McWilliams, Author of 

The Word Processing Book 

"Excellent." Infoworld • 
"Versatile and reliable," Lifelines 
"Works like a charm." Microsystems 
"It's a very good friend." Micro Cornucopia 
Time is money and SMART KEY II™ saves you both 

. and ali for only $89.00 
SMART KEY WM is the original of its type and has 

been on the market for more than two years. Beware of look 
alikes with fewer features and less flexibility. 

Ask about SMARTPRINT™, SPOOLIUNSPOOL™, 
and other fine programs. 

To order or obtain more information, call or write to: 

HERITAGE SOFTWARE, INC. 
> 2130 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, CA 900071 (213) 737·7252 

Dealer inquiries invited. 
SMARTKEY II™ runs on computers using standard versions of CP/M-BO™, CP/M-86™, PC-DOS™, and 

MS-DOS™. Programs copyrighted by FBN Software. WordStar™ is a registered trademark of MicroPro, Inc. 
dBase II™ is a trademark of Ashton-Tate. PerfectWriter™ is a trademark of Perfect Software, Inc. CP/M™ is a 

trademark of Digital Research. PC·DOS™ is a copyright of 18M. MS-DOS™ is a trademark of Microsoft. 
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For a small business system that's beer·budget priced, there's no better buy today than the MIG·500 
from Multitech. 

It's got the same sparkling performance features as other popular micros including: l-80A processor, 
64K RAM, GP/M 2.2 operating system, and a full compliment of business software including packages for word 
processing, an electronic spreadsheet, a sorting utility, a mass mailing system and a data base system. This 
package is especially designed for the MIG·500 by the Structured Systems Group, one of the top software 
houses in the u.s. 

Beyond that, the MIG·500 is difinitely nof ordinaire. Dual 574" floppy disk drives packing 500K bytes ot 
low·profile disk storage give you the on·line storage power you need. Unlike comparably priced business micros, 
the MIG·500 also features wide expandability via two RS·232C ports and a parallel printer port. 

The corker, thdugh, is price: the MIG·500 comes with the pricetag of an unbelieveable $t t95, inclusive 
of the powerful business software package, 

Of course, dealers and OEMs can expect discounts when you buy them by the case, For full details 
on the powerful MIG·SOD, write Multitech Electronics, 195 EI Gamino Real, Sunnyvale, GA 94087 Or Phone 
(800) 538-1542; in Galifornia (408) 773-8400, 

MULTITECH 
ELECTRONICS 
Outside North Amertce Please 
Contact: 
MUL TITECH INDUSTRIAL CORP. 
977 MIN SHEN E. ROAD 
TAIPEI, TAIWAN, ROC 
Tel: (02) 769·1225 
Tlx: 2375,6 MUL TIC 19162 SERVEX 

·The $999 price IS lor a mrnrmurn 0' len SP.l£ and I~ InclusiVe (.'1 sottwa-e package SpeCIIIC;lhOns ;;ub)ec! to c.'hange Without nonce Z·SO IS a registered' trademark 01 ZlIOQ Inc CP/M is a registered Irademcrk 1)1 Digital ~esearcn tnr 
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Micronix continued ... 

shell," which provides an easier interface to the beginning 
user by allowing him to choose the action to be performed 
by selecting a numbered item from the menu. I have seen 
only a preliminary version of the menu shell; the market 
version may behave slightly differently. 

Micronix software tools 
Micronix has a number of software tools available to the 
programmer, though fewer than UNIX. 

Some UNIX tool/commands are slightly different on 
Micronix. The UNIX chown (change owner) doesn't exist. 
Instead, the command owner is used, with a slightly differ 
ent syntax. A Micronix program called far accesses 
floppies. Most UNIXes with floppies use a program called 
ter, again with a slightly different syntax. 

Cand Pascal 
Micronix, like UNIX, uses C-based system calls. Morrow 
offers Whitesmith's C and Pascal compilers for $500 above 
the basic Micronix cost. 

Documentation 
Micronix comes with both hard copy manuals and on-line 
documentation in the form of file-based manual entries. 
The content of the Micronix manual is an interesting cross 
between incomplete tutorial and hacker-terse. The first 
section of the manual, called "Installation and Operation," 
describes booting up, configuring the terminal (/etc/ttys), 
printer configuration, and setting the time. The next sec 
tion is 12 pages of "Maintenance and Administration," de 
scribing in a reasonably clear manner such things as mes 
sage of the day, terminals.custom banners, login records, 
passwords, group accounts and file ownership. 
Following this is a section called "Tutorials" (all 16 

pages' worth). It describes logging in, passwords; logging 
out, mail, and so forth. The interesting thing is that you 
have to know all of this stuff in order to deal with the previ 
ous section. Next, in "Tutorials," is a relatively clear sec- 

\ tion on upm, the Micronix CP/M emulator. Next are three 
unclear pages on mounting devices (some device refer 
ences are not accurate). 
Unfortunately, these three manual sections do not con 

tain enough information for the UNIX beginner to gain 
anything from them, nor will anyone with a good under 
standing of UNIX find them helpful. 

The remaining sections of the manual follow what has 
become the UNIX cryptic standard. Each command is 
listed in alphabetical order with a short usage description. 
These pages make just enough information available to use 
them, and no more. 

UPM: The Micronix CP/M emulator 
Upm runs CP/M programs. Upm will run nearly all CP/M 
programs, except those which direct I/O to processor 
ports and those which execute interrupts. Most commer 
cially available CP/M programs will work, but some pub 
lic domain programs, such as the MODEM program, will 
not work because of the direct I/O traps. 

Upm executes CP/M programs "interactively" and "di 
rectly." Interactive upm looks and acts like CP/M. Giving 

the command upm to Micronix will cause an interactive 
upm to start up: 

I. upm 
Morrow Designs upm 3.2 
55361 Bytes free 

A: -} .f 

A>[] 

Micronix uses an ingenious strategy to enable the 
Micronix file system of named directories to work with the 
CP/M file system based on floppy disks. A CP/M disk is 
equated to a Micronix directory, so that in the above dia 
gram, drive A is actually the current directory. (UNIX 
uses the symbol ./ to refer to the current directory). 
Protections are enforced When trying to log into a direc 

tory in which the user does not have write access. 
Micronix commands can be executed directly from in 

teractive upm, though they tend to be rather slow. If an ex 
clamation point is the first character on the line, anything 
following it will be treated as a command to Micronix. 
Likewise, CP/M programs can be executed directly from 
the Micronix shell. 

Overall, I was highly impressed with the linkage be 
tween Micronix and the CP/M simulator. It is clear and 
straightforward, and very easy to get used to. 

Upm can be executed in direct mode with command line 
arguments to set up drive/directory relationships and start 
up programs. The command line "upm a:/cpm b:.1 b: 
a:ws" will assign drive A to '/cpm' and drive B to '.I;.' It 
will then enter upm, log in drive B, and execute A:WS. 

Upm is also supposed to handle output to the list device. 
The command argument "LST:!/bin/lpr" will cause list 
output to be piped through the program /bin/lpr. Try as I 
might, I've never been able to get this particular part of 
upm to work. Instead, I've had to move the text files to be 
printed to an 8" floppy, then print them on Pandora, my S- 
100 computer system. 
Upm is a close simulation of CP/M, but it's not perfect. 

For example, upm doesn't support multiple user numbers 
and the CP/M USER command. CP/M's STAT program 
doesn't work; upm has its own version of STAT, which 
shows the amount of disk space left. Unfortunately, it 
doesn't handle $sys and $r/o files. It also doesn't support 
other of the STAT options including VAL: and DSK:. 

When upm is executed, Micronix "forks" a new process, 
so for each copy ofupm running there are at least two pro 
cesses. When two users are typing into WordS tar, they can 
easily out-type the program by entire words. There ap 
pears to be a 25-50% reduction in response time when the 
second user logs into Micronix and powers up upm. 

UNIX compatibility 
Because UNIX has been around for years, it has evolved 
into many different versions. 

For quite some time, the most common Bell version 
available was called UNIX version 6; Micronix claims to 

By simulating UNIX and CP/M, Micronix offers the 
best of both worlds for the ZBO processor. 
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Micronix continued ... 

be version 6 compatible. Unfortunately, version 6 is rather 
old. In doing this review, I was unable to find a version 6 
system to compare with Micronix. 

In examining Micronix, it would be foolish to consider 
discarding it because it is not compatible with the latest 
versions of UNIX. Micronix is a Z80 version of UNIX, 
and as such should be treated with a great deal of rever 
ence. The questions I asked were: How close to the "spirit" 
of UNIX is Micronix? Does it act the same? Are directo 
ries and files treated the same way? Are the shell and shell 
commands similar? Do most of the tools behave the same 
way? The answer to all of the above questions is an unqual 
ified yes. Micronix is very similar to UNIX and is quite 
faithful to the "spirit" of UNIX. 

Benchmark Tests 
A set of simple benchmarks was put together to get a feel 

for the speed differences between UNIX and Micronix. 
The Processor Intensive Tests consisted of register- and 

nonregister-based versions of the Sieve program originally 
printed in Byte magazine. The Disk Intensive Tests created 
a large file, printed the last few lines of the file, and sorted 
the file. [Editor's note: Lack a/space prevented inclusion 0/ 
the programs and shell scripts/or the benchmarks. They are 
available on request/rom Microsystems.] 

To test the multiuser capabilities of Micronix, the con 
current tests were run. The most arduous test of all was 
running two concurrent sorts simultaneously. 

The final set oftests (Operating System Intensive Tests) 
was used to see how much overhead existed in the operat 
ing system. Since nearly all programs running under an op 
erating system use system calls, a test such as this, which 
examines how long the operating system takes in a call, is 
quite valid. 

These tests were performed on the Decision 1 running 
Micronix (hardware cost about $6500), a Digital Equip 
ment Corporation VAX 11/750 (no users logged in; hard 
ware cost about $250,000), and a representative 68000- 
based UNIX System III system (hardware cost about 
$20,000) using Sun memory management architecture 
running UniSoft's UniPlus +. Both the Micronix system 
and the UniPlus + 68000 system used the same type of 
514" mini-Winchester hard disks, while the VAX used 
very fast Fujitsu disks. 

All tests were run using the identical set of shell scripts. 
Timing was accomplished by executing the program date 
before and after each test. To ensure that concurrent pro 
cesses had finished, the program wait was used before date, 
so that all processes finished running before the time was 
printed. All tests were run with only one user logged in and 
each machine in multiuser mode. 

As can be seen from Table 1 (benchmark execution 
times), Micronix is quite a bit slower than both the VAX 
and the 68000 system. Although this was to be expected in 
the processor intensive tests, it is something of a surprise to 
see such a difference in speed on the disk intensive tests be 
tween the 68000 system and Micronix. 

Conclusions 
Micronix is quite faithful to the "spirit" of UNIX and al 
lows most CP/M-based programs to run under its CP/M 
simulator upm. In most cases, the speed degradation nor 
mally found in a multiuser system was not terribly severe, 
and the system functioned as expected in a multiuser 
environment. 
Micronix is an operating system that will live the life of 

the Decision 1 computer. As a method of allowing multi 
ple users to run CP/M-80 software simultaneously while 
making some of the better features of UNIX available, 
Micronix is excellent. As an engineering feat, I respect the 
accomplishment of Gary Fitts (the guiding force behind 
Micronix) and the others at Morrow. Micronix is a shining 
example of what fine engineering talent can produce to run 
on the tiny Z80 processor. 

Editor'S note: A beta test version was the subject of this re 
view. The current version (1.6) incorporates many correc 
tions and enhancements, some of which address the prob 
lems noted in Dave's review. 
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With I/O redirection, llsmall" tools can be 
created and used as building blocks for 

powerful new tools. Micronix is very similar to 
UNIX and is faithful to the Iispirit" of UNIX. 
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FORTH for Z·80®, 8086, 68000, and IBM® PC 
FORTH Application Development Systems include interpreter/compiler with virtual memory management and 
rnulti-tasklnq, assembler, full screen editor, decompiler, utilities, and 130 + page manual. Standard random ac 
cess files used for screen storage, extensions provided for access to all operating system functions. 

Z·80 FORTH for CP/M® 2.2 or M P/M II $ 50.00 
8080 FORTH for CP/M 2.2 or MP/M II $ 50.00 
8086 FORTH for CP/M·86 or MS·DOS $100.00 
PC/FORTH™ for PC· DOS, CP/M·86, or CCPM $100.00 
68000 FORTH for CP/M·68K $250.00 

FORTH + Systems are 32 bit implementations that allow creation of programs as large as 1 megabyte. This is 
the only language that supports the entire memory space of the 8086/88 directly for programs and data! 

PC/FORTH + for PC·DOS or CP/M·86 $250.00 
8086 FORTH + for CP/M·86 $250.00 

Extension Packages for FORTH systems 

Software floating point (Z·80, 8086, PC only) $100.00 
Intel 8087 support (8086, PC only) $100.00 
AMD 9511 support (8086, Z·80 only) $100.00 
Color graphics (PC only) : $100.00 
Symbol ic interactive debugger (PC only) $100.00 
Cross reference uti lity $ 25.00 
PC/GEN™ (custom character sets, PC only) $ 50.00 
Hierarchical file manager $ 50.00 
B·tree index manager $125.00 
B·tree index and file manager $200.00 

aTF + Screen editor and text formatter by Leo Brodie, 
for I BM PC with I BM or Epson pri nter $ 50.00 

Nautilus Cross Compiler allows you to expand or modify the FORTH nucleus, recompile on a host computer for 
a different target computer, generate headerless code, and generate ROMabie code with initialized variables. 
Supports forward referencing to any word or label. Produces load map, list of unresolved symbols, and ex 
ecutable image in RAM or disk file. No license fee for applications created with the Cross-Compiler. Prere 
quisite: one of the application development systems above for your host computer. 
Hosts: Z·80 (CP/M 2.2 or MP/M 11).8086/88 (CP/M·86 or MS·DOS). IBM PC (PC·DOS or CP/M·86). 68000 (CP/M·68K) 
Targets: 8080, Z·80, 8086/88, 6502, LSI·11, 68000,1802, Z·8 

Cross-Cornpiler for one host and one target $300.00 
Each additional target $100.00 

AUGUSTA ™,ADA subset compiler from Computer Linguistics, for Z·80 computers under CP/M 2.2 $ 90.00 
LEARNING FORTH computer-assisted tutorial by Laxen and Harris for CP/M, includes Brodie's 
"Starting FORTH" $ 95.00 
Z·80 Machine Tests Memory, disk, printer, and console tests with all source code in standard Zilog 
mnemonics ' $50.00 
DATA ACE, fully relational data base system from CSD, for the IBM Personal Computer. Faster and more 
powerful than dBASE II $595.00 
FORTH application development systems require 48 kbytes RAM and 1 disk drive, Cross-Cornptlers require 64 kbytes. All software distributed on eight inch, single den 
sity, soft sectored diskettes except PC/FORTH on 5% inch Single sided double density diskettes. Prices include shipping by UPS or first class mail within USA and 
Canada. California residents add appropriate sales tax. Purchase orders accepted at our discretion. 

Laboratory Microsystems, Inc. 
4147 Beethoven Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 

(213) 306·7412 
Z·BO is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc. 
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. 
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. 

Augusta is a trademark of Computer Linguistics 
dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate 

PC/FORTH and PC/GEN are trademarks of Laboratory Microsystems Inc. 
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Upgrading Older 5-100 
Computers to the 

COn1puPro Dual Processor 
by David W. Bray 

U pgrading your 2 MHz S-lOO computer to a 
16-bit processor may not be as difficult as 
you might think. This article describes how 
to upgrade an IMSAI 8080 (and other S-lOO 
computers) that has a 2 MHz 16K-chip 

Expandoram I memory board to incorporate a CompuPro 
8085/8088 dual processor board. This modification allows 
the 8085 to run at 4 MHz and the 8088 to run at 5 MHz. 
This article also discusses a simple memory management 
technique that allows the 8088 to have its reset vector at 
FFFFO and a small amount of RAM memory at that loca 
tion. With this modification the S-lOO computer can be ex 
panded to any desired amount of memory without concern 
about memory allocation for the 8088 reset vector. 

My computer is an ISMAI 8080 with an Expandoram I 
(64K), a homebrew I/O board, a North Star double-densi 
ty disk system; it had the original IMSAI 8080 processor 
board. I wanted to upgrade the processor. The obvious 
choice would have been a Z80 board, but with all the activ 
ity in 16-bit processors these days it somehow didn't seem 
right to upgrade to a faster processor that was. of an old 
vintage. So I decided that I would purchase the CompuPro 
dual processor board. I knew I was taking a big chance that 
the Expandoram I would not work with the 8085/8088. I 
figured if worst came to worst, I would have to buy a new 
memory board. Murphy's Law prevailed: after purchasing 
the board, my worst fears were realized. The dual proces 
sor board did not work with the Expandoram I. However, 
there is a happy ending to the story. 

The CompuPro dual processor board has both an 8085 
and an 8088 processor. On power-up the 8085 processor is 
activated, and the 8088 is in the hold state. The user can 
switch to the 8088 by the execution of an IN instruction. 
This will activate the 8088 within four clock cycles. The 
IN instruction actually causes the processor board to tog 
gle between the two processors. 
The processor board allows the user to select the speed 

of the 8085 to be either 2 or 8 MHz. The 8088 is always 
running at 8 MHz. Since the board is switched to the 8085 
processor on power-up and I could run it at 2 MHz, I felt 
that there was a chance that I could modify the 
Expandoram I to get it to run at at least 2 MHz with the 
8085. That is what I did first. 

Expandoram modifications 
My Expandoram I was an early Revision A board. After 
some research I found that later revisions of the board had 

Dr. David W. Bray, Dean, Educational Computing Sys 
tem, Clarkson College of Technology, Potsdam, NY 
13676. 

modifications to allow jumper changes for an IMSAI 8085 
processor. Having made these modifications, the 
Expandoram I did work at 2 MHz with the 8085 proces 
sor. For those readers who have an early version of the 
Expandoram I, these modifications are shown in Figure I. 

Although that was a beginning, I still had some difficul 
ties to overcome. The North Star disk interface is memory 
mapped and uses the READY bus signal to put the proces 
sor in a wait state until it has obtained data. The 
Expandoram uses the S-l 00 WAIT signal (pin 27) to rec 
ognize that the processor is in a wait state and therefore 
must refresh the memory by its own means. This is all well 
and good except that the IEEE-696 standard, which the 
dual processor board uses, does not define the WAIT bus 
signal. Therefore, it is necessary to create such a signal ex 
ternal to the dual processor board. This is easy to do, and a 
circuit for creatingW AIT is shown in Figure 2. The two 
ready signals PRDY and XRDY must both be sensed, 
since the IMSAI front panel uses XRDY to indicate that 
the front panel is holding the processor in a wait state. The 
signals p WR * and pDBIN* synchronize the ready signals 
so that the generated wait signal is nearly the same as 
would have been produced by the 8080. The signal 
pDBIN* (the inversion of pDBIN) is generated in the 
memory management circuit discussed below. I built this 
circuit on an S-l 00 wirewrap board, along with the memo 
ry management circuit. 
The next challenge was to get the 8088 working. Careful 

study of the timing diagram of the dual processor board re 
vealed that if I could get the memory to work at 4 MHz, 
then it was likely that the 8088 would work at 5 MHz. 
Through some more research (i.e., reading a lot of adver- 
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Table 1. IMSAI nonstandard S-100 bus pins 
Pin IEEE IMSAI 
20 GROUND UNPROTECT 

21 NDEF SINGLE STEP 
24 <I> <1>2 
25 pSTVAL <1>, 
27 Reserved PWAIT 
28 Reserved PINTE 
53 GROUND SENSE SWITCH DISABLE 
55 DMAO* CHASSIS GROUND 
66 NDEF Unused 
69 Reserved PROTECT STATUS 
70 GROUND PROTECT 
71 Reserved RUN 
98 ERROR* SSTACK 

Implementation 
Do not remove GROUND from 85/88 board; 

disconnect pin 20 on front panel 
Front panel produced 
<l>from 85/88 
sSTV AL from 85/88 
WAIT circuit produced 
**GROUND** 
Not used 
Remove GROUND 
Special Phantom 
Not used 
Front panel GROUND 
Front panel produced 
**GROUND** 

NDEF = Not to be defined. 

tisements) I found that J.E.S. Graphics of Tulsa, OK of 
fered a kit to upgrade the Expandoram I to 4 MHz for $10. 
I ordered the kit and installed it in about 10 minutes. I then 
charged the crystals on the dual processor board to 8 MHz 
for the 8085, and to 15 MHz for the 8088, resulting in 4 
MHz and 5 MHz processor speeds respectively. Much to 
my pleasure the old ISMAI was up and running with the 
dual processor board. The J.E.S. Graphics kit warned that 
it might not work without additional modifications, and 
they gave hints as to how to get the memory board to work 
if it didn't work right away. Mine worked the first time 
(where was Murphy?), and it has been running reliably 
now for over six months. 

The IMSAI front panel 
The CompuPro processor board has provisions to work 
with the IMSAI (and other) front panels. The IMSAI 
front panel does work with the modified Expandoram and 
the dual processor board with one exception. The deposit 
feature will not work. To obtain a reliably operating front 
panel at 4 MHz, a small modification to the front panel it 
self was necessary. When the processor board was running 
at 4 MHz, sometimes when I would enter an address with 
the EXAMINE switch, the actual address latched by the 
panel would be one number greater than the one I entered. 
This was fixed by inserting a 100 ohm resistor on the front 
panel between pin 9 ofUI3 and pin 6 ofUI5. (Note: the re 
sistor must be close to pin 6 of UI5 so that it is on the UI5 
side of the wire before it connects to C8.) 

To complete the modification, there are a few S-100 sig 
nal connections that should be attended to, to be sure the 

panel is enabled and to make the front panel lights look 
about the same as before. Table I lists S-100 bus definitions 
of the IEEE standard (and therefore the dual processor 
board) that differ from that of the IMSAI. It also lists the 
bus signals as they are implemented. Those marked with 
** should be done to make the front panel operate and to 
have the lights as they were. These ground (or removal of 
ground) connections simply provide signals that the 
IMSAI front panel really would like to have which the 
IEEE-696 standard does not provide. Except for the re 
moval of the ground from pin 20, they are not necessary 
but probably are worth the small amount of effort, since 
they can be placed on the same board as the WAIT signal 
circuit. 

Memory management 
There is a small problem in managing memory for the two 
processors if more than 64K of memory is to be used. The 
8088 processor will address 1 megabyte of memory with its 
20-bit address bus. The 8085 will addresse 64K with its 16- 
bit address bus. The IEEE-696 standard specifies a 24-bit 
address bus that will address 16 megabytes. To coordinate 
these differences in addressing capabilities the CompuPro 
dual processor board has a simple memory management 
register that allows the user to latch the high-order 8 bits of 
the IEEE-696 24-bit address bus when the 8085 is in use, or 
to latch the upper 4 bits when the 8088 is active. At first 
thought this seems like a nice solution, allowing the user to 
incorporate as much memory in his or her computer as de 
sired. However, there is a problem with this. Before we dis 
cuss this in detail, we need to understand how the 8085 and 

U16k_1 
12 '----4 

PRDY 5 - 
XRDY ___!_ 

U16 
11 10 r---_ 

D-8 __ 1_2-4~>-1_1 __ WAIT 27 

13 
13 77 PWR* 2 

3 
PDBIN* 1 U16 74LSOO 

U16 

Figure 2. Wait signal. 
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We're Flooding The Market 
MINIMUM SHIPPING $3.00 - NO SURCHARGE ON VISA/MASTERCHARGE 

1·800-545-2633 • Continental U.S. 
DISK DRIVES DISK DRIVE CABINETS 

SHUGART 
5 'I. " SA400 (35 TR). 
5V,' SA400L (40 TR). 
8" SA801 R(Ss/DD) . 
8" SA851R(DS/DD) 

150.00 
. 175.00 
359.00 

...... 479.00 

SHUGART 8001801 R 
RECONDITIONED 

90 Day Warranty 
TAN DON 

5V."TM100-1 SS/DD . ..195.00 
511," TM100-2 FOR IBM .... ', ... 239.00 

DSIDD 
8" TM~2 (Ds/DD) . 425.00 

PERTEC 
511," FD200-S. 139.00 

SSIDD 40TR 
5 ,/," FD250-5 . . . 195.00 

DSIDD 40TR 
SIEMANS 

8" FD1()1).8 (SS/DD) 110V . 179.00 
8" FD1()1).8(SS/DD) 220V 199.00 

MPI 

180.00 

8" CABINETS 
'NOTE-Power supply will accommodate hard disk 

8" 'DDC88V28 w/PS vertical-for 2-8" drives 300.00 
8" DDC88T-1 w/PS vertical-for 2 or 4-8" 

thinline drives 300.00 
8" DDC88T·2 w/PS vertical·inexpensive version for 

2-8" thinline drives 225.00 
8" *DDC8V w/PS vertical-for 1-8" drive 249.00 
8" 'DDC88H w/PS horizontal-tor 2-8" drives 300.00 

5%" CABINETS 
5'14" DDC5H w/PS hortzontal-tor 1-5'14" drive 59.00 
5 '14" DDC55H w/PS vertical-tor 2·5 % drives 89.00 

QUME 
8" DT8 (842) . .490.00 

5'/," 8-51 40TR SSIDD. 
5v," 8-52 FOR 18M. 

80TR DSIDD 

195.00 
. .... 250.00 

USI 
PI·' (9" Amber Hi-Res). 
PI-2 (9" Green Hi-Bee) . 
PI-3 (12" Amber Hi-Res) 
PI-4(12" Green Hi-Res) 

SANYO 
DM5109 (9" Green). 
OM2112 (12" Green) 15MHZ 

BMC 
BMC 12 AU (12" Green) 
BMC 9191 Color Composite 

AMDEK 

139.00 
.. 129.00 

149.00 
139.00 

MITSUBISHI 
51/, " M·4851 1f2 size 295.00 

DSIDD 40TR 
5 ,/," M·4853 '12 size. 410.00 

96 TPI same as ™ 1()(}4 
5 V, " M·4854 '12 size . 439.00 

1.6 MG w18" electronics formats 
same as IBM 1 & 20 8" std 

8" M·2894.{;J (110V) . . .. 399.00 
STD 8" DSIDD 1.2 MG 

M·2894.{;,J(SS/DD) 220V . . 449.00 
8" M·299&63 439.00 

Thinline 8" OS/OO 1.2 MG 

COLOR CODE YOUR FILES 
Diskettes by 3M with lifetime warranty, 5 
colors. Prices are for package of 10 -". 
5V." Sgl side/sgl den. . . 19.00/10 
5V,' Sgl side/dbl den 20.00/10 
51/." Obi side/dbl den. .26.00110 

. 22.00/10 
.. 22.00/10 
. . 29.00/10 

...... 36.00/10 

A·2 (SS/DD). 
A·40 (OSIDD) 
A·70 (Quad Density) 
Controller. 

. ... 229.00 
. 279.00 

.... 359.00 
.. 70.00 

.89.00 
84.00 

79.00 
269.00 

.... 299.00 
. 569.00 
399.00 

CARD CAGES/MOTHER BOARDS MAINFRAMES SIERRA DATA COMPUPRO 

ADVANCE ACCESS 
AA·5'/. (Holds82 Disks) .,. ..19.00 
AA·8 (Holds 82 Disks) . . .. 26.00 
Smoked Plexiglass Disk Tubs 

LIBRARY C;ASES 
CAS-S '/4 " . . 2.50 
CAS·8" 3.00 
Colors Available; color burst asst., 
beige, black, blue, red, gray 

w/skt. conn .. 
51J. "DSC55·2SKT·for 1·5'/4" 

dvs w/skt. conn. 
RS232M M·S' (male to male) . 
IBM to PAR. 
Osborne to PAR. 
Kaypro to PAR. 
OKI·Data Serial ..........•••. 

·'EEE·696·No termination required 

w/card bare card 
Slots Bare Bd A+T cage cage 

4 15.00 40.00 60.00 20.00 

6 20.00 48.00 70.00 22.00 

8 25.00 69.00 100.00 31.00 

12 30.00 99.00 140.00 41.00 

18 45.00 150.00 200.00 50.00 

22 60.00 185.00 75.00 

All card cages will accommodate a 4" fan 
Add $20.00 for 1 tan-Add $30.00 for 2 fans 
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For 2 Standard 8" Drives 
MF+006 (6 slot MIS) . 
MF+008 (8 slot MIS) . 
MF+0012 (12 slot MIS). 

.699.00 
. 749.00 

. 799.00 

SOS·SBC·l00·ZBO(4mhz) master 
2serial2parJlloppycol1troilerl64kram .$655.00 

SOS·SBC·l00$·4mhz slavel2 serial 
2par/64klam. . $565.00 
505·Z51014·4 seu,,1 port 110 bd S235.00 
505·MUX·RS2J2mutt;ple~erba. . S235.00 
5DS·HOI.M.Hald diskl)(! for mrc-cocua . . $129.00 
SOS·CPMIB IOS·cplm lor sec 100 wlBIOS . $150.00 
SOS·Turbodos·Multi·lIserformaster&slaves S645.OO 

For 2 Thinline 8" Drives 
IMF + 006C (Cadillac version) . 
IMF+DD6F (Ford version) 

For 2 - 5%" Disk Drives 
MF+M012 (12 slot MIS) 

Standard Plain Front 
MF+12 (12slotM/8) . 
MF+22 (22 slot MIS) 
All mainframes except IMF+D06F have EMI filter, 2 AC 
outlets, 15 ea. OS25, 2 ea. 50 pin, 2 ea. 34 pin, 1 ea. 
Centronic cutouts. power supply for 8" MF 
(-5V1A/+5V6A/+8V16A/±16V3A/+24V6A) 

RANA SYSTEMS 
Elile I (SS/DD) 
Elite II (DSIDD) . 
Elite III (Ouad-Denstty) . 
Controller. 

Color I and w/sound 
Cot or II AGB . 
Color III RGB 

S-100 . all assembled and tested 

~6~1'0~ ~~ 6A 4m:~ 
CPU 8085/88 . 389.00 
Ram 17-64K . 410.00 
Ram 21·128K 900.00 
Disk II .. .. . 610.00 
Sys1em Support I 310.00 
Interlacer 4 310,00 
Active Teammates 50.00 
Enclosure 2 (disk) .615.00 

Call lor others 

T., •• ekFDC·1A+T.... $5U.00 
T.'.'ekS~$l.m.sle'A. T $885.00 

QTC·EXP+IIIBa'.Bd.(d~"amICI n5.00 
QIC·E~P .•. '1I6'KA.T{6'KJ2seK"rlMEGI 1450.00 

150.00 
un.oo 
n.,oo 



with LOW, LOW Prices . 
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS SAVE 6% SALES TAX 

8 YEARS (1976) EXPERIENCE IN COMPUTER MAIL ORDER BUSINESS 
PRINTERS APPLE/FRANKLIN ACCESSORIES SYSTEMS 

DIABLO 
620 (25CPS/SERIAL) . 
630 (40CPS/MUL TI·I F) ............•. 

. 940.00 
. 1,925.00 

C,ITOH 
Pro-writer I (8510A) Par 120 CPS 365.00 
Pro-writer I (8510A) Serial 120 CPS .529.00 
Pro-writer II Parallel-f S'' . . ... 669.00 
8600 (l8OCPS) Par or senai- 

18PIN90CPSLTR 1,099.00 
JUKI 

6100-18CPSlDiablo Compatible Par. . .. 565.00 
NEC 

NEC7715 (w/Diablo Emulation) 2,075.00 
NEC8023A (l00CPS·Par·Graphics) 419.00 

MANNESMAN·TALL Y 
160L(160CPC-40CPS LTR 10") 635.00 
160L(160CPS·40CPS LTR 15"). . 869.00 

OKI·DATA 
Microline82A (SER & PAR·120CPS 10") 399.00 
Microline 83A (SER & PAR·120CPS 15") 629.00 
Microline 92 (PAR·160CPS·LTR·10") 519.00 
Microline 93 (PAR·18OCPS·LTR·15") 899.00 
Microline84P(PAR·2QOCPS·LTR·15") 969.00 
Microline 84S (SER·200cP5-LTR·15") 1,059.00 

STAR MICRONICS 
Gemini 10 (new version) 

(PAR·100CPS·10"). . 299.00 
Gemini 15-(15" carriage) . . 439.00 

SILVER REED 
EXP 550P·17CPS Daisy Wheel·PAR 670.00 
EXP 550S·17CPS Daisy Wheel·Serial . . 690.00 

TOSHIBA 
P·1350 (192CPS·120CPSLTR 

PAR or Serial). . 1,500.00 
P·350(100 CPS·PAR·15") . . 399.00 

ASTAR 
RF Modulator. 

ORANGE MICRO 
Grappler & Graphics Interface. 
Grappler & 16K Buffer Exp .. 

TG PRODUCTS 
Joy Stick. 
Paddles .. 

QUAORAM 
E·RAM 8018OCOL64K) . .. 135.00 

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS 
Microbuffer 1116K PAR or Serial .. 230.00 
Microbuffer 1132K PAR or $erial 259.00 
Snapshot . " . 99.00 

EVERTEK 
EV16K(16K Add-on Memory) . 

MICROTEK 
Dumpling 64K·D . 
Dumpling GX·p . 
PAR BD . 
Memory 128K . 

235.00 
75.00 

... 61.00 
. .. 299.00 

19.00 

121.00 
179.00 

39.00 
. 29.00 

.49.00 

. 300.00 
27.00 

.100.00 

Apple II E Starter 1,625.00 
Eagle PC (16BIT) (1-320 K FD 

64 RAM) : . 1,795.00 
Franklin 1000 919.00 

1,625.00 Franklin 1200 Starter . 
Kay Pro II . 
Sanyo MB-100 . 

1,495.00 
1,589.00 
1,995.00 

OUR SALTIEST DEALS DISK SUB ASSEMBLY 

VISTA 
ABOO Floppy Controller for 8" Drives 
A-8O().1 Cable. 

QT/COMPUTIME 
CCA-A Clock/Calendar 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES IBM ACCESSORIES 
DIABLO 

Diablo 620-Uni-Direct Tractor. 
Diablo 620-Sheel Feeder. 
Diablo 630-Bi-Direct Tractor .. 
Diable eao-rractor Sound Cover. 
Diablo 630-SGL Sheet Feeder. 

.. ... 110.00 
720.00 

. .... 275.00 
.. 29.00 

. .... 775.00 

IBM Add-On Drive 
* Direct Drive * 

* Quiet (Teac Equiv.) * 
*320 K/48 TPI * 

* 5ms Track to Track * 
REM EX RFD 480 239.00 

S·100 BOARD SET 
Z80CPU (Big Z)/64K Mem/Floppy 

Controller (Double D) .... 150.00 

Televideo TS-803 .. 
Toshiba T-100 .... 1,895.00 

TRY US FOR OTHERS 

JUKI-6100 
Serial Interface 55.00 
Bi-Djr Tractor 125.00 
Uni·Dir Tractor. . 90.00 

MANNESMAN·TALLY 
Factory Quick Tear 230.00 
Aula Front Feed . 1,150.00 

NEC 
Thimbles. 
Vertical Tractor . 
Horizontal. 
si.on. Tractor. 
Cut Sheet Feeder. 

. .. 15.00 
. 2'9.00 

.. 152.00 
. 330.00 

1,100.00 
OKI·DATA 

84 Cut Sheet Feeder .. 
82/92 Tractor. 
Seriallntf. w/2K Buffer (For 82A) . 
Seriallntf. w/2K Buffer (For 92 & 93). 
Okigraph I 82A or 83A Graphics ROM 
Okigraph II B2A or 83A Disk tor Apple. 

STAR·MICRONICS 

. 515.00 
.55.00 

. 125.00 
.. 110.00 

. 35.00 
55.00 

Seriallntf. Bd . 
Seriallntf. Bd w/2K Buffer. 
Commodore 64lntf. Bd .. 

TOSHIBA 
P-1350 Cut Sheet Feeder. 
P·1350 Bi-Dir. Tractor. 

. . 70.00 
. . 120.00 

72.00 

..... 1,125.00 
.. .. 250.00 

MAYNARD 
Floppy Controller. 
Floppy Controller (Serial) . 
Floppy Controller (PAR). 

QUADRAM 

. ... 155.00 
. 225.00 
205.00 

Quadboard 64K . 289.00/459.00 
Quadboard II 64K/256K . . 289.001459.00 
Quad Link (Allows IBM PC to use Apple II 

Software). . . 589.00 
AST 

Combo Plus (SPC 64K). 
Mega Plus ISC. 64K). 
1/0 Plus ISC) 

269.00 
269.00 

...... 114.00 
KEYTRONICS 

Enhance your PC·with a superior keyboard CALL 
84K UPGRADE KIT 

$48.00 

MICRO·TEK 
IBM 64K w/Parity . 
IBM 128K w/Parity . 
IBM 256K .. 

. 239.00 
. 369.00 

. 639,00 

MULLEN COMPUTER 
TB·4A Extender BD w/Logic Probe ... 80.00 
ICB·10 8 Channel Low Voltage 

Controller BD 180.00 
ZB·1 ZIF Extender Test BD 130.00 

CIRCLE 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

OUR BEST BUYS 
8" SUB ASSEMBLY 

DDS + 0 2EA SS/DD Siemens 
FD100·8 Drives w/Cabinet ..... 595.00 

DDS + 2 2EA DSIDD Mitsubishi 
M2894·63'w/cabinet 1,075.00 

DDS + 4 2EA DSIDD 8" Thinline 
Drives w/Cabinet 1,150.00 
Specify- Vertical or Horizontal Cabinet 

5%" SUB ASSEMBLY 
DDS + 5 1 EA SS/DD Shugart 

SA400 Drive •.•........... 200.00 
DDS + 6 2EA SSIDD Shugart 

SA400 Drive 369.00 

TERMINALS 

TELEVIDEO 
TV910 560.00 
TV925 715.00 
TV950 925.00 
TV970 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,095.00 
RG1000/TV60 Graphics 

Upgrade for 925/950 ... 1,100.00 

WYSE 
WYSE-100 725.00 
WYSE-300 (Color) 1,125.00 
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Upgrading Older Comp"ters continued ... 

8088 go about initializing themselves at power-up. 
The 8085, upon power-up, clears its internal program 

counter to zero and then begins executing the instructions 
found at that address. Most systems have a circuit (or 
ROM at memory address 0) that will provide the necessary 
instructions to boot the computer up from disk or ROM. 
On the other hand, the 8088 expects to find its initial in 
structions at memory address FFFFO. These are the very 
last 16 memory locations of the 1 MB of memory that it 
will address. 

The dual processor board has a special power-up circuit 
that activates the 8085 at power on, and then upon user re 
quest, as mentioned above, it will deactivate the 8085 and 
activate the 8088. The user can select whether the newly 
activated processor is to continue from the last address ex 
ecuted when it was deactivated or whether it is to restart as 
ifit were powered up each time. No matter which option is 
chosen, the very first time each processor is activated it 
must start at its predefined memory address. If there is 
only 64K in the system, there is no problem. The 8085 will 
start at address 0, as is the case of any 8080, 8085, or Z80 
system. The 8088 will send out the address FFFFO, but 
since there is only 64K, the high-order F will be ignored, 
and the actual address accessed for initial instructions is 
FFFO. Since the 8085 must have been previously activated, 
part of its initializing sequence could be to place the 8088's 
initial instructions at FFFO. In case there is no memory at 
FFFO, and a ROM must be placed there to get the 8088 
going. 

A problem exists ifthere is more than 64 K of memory in 
the system. In this case it would appear, at first thought, 
that there must be a ROM at FFFFO, since it is not possi 
ble for the 8085 to place instructions for the 8088 any 
where outside of its 64K address space. The 8085 cannot 
put instructions at FFFFO, since if an address past 64K is 
created by setting the high-order 8 bits of the 24-bit ad 
dress with the memory management register, the 8085 will 
be accessing memory that does not contain any instruc 
tions. Setting of the high-order bits in effect switches the 
memory bank. The switch applies to instructions as well as 
data to be written to memory. 

There is a solution. Rather· than placing a ROM at 
FFFFO, Figure 3 shows a circuit that allows 1 K of RAM 
to be located from OFCOO to OFFFF upon power-up and 
therefore accessable by the 8085. As soon as the 8088 is ac 
tivated, this IK of RAM is switched so that it is located 
from FFFCO to FFFFF. It remains at that location until 
the computer is powered down. The advantage of this over 
a ROM is that the memory below FFFFO can be used as a 
stack for the 8088. It is a large stack space and is far from 
conflict with any other memory in most systems. The cir 
cuit of Figure 3 not only provides this I K of memory and 
causes this memory address change, but also produces a 
signal to disable the Expandoram I when memory greater 
than 64K is accessed. 

Referring to Figure 3, upon power-up the lK of RAM 
overlays the normal memory at OFCOO because the decod 
er UII produces a low signal at FC* and, because ofU13, a 
low signal at FCCS* whenever that address is accessed. 
During this access the Expandoram memory at OFCOO is 
disabled by the signal from U7, causing the memory phan 
tom to be (low) active. However, after the 8088 is activat 
ed, the full Expandoram 64K is available because the sig 
nal from U8 pin 6 sets U13, which allows FCCS* to be low 

Table 2. Integrated circuits required 
2 - 74LSOO 
1 - 74LS04 
I - 74LSlO 
1 - 74LS21 
1 - 74LS32 
1 - 74LS74 
I - 74LS124 
1 - 74LS138 
5 -74LS367 
2-2114 

U6, U16 
Ul5 
U7 
U8 
Ul2 
U13 
U14 
Ul1 
Ul, U2, U3, U4, US 
U9, UlO (Static memory) 

only when the address range is greater than FOOOO. Thus 
the lK RAM then becomes accessable only from FFCOO 
to FFFFF as determined by UII. When any address out 
side of 00000 to OFFFF is accessed the Expandoram must 
be disabled. Since it does not use the new S-100 standard, a 
signal must be sent to it to cause it to be disabled. This is 
accomplished by creating a disable signal placed on S-100 
bus pin 66 (nonstandard). The circuit of U8/U14 creates 
this extended address phantom. To allow the Expandoram 
to use this signal, one more change to the Expandoram is 
required. The Expandoram I decoder U7 has pin 6 tied to 
+ 5 volts. Disconnect this and connect pin 6 ofU7 to pip. 5 
ofU19 (which is connected to S-100 pin 66). The phantom 
memory signal ofU7/U14 goes low, disabling any memo 
ry controlled by it whenever the memory at FFFCO 
FFFFF is active, or on power-up the same memory at 
OFFCO is active, or whenever the North Star disk is active 
(E800-EBFF). Be sure that the Expandoram board phan 
tom signal is connected to S-100 pin 67, since it is required. 

. The notation used in Figure 3 shows S-100 bus pins un 
derlined; e.g., 78 is pDBIN. In constructing the circuit, all 
leads with the same name are connected together. For ex 
ample, U1 pin 1, U9 pin 15, and U10 pin 15 are labeled A9 
and are therefore connected together. The same is true of 
U3 pin 10, U14 pin 3, and UIO pin 13. Table 2 lists the ICs 
required for the circuits of Figures 2 and 3. 

Conclusions 
The addition of the dual processor board was well worth it. 
The cost of a Z80 board would have been nearly as much, 
but with much less ultimate capability. The conversions 
were easy, and the old IMSAI moves right along at 4 MHz. 
It is a real pleasure to get computations done in one-half 
the time of the old processor. I haven't used the 8088 very 
much yet, but I do know that it works reliably. The only 
software that I have developed for the 8088 is a monitor, 
similar to the North Star Monitor. It is very handy, since I 
can look at or modify any memory location in its 1 MB ad 
dress space. I am sure that as time goes on the 8088 will see 
more action. 

David W. Bray is Dean of the Educational Computing 
System at Clarkson College of Technology, where he 
oversees the Clarkson personal computer project. He is 
engaged in research for both the Rome Air Development 
Center and the General Electric Company in the design 
and simulation of high-throughput computer systems 
and the development offault detection software aids. Pri 
or to joining Clarkson College, Dr. Bray worked for GE 
on designing special-purpose computer languages and 
other projects. . 
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A MICROSYSTEMS TUTORIAL 

Relocating Assemblers and 
Linkage Editors: Part 1 

by Andrew L. Bender 

A ssemblers that generate relocatable pro 
grams are becoming increasingly available. 
The purpose of this tutorial is to explain why 
you should consider using these assemblers 
and when to use them, as well as exactly how 

these assemblers work. Also considered is how the binary 
output of these assemblers is used by a linkage editor, and 
how to develop software with these programs. I assume 
that the reader has had some contact with assemblers, but I 
do not assume that he or she knows how an assembler 
works, and so that topic will be discussed as necessary. For 
the sake of appealing to the greatest number of readers, I 
will use the CP 1M ASM assembler as a model of an abso 
lute assembler and Microsoft's M-80 assembler as a relo 
cating assembler. 

Relocatable programs consist of modules, all of which 
start at location OOOOR, and in which all branch addresses 
point to targets that are inside the module or are symboli 
cally defined as "external." A linking editor can then con 
catenate any number of such modules, in any order, using 
information contained in the modules to change symbolic, 
relative addresses into absolute addresses. This procedure 
not only allows a programmer to build up a library offunc 
tional subroutines for performing certain tasks, but also al 
lows programmers to share these subroutines with one an 
other without regard to how they operate internaily. Once 
written, properly documented, and tested, a program can 
be put into the library so that it can be obtained anytime it 
is needed. If the user needs an ASCII-to-binary conversion 
program, it would be necessary only to look up the library 
catalog to see how to use it, and then incorporate a call for 
this program into the program that needed it. The program 
library avoids the need for constant "reinventing of the 
wheel." Smaller, faster assembling or compiling and better 
understood programs result when all components are writ 
ten as individual, functional, subprograms. 

Relocatable binary modules may be used with other 
relocatable binary modules as long as they are all in the 
same relocatable binary format. Thus, relocatable binary 
modules generated by a compiler may be linked not only 
with each other, but also with the output of assemblers and 
with precompiled or assembled library subroutines. This 
allows a certain degree of interchange of programs at the 
relocatable binary level, so that several different programs 
may be connected together and used together. The pro 
grammer can write most of an application in a high-level 
language such as Fortran or PL/I, and those sections 
which required better access to the computer facilities 
could be written in assembly language. All of the resulting 
relocatable binary modules could then be linked together 
by a linkage editor to produce an absolute binary load file 
or load module. This load module or absolute binary load 
file is the familiar .COM file in CP 1M. 

Andrew L. Bender, M.D., Neurological Services, Inc., 336 
Center Avenue, Westwood, NJ 07675 

It is unfortunate that the trend for everyone to go his 
own way in software has not been better controlled. When 
Microsoft prepared the MITS-DOS program (in late 1976 
to mid-1977), they designed a relocating assembler and 
linking loader that were the prototypes for M80 and L80. 
All of Microsoft's software that produced relocatable out 
put did so in this format. 

At about the same time, Computer Design Labs (at that 
time called Technical Design Labs) had gone their own 
way in designing a relocatable binary format that was not 
interchangable with that of Microsoft. This meant that 
Microsoft software could not be intermixed with CDL 
software at the relocatable binary module level. Digital 
Research did make the output of their RMAC assembler 
and PL/I-80, as well as CB-80, compatible with 
Microsoft's relocatable binary format. The result of this 
compatibility is that Microsoft and Digital Research 8080 
software can be intermixed at the relocatable object code 
level. Not to be left out, MicroPro designed their Super 
Sort package to interface with the Microsoft relocatable 
format. 

Nonetheless, vendors still produce software with other 
relocatable formats. While the Microsoft format has its 
problems, these other vendors have not done anyone a ser 
vice by supplying users with non-interchangeable 
relocatable formats. The value of being able to interchange 
software at this level far outweighs most advantages gained 
by these nonstandard formats. My advice to these vendors 
is write a converter that will make their relocatable format 
look like Microsoft's, or one that will make Microsoft's 
look like theirs. If the vendors don't do it, then you, the 
user, will either have to write it yourself or be denied the 
advantage of being able to use the growing library of pro 
grams out there. 

An assembler that produces relocatable programs is 
sometimes referred to as a relocatable assembler. This 
term is a bit ambiguous because it makes us feel that the as 
sembler itself may be capable of being positioned anywhere 
in memory; but that is not what is meant. A more correct 
term is "relocating assembler." A relocatable program is 
one which may be positioned anywhere in memory. If the 
relocating assembler is also a relocatable program, then it 
can be positioned anywhere in memory-and that is where 
the ambiguity in the name arises. 

Relocation is the ability to position a program anywhere 
in memory and have it work properly. Relocation may be 
of two types: hardware relocation and software relocation. 
To be sure, both types may be mixed so that a program can 
be relocated both by software and then by hardware. 

Let us look first at hardware relocation, because it is eas 
ier to understand. Imagine that the address space of a com 
puter has been extended by some sort of hardware register. 
Although the computer can only directly address 64K of 
memory (because it has only 16 address lines) there is, per 
haps, a page register that points to a particular page on 
which a1l64K of that page may be found. By changing the 
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page address, another 64K page will be addressed, and so 
on. Because the instructions in the programs written for 
this computer do not specify which page they are on, but 
only where on the page they are located, programs can be 
placed on any page and will run properly as long as they 
are not moved around on that page. Both large computers 
and micros make use of this feature, which is called seg 
mentation or paging. 

Software relocation is quite different. The principle may 
be the same, but the method by which it is accomplished is 
different. The remainder of this installment will deal, with 
the construction of software relocatable programs and the 
way in which assemblers or compilers produce these pro 
grams. The standard assembler, which produces an abso 
lute program-that is, a program that is not relocatable 
keeps a table of symbols that it produces by examining the 
source program. This first examination of the source pro 
gram is usually called "pass 1." During this pass, the labels 
in the program are assigned address values by looking at 
the lengths of each instruction in the program, the size of 
each storage reservation, the length of constants in the pro 
gram, and any explicit instructions to the assembler (by 
means ofEQU directives) as to the value to be assigned to a 
given symbol. As each label is encountered, it is placed in a 
table together with the explicit or computed value. 

After the first pass has been completed, the source pro 
gram is read again. This reading of the source program is 
usually called "pass 2." It is during this second pass of the 
assembly process that the binary output of the assembler is 
generated. During pass 2, each time a label is encountered 
as an address or constant in the source code, the symbol ta 
ble is consulted. If the label is found in the table, the associ 
ated value is substituted for the symbolic address or con 
stant where it appeared in the source program. If the label 
is not found in the symbol table, then the assembler reports 
an "undefined" error, usually printing the letter "U" next 
to the offending line of the assembly listing. As a double 
check, when each label definition is encountered during 
pass 2, a check is made to make sure that the value of the 
label during pass 2 is the same as the value at the end of 
pass 1. If this is not the case, the assembler places the letter 
P ("phase error") alongside each line containing the label. 
A variety of other assembly errors might be caused by a 
phase error. The most common cause of this error is the 
use of the same label at two different points in the 
assembly-i.e., multiple definition of the label. 

In order to tell an absolute assembler where to position a 
program in memory, we use an ORG statement. This spec 
ifies an address by which all of the addresses in the pro 
gram are to be biased. Let us look at a sample program to 
understand relocation: 

0100 ORG 0100H 
0100 312001 START: LXI SP,STACK 
0103 110E01 LXI D,MSG 
0106 0E09 MVI C,9 
0108 CD0500 CALL BOOS 
0108 C30000 JMP BOOT 
010E 48454C4C4FMSG: DB 'HELLO$' 
0005 = BOOS EQU 5 
0000 = BOOT EQU 0 
0114 OS 12 
0120 0200 STACK: DW 2 
0122 END START 

Note that although this is an absolute assembly, all of the 
addresses of the various operands, with exception of the 
addresses BDOS and BOOT, are all relative to each other. 
That means that no matter where this program is ORG'ed, 
all of the addresses will be the same relative distance apart, 
and the addresses of BOOT and BDOS will not change. 
BOOT and BDOS are said to be absolute symbols. An ab 
solute symbol is one whose value will not change no matter 
where the program is placed in memory. The other sym 
bolic addresses are said to be relocatable symbols. The ad 
dress values corresponding to these symbols will change if 
the program is moved to a new location in memory. Let us 
reassemble our sample program for a different origin and 
verify that this is exactly what happens: . 

0200 ORG 0200H 
0200 312002 START: LXI SP,STACK 
0203 110E02 LXI D,MSG 
0206 0E09 MVI e,9 
0208 CD0500 CALL BOOS 
020B C30000 JMP BOOT 
020E 48454C4C4FMSG: DB 'HELLOS' 
0005 = BOOS EQU 5 
0000 = BOOT EQU 0 
0214 OS 12 
0220 0200 STACK: OW 2 
0222 END START 

Notice that all of the addresses in the program except 
BDOS and BOOT have been increased by 0 lOOR. 
The relocatable assembler uses certain information sup 

plied by the programmer to determine which symbols are 
absolute. Other symbols are considered to be relocatable 
unless the programmer supplies special information about 
those symbols that may indicate other special uses or 
attributes. A relocating assembler places information in 
the symbol table as to the relocation characteristics of each 
symbol recorded. 

0000 ' 31 0320' START: LXI SP I STACK 
0003 ' 11 000E' LXI D,MSG 
0000 ' 0E 09 MVI C,9 
0008 ' CD 0005 CALL BOOS 
000B' C3 0000 JMP BOOT 
QlQlQlE' 48 45 4C 4C MSG, DB 'HELLOS' 
0012' 4F 24 
0005 BOOS EQU 5 
0000 BOOT EQU 0 
01H4' DS 12 
09213 ' 0002 STACK, DW 2 

END START 

Symbols: 
BOOS 0005 BOOT 0000 MSG 0~0E' STACK 0~:l~ , 
START 00013' 

Note the quote mark after each relocatable value. Absolute 
values are not marked, meaning that the assembler recog 
nizes that they should not be changed. As the assembler 
generates the binary program file from the source pro 
gram, it adds the relocation information so that the linkage 
editor can determine which values should be changed and 
which should not. In order to run the above program un 
der CP/M in a standard system (one "ORG'ed" at 
OlOOR), the value OlOOR would have to be added to every 
address marked with a quote mark. The resulting program 
would look exactly like our first sample program. 

The CP/M utility MOVCPM 'is a special type of pro 
gram relocator containing both the program to be moved 
(a relocatable image of CP 1M) and a bit map indicating 
which bytes should have the relocation bias added to them 

Relocation is the ability to position a program anywhere 
in memory and have it work properly, and it may be 

of two types: hardware relocation and software relocation. 
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Assemblers continued ... 

and which should not. In MOVCPM, it is not possible to 
move in less than full page increments. The bit map can be 
constructed by assembling the program once on one page 
address and reassembling it at an address one page higher. 
Both outputs are processed by subtracting the programs 
byte by byte from each other. Every time there is a differ 
ence in a page address it will equal one, and this can be out 
put in a table. It is then just as trivial to write a relocator 
which will move every byte into memory at its correct ad 
dress by adding the bias to each byte in which the corre 
sponding entry in the bit map contains a one. The reason 
for using a page increment is related to the addressing 
hardware of the 808X series microprocessors. Since the 16- 
bit address registers are composed of two 8-bit registers, it 
is convenient to organize the address space into 256 pages 
of 256 bytes each. Because programs are generally longer 
than one page, from a practical standpoint it is only mean 
ingful to relocate pages. The algorithm for page relocation 
used in MOVCPM is given by Kildall (1978). 

Since computer memory is usually segregated into dif 
ferent areas with special attributes, there has to be a way to 
deal with the positioning of programs in these different ar 
eas. As an example, we might allocate our address space as 
follows: 

LOW MEMORY OOOOOto 24000 is 
Data Storage RAM 

MIDDLE MEMORY 24001 to 48000 
PROGRAM ROM 

EMPTY ADDRESS SPACE HERE 

VIDEO DISPLAY MEMORY 6000 
to 64000 AREA 

other similar name. The program section might be called 
"CSEG," "CSECT," "PROG," or "CODE." These seg 
ments, as we will call them, are characterized separately in 
the symbol table of the assembler. All symbols defined fol 
lowing a "CSEG" command have that fact recorded in the 
assembler symbol table, and a similar link is recorded for 
those symbols defined following a "DSEG" command. In 
most assemblers, the appearance of a new segment name 
causes the current segment to end and the new segment to 
begin. Here is the sample program with the code and data 
segregated into the appropriate segments: 

0000' CSEC ;COI)£ SEGMENT 
0(H30' 31 0~HJC" STAR1': LXI SP, STACK 
0003' 11 000E' LXI D,MSG 
0006' 0E 09 MVI C .9 
13M8' CD 00135 CALL BOOS 
~00 8' C3 tHHlI1 JMP BOOT 
000E' 48 45 4C 4C MSG: DB 'HELLPS' 
'Hl12' 4F 24 
00135 BOOS EQU 5 
0000 BOOT EQU a 
01314' DSEG ; DATA SEGMENT 
00013" DS 12 ; ONLY THE STACK 
"o"e" 13n02 STACK: DW 2 

END START 
Symbols: 
BOOS 00'05 BOOT 0fHHl Mse 000E' STACK fHJ0C" 
START (HleO' 

Notice that when references are made to the DSEG region, 
the double-quote mark appears next to the value of the la 
bel. The DSEG area can be located at any point in the ab 
solute program by informing the linkage editor where you 
would like the DSEG area to begin. The same applies to 
the CSEG area marked with the single-quote mark. We 
have now created a program with two separate areas that 
can be positioned .separately by the linkage editor; we 
could, however, ignore this division and the program 
would still be processed properly by the linkage editor. 

A different use for the two different segments would be 
the familiar case of those macro instructions which define 
a message to be displayed and the instructions that per 
form the output operation. The sequence might be: 
MSG: MACRO A 

LOCAL B,C 
MVI C,9 
LXI D,B 
CALL BDOS 
JMP C 

B: DB 0DH,0AH,A,'$' 
C: DS 0 

ENDM 
Each time this macro is expanded, a 3-byte jump instruction 
is generated. Say there are 200 such macro calls in a pro 
gram. This consumes 600 bytes of storage, and the program 
may no longer fit into the storage allocated to it. An easy 
way to avoid this is to use CS' ~G and DSEG commands: 

MSG: MACRO 
LOCAL 
CSEG 
MVI 
LXI 
CALL 
DSEG 

B: DB 
CSEG 
ENDM 

A 
B 
., DONT ASSUME ANYTHING 
C,9 
D,H 
BOOS 
;; GENERATE MESSAGE IN DSEG AREA 
0DH,t3AH,A,'S' 
;; PUT CODE SEGMENT COUNTER BACK ON 

And suppose this layout represents a fixed widget control 
ler for which we are going to have to write some software. 
We would probably want to put our program code in the 
ROM region, the data into the RAM region with our 
stack, and the video display routines and refresh memory 
at the top of the address space. Using an absolute assem 
bler, we just place an appropriate ORG directive at the 
head of each program section of data definition section. 
But suppose we are using a relocating assembler, which 
makes all of the code start at zero? How does one control 
all of this stuff? The answer is simple. The relocating as 
sembler contains provisions for dividing up the program 
into areas which can be treated differently by the linkage 
editor. These areas are called "sections" or "segments." 
Some programmers may call them "banks." 

Different assemblers have fixed names for both the data 
and program sections of a program. The data section 
might be called "DSEG", "DSECT", "DATA" or some 

Relocatable binary modules generated by a compiler 
may be linked not only with each other, but 

also with the output of assemblers and with pre 
compiled or assembled library subroutines. 
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Drive 
floppy drives off during 
inactivity by using a state 
with zero crossover control and built in activity monitor. 
We've continued to improve the design (it's the size of a business card to 
fit within the drive), ease installation time (about 15 minutes) and models are 
now available for virtually all popular 8 inch drives (including a foreign version). 
So for those of you, who are still grinding down your drives, wearing out media 
and exposing yourself to unnecessary noise .. .isn't it time to give them a break? 

CIRCLE 188 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Kit with 
Type of drive MUST be stated with order. 
NY residents add local tax. Include $l.50 
for postage and handling. 
OPTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
P.o. Box 81, Pittsford, NY 14534, (716) 377·0369 

MCP MAKES HIGH PERFORMANCE S·100 BOARDS AFFORDABLE 

• Six MHz Z80B, operates at 2, 4 or 6 • Single or double density operation. 
MHz. • Single or double sided drives. 

• Two full RS232 serial ports. • Allows mixed density & mixed drives. 
• Bauds rates from 50 to 19.2k. • Supports Shugart, Qume, Siemens, 
• Three 8 bit programmable parallel Mitsubishi or compatable 8" disk 

ports. drives. 
• Monitor eprom (2716) and 1 k 2114 ram • CP/M 2.2 bios & support utilities are 

onboard. supplied on single density diskette. 
• Eprom and ram can be disabled on CP/M 86 & MS-DOS support available. 

system boot. PRICE $200.00 PRICE $200.00 
MCP COMPUTER PRODUCTS • 6992 EI Camino Real, Suite 104·444 • Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (619) 438·3270 

CIRCLE 44 ON READER SERVICE CARD . 

MCP/SCC·6 Six MHz S·100 CPU MCP/FDC DOUBLE DENSITY FLOPPY 
DISK CONTROLLER 

MCP 64KS STATIC MEMORY BOARD 

• High performance 150 ns Cmos ram. 
• Extended addressing. 
• Perfect for high performance Z80 and 

8088. 
• Available as 64K x 8 or 32K x 8 

module. 
PRICE 64K $238.00 32K $180.00 

l~ 

THE WORLD'S FIRST S-100 BUS PORTABLE COMPUTERS 
Star-lite HD20 * Star-lite Quad * Star-lite 

FEATURES IN- 
COMMON FOR ALL 3: 

• S-100 BUS (IEEE 696) 
• CP/M 2.2 
• Z80A CPU 64K RAM 
• 9" GREEN SCREEN WITH 

REVERSE VIDEO, ETC. 
• 26 PROGRAMMABLE KEYS 
• 1 RS232 SERIAL PORT 

1 CENTRONICS PARALLEL 
• WORD PROCESSING 
• SPREAD SHEET 
• 34 LBS. 
· 7 5/8" X 16 3/8" X 

161/2" 
• JET -AIRCRAFT -GRADE 

ALUMINUM ENCLOSURE 

-THE WORLD'S FIRST PORTABLE COMPUTER 
WITH BUILT -IN 20 MEGABYTES HARD DISK 
• STAR-LITE HD20 • 3 OPEN SLOTS 

• 20.4 MEGABYTES 
$ 4,995 • 183K FLOPPY 

• ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE 
GL-AP-AR-PR 

-THE WORLD'S FIRST 5-100 PORTABLE 
COMPUTER WITH 1.5 MEGABYTES FLOPPY 
• STAR-LITE QUAD • 4 OPEN SLOTS 

• 1.54 MB FLOPPY 
$ 3,495 • ACCOUNTING 

GL-AP-AR-PR 
-THE WORLD'S FIRST S-100 PORTABLE COMPUTER 
• STAR-LITE • 4 OPEN SLOTS 

$ 2,695 • 400K FLOPPY 

L[]mPUTEASH[]p 
139 1st ST. CAMBRIDGE, MA 02141 

(617) 661-3723, (617) 661-2670 

• DEALER INFORMATION AVAILABLE CIRCLE 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



Assemblers continued ... 

Here, generating the message in the DSEG area displaces 
it in the absolute program; after linkage, the message and its 
code are no longer at the point where the source code ap 
pears. The jump instruction is eliminated, saving three bytes 
on each macro expansion. Let's examine the source code of 
this program to see how the macro is called. 

The assembled program is shown below. When a plus 
sign (+) appears to the left of the symbolic code it means 
that that code was generated by the macro processor of the 
M80 assembler. Note the appearance of the CSEG and 
DSEG directives, the way the locations change and the 
double-quote flags which appear in every DSEG section, 
as opposed to the single-quote flags in the CSEG section: 

BDOS: EQU 5 iCP/M ENTRY 9995 BOOS EQU ; CP/M ENTRY 

BOOT: iWBOOT ENTRY IHHH3 BOOT EQU i weOOT ENTRY 

EQU 0 MSG MACRO 
LOCAL 

MSG: MACRO A CSEG 
MVI e,9 

LOCAL B LXI O.B 
CALL BOOS 

CSEG OSEG 
B, DB ~DH,~AH,A, I s ' 

MVI C,9 CSEG 
ENDM 

LXI D,B 'HHJ9' 31 992C" START: LXI SP ,STACK 
MSG 'HEl-LO ' 

CALL BDOS 9093' CSEG 
0~03' ~E 99 MV! c,» 

DSEG 9995' 11 901Hl" LXI 0, •• ~000 

009B' CD IHH15 CALL BOOS 

B: DB 0I?H,0AH,A,'S' 9998' DSEG 
~HHH~" 9D PlA 48 45 •• 90139: DB 13DH,eAH,'HELLO ','S' 

CSEG I"H54" 4C4C4F20 
~H10B" 2' 

ENDM 9999" CSEG 
MSG 'TEST OF • 

START: LXI SP ,STACK ""BlBt 
CSEG 

0"HlB' 0E 99 MVI c ,» 

'HELLO 91390' 11 9999" LXI D, •• 0991 

MSG eel0' Co 13995 CALL BOOS 

'TEST OF , 9013' DSEG 

MSG I!Hl09" 90 9A 54 45 •• 91"11: DB 0DH,0AH,'TEST OF ','S' 

'CSEG/DSEG' 
eoeo" 53 54 29 4F 

MSG 9011" 46 29 24 
IH1l4" CSEG 

JMP BOOT MSG 'CSEG/DSEG' 
0013' CSEG 

DSEG 0"13' 0E es MVI e,g 
0fHS' 11 0ln4" LXI 0, •. 0002 

DS 12 0018' CD 0005 CALL BOOS 
£l01B' DSEG 

STACK: DW 0 0014" £10 0A 43 53 •• 0"02: DB "DH,,",AH, 'CSEG/DSEG', 'S' 
£lIng" 45 47 2F 44 

END START !HllC" 53 45 47 24 
0020" CSEG 

THE VERSATILE EPROM HANDLER 
Reads programs 2704,2708,2758,2508, 2516,2716(1supply) 
2532,2732, INTEL'S 2732A and the 8755A (INTEL/NEC). 

.Reads/erases/programs Hitachi 48016 EEPROM'S 
• No personality modules required. 
.AII signals are 5-100 compatible (can adapt to most otherb 
• Port mapping occupies NO memory space. 
• Bus clock rates exceeding 6mhz . 
• AII software is 8080/8085/Z80 compatible. 
• Software "user" friendly. 
• All software is fully CP/M® & COOS compatible. 

Board (A&T) with extensive documentation .. $199.00 
Disk software (8" or NORTHSTAR 5.25") $38.00 
EPROM-based software with source listing $55.00 
Expansion console, 24 pin $50.00 

coos _'~ 0 requtered rrooemcrk of CROMENCO 
CP/M~) I~ 0 reqntered uooemcrk ct DIGITAL RESEARCH INC 
NORTHSTAf1.I~ a registered nocerncrk of NOf1.THSTAf1. (OMPUT[f1. INC 

Featured in July, August '82 Microsystems 

~ 
6020 Don iphan (915) 581·6697 

THE V J.P.' IS HERE! 
• Versatile Instrumentation Peripheral 

Perfect for Use in Process Control and Data Acqui 
sition Systems .or in Standalone Instrumentation 
High Performance and Resolution 
Extremely Cost Effective * Single Card S100 AID, D/A, Digital 1/0 * Instrumentation Amplifier Input Channel * D I A Voltage and Current Source Output * Full 12 Bit Resolution * Software Configurable Analog Circuitry * 25!Ls AID Conversion Time * 48 High Voltage, High Current Digital Drivers, 100mA 

per Output * Drives LED Display and Decimal Points with Software 
Selectable ROM Decoding * Two Double Pole Utility Relays * 8 Bit TTL-Compatible Input * Self-Test Capability 

$695 
Fully assembled and tested. Documentation and 
applications software provided. Check, MO, MC, 
Visa accepted. MA residents add 5% sales tax, $4 
shipping and handling charge. 

AUTOMATED CONTROL SYSTEMS 
1105 Broadway 
Somerville, MA 02144 
(617) 628-5373 

CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



Assemblers continued ... 

~(ll B r CJ ~HHI0 JMP BOOT 
"IHE:' DSEG 
0020" DS 12 
~02C" 01Hl0 STACK: DW , 

END START 

Macros: 
MSG 

Symbols: 
{HW0' BOOT ",,,W STACK IH'l2C" START 

Notice that separate location counters are maintained 
by the assembler for the CSEG and DSEG sections. The 
information as to which values are associated with which 
location counter is maintained in the symbol table. During 
the second pass of the assembly, when the binary informa 
tion is being output, the appropriate location counter in 
formation will also be output with each value to which it 
pertains so that the linkage editor will be able to use it. 

Some assemblers allow for more than just a code and 
data counter. This and other features will be discussed in 
the next installment [of this tutorial.] 

Ref~rence: 
Gary Kildall, "A Simple Technique for Static Reloca 
tion of Absolute Machine Code." Dr. Dobbs Journal; Vol. 
3, Number 22, February, 1978; pg. 10. 

Andrew ]t. Bender is a practicing physician s}?ccializing 
ill mediea[ aeun?Jlogy. He owns tw® antique S-100 sys 
tems and spends some of his free time writing articles 
aoollt them. 
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CPIM® Software 
A>DBPACK: Data base manage- 

ment; indexing, sort/search, 
tabulation, address labels ... 

A>DBPACK-II : Advanced data 
management; payroll, inventory, 
large & complex data bases ... 

A>COMCOM: Communication pro- 
gram; powerful, yet easy to use. 

A>CPMCPM: Transfer files (any 
type) between CP/M computers. 

A>FILER: Compresses, archives, 
catalogs & organizes files. 

A>UNERA: Recovers erased files. 
A>MUL TED: Multi-file text editor. 
CPIM Is a registered trademark of Digital Research 

Configured for a wide vor iets of ssstens. 
Disk formats include 8-inch, Osborne, Xerox .. , 

~ ccl t or ] COMPU-DRI=IW 
~ D"lee.~ wrlte ] 1227 Goler House ~ inquiries for Rochester, NY 14620 Information] Phone: (716) -454-3188 tr invi ted 

I' 
MasterCard, Visa & Rmerlcan Express cards welcome. 
Separately ordered documentation may be returned 

for full refund within 10 days! 

It·s the wrl Un~ on the wall 

CIRCLE 207 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

r""sDs"c"'l 
~ The fastest CP/M-80 C ~ I compiler available today I 
~ Version 1.5 contains some nifty improvements: ~ 
~ The unscrambled, comprehensive new User's Guide ~ 
~ comes complete with tutorials. hints, error message ~ 
~ explanations and an index. ~ 
~ The coa symbolic debugger is a valuable new tool, ~ 
~ written in C and included in source form. Debug with ~ 
~ it, and learn from it. ~ 
~ Hard disk users: You can finally organize your file di- ~ 
~ rectories sensibly. During compilation, take advantage ~ 
~ of the new path searching ability for all compiler/linker ~ 
~ system files. And at run-time, the enhanced file I/O ~ 
~ mechanism recognizes user numbers as part of sirn- ~ 
~ pie filenames, so you can manipulate files located any- ~ 
~ where on your system. ~ 
~ BDS C's powerful original features include dynamic ~ 
~ overlays, full library and run-time package source ~ 
~ code (to allow customized run-time environments, ~ 
~ such as for execution in ROM), plenty of both utilitar- ~ 
~ ian and recreational sample programs, and speed. ~ 
~ BDS C takes less time to compile and link programs ~ 
~ than any other C compiler around. And the execution ~ 
~ speed of that compiled code is typically lightning fast. ~ 
~ as the Sieve of Eratosthenes benchmark Illustrates. ~ 
~ (See the January 1983 BYTE, pg. 303). ~ 
IIIO':'BD Software 8" SSSD format, $150 ~ 
~ POBox 9 Free shipping on pre-paid ord:Jrs ~ 

Brighton, MA 02135 Call or write for availability on 
(617) 782-0836 . other disk formats . 

'1""""""""'''' CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

bought and evaluated over $1500.00 worth of 
'C' compilers ... C /80 is the one we use." 

Dr. Bruce E. Wampler, Aspen Software 
author of "Grammatik® 

Full featured C Compiler for CP/M®w •• ~ith ••••••• ~ 
I/O redirection, command expansion, .••• 
execution trace and profile, initializers, 
Macro-80 compatibility, ROMabie code. .•• ••• 

Adds 32 bit ~ •••••• ~ 
types to C/80 3.0 compiler. Includes 
I/O and transcendental function I 

Call or write for 16 page booklet 
detailing our programming languages L1SP/80, 
RATFOR, Assemblers, and 25 other CP/M products. 

CIRCLE 96 ON READER SERVICE CARD 



Sleuthing WordStar Files 
""ith Pascal 

WordStar meets Pascal in a recursive article 
by Warren Lambert 

A SOP.histicated text editor like WordStar 1 .. n 
visibly marks certain bytes, such as "soft" 
carriage returns. A Pascal program, called 
WSSLEUTH can "reveal-print" files with 
invisible marks to help the user investigate 

problems, or just understand WordStar files better. 
WSSLEUTH examines each byte in a file, and writes it to a 
printer to reveal hidden features. 

WordStar 
W ordStar, like Visicalc, is a popular classic among micro 
computer programs. As the Cadillac of word processing 
programs, it transforms the humble 8-bit general-purpose 
computer into a useful office tool. After reading science 
fiction author Jerry Pournelle's enthusiastic paean to 
WordStar in 1980, I bought it, and after two years of using 
WordStar almost daily, I haven't changed my mind about 
its usefulness and reliability. WordStar has quirks, but it 
has never ever turned on me with delusions of Pac man and 
gobbled up any of my writing. 

One of WordS tar's most civilized features is its ability to 
mark the spaces and carriage returns it adds as "soft," then 
to go back later when the text is revised and delete them 
without disturbing spaces or carriage returns entered by 
the user. The secretary who uses WordStar to type letters 
may not care how a text editor marks bytes, but the pro 
grammer who uses WordS tar as a utility program will want 
to know exactly what WordS tar is doing. This article dem 
onstrates an easy way to reveal the details of any WordStar 
file with a Pascal program called WSSLEUTH. 

Pascal 
While Basic is the universal microcomputer language, it 
doesn't include recent advances in the pedagogy of 
programming-ideas such as structured programming in 
self-documenting modules. Trials with North Star extend 
ed Basic, a good Basic, revealed two serious problems: 
short variable names such as "X3" were confusing, and it 
was difficult to structure programs so that the layout visu 
ally revealed their Logic. Further, Basic and 5'/4" 
minifloppies share the fault of originality: everybody in 
California invented a new proprietary format incompatible 
with his competitor's, preventing users from sharing disks 
or programs. The differences among Basics make it hard to 
use textbooks to learn advanced techniques, such as disk 
I/O or subroutines, because the examples in the book may 
not run until you know enough not to need the book. 

Pascal was introduced by Jensen and Wirth (1974) to 
make available "a language suitable to teach programming 
as a systematic discipline based on certain fundamental 
concepts ... (page 133)." Studies of computer science stu 
dents suggest that freshmen starting with Pascal rather 

Warren Lambert, Ph.D., 5908 Lyons View Drive, Knox 
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than Basic became better programmers as juniors and se 
niors; from the beginning they learned methodical habits. 
Personally, I found that my beginner's programs in North 
Star Basic started to bog down if they exceeded 50 lines, so 
I was reluctant to invest too much energy in Basic, espe 
cially when the programs wouldn't run with other Basics 
without being born again in a tedious conversion experi 
ence. With Pascal, if the programmer sticks to standard 
features, rather than machine-specific goodies, a program 
should run in practically the same form on any computer, 
and the system-specific parts can be isolated in easy-to-find 
procedures. The universities have gobbled up Pascal, and 
given publish-or-perish pressures, many fine Pascal text 
books are available. 

JRT Pascal 
I bought JRT Pascal in order to learn structured program 
ming. I had tried North Star Pascal (US CD Pascal with 
input/output for the Horizon), but N* Pascal was isolated 
in its own operating system, unable to read or write CP/M 
files without fundamental utility programs that I couldn't 
write or buy from N*. When respected reviewers (Edelson, 
1982; Miller, 1982) said that JRT Pascal was worth at least 
$29.95, I jumped at the chance to buy it. 
JRT Pascal worked fine, but the feature that really 

warmed my heart was the "RESET" statement: 

RESET! DUMP _FI LE, FI LENAME, BINARY ,4096 J ; 

In standard Pascal, "Reset" means "open a file for read 
ing." The endearing feature is "BINARY," which means 
"read the ASCII [American Standard Code for Informa 
tion Exchange 1 file literally from CP/M, just as a CP/M 
"TYPE" statement would." The "4096" sets a buffer of 
4096 bytes, so you don't torture your minifloppies, or go 
mad and hock your new car for a miniwinny. The ability to 
read CP/M files instead of being limited to thy System files 
of Pascal means that JRT Pascal (and probably most 
CP/M Pascals) can read text files created by WordStar. 
This ability to read and write CP/M files is a crucial fea 
ture, since you can still use your regular editor, utility pro 
grams, and anything else you've kludged up outside Pas 
cal. Thus all your expensive resources-CP/M utilities, 
favorite editor, programs written and purchased-all pool 
their strengths rather than bickering with each other. 

Studying WordStar files 
The WordS tar manual tells you what to do, but it doesn't 
always explain what WordStar is doing when magic fea 
tures such as "word wrap" are at work. But the evidence 
for WordStar's behavior is recorded in any WordS tar text. 
Studying text is a useful way for WordStar users to learn 
exactly what the editor is doing with your files. Below, a 
Pascal program "WSSLEUTH" will analyze W ordStar 
files; but first, let's look at the sample text with a CP/M 
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Wether you already own an IBM Personal Computer 
or you're thinking about buying one, you need PC 
Magazine. 
PC Magazine is the independent guide to IBM Per 
sonal Computers. Each monthly issue is packed with 
the latest information for everyone who's interested 
in IBM Personal Computers. 
This is the magazine for finding out how to put 
together the best IBM "PC" system ... and how to 
get the most out of it. Every month you'll receive 
hundreds of colorful pages of evaluations, in 
sights, and straight talk from respected ex 
perts-professionals in computer science as 
well as lawyers, businessmen,writers, ed 
ucators and many others. 
PC covers software, hardware, applica 
tions, and every other topic of impor 
tance to the thousands of IBM Personal 
Computer users who read it. To make 
sure that we give you the facts you 
need, we include a special "User 
to-User" section, a "PC Wish List',' 
and news about IBM Personal 
Computer clubs, events 
and publications. 
Right now you can save up 
to 31% on an introductory 
subscription. And if you're 
ever dissatisfied with PC, 
just write and tell us-you'll 
receive a prompt refund for 
all the unmailed issues re 
maining in your subscrip 
tion. 

Yes! I want to subscribe to PC. the independent guide 
to IBM Personal Computers: 
D One year (12 issues) only $21.97-19% off! 
D Two years only $40.97-24% off! 
D Three years only $55.97-31 % off! 
Savings based on full one-year subscription rate of $26.97. 

CHECK ONE: D Payment enclosed. D Bill me later. 

Mr./Mrs./Ms. ---;--;-:-:-----,-:-;--;;-.,-~----------- 
(please print full name) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

8H252 

Company _ 

Address _ 

City' tate ip I 
L Offer valid only in the U.S .. its territories and possessions. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue. ..J -------------------------- 
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Sleuthing WordStar Files continued ... 

"TYPE" statement, which causes the file to be read and 
sent to the console or printer (see Listing 1). 

When TYPED, the WordStar text looks naive and inno 
cent of any fancy digital footwork. The control characters, 
such as ~S to underline the abstract, are invisible, as are the 
"soft hyphens" after 'Word-' and 'micro'. But with DDT 
(Dynamic Debugging Tool, a standard CP 1M utility), we 
can see if there's more in a WordStar file than meets the 
eye. The results, shown ill Listing 2, appear when you run 
DDT while the CP 1M' P' command sends output to the 
printer. 

DDT flushed out some strange characters. For example, 
DDT printed bytes other than periods as ".", because they 
weren't in the printable range from A .. Z, a .. z; etc. For 
example, in the title, the word "WORDS" in the ninth 
DDT line between "SLEUTHING" and "FILES" [186H 
to 18FH] is entirely unprintable according to DDT, even 
though it looked perfectly normal when it was TYPEd. 

To find out what happened to the word 'WORDS' in 
Listing 2, let's examine 'WORDS' in printable ASCII 
characters, hexadecimal numbers, ASCII-decimal num 
bers, and binary numbers. 
The four different ways of saying 'WORDS' appear in 

Table 1. The rows called 'normal' refer to standard 7-bit 
ASCII way of writing the letters 'W,O,R ... " and the 
'marked' rows refer to the characters actually used by 

Pascal as WordStar Sleuth 
While DDT is helpful in exploring a WordS tar file, its out 
puts are hard to read. A utility program that prints 
WordS tar texts revealingly could be useful in studying spe 
cial problems, or for just getting to know WordStar's be 
havior better. I needed to study Pascal program texts be 
cause a clever text editor like WordStar may be too smart 
for one's own good. Out of habit, I unthinkingly hit' B' 
[reform the line] while editing a Pascal program. The re 
sulting code looked perfectly normal, but the Pascal com 
piler gave some very flakey error messages. The reason, I 
finally learned after munging* my program into oblivion, 
was that the word 'PROGRAM' had a marked letter and 
was unrecognizable to the compiler, which evidently 
looked at all eight bits; yet my 7-bit ASCII terminal and 
printer showed 'PROGRAM' as a normal word. Once dis 
covered, the problem could be fixed with the standard util 
ity program, PIP (*filename.ext-filename.ext[Z]), which 
has a 'Z' option to Zero the eighth bit on all bytes in a file. 
JR T Pascal could do practically anything you 

want-not only display files intelligently but also modify 
them. Listing 3 shows a program "WSSLEUTH," which 
reads any file and sends it to the printer after formatting 
certain bytes, such as carriage returns, line feeds, and 
WordStar "marked" bytes. 

The main point of WSSLEUTH appears in the CASE 
statement in the "revealprint" procedure, which examines 
each byte in the file and writes it to the printer, so as to re 
veal hidden (non printing) features. WSSLEUTH could be 
changed easily into a byte-oriented utility program merely 
by changing the CASE statement as needed and by writing 
the output to a new file rather than the printer. This is easy 
in Pascal, which views the printer as a Logical file. 

Listing 4 shows the first 1024 bytes of Listing 1 "reveal 
printed." Control characters appear in standard control 
format; e.g., 'control-S' appears as'S.' (The Q is a user 
modifiable WordStar control, in this case telling a NEC 
Spin writer to use its second character set; W turns the 
second set off.) Marked bytes, such as soft spaces (added 
by WordStar for justification) or end-of-words, are under 
lined to show that they were marked. Subtracting 128 sets 
bit 7 to zero (27 = 128). Soft hyphens were a surprise, since 
I expected marked hyphens. Actually, they are ASCII 31 s 
(unprintable characters, hex IF or binary 00011111) and 
not hyphens at all, which explains why they are invisible 
when you TYPE them. When WordS tar shows soft hy 
phens as reverse video hyphens, a clever computer pro 
gram is being deceptively ingenuous, humoring the user 
again. 
Marked bytes are underlined by WSSLEUTH, and 

nearly all the carriage returns in the example are under 
lined. The original text was typed with "word wrap, " and 
most of the carriage returns were entered by W ordStar as 
soft carriage returns; they appear as '[CRr in the output of 
WSSLEUTH. A normal [or "hard"] carriage return is 
'[CRr, without the underline. The last letter of most words 
was marked by WordStar, which is why the word 
"WordStar" in the title is non-ASCII-128: WordS tar 
marked the spaced letters as ends of words. , 

A utility program in interpreted Pascal, such as JRT, is 

Table 1_ Words expressed .in common number systems and 
WordStar marked text 

TABLE I 
'WORDS'EXPRESSED IN COMMON 

NUMBER SYSTEMS AND WDROSTAR 
'MARKEO' TEXT 

NUmber system Way of saying IWORDS' 

ASCII normal W 0 R S ••• 

Hexudec tmul version 
Normal hex 57 4F 52 44 53 
Marked hex QL £E .Qg ~ .Qi!. 
Difference {hex) SO BO 80 80 80 

ASCn tens version 
Normal ASC{CHR) B7 79 82 68 63 
Mark.d~ 215 207 210 196 ill. 
01 ffs r-enee [ten 1 128 128 128 128 128 

8i nary version 
Normal 01010111 01001111 010100100100010001010011 
Marked 11010111 11001111.11!l1Jl.Q1Q 11!!!!.!l1!.!Q. 11010011 
Oi rrerence 10000000 10000000 10000000 10000000 10000000 

WordStar, according to the DDT listing. The binary ver 
sion reveals most clearly what WordStar did: to mark cer 
tain bytes for future reference, it extended 7-bit ASCII to 
mark the eighth bit, which becomes 1 rather than 0 on 
marked text. The really clever aspect of this programmer's 
trick is the fact that normal ASCII-coded devices, such as 
terminals or printers, display these marked bytes quite 
normally, since such devices only look at seven bits 
[0 .. 127]. Thus WordStar is able to remember which 
space it added (e.g., by automatic justification) as opposed 
to "hard" features chosen by the author, while retaining 
WordStar's cardinal feature: what you see on the screen is 
what you get on paper. 
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"Mung, the recursive verb: Mung means "mung until no 
good." . 
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Warren Lambert,Ph.D. 

WordStar meets Pascal in a recursive article. 

Abstract. A sophisticated text editor like Word 
Star invisibly marks certain bytes, such as "soft" 
carriage returns. A CP/M Pascal program can 
"reveal-print" files to help the user investigate 
problems or just, to understand WordStar f i l e s 
better. 

WORD STAR> , like VisiCalc>, is a popular classic among micro 
computer programs. As the Cad1llac> of word processing programs, 
it transforms the humble 8-bit general purpose computer into a 
useful office tool. After reading science fiction author Jerry 
Pourne1le's enthusiastic paean to WordStar in 1980, 
B> 
B> 
B> 
B> 
B> 

Listing 2. Revealing hidden details of a WordStar text with DDT. 
B> 
B>C:DDT B:RECURSIV.DAT 
DDT VERS 2.2 
NEXT PC 
0500 0100 
-D100 500 
0100 2E 43 57 20 38 OD OA 2E 50 La!" 20 33 30 OD OA 2E .CW 8 •.• PO 30 ..• 
0110 4C 48 20 31 31 OD OA 2E 50 4C 20 3438 OD OA 2E LH 11. •• PL 48 ••• 
0120 4D 5420 35 OD OA 2E 2E 20 OD OA OD OA 2E 68 65 MT 5 •••••.••• he 
0130 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
0140 20 13 57 20 La!" 20 52 20 4420 53 20 5420 41 20 
0150 52 20 20 26 20 20 50 20 41 20 53 20 43 20 41 20 
0160 4C 13 OD OA OD OA 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 02 
0170 04 11 53 20 4C 20 45 20 55 20 5420 48 20 49 20 
0180 4E 20 47 20 20 20 D7 20 CF 20 D2 20 C4 20 D3 20 
0190 D4 20 Cl 20 D2 20 20 20 biJ 20 49 20 4C 20 45 20 
01AO 53 OD OA 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 2020 20 20 20 S •• 
01BO 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 D7 20 C9 20 D4 20 C8 
01CO 20 20 20 DO 20 Cl 20 D3 20 C3 20 C1 20 4C 17 02 
01DO 04 OD OA OD OA 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 •..•• 
OlEO 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
01FO 20 20 20 20 62 79 OD OA OD OA 20 20 20 20 20 20 
0200 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
0210 57 61 72 72 65 6E 20 4C 61 6D 62 65 72 74 2C 50 Warren Lambert,P 
0220 68 2E 44 2E 20 20 20 OD OA OD OA OD OA 20 20 20 h.D. • ••••. 
0230 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 57 6F 72 6453 7461 72 20 WordS tar 
0240 6D 65 65 7473 20 50 61 73 63 61 6C 20 69 6E 20 meets Pascal in 
0250 61 20 72 65 63 75 72 73 69 76 65 20 61 72 7469 a recursive arti 
026063 6C 65 2E OD OA OD OA OD OA AO AO AO AO AO AO cle •..•••••••••• 
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04A0 65 F2 20 72 65 61 6469 6E E7 20 73 63 69 65 6E e. r ead i.n , scien procedure open_file; { JRT features: BINARY reads file 
04110 63 E5 20 66 69 63 7469 6F EE 20 61 75 7468 6F c. f i.c t i.o . autho begin { literally without EOL.. 4096 is a 
04C0 F2 AO 20 4A 65 72 72 F9 20 an OA 50 6F 7' 72 6E •• Jerr ••• Pourn write('enter file name' ,). { buffer of 4096 bytes 
04D0 65 6C 6C 65 27 F3 2065 6E 7468 75 7369 6173 e Ll e ", enthusias readln( filename)' . , 
04E0 7469 E3 20 70 61 65 61 EE 20 74 EF 20 57 6F 72 t i , paea. t , Wor .' . ) 04F0 6453 7461 F2 20 69 EE 20 31 39 38 30 AC AO 1A dSta. i , 1980... RESET( wordstar_hle, fLlename,BINARY, 4096 ; 
0500 C3 end; { open_h Ie } 

Listing 3. WSSLEUTH: a Pascal program to reveal CP 1M texts. 
(* ========================================================================= *) 
(* w S S LEU T H *) 
(* *) 
(* Author: Warren Lambert, 5908 Lyons View Drive, Knoxville TN 37919, *) 
(* 615:584-1561 X7724. *) 
(* *) 
(* *) 
(* This program in JRT Pascal 2.0 reads a WordStar text file from Cp/M disk, *) 
(* and prints it with WordStar's invisible features and control characters *) 
(* marked as follows: *) 
(* *) 
(* control characters (e.g. control-B) become 'B *) 
(* marked bytes {e c g , soft CR's) are underlined *) 
(* carriage returns (i.e. ODH) become [CR] *) 
(* marked carriage returns (i.e. 8DH) become lCR] *) 
(* line feeds (i.e. OAH) become [LF] *) 
(* marked line feeds (L, e , 8AH) become lLF] *) 
(* *) 
(* Instructions *) 
(* Execute WSSLEUTH. It will ask for a file to read (e.g. *) 
(* C:RECURSIV.DAT). Enter the file name and carriage return. Test on short *) 
(* files, as WSSLEUTH has no built-in interruptions. When the program asks *) 
(* whether to continue and print another file, answer yes or no as directed. *) 
(* *) 
(* System specific features *) 
(* Features that might not run with other Pascals appear in caps in the *) 
(* program, and most are isolated in procedures, such as "console_only," *) 
(* which could be changed easily. Some details follow: *) 
(* JRT Pascal permits names_including_the_undecscore_charaeter, and an *) 
(* extended "ELSE" in the case statement; these reasonable features are *) 
(* unwirthy of standard P asea 1. "CLOSE II file is not standard, but it is OK *) 
(* in UCSD Pascal. *) 
(* *) 
(* ========================================================================= *) 

program wssleuth; 
CIJ4MENTS 

var byte : char; 
wordstar_file : file of char; 
fi lename : array [1. .14] of char; 

procedure console_only; 
begin 

SYSTEM(nolist) ; 
SYSTEM(cons) ; 

{procedures console_only and} 
{listdevice_only use JRT Pascal} 
{options to send the output to the } 
{console, printer or both. other} 
{Pascals may require different} 
{routines. NOTE CAPS ON JRT PROCS } 

end; 

{JRT Pascal version; make your own procedure listdevice_only; 
begin 

SYSTEM (nocons) ; 
SYSTEM( list); 

end; 

function NotAgain: boolean; {procedure No tAga in is from 
var user_response:char; {Osborne;s Some Common Pascal 
begin {Programs, page 228. 

c;onsole_only; 
write(chr(12),'would you like another run? (yIn) '); 
readln(user_response); 
while not (user_response in ['Y', 'y', 'N', "n "] ) do 

begin 
write('Type y for yes, or n for no: '); 
readln(user_response) 

end; 
NotAgain : = user_response in ['N', "n "] 

end; {NotAgain} 

procedure revealprint(byte: char); 
begin 

listdevice_only; 
if ord(byte) > 127 then 

begin 
wr i.t e C" _' ,chr( 08» ; 
byte := chr( ord(byte)-128) 
end; 

case byte of 
chr(Ol) 
chr(02) 
chr(03) 
chr(04) 
chr(06) 
chr(07) 
chr(08) 
chr(09) 
chr(lO) 
chr t l S) 
ELpE 

:write("A'); 
:write( "B'); 
:write( "C'); 
:write("D') ; 
:write( "F'); 
:write( "G'); 
:wr ite ("H') ; 
:write('<--TAB--)') 
:write(byte,' [LF]') 
:write('[CR]',byte) 
:write(byte) ; 

end; 
console_only; 

end; {revealprint} 

procedure crtprint(byte: char); 
begin 

console_only; 
write(byte) ; 

end; {c r t pr in t} 
begin {main} 

repeat 
begin 
open_file; 
while not eof(wordstar_file) do 

begin 
read(wordstar_file; byte); 
crtprint(byte) ; 
revealprint(byte); 
end; 

{procedure revealprint sends 
{checked&altered bytes to the 
{printer. The case statement 
{assumes standard ASCII values. 

chr(l4) 
chr Ll S) 
chr(l7) 
chr Ll S) 
chr(20) 
chr(22) 
chr(23) 
chr(24) 
chr(25) 
chr(31) 

underline&backspace 
unmark marked bytes 

:write( "N'); 
:write( "0'); 
:write("Q') ; 
:write("S') ; 
:write("T') ; 
:write( "V'); 
:write( "W'); 
:write( "X'); 
:wr ite ("Y') ; 
:write('-',chr(08),"'); 

Until end of file, read a byte 
and send it unaltered to the 
CRT and "reveal print" it on 
the printer. 
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Linked at Last! 
MSPRO™unites MS-DOS® 

and CompuPro®. 
Now, lovers of CompuPro® hardware can 

be users of most IBM software. The MSPRO™ 
subsystem turns a clash of titans into a league 
of nations, by making the world of MS-OOS® 
based software available to CompuPro® users 
for the first time. 

MSPRO™ supports your existing 8-inch 
drives and up to four 5-1/4 inch drives for 
transferring files. Includes one 5-1/4 inch disk 
drive in enclosure with power supply ($325 
single sided 48 tpi, $395 double sided 48 tpi), 
disk controller board ($350), MSPRO™ operat 
ing system diskette ($395, with cables and 
manual). Dealer inquiries invited. 

Sleuthing WordStar Files continued ... 
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MS-DOS is a reqtstereo trademark of Digital Research Inc. 
CompuPro is a registered trademark of Godbout Electronics Inc. 
MSPRO is a trademark of Computer House Inc . 

See how the other half computes . 
Order MSPRO™ today. from Computer 
House (a Full Service CompuPro System 
Center), 722 B. St., San Rafael, CA 95901. 
Call (415) 453-0865 for further details. 

CIRCLE 62 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

AHOY , 
• 

The following products are now available through S.A.l.L. to enhance your 
CP/M or NorthStar® system - 

S.E.A.S. - CP /M compatible operating system for NorthStar® Horizon and 
NorthStar® Advantage. $70.00 

S.A.I.L.B.O.A.T. - NorthStar® compatible Z80 BASIC for CP/M. $70.00 

NorthStar® Horizon owners - contact us about octal 
capacity floppy subsystems and 5 megabyte removable 
hard disk subsystems. 

S.A.I.L. SOFTWARE 
86 w. UNIVERSITY, SUITE 14 
MESA, ARIZONA 85201 
(602) 962-1876 

CP/M IS a registered trademark of DIGITAL 
RESEARCH 
S.A.I.L.B.O.A.T. IS a registered trademark of 
SAIL. SOFTWARE 
zao rs a registered trademark of ZILOG 

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED 

CIRClE 162 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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Cross Check 
by Scott Nowell 

N othing is as disconcerting as calling a file up 
with your editor and finding a piece of it gar 
bled beyond recognition. Upon examining 
your text file, you might recognize some of 
the prompts from one of your favorite pro- 

grams embedded among endless control characters. It may 
occur to you that you are seeing pieces oftwo different files 
that have been accidently merged. 

What happens is that the disk allocation map becomes 
damaged, either in memory or on the disks themselves. 
This could be the result of a program crash, a memory fail 
ure (the disk allocation map is in memory at all times), 
changing disks during a disk write operation, or even 
changing a disk without typing control-C (used to tell 
CP/M that you changed disks and the disk allocation map 
must be reloaded) before continuing with anything else. 

With a floppy disk the problem may not be too severe; 
after all, you did back the files up just before you compiled 
the new version of the program, didn't you? Although you 
might be able to recover most of the files, you do not know 
if the problem will come right back. If the problem is the 
result of two files trying to occupy the same block on the 
disk, then the files may well appear to self-destruct with no 
warning. With a Winchester disk, the problem may be 
magnified by the huge number of files on the disk at any 
time, most of which were probably backed up sometime 
within the last year. Still, you don't know which files are 
merged. If you could view the disk allocation map for the 
files, you might be able to decide which file owned most of 
the disk space and would be easiest to recover. Enter Cross 
Check. 

Cross Check checks the disk allocation table of all the 
files on the disk against all of the other file disk allocation 
tables on the disk. If any duplications are found, either be 
tween files or between blocks within a file, the Cross Check 
program displays the names of the files and the disk alloca 
tion tables on the screen. After looking at the display, you 
can decide which file is in the worst shape and, Murphy's 
Law notwithstanding, save the most important one with 
the aid of a disk sector editor such as DUMP22 from the 
CP/M User's Group. The important point is to delete one 
of the files or disk block references so that the conflict no 
longer exists. 

Crosschk operation 
To run the program, type "crosschk," followed by a car 
riage return. Cross Check asks you if the file names should 
be displayed. If you want to see the name of each file as it is 
being checked, answer "Y". The number of the file being 
checked is displayed if the filename is not, but the number 
is only an indication of how many files have been checked. 

Cross Check then prompts you for the name of the drive 
to be checked. After the letter is entered (upper or lower 
case), the driver is selected, and a list of information about 
the drive is displayed: 

Address of disk parameter block header: 
Address of disk parameter block: 
Disk offset: 

Scott Nowell, Future Dimensions Inc., 421 Amherst St., 
Nashua, NH 03063 

Sectors per track: 
Number of tracks to read: 
Max number of directory entries: 
Max number of sectors to read: 
Total files to be checked: 

Cross Check then loads the entire directory into memo 
ry and starts cross-checking the disk allocation blocks. If 
any disk blocks are found to be allocated to more than one 
file, Cross Check displays the names of both files along 
with the extent number, the number of the user area they 
appear in, and the disk allocation map for both files. The 
display format is: 

The first file listed is the one being checked against all 
other entries, and the second file is the one it is currently 
being compared to. The number of entries in the map is 
variable, based upon the capacity of the disk drive. Drives 
with up to 255K will have 16 map entries. Each map entry 
points to a lK block of disk space. If the drive has more 
than 255K of space, the map will show only eight entries, 
but they are wordsized values (as in the example above), 
capable of pointing to up to 65,535 blocks of2K, 4K, 8K or 
16K. 
If no disk allocation block duplications are found, then 

the disk being tested is okay and doesn't have any blocks 
belonging to more than one file. 

Program description 
The Cross Check program is written in C (Listing 1) and 
was compiled with the BDS C compiler. When compiled 
with the E switch, the program takes about 7K of space 
and reserves up to 32K of data space for the directory. The 
-E switch tells the compiler the location of the variables in 
memory (allowing direct addressing of the variables), re 
duces the amount of generated code, and gives a slight in 
crease in speed of execution. To compile the program, use 
the command line: 

CCl CROSSCHK.C -E2000 
The compiled program places the directory array in 

memory, starting at hexadecimal 2000. The source pro 
gram is set up for 1024 directory entries. 

The structures defined at the beginning of the program 
can be used in other programs that need direct access to 
CP/M disks. The address of the DPH (disk parameter 
block header) structure is obtained by doing a direct disk 
select operation via the system BIOS. The select disk BIOS 
call will return the address of the DPH in the HL register 
pair of the CPU. The DPB (disk parameter block) address 
is the fifth item in the DPH structure. 

The BIOS call function in the BDS C library does not re 
turn to the "C" program the value returned in HL by the 
BIOS call. Instead, it returns the value contained in the 
Accumulator. In order to get the value returned in HL, a 
new function was required. The new function is a modifi 
cation of the BIOS call function supplied in the 
DEFF2.ASM file with BDS C. This new function is writ 
ten in assembly language and must be separately assem 
bled using MAC from Digital Research. The function 
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(Listing 2) called HBIOSO adds a third parameter to the 
function call and returns, to the C code, the value returned 
in HL by the BIOS routine. The third parameter is put in 
the DE register pair before the BIOS call is made. The 
HBIOS function is used for the sector translation and disk 
select BIOS calls. 

To link the compiled code into a runnable program, the 
command line 

CLINK CROSSCHK H810S -L STDLIB2 STOLl8l 

is used. The two libraries, STDLIBI and STDLIB2, must 
be named in reverse order to resolve all of the external dec 
larations without having to link the entire modules. 

Conclusion 
The program is very helpful when used in conjunction with 
a disk test program like BADLIM from BLAT Software. 
BADLIM does a super job of disk testing and tells you if 
any files contain damaged sectors, but it doesn't tell you 
what user area the files are in. This is a problem if you have 
the same filename in more than one user area. BADLIM 
creates a file in user area 15 called BSBSBSBS.BSB. This 
read-only system file contains all the bad blocks on the 
disk. Cross Check properly identifies the names of the files 
that have had blocks allocated into the BSBSBSBS.BSB 
file. It has proven to be invaluable on my Winchester disk 
system in finding crashes of the directory caused by new 

programs gone awry. 
Ray Cote originally wrote the program in Pascal MT + 

while we were debugging a new BIOS for a Winchester 
disk system. Our main goal at that time was to get the pro 
gram running as soon as possible without any particular 
regard for speed. I converted the program to C while mak 
ing some changes in the user interface of the program. The 
Cross Check program could probably be rewritten again to 
execute faster by taking advantage of the C language's 
pointer mechanism. However, it is the type of utility that is 
not run very often, so speed of execution was secondary in 
the original design. The compare routine from the original 
Pascal source was converted to C as literally as possible so 
that differences in operational speed could be checked. The 
compare routine is completely memory bound, and should 
readily show up speed differences between the Pascal and 
C code. I was surprised that there was no perceptible dif 
ference in speed between the Pascal and C. f!J 

Scott Nowell is the owner of Future Dimensions, a 
small consulting firm in southern New Hampshire spe 
cializing in hardware and software design for 
microprocessor-based products. He has designed mi 
cro-based systems ranging in size from simple control 
lers using single-chip computers to complete word pro 
cessing systems with multiuser capability. 
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Cross Check loads the entire directory into memorv, 
then cross-checks the disk allocation blocks. 
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... g 
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~ 
" 3 
'" [/l 
" ~ 
" 3 
~ 
\0 
00 w 

char- a 11 
int 
i n t 

ck£' 
off 

1* dIrectorY check vecto~ Slze *1 
1* number of res~rved system tracks *1 

new_sect = sector~ 
b i05 (SETSEC~ rl1?W_5€oC t).; 
bios(OSKREAD,O); 
dmac.a d r- += 128; 
) 

) 
Put5(~Finished readin9 directol"'v.\n"); 
return(TRUE) ; 
} 1* read_dir *1 

1* 

n •• o 
CIt 
CIt 
e :r • n 
~ 
o o 
::l 
.-+ 

} *dpbptr'; 

int 
int 
int 
char 
i n t 
char 
int 
int 
i n t 

dir_point(1024J; 1* =o t n t e r- t c 1024 d Lr-e c t orv e n t r-i e s *1 

Compare: 

This is the actual compare routine. It starts with 
the first disk allocation map entry for the first directory 
entry and compare it to all other dlSk allocation map entrles. 
including the others for the same file. If a match is found 
the filename. extent. user number. and disk map for the entr~ 
being checked and the one it colli~@d wlth are dlsplayed on 
the screen. 

The routine works from the be9innin9 toward t~e end. 
and therefore runs through entries faster with each one It 
checks. because it doesn't need to recheck the entries pre 
ceedin9 the current one. 

*1 

compar-e ( ) 
( 

int index.index_2~index_3,index_4,index_5; 
int point.~oint_3; 

Puts("\nh); 
for (index = 0; ndex < total_files; ++index> ( 

point = dir_po nt(indexJ; 
Printf("X4d ", ndex); 
if (displaY) ( 

Movmem(directory[pointJ.Fn,name.l1); 
name Lt t J = 0; 
Printf("Xs Ext %d User: X2d Recs: %2xH\n".&name, 

directorY[po ntJ.ex. 
directorY(po ntJ.et. 
directorY[po ntJ.rc); 

1* 
loop through 8/16 allocation words at each fcb. 

*1 
for (index_2 = 0; index_2 ~ alloc_cnt; ++index_2) 

1* 
if n on+z e r-o c ornee r-e master wor-d to all ot be r- wor-d s , 

*1 

if (words) 
master_word directory[pointJ.alloc.wClndex_2J; 

::l 
C 
CD 
Q_ 

master_word. test_word; 1* temporaries for the compare rout1ne * 
total_files; 1* number of valid feb"s in directory ~/ 
nameC30J; 1* temp. for fIle names *1 
dr'ivenum; 1* number' of drlve selected A: = 1 *1 
c b t 1* temp. *1 
allot_cnt; 1* number of units in dlSk map = 8/16 *1 
wor'ds; 1* boole~n tor d1Sk map = wDrds/bvtes *1 
display; 1* b ocl ee n +or- name o r s e l e v o::'n/off *1 

1* 
Lo.;s.,j Irt r-e c t-or-v e 

Read the directorY from th~ user sel0cted dr'ive 1nto t~e 
directorY structure arra-(. lhe number of entrles 15 
determined by ~he information ir, the dISk parameter block. 

*1 

load_directory() 
( 

n t s e c t or-j 
nt newc s e c t t 
nt ma.:~_sect; 
nt dma_ad,..; 
rrt r r-ac k t 
nt nurnt r-k r 

dma_adr = directorv; 1* a pointer to an array of 
b Io s (SETTRK-. 2) ; 
if (~(dpbase = HBios(SELDSK, drivenum~ NULL») ( 

Printf("Can't Select %c:",drivenum + 'A'); 
r-e tur-n (FALSE); 
) 

Printf("Address of disk parameter block header-: %x\n",dPbase); 
dpbptr = dpbase->dpb; 
Printf("Address of disk parameter- block: %x\n",dP[optr'); 
max_sect = (dpbptr->drm + 1) I 4; 

fcb *1 

if (! ( numt r-k = ma xc.s e c t I dpt.ptr-->spt» 
numtrk = 1; 

1* 
If the data al location block shift factor is sreater tnal) 8, 
then the disk contains more than 25bK. When the dlSk contaIns 
more than 256K the allocation bytes in the flle control blocks 
are word pointers (ie. 0 _ 65K blocks of data block slze). 

The "word" variable is used to switch from byte sizea 03.1 locatlon 
blocks to word size. The allocation count tel)s how many ~locks 
are allocated per feb. 

*1 

words = (dpbptr->bsh > 3); 1* i nd i c a t e s all oc , map is In wor-o s ~/ 
a II o c c.c n t = (dpbptr->bstl > 3) ? 8 : 1(:.; 

Pr ntf("Oisk offset: Xd\n".dpbptr->off); 
Pr ntf("Sectors per track: %d\n",dpbptr->spt); 
Pr ntf("Number of tracks to read: %d\n",nuffitrk); 
Pr ntf("Max number of directory entrles: %d\n".dpbptr-->Orm+l}; 
Pr ntf("Max number of sectors to read: Xd\n".max_sectJ; 

1* 
Do the actual read of the d i r-e c t orv , 

*1 

for (tr-ac~c = 0; track <: numt r-k r +e t r-e c k ) ( 
bios(SETTRK.dpbptr-)off + track); 
for (sector = 0; sector < ,jpbptr->spt; 

bios(SETDMA. dme- __ adr); 
+e-s e c t or-) ( 

if (dpbase->trans_tab) 
new_sect = HBios(SECTRN.sector,dpbase->tr'ans_ta~); 

else 

else 
ma s t e r-c.wo r-d directory[point].alloc.b(lndex_2J; 

if t ma s t e r-Lwo r-d ) ( 
f or- (irldex_3 = i ndex s index_3 <: t ot e l c+-i l e s t ++index_3) ( 

point_3 = dir_polntlindex_3J; 
for (index_4 = 0; index_4 < el Loc c c n t t ++index_4) ( 

1* 
Test the ma s t e r-c.wor-c against the one pointed to by p(,int_3. 

*1 - 

if t uror-o s ) 
t e s t cword d 1 r-e c t o r-vf e c i nt_3J. a I I oc , urf j ndex_41; 

elSE- 
t e s t c.word dl r-e c t or-v I P';'l rtt_3J. a I I oc . bI i ndex_4J:; 

if t t e s t curord ) ( 
if (master_word == test_word'- && 

~ « inO::lex_4==lnolex_2> &t" (inde:>:;""=il"jl!')C_':-:j j) 

1* 
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~ ~'t' $295 limited time only 

~o~OMAGIC/L 
The Simple Software Solution 

For Difficult Hardware Development 

MAGIC/L, the interac 
tive programming language 
that brings whole systems 
to your fingertips, is now 
available for $950. 

MAGIC/L directly 
accesses all RSX system 
resources and offers a sin 
gle consistent environment 
that lets you: 
• Run tasks and MCR commands 
• Edit your previous command line 
• Ideal basis for customized user 
environments 

• Invoke all RSX executive 
directives 
• Access the I/O page 
• Write assembly code 
• Write programs in simple 
MAGIC/L syntax 

Optimize your productiv 
ity with MAGIC/L's blend 
of Pascal-like syntax and 

Forth-like extensibility. It is available for 
RT-ll as well as Data General and 
68000-based systems. 

Meet MAGIC/L now! 

WKI ENGINEERING, INC. 
55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138 (617) 576-0666 
RSX-ll and RT -11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation 
© Loki Engineering, Inc. 1982 

(computers, peripherals, software) 
23022 yeary lane n.e. i p.o , box 225 

aurora, oregon 97002 

EASYKEY SPECIAL 
Customized WordStar installation program for Tslevideo 950 ..... $ 100 
EasyKey with WordStar program. . 360 
EasyKey with Easy Grammatik & Easy Proofreader 225 
EasyKey with Tslevideo 960 terminal . . . . . . . . . 1160 
Extra Easy Key tops . . . . . . . .. .. Set 60 

PRICES (Just a few of our low prices) 
Data Base Managers Word Processing Miscellaneous 
Condor III $496 Electric Webster 8175 Ar-cntv tst $136 
dBASE II 466 Pala.ntlr II 400 ATI Power (all) 75 
dBASE utilities Palantlr II (Apple) 296 Diagnostics II 90 
ABStat $340 Perfect Writer 255 Disk Doctor 75 
DBPlus 90 Proofreader 60 Fa.ncy Font 175 
DBWlndow 216 Punctuation &: Style 95 NWStatPak 375 
DGraph 200 Spellblnder 267 Power! 125 
DUtH 65 Spel lguard 130 Smart.Key 60 
QulekCode 226 SuperWrlter 196 SuperVyz 85 
User's Guide 27.50 The Word Handler 150 

Milestone 275 The Fina.l Word 240 Language 
Pearl Level II 275 The Word PI us 120 ADA $216 
Selector V 576 WordStar 262 MBasie 80 252 

Worksheets 
WordStar Utilities MBasle Compiler 210 
Bibliography SllO CCompl1er 210 

MultiPlan $226 Ca.rdfile 80 CB-60 419 
Scra.tehPa.d 212 Footnote 110 CBa.sie 2 98 
Super-Calc II 150 Grammatlk 75 CP + 125 

Mail Merge 136 Fortran 80 367 
• Communications MathStar 110 Fortran 352 

Crosstalk $140 Thesaurus 128 PL/1-80 420 
Lyne 125 Uniea 90 
Mite 110 Accounting 

80 Champion CALL Graphics 
90 SSG CALL Gra.ftalk $395 

Plot ware 'Z' 360 

and we'll deduct 
total order to pay for your phone call! 
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At Key Micro Systems, Inc. 
we deliver simply the best 
S-100 computers for expand 
able multi-user or single 
user systems. You can run 
any mix of 8 or 16-bit soft 
ware on any terminal. And 
our use of the leading, high 
est quality peripherals com 
bined with the power of 
CompuPro boards assures 
you of complete system 
confidence. 

Whether you need an estab 
lished system, peripheral 
support, or a system con 
figured to your particular 
specs, we deliver. On time. 
EverY. time. 

~E,YtS' 
MICRO SYSTEMS INC. 

AuthO~~~~ (OmpuPro 
SYSTEMS CENTER 

1606 Nooseneck Hill Rd., po Box 715. Coventry, RI 02816 • 401/828-7270 
822 Boylston St., Suite 201. Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 • 617/738-7305 
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NORTH STAR 
'IB' 

USERS 

BOOKKEEPING 
• General ~ • Accounts Payable 
• Accounts ReCeivable • Payroll 
At last a really good sophisticated, 

Int~ted BOOKkeeping System. 
Developed & enhanced to De used by a 

Vfrj wide selection of businesses 
and professions, 

'IB' was developed for the ~n who 
has limited knowledge of Computers 
and Bookkeeping. 

We found there was a Bookkeeping 
need and 'IB' fills it. 

• ~ To Lesrn • Ve;y Powerful 
• Many reports • Written in Basic 
• Auto ma-ge into General I..e_Qger. 
• Auto Start-Complete Elror 'Ii~.pping. 
• Detailed DESCril2tion Available. 
• HORIZON or ADVANTAGE-DOS or CP/M 

HD or FLOPPY. 
'IB' is a su~ value as many of its 
features are found in only the most 
expensive programs. DOS Va'Sion-$500 

POWER'S COMPUTERS 
12491 SAN PABLO A VENUE 
RICHMOND~.9A. 94805 

(415) 234-041.2 
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SUPER-FAST! 
--i!80-- 

Relocating Macro 

ASSEMBLER 
$169.95 

Directly generates COM, HEX, or REL files, 
Flexible REL format allows external bytes and 
words with complete math operations on them 
(Microsoft format optional), Features Zilog 
mnemonics with nested macros, conditionals 
and include files. Unique one-pass design 
generates compact intermediate code which is 
then processed to resolve forward references, 
yielding tremendous time savings. Complete 
listing, symbol table and cross-reference output 
may be sent to any device. The perfect tool for 
assembly language programming. Linker in 
cluded. Manual only - $30. For Z80 CPIM and 
TRS-80, 

_~S'" L R ...IS'"Ystems _ 
1622 NORTH MAIN ST, • BUTLER, PA 16001 • (412) 282-0864 

Shipping $3 U,S" others $7, PA + 6%, Check, MO, VISA, MIC, C,O,D. 
Most formats available. Dealer and OEM inquiries invited, 
Z80, CP/M, TRS-80 TM's of Zilog, Digital Research, Tandy Corp, 
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PROGRAMMERS 
"e" the extras we offer 
More than just a compiler __ . we address 
the total programming environment 

C Compiler- 
• C,()mplete non-fl .. ()at implementation (float 

avail 3Q)per Kernighan and Ritchie. 
• Small and medium models supported. Medium 

model allows greater than 64k of code and 
greater than 64kof data., 

• Complete standard I/O package. 

Ask for a demonstration package -'-' 
you'll immediately "C" the difference! 

Available fOr Victor 9000, C Compiler _ _$195.00 
, IBM PC, Zenith Z100, other c-wlndow __ , .. $195.00 
MSDOS systems. Inquire c-window demo package 
about CP/M-86 version, {w/manual and diskette} $45_00 

Prices subject to'change without notice. 
c-window tm c-systems; IBM tm IBM Corp.' MSDOS tm 

Microsoft; TI Professional tm TI; CP/M-86 tm Digital Research, 
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_ , .• _ SOurce 'eve' debu~ger 
c·wIOdow , bolic debuggiOg. 
• Fully interactlye sY:'Iuation during 
• Full C expression e 

debugging. . n breakpoints. 
Statement and expresslO 'de multi- 

• - mmands provi 
• Autom.atlc c~, lay per single step 

pIe vanable ISP 
or breakpoint, 
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P.O_ Box 3251. (714)637-5362 
Fullerton, CA 92634 
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CP 1M to North Star DOS 
File Transfer 

by David Yates 

ost microcomputer users soon encounter 
problems with their systems. That is, the 
initial solution is not in the manuals or lit 
erature. The problem to which I refer here 
was that I had written a substantial quan 

tity of educational software in Basic on a Commodore ma 
chine, but wished to use it on my Horizon when I returned 
home to Australia. 
The initial step was to link the Commodore 8032 to a 

Texas Instruments cassette-based terminal and LIST the 
program to it. The terminal read the ASCII character 
string from the IEEE-488 interface and stored it on cas 
sette. This cassette was then read by a high-speed reader 
connected to a serial port on a North Star Horizon. The 
ASCII file produced was stored by a CP 1M-based pro 
gram as a text file on disk under CP 1M, and the disks were 
easily transported to Australia. 

My intention was to modify the programs to run under 
both Microsoft Basic and North Star Basic. (Although the 
former is very similar to their Commodore Basic, I prefer 
the latter for a number of reasons). The use of WordStar 
allowed the addition of line feeds at the end of each line, as 
well as the global "correction" of several features of the 
original programs. This allowed their loading and possible 
running under Microsoft Basic; since it accepts ASCII 
files. To convert the programs to a North Star compatible 
form under North Star DOS was a little more difficult, be 
cause North Star Basic relies on tokenized Basic files. 

Two commercially available packages allow the conver 
sion of an ASCII disk file to a memory disk file coded using 
standard North Star tokens and in a "runnable" form. One 
of these ("Matchmaker" by the SOHO group) provides an 
ALOAD enhancement to the modified North Star Basic 
running under CP 1M. This allows the loading of an ASCII 
file from disk and effectively directs the character input 
routine so that the interpreter accepts input from a named 
disk file rather than the normal keyboard input routine. 
Once loaded, the program is a standard North Star Basic 
file. It may be written back to disk as such or may be saved 
again as an ASCII file. As an aside, it is worth noting here 
that the ALOAD enhancement provides an undocument 
ed "batch" facility for North Star Basic. Most direct mode 
commands to the interpreter may be incorporated in the 
ASCII file either before or after the text of the program. If 
RUN is included after the program, the ALOAD will re 
sult in the program being loaded and executed. In addi 
tion, a file containing input data for a program may be pre 
pared using a text editor, "RUN" placed as the first line in 
the file, and the file saved to disk as "datafile." With an ap 
propriate program in memory, the command ALOAD 
"datafile" may be given, and the datafile will be read in. On 
encountering RUN in this file, the interpreter executes the 
program in memory and as it requires data, will take it 
from the datafile (until it is all read) rather than from the 
keyboard. After the datafile is exhausted, normal key- 

Dr. David Yates, Botany Department, University of 
Queensland, st. Lucia, 4067, Queensland, Australia 

board input resumes. These details are provided here as 
possibilities offered by a feature not even suggested by the 
authors of "Matchmaker" in their manual. 
The other commercially available product to allow the 

use of North Star Basic under CP/M is the Infosoft "NS 
BASIC Interface Program." Included with the package is 
a program called NSENTER, which produces a North 
Star Basic file under CP 1M from an ASCII program file. 
This file can then be loaded by the modified NSBasic. A 
third product, baZic by Micro Mikes, though a slightly en 
hanced North Star "look-alike" running under CP 1M, ap 
parently uses only "standard" North Star tokenized files. 
There are numerous other features of these two pack 

ages, both good and bad, but these will not be discussed 
here. The point is that they each offer a painless way to 
convert an ASCII program file to a standard North Star 
Basic program file that could be run under either of the 
modified versions of North Star Basic under CP 1M. 

A particular problem may become apparent, for exam 
ple, only after using W ordStar and one of the modified 
North Star Basics under CP 1M. Although the use of these 
software products together seems straightforward enough, 
the substantial drawback encountered is that there is a 
large amount of time involved in swapping between the 
word processor and Basic, and in the loading and saving of 
files. Without resorting to other time-consuming methods, 
it is not possible to automatically generate line numbers 
while preparing a program with WordStar. In addition, al 
though the software environment described above allows 
the use of WordS tar or other editors to modify programs, I 
could not use some of the other software tools I have at 
tached to the floating point version of Basic running under 
North Star DOS. These tools, without which I feel almost 
lost, include N*BUS and N*SOR T by SZ Systems. At the 
time, these were not available for use under CP 1M, al 
though by now both are available to run with baZic. There 
are also occasional problems with both versions of the 
modified North Star Basic under CP/M, which cause me 
to hesitate in using either regularly. 
The answer to my problems was to transfer the 

tokenized Basic files from the CP 1M disk onto a North 
Star DOS format disk. This is relatively simple for smaller 
files (less than 30 blocks), but for larger files it is complicat 
ed because it involves "cutting and pasting." The method 
is also open to operator error. At the time, I was not able to 
find a program to perform the task, and so decided to write 
one. As my Basic is far superior to my assembly language 
expertise, the program was written in North Star Basic 
(and has since been compiled using Allen Ashley's COM 
PILER for North Star). Recently, Micro Mikes has pro 
duced COPY ALL, which transfers files either way be 
tween CP/M and North Star DOS. 
The problem centered around two issues: The first was 

the finding and deciphering of the CP 1M directory by the 
Basic program. The second was the use ofthe directory in 
formation to read the file, one byte at a time, and transfer it 
to a DOS file. 
The position of the CP 1M directory was easy to find. 
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There are references to the first two tracks on a disk in the 
manuals supplied with CP 1M. 
The approach used in getting ready to perform the 

transfer involves the creation, on the CP 1M disk, of a DOS 
file of type 0, commencing immediately after the DOS di 
rectory area and occupying the complete disk. This may be 
accomplished with the DOS command 

CR CPM,2 1392 4. 
This creates a type 0 file called CPM on disk drive 2, which 
covers the entire disk (except the NS Directory). It does 
not write anything to the file. It is assumed at this stage 
that the CP 1M file or files of interest exist on the disk in 
drive 2. At this point, Basic is executed. For the next step, 
it is necessary to have a disk in drive 1. This will be a NS 
DOS format disk with sufficient space available to take the 
file to be transferred from the CP 1M disk. 

Now, a rather curious step is necessary. A Basic pro 
gram (any program) that is at least as large as the CP 1M 
file of interest is NSA VED onto the target disk in drive 1. 
The reason for this step will be covered below, but at 
present we can assume that the reason for this is to reserve 
space on the disk. The name under which the file is saved 
should correspond to the name required for the file being 
transferred. 

When these steps have been completed, CPMTODOS 
can be run. As it is listed here, it opens the appropriate files 
and then proceeds to read the CP 1M directory from 
"CPM." This directory can contain as many as 64 entries 
of 32 characters each. 

As may be seen from Listing 1, the first 8K of the file 
"CPM" are ignored, as this contains bootstrap and other 
information and is of no significance in the present 
context. 

The directory data of initial interest includes the 
filenames. The user must select one of these for transfer to 
the DOS file. The remainder of the CP 1M directory con 
tains details of the size and location of the various portions 
of the file of interest. At this point, some of the differences 
between CP 1M and DOS file-handling become apparent. 
DOS files occupy contiguous disk space, while CP 1M files 
do not necessarily do so. This means that once one sector 
has been read from the CP 1M file, it is necessary to "go 
and look for" the next sector. It will not normally reside 
next to the previous one. For example, a further complica 
tion occurs under DOS: the 20th record actually occupies 
the 20th record position on the disk, while under CP 1M 
there is a "skewing factor" to be accounted for. The skew 
ing factor is used to speed up disk access, since it allows the 
processing of information after the reading of one 512-byte 
record and before another. If logical sectors were to be 
contiguous, then a second one might be passed over by the 
read head before the first one was to be stored or processed. 

In addition, one CP 1M sector is equivalent to four (non- 

322f 324; 331} 333: 
327: 329: 336: 308: 

-330: 332: 33~: 

P IP+l :P+2 IP+3 IP+4 I 

(1 ~2 4 11: 13 
"'" 7 9 16 18 >-I 

1 ~ U;:, l.A 14 
6 :8 15 17 19 

Table Ib 

Relativ(!: pf.l~tion9 of physical North Star DOS records in a 
gteup ()/2(411ecords correspf)tl'diltg itojlve CP/M logical sec 
tors co»vnencing at sector P, where P rs a multiPle of five. 
The absolute address of any DOS record C'()r-responds to the 
sum of the relative value and P*4. 

contiguous) DOS records. As a result of these complica 
tions, it is necessary to calculate which DOS physical 
records correspond to a particular CP 1M logical sector. 
The program presented here will work for standard Life 
boat CP 1M for D/Q North Star. A different skewing fac 
tor would require a modification only of the "sector equiv 
alents" in the program. 
The procedure used is as follows: assuming the CP 1M 

logical sector required is P, then one must locate the first 
relevant DOS physical sector. This may be done with the 
expression 

PI = INT (PIS) *5*4 
where PI is the first DOS record represented in a group of 
5 CP 1M sectors. It is sufficient to note that with the skew 
ing factor used, a group of5 CP/M logical (and sequential) 
sectors corresponds to a group of20 DOS records, and that 
the sequence of the DOS records required to be read in or 
der to sequentially access the information in the CP 1M file 
is as represented in Tables la and 1 b. On the basis of the 
value of the difference between P and INT(P 15)*5, the ap 
propriate first DOS (relative to the start of the 5 CP 1M 
sectors) for the CP 1M sector P may be calculated using the 
information in Table lb. This relative value is added to the 
value of the first DOS record for the 5 CP 1M sectors to ob 
tain the starting address, in DOS records, of the CP 1M 
sector of interest. 

An example of this procedure is in order. If the CP 1M 
directory entry indicates that the next sector of interest is 
83, then the expression 
INT (83/5)*5*4 (=320) 

tells us that the group of 20 DOS records containing that 
sector commences at DOS record 320. The difference be 
tween 83 and INT(83/5)*5 is 13, and this indicates that 
the 13th DOS record in the group of 20 is the one corre 
sponding to the start of CP 1M sector 83. According to the 
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CP/M to N* continued 

sector equivalent table (Table lb), the 13th DOS record 
relative to the start of the group of 5 CP 1M sectors is in 
fact 11. The first absolute DOS record in CP 1M sector is 
thus 320 + 11 or 331. The table also indicates that the three 
successive DOS physical records completing the CP 1M 
sector are 336 (320+ 16),332 (320+ 12) and 337 
(320+ 17). . 

The end result is that the program locates the successive 
but noncontiguous portions of the CP 1M file and transfers 
them to a contiguous North Star DOS file. In the context 
of transferring Basic programs, there is sense in this being 
a Type 2 file. 

While it is possible for CPMTODOS to calculate the 
size of the file required to accommodate the transferred 
CP 1M file and then to CREATE a file of the appropriate 
name, size, and type, there is a drawback in doing this. 
When a Basic program file is loaded by North Star Basic, 
not only is the disk directory checked for the existence of 
the desired file, but the interpreter also checks to see the 
actual size of the program to be loaded. The directory as 
listed by CAT (or by LI under the operating system) dis 
plays the amount of space allocated for the file, not the 
amount actually used. The actual size of the program is 
usually somewhat less than the space allocated. This actual 
size is also recorded in the directory on the disk, but it is 
not displayed or simply available to the user. It is, howev 
er, used by Basic in loading a program file. If a Basic file is 
CREATed (as opposed to NSAVEd) in Basic or under 
DOS, the byte in the directory entry containing the true 

size information remains unchanged (from ASCII 32 or 
" " on a freshly initialised disk). Unless by chance this 
byte is equal to or larger than the number of blocks actual 
ly occupied by the program on the disk, the interpreter, in 
trying to load the Basic program file, will respond with a 
PROGRAM TOO LARGE or MEMORY FULL ER 
ROR. While it is possible to access the DOS directory from 
Basic and so build an appropriate directory entry for the 
file being transferred, this would add a further complica 
tion to the program. Instead, the device referred to earlier 
is used. Prior to commencing the transfer procedure, a Ba 
sic file (any Basic file) is NSA VEd onto the target disk un 
der the name required to hold the transferred CP 1M file. 
The important requirement is that this file be larger than 
the file to be transferred, so that the "true size" byte in the 
DOS directory is such that all the transferred files may be 
read by Basic. Basic does not mind if the "true size" byte is 
too large, but doesn't like it if it is too small. 

Having transferred the desired Basic file to the DOS for 
mat disk, it is a simple matter to LOAD it into memory 
and RUN it. Providing that the syntax is standard North 
Star Basic, the program should run. SA VEing the program 
back to disk will update the directory to include the true 
size of the file. 

While the procedure outlined above is most useful for 
transferring program files from CP 1M to DOS format 
disks, it may be used for any other filetype just as success 
fully. For example, assembler source and other test files 
can be transferred between editors just as easily. f!I 
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the friendliest cat around 

BOBCAT 
. only $25.00 

the MASTER DISK CATALOG program for (PfM File names 

• creates. adds, updates. and deletes a filename catalog 
• crovioes lour report formats and three search rounnes 
• numbers disks and orovroes titling rn catalog 
• prints disk contents lor disk Jackel 
• 24 (22 OSBORNE) page MICROGUIDE' documentation 
• 8" CP/M SSSD 
• OSBORNE lor single or double density 
• 94K (78K OSBORNE) 01 really Irlendly compiled PUt 

REQUIREMENTS- CP/M 1 4 and up 
- 56K and up memory 
- two or more onves 

u.s residents $25,00 U.S. 
Canadian residents 525 (lOCOn [Ont resoents add SI 75 pSI) 
Other countries. . $30 00 U.S. 

airpost paid 

IAIiiiIiiI iII!!IPI1 NAME. NUMBER, EXP DATE l'W!!ll!) ~ (Me FOUR EXTRA DIGITS) 
Bank crans. cer t checks, money orders. no personal checks please 

R&L Micro Consulting Services 
6 lipstan Ave. ~ 
Nepean. Ont. IIIiIiI 
K1E III (611) 211-7904 '"'HOM,a"","OBW 
. MICAOGUIDE rs a(lm) 01 R & L MlcroConsull Svs CP M 15 a 1m 01 Digital 
aesea-ce OSBORNE '5 a 1m OT Osborne Computer Corp 

CIRCLE 74 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Til. M ••• Super Co_puler 

,,.. COMpUter wfttl • Purchae of .• RAM DI* 

'* l8)B Running at 5mhz, * ve.sarne (PM, * Math chip 951 I or 
9512 AMD .• 48 Plus Ports on Mega Expander BUS. * CTC, 
OMA, • 2 Parallel Ports-with hand shaking, • Serial 
POrtS-with or wrtncut hancl shClklng funs 150 to 19K2 &lUd. Rum 
moSt termmals, primers, anCI modems. 

'* NOW! (PM 3.0 
• Hare! Disk Interface hooks directly 10 Pnam Drives * Floppy Disk Controller-Handles Single Density IBM compatIble 

disks and Dual Demity I or 2 Sided supports. 8" or 5'/<" ,n various 
(ombmaclon5-3 Droves equal over 4 Mega Bytes of Storage 
W02797 

* SI2K Bytes of 6-41( O'fam~ With parity canfjgurabl~ 011 a HIGH 
SpeeD ELECTRONIC 0151( or 8 banlu of 641( for multl·u~~r or 
cocnrtess otner eccnceocos. 

* All this on ~ st~t~f-the--~rt 4 I~yrr c~rd-wlth .((urate 
docurnrntatlon-IO" ]I( 15"". 

* er.ces: Bare Board Wit'" oocumenranoo . 
641< sese SY1t~m A & T .. 
51 21< BaH' Syst~m A & T 
CPM 2 2 SY1[~m /'!o. & T 
5121( 8a1~ I(n 
Manual 
MPM 

• MEGA CO. 
2318 S Park Street. Madison. WI 537t3 (608}255·7400 

CIRCLE 47 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

.~~:;.\.'I.!i't:,.':",S~.;1..;;~"~\I,"l,""'~"~::"'J-~·1'.\)~~t:.'i~~i~\~:;:~;(["-')~1ir:-:.\~.i~ 

~ CP/M D ~ ~l • • ~ m. . ~ ill Diagnose and cure disk problems ~ 
~ quickly and easily. Recover erased ~ 
~~ files, retrieve "bad sector" files, ~ 
~ lock out bad sectors. CP/M.D. is a ~~ 
~ "doall" CP/M utility with dozens of t~ 
~ menu-driven fast-acting functions. ~ 
(% Requires 2 drives, 32K, CP/M 1 or 2. ~~ 

~ SIMPl-SIMON $29 95 r.;~ i~ SOFTWARE .!§, 
~ ~ 
~ Add $2.25 per order for shipping. Send check for ~ 
\~' prompt shipment. Ga. residents add 4% sales tax. !~ 
~.~ Specify CP/M 8". Superbrain, or Xerox 5.25". CP/M {.1.:~ 
~, is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc. ,r. 
~ Write for information about CP/M database 51 
ts. system, $89.95; word processing, $88.90; other inex- ;\! i pensive CP/;~~7;~INT, INC. ~ 
~ PO Box lOB, Sylvania, Ga. 30467 .~ 
1!!.1f~~~~~~~"~~~'!!~:~.~%_--:·~~(.';~1:5~;8'!~~~~~~ii?'t~~:~~1 
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for SIOO, Elf II, Apple, TRS-80 
From S99.95 kit 

Now- teach your computer to 
talk, dramatically increasing 
the interaction between you 
and your machine. 

That's right: the ELECTRIC MOUTH actually lets 
your computer talk! Installed and on-line in just 
minutes. it's ready for spoken-language use in office. 
business. industrial and commercial applications. 
in games. special projects, R&D. education, secu 
rity devices - there's no end to the ELECTRIC 
MOUTH's usefulness. Look at these features: 
* Supplied with 143 words/letters/ phonemes/ 

numbers, capable of producing hundreds of words 
and phrases. 

* Expandable on- board up to thousands of words 
and phrases (jusl add additional speech ROMs as 
Ihey become available). * Four models. which plug directly into S100. Apple. 
Elf II and TRS-80 Level II computers. 

* Get it to talk by using either Basic or machine 
language (very easy to use, complete instructions 
with examples included). * Uses National Semiconductor's "Digitalker" 
system. 

* Includes on-board audio amplifier and speaker, 
with provisions for external speakers and 
amplifier, * Adds a new dimension and excitement to pro 
gramming; lets you modify existing programs and 
games to add spoken announcements of results, 
warnings. etc. * Installs in iust minutes. 

Principle of Operation: The ELECTRIC MOUTH 
stores words in their digital equivalents in ROMs . 
When words. phrases, and phonemes are desired. 
they are simply called for by your program and then 
synthesized into speech. The ELECTRIC MOUTH 
system requires none of your valuable memory 
space except for a few addresses if used in memory 
mapped mode. In most cases. output ports (user 
selectable) are used . 

Spoken Material Included 
eighteen at dollar inches number ss c 1 
nineteen cancel down is of second d u 

:hi~,~1y ~~ :ir~~l ~ilo ~~f :~~ce w 
f?rty 400hertz tone feet left out speed g x 
fl.fty 60hertz tone flow less over star h y 
sixty 20ms silence fuel lesser parenthesis sian i z 
seventy 40ms silence gallon limit percent stop 
e~8hty BOrns silence go low please than 
nmety lOOms silence gram lower plus the 
hundred 320ms silence great mark point time 
thousand centt greater meter pound try 
million check have mile pulses up 
zero comma high milli rate vall p 
again control higher minus re weight q 
:~re ~:~~ ~nour ~~~rute ~8a~y b r 

'''Elf 11" and "The Electric Mouth" are reg. trademarks of 
Netronics R&D Ltd. "Apple" is a reg. trademark of Apple 
Computer Inc. "TRS-80 Level 11" is a reg. trademark of Tandy 
Corp. 

l conunentat U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside ConnecUcut 
CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428 • 

1'0 Order From ConnecUcut Or For Technical Assistance. Etc •• : 

• Call (203) 354-9375 : 
:NETRONICS R&D LTD. Dept MS: 
: 333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776 : 
: Please send the Items checked below: : 
: 0 SIOO"Electrlc Mouth" kit 500.05: 
• 0 Elf II "Electric Mouth" kit , 500.05. 
: 0 Apple "Electric Mouth" kit 5119.05: 
: 0 TRS-aO Level II "ElectriC Mouth" kit. SHO.05· 
: Add $20.00 for wired & tested units. All plus $3.00 postage & in- 
• surance. Conn res. add sales tax, 
: Total Enclosed S _ 
: 0 Personal Check 0 Cashier's Check/Money Order 
: 0 Visa 0 Master Charge tBank No. _ 

: Acct.No. 
: Signature Exp. Date • 
: Print • 
: Name : . 

--------------------------: · . : City : 

~ ~t:~~ ~,~ i 
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I/O TECHNOLOGY S·~OO/IEEE·696 PLUG·INS 
DUAL GPIB-488 INTERFACE BOARD 

The Dual GPIB·488, is a Stand-Alone, Independently controlled Dual 
Channel IEEE·488, 1978 Interface Controller. Interface Activity Modes 
such as Controller ln-charqe, Controller Assigned or Terminal Bus Slave 
and all Interface Functions, their Sub-Functions including Extended 
Functions, are handled by an On-Board 5MHz Processor and DMA Con 
troller. 500K Byte Data rates are easily achieved with minimum host 
processor overhead. 

Assembled and tested, PIN 52748·800·100 $650.00 

12-BIT A-D-A CONVERTER BOARD 
8 Channel A-D: 12 microsec. Conv. time, Programmable gain & Offset Voltage 
control, Diff./Single Voltage or Current Input. 
S Channel D-A: 2 microsec. Settling time, Bipolar V / Unipolar I Output, Pro 
grammable Reference levels, DUAL-PORTED Refresh RAM. 16 or 8-bit Data 
Transfers via Program I/O or Memory Mapped I/O, Extended Addressing and 
much more. 

128Kx8/64Kx16 
CMOS STATIC RAM MODULE 

TOP BOARD SUPPORT 
LOGIC AND 
32K x 8 / 16 x 16 RAM 

BOTTOM BOARD 
96K x 8/ 48K x 16 RAM 

150 nsec. Access, 2716 compatible RAM devices, Ex· 
tended Addressing, Programmable wait cycles, Write pro 
tect and Bank select. Battery back-up capability. No 
wait cycles with fast 16·Bit Processors. The module's 
"Piqqy-back" arrangement provides high density @ low 
input power yielding an improved MTBF and space uti 
lization. 

Assembled and tested, PIN 52748·650·128 $825.00 

Assembled and tested, PIN 52748·900·100 $430.00 

MULTI-FUNCTION I/O BOARD 

Assembled and tested, 
PIN 52748·100·101 $325.00 

Two Serial SYNC/ASYNC 
RS-232, TTL or Current 
Loop with XTAL con 
trolled Dual Baud Rate 
Generator, Four Parallel 
Ports (Input, Output or 
Bi.), Three 16-Bit timers, . 
8-level Interrupt Con 
troller and large Proto 
area with + 5V, ± 12V 
for custom applications. 

PROTOTYPING BOARD KIT 
Can be used for wire 
wrap or solder proto 
typing projects. Comes 
complete with + 5, 
± 12V Regulators, Heat 
sinks, 2 Bus Bars, Filter 
Capacitors and Manual. 

K;l PIN 52748·400 $59.95 

* PERFORMANCE, POWE~, PRICE 
New additions to our line of fine products are-always on 
the drawing board. Please watch for the introduction of 
these new items as they become available. '--- 

POST OFFICE BOX 2119 
CANYON COUNTRY, CA 91351 

(805) 252-7666 

Calif. residents add 6 % % sales: tax. 
U.S. Domestic Price, F.O.B. Factory. 
Prices and Specifications subject to change without notice. 

CIRCLE 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CANYON COUNTRY 
CALIFORNIA 
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Compiler 
Since November of last year, we've been testing our new 
Eco-C Compiler and now it's ready for your Z80'· CP /M'· 
system. Some of the features include: 

• All data types, including float, double and long. 
• Fast, efficient code. For example: Our versions of 

"seive" in January, 1983, BYTE; 15.8 seconds 
(standard) and 11.7 seconds (optimized). 

• Uses Microsoft's MACRO 80'· for REL file output. 
• Standard (K&R) file I/O and library (most in source) 

included. 
• Easy assembly language interface. 
• No royalty fees on generated code. 

The price for Eco-C is $350.00 and includes MACRO 80 (a 
$200.00 value by itself). We'll also include a free copy of 
C Programming Guide while supplies last. 

For further information, call or write: 

• ~ ~S P.O. Box 68602 iIIiiiiiiII ~,;. Indianapolis, IN 46268 
.coaO~T INC. (317) 255-6476 

Registered trademarks are: Zilog (Z80), Digital Research 
(CP / M), Microsoft (MACRO 80) and Ecosoft (Eco-C). 
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EE/EPROM PROGRAMMERS If UV ERASERS 
AFFORDABLE * RELIABLE * AVAILABLE 

UV ERASERS 
QUV-TB/1 

$49.95 
'HOBBY 

QUV-TB/2N 
$68.95 
'INDUSTRIAL 

QUV-T8/2T 
$97,50 
'WITH TIMER 

" SAFETY SWITCH 

GANGPRO-8'· 

$1,295.00 
••• ~ (GANG 
IT PROGRAMMER) 

RS-232 serial, STAND ALONE, INTELLIGENT 
'EASY DUPLICATION 'USER FRIENDLY '128K BUFFER 

SUPPORTS MOST 8K, 16K, 32K, 64K, 128K, 256K EPROMS 
PROMPRO-8 KEY PAD OPTION, EPROM SIMULATION MODE 

Microcomputer Chips 8748 (H), 8749H, 8750, 8751, 8741, 8742, 8755A 
SOFTWARE DRIVERS: MDS ISIS, TEKTRONICS 8002, IBM PC, ATARI, 

APPLE II, CPM, FLEX, TRS-80 
DIRECT HOOK UP TO ANY DUMB TERMINAL OR COMPUTER. 

DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRY WELCOME. 

LOGICAL DEVICES INC. 
1321E NW. 65 Place, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309 

Phone Orders (305)·974-0967 TWX 510-955-9496 
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NorthSla?~ Topics 

North Star DOS as a 
CP 1M .COM File 

Run the North Star DOS as a CP/M program with a 
North Star·to·CP/M file transfer utility 

by Allen Ashley 

T he following patch to North Star DOS 5.2 
(ORG. 100H) allows that operating system to 
run as a command file under CP/M. The patch 
is given in the first listing, while a North Star 
to-CP/M transfer utility is given in the second 

listing. 
The specific system configuration addressed by the 

patch consists of North Star DOS 5.2 personalized for 
your system, and North Star CP/M 2.2 as distributed by 
North Star. If your version of CP/M is not from North 
Star, you will have to verify the locations of the two disk 
primitives and modify the patch program accordingly. The 
patch consists of three jumps: the first is to warm start en 
try of the DOS, and the others direct two disk operations 
done by the DOS to the corresponding operations in 
BDOS. The two disk primitives are found at locations 
175H and 2ABH respectively in NS DOS 5.2, and at calcu 
lated positions DISKPI and DISKP2 in the BDOS. Verify 
the code at the locations of DISKPI and DISKP2 before 
executing the resulting file. 

The code at 175H, and again at DISKPI should read: 

PUSH PSl,1 
PU:=:H H 
t101.) A, C 

The code at 2ASH, and again at DiskP2 should read: 

to11) I [:0, 1 

Follow these steps to effect the patch: 
1. Place the DOS 5.2 disk in drive 1 and boot your 

system. 
2. Remove the North Star disk, replace it with your ver 

sion of CP/M, and re-boot the system. 
3. Save the original version of the DOS as a .COM file: 

SAI)E 1 3 uoos , con 

4. Use your CP/M editor to create the small patch pro 
gram, being sure to replace the value of MSIZE with that 
corresponding to your system. 

5. Assemble the patch file with ASM to create 
PATCH. HEX. Note the locations of DISKPI and 
DISKP2 during assembly. 

6. Use DDT to bring in the NDOS file for patching: 

Allen Ashley, 395 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, CA 
91107. 

7. Disassemble the code at locations 175H and DISKPI 
to verify that they are identical. 

8. Disassemble the code at locations 2ABH and 
DISKP2 to verify that they are identical. If your version of 
CP/M does not reveal identical code in these locations, 
then you must search out the proper locations for DISKPI 
and DISKP2, and go back to step 4. 

9. Bring in the patch with DDT: 

I PATCH. HE~< 
F: 

10. Press control/c to re-boot, and save the file: 

SAUE 13 HDOS. con 

11. Execute NDOS and verify that you can get a directo 
ry from any North Star disk. 

12. I have appended the file transfer utility to 
NDOS.COM and changed the first jump to OEOOH instead 
of 128H. 

File transfer utility 

The second listing presents a program that allows the 
transfer of files from a North Star DOS disk in drive 1 to a 
CP/M disk in drive B:. You may create the utility as a 
Type I file under NDOS, or append it to NDOS.COM. In 
either case you boot CP/M and execute NDOS created 
above. Remove the CP/M disk from drive A: and replace 
it with a North Star disk. Place a new CP/M-formatted 
disk in drive B:. 
The transfer utility allows you to designate the extent to 

be assigned to the subsequent CP/M files. The default ex 
tent is assigned as .REL consistent with the PDS 
relocatable object format. You may reset the default extent 
by typing: 

where EXT is the new extent, which will hold until anoth 
er default is designated. Thereafter type the names of files 
to be transferred and await the menu to signify completion. 
You should transfer your files in groups-say, the source 
code first with extension .ASM-then change extension to 
allow the transfer of data files and object files. 
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All y,ou dBASE If hotshots 
are about to get what you 
deserve. 

You've written all those slick 
dBASE II programs. 

Business and personal 
programs. Scientific and 
educational applications. 
Packages for just about 
every conceivable informa- 1 III IOUI III III 111111 1 
tion handling need. 

And everybody who 
sees them loves them because 
they're so powerful, friendly and easy to use. 

But that's just not good enough. 
Uh-uh. 
Because now you can get the gold and the 

glory that you really deserve. 

Here's how. 
We've just released our dBASE II 

RunTime™ application development module. 
And it can turn you into an instant 

software publisher. 
The RunTime module condenses and 

encodes your source files, protecting your 
special insights and techniques, so you can 
sell your code without giving the show away. 

RunTime also protects your margins 
and improves your price position in the 
marketplace. If your client has dBASE II, all 
he needs is your encoded application. If not, 
all you need to install your application is the 
much less expensive RunTime module. 

We'll tell the world. 
With your license for the dBASE II 

Run'Fime module, we provide labels that 
identify your program as a dBASE II applica 
tion, and you get the benefit of all the 

. dBASE II marketing efforts. 
CIRCLE 13 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

We'll also provide additional "how to" 
information to get you off and running as a 
software publisher sooner. 

And we'll make your products part of 
our Marketing Referral Service. Besides put 
ting you on our referral hotline, we'll publish 
your program descriptions and contact 
information in dBASE II Applied, a directory 
now in computer stores world-wide. 

Go for it. 
But we can't do any of this until we 

hear from you. 
For details, write RunTime Applications 

Development, Ashton-Tate, 10150 West 
Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230. 

Or better yet, just call (213) dBASE" 
204-5570. And get what you • 
deserve today. 

ASHTON .TA1E 

©Ashton- Tate 1983. 
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~ (1 
-0 
00 
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"'I~I':'F~(I AS::.EI-1E:LEF~ HI·lA.2 

0(1(1(1 
0(1(nZ, 
()@@0 

(1000 
0030 
T ',.'OUR SVSTEr1 
0e.00 
C0(10 
eeee 
0(100 
0(1(10 
83[:+3 
B~E<F 
eeae 
(10(10 

,)000 
000(1 
0100 C32a0t 
0103 
0103 
a103 
0103 
e 1 75 C3[)383 
13178 
€t178 
02AB C3BFE:3 

!'1SIZE 

; FOLLOl • .lIt.,G [>ESIGNATES V(lllF~ "lE,"OF:V SIZE IN I<E:VTES 

48 ~CHANGE THIS TO SUI 

eE3A FEeD 
eE3C CA48eE 
eE3F FE2C 
OE41 CA481?1E 
0E44 £'15 
0E45 C2230E 
0E48 
0E4$ 3E0A 
0E4A C[)DA0E 
0E4D 360() 

1'1HI ':' H':":·EI'IE=L EF 
Of4 .::13411 
~~lE':, 7E 
(1E":, FE2E 

HI'lH.L 

; PATCH TO RUI-i t.,:::[)(1~:5.2 AS .COI1 FILE Ut·mEF~ t..jS-CP/I·1 

SIZE'" 

EOU 

EQU 

It~DOHE 

11S] 2E:+:1 024 

; LOCATIO'" OF DISK PRIt1ITIUES It" CP/M BDOS 

083D3H+SJ ZEI1-48* 1 024 
€IB38FH+S J Z£I'1-48* 1024 (.H7;:a)E 

FE20 
C.H(1I~(1E 

r ser 
(:i41)1Z1(1E 

3E01 
C[>lC01 

[)ISKPl 
DISKP2 

EQU 
EOU 0["55 

f1ES::! 
(1E~'H 
('1E~.r:· 
0E5F 
0EE·2 
0EE.4 

; ~TUt'lF' Tel t-lr}os l\IARr1 STAF:T 

weH 
128H 

ORG 
~H'lP 

; PATCH DISK PF:Jl1ITHJES 

l'lHI FC, 14:=··_:"EI·18LEF: +41114.2 

(10ElI~ 
(1(1(u::_' 
(11(10 
Ol(1[) 

BIlE' 
011C 
(11~5 
0122 
0128 
0('0.0 
eee0 
('1005 
0(15(: 
0(113 
B011S 
0.015 
\3('1.;' 
00(10 
('(lO[) 
(lIOOA 
l?i(1(10 
0(1(10 
('1E('IO 
0E('I3 
OE(1t. 
(1E(1~ 
0E(1C. 
0E(1E 
(lEI I 
0E13 
('IE 16 
0E19 
OE1(: 
0E1() 
0E20 
eE21 
OE23 
0E26 
0E2S 
eE2B 
(1E20 
OE3l?1 
eE32 
0E35 
0E36 
0E39 

313411 
214t.l0 
C()95'?lE 
(:[)E20E 
FEIE< 
(:A(l('100 
FE(13 
CA2801 
[)AA00E 
213411 
77 
(:C>OAC1E 
23 
0608 
CDE20E 
FEe3 
CA000E 
FE(1S 
CAC0(1E 
FE7F 
CAC00E 
77 
CDPA0E 
23 

2ABH 
DISKP2 

(,Et·7 ("2E60E 
0E6A 21AAI;\E 
I)EE.[:· CD':t5~;\E 
0E70 3E07 
1)£72 C[)DA0E 
OE75 C30B0E 
('E7;:: 213511 
OE7E: 7E 
0E7C 32830F 
(1E7F 328410 
OE82 23 
0E:=:3 7E 
0E84 328E,'21F 
("tEE:7 32:'::51 (1 
OEBA 23 
OE:'::E: 7E 
('E8C 328'~OF 
0E8F 32:=:61 (, 
(lE·;:.2 C31710(1E 
r'F.95 ?E 
OE·;;';':· cr .• r'A(1E 
OE9';:' :23 
(,E';"14 7E 
(,E':"E: 87 

PLOOF' 

CPI 
JZ 
CF'I 
.JZ 
OCR 
~" ..• z 
nur 
CALL 
MUI 

U:l 
1'1(11.1 
CFI 
r: 
(Pl 
~TZ 
(:F'I 
JZ 
'-11.11 
CALL 
.. Tt-IC 
i.xr 

OF:G 
~Tl1P 

OF:G 175H 
JI'IP DISKPI 

BEEP CALL 

Jr'lP 

EOU 
EOU 
E(JLI 
EOU 
EOU 
EOU 
EQU 

E(!U 
EC!U 
EOU 
EOLI 
EOU 
E("IU 
EOU 

EOU 
EOU 

(IF:G 
t.xr 
i.xr 
CHLL 
CALL 
(Pl 
~TZ 
CPI 
JZ 
~TC 
U<! 
nou 
CALL 
I t-l~< 
,.,1)1 
CALL 
CF'l 
J2 
CF'l _'2 
CF'I 
~TZ 
t'10V 
CALL 
I •..• X 

"1'..1] 

CALL 

['EFE::<:TEI~T U< J 

; ~ I-IORTH ~:TAP TO CF/f'l TF:HI-ISFEF:' 

lOOH 
r,OS+(1[,H 
OOS+lOH 
[>(I::·+ICH 
[)(I:=·+25H 
DOS+22H 
(>(tS+28:H 

e 
CF"OF.:G+5 
CP(lF:G+5CH 
19 (1E9C C295('£ 

(:00::: 
C08 
DCI 
DLOOL 
[~L 1 ST 
['CON 
hlARr1 

CPORG 
Et~TF:'-'" 
FCBO 
('ELF 
CPEAT£ 
hlP-ITE 
CLOSE 

CR 
LF 

OUTF: 

INLO(lP 

22 OE9F C9 
eEA~~ 3[ .. 
~'EAl E,F 
0EA2 3E('11 
\:1£A4 CD2501 
1.:1EA7 C3000E 
O£AA O(H3A 
(lEAC 534F5552 

43452046 
494(:4520 
45~'25Z4F 
520('OAOO 

\":1£C0 73 
(1ECI FEes 
('1EC3 CA\?I00E 
,'1Ee6 04 
(tEe? 28 
BEes 3E0$ 
OECA CD()AOE 
0EC:[) 3£2('1 
0ECF CDOAOE 
OE(:02 3E08 
0E[:'4 CC>DA0E 

f·l14f.F:O ASSEI'lE:LEF: AI'lA.:2 
(1E.(.'-;: C3~30E 
OE('14 C5 CO 

21 
16 

[)OCAT 

0[>H 
0AH 

SOUR 
D(lS+0["'OOH 
SP~STACt< 
H"t'lESSG 
PLOOF' 
Cl 

BAI(! IE<H 
(:POF;G 
3 
MAF:f" 
[>(lC~T 
H_INE<UF 
r1,.A 
co 
H 
B~8 
Cl 
3 
(lUTR 
8 
BAKI 
7FH 
E<AKI 
t1.,.A 
co 
H 

(1E[,E: 47 
(,E["·C AF 
(,E["'[.· CN3[:'(11 
€tEEO ("1 
(,£El ("9 
OEE2 AF Cl 

"101..1 
STH 
STA 
11 .. 0,: 
"1(1) 

S·lA 
STA 
I I~: .. : 
1-1(11,1 

STA 
:::TA 
J"1P 
1'101,1 

CALL 
It·D·: 
NO!) 
OF:A 
.11-12 
F:ET 
DCR 
"IOU 
"11)1 
CALL 
Jt'lP 
DB 
[>B 

"10U 
CF'l 
~T2 
I1~R 
ocx 
111)1 
CALL 
t'11,'I 
CALL 
MI...JI 
CALL 

Jf1F" 
F'USH 
t1(1) 
Y.F~H 
CALL 
POP 
RET 
XRA 

0DH 
1t-l()Ot-iE 

INDOt~E 
E< 
l'-ILOOP 

A~0AH 
co 
t-1~\?IDH 

H, I t~E:lIF 
14,'" 

("'EFE::-~TEtH 
2('H 
OUTF: 
~~[>H 
(lUTF' 
A· I 
DLOO.', 
GOTSOUJ;:CE 
H~SOUF: 
PLOOF' 
A.7 
CO 
OUTR 
H,II-IE:UF+l 
A, 1'1 
C1+1 
CCI 
H 
A,f'l 
C2+1 
CC2 
H 
A,f'l 
C3+1 
C:C3 
PUTF: 
H,f'l 
(:(1 

H 
A.I'1 
A 
PLOOF" 

A 
L.A 
A_I 
DLIST 
OUTF: 
CF:.LF 
• SOURCE FILE EF:F~(lF~", CF~ ~ LF , 0 

A_B 
8 
OLlTF~ 
E< 
H 
A.8 
co 
A.2eH 
co 
A.8 
CO 

II~LOOF' 
E' 
E;,A 
A 
COE: 
E' 

A 

z o :::. ::r 
." •• I» •• a o 
." o o 
::::l 
~ ::::l 
C 
CD o, 
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CHECK SUNTRONICS NEW LOW PRICES 
5-100 Products 

5-100 
64K MEMORY BOARD 

Assembled and Tested 
without RAM 

64K5M Assembled and Tested with 64k RAM (32-6116's) .. , ... , .. 339,00 
The 64KSM is an outstanding value in S·100 Memory, Using the CMOS 6116P·31150nS) RAM chips, it 
runs at excess of 6MHz using less than V, amp, Flexible bank select circuitry works with Cromemco, 
Cromix and COOS, The 64KSM allows four (4)16K banks to be used independently or connected as 16K 
and 48K, 32K and 32K or one 64K, 2716 system PROM's can replace one or all6116 RAM chips, IEEE·696 
interface works with Northstar, Morrow, IMS and many others, Works great with 8088 boards. 24 bit 
extended addressing with bank selecting allows more than 16 MB memory operating system. 
UFDC-1 Floppy Controller, Assembled and Tested 245.00 
UFDC-1 Floppy Controller, Kit , 225.00 
The UFDC-l Floppy Controller uses a WD1795 which runs either and/or 8"/5W' Disk Drives, 

SBC-880 Z80A CPU, A&T, """,. ,$169.00 CLOCK CALENDAR A&T.", ,,115.00 
SBC·8BO Z80A CPU, Kit" ' " , " " " " " " ' ,149.00 CLOCK CALENDAR Kit" " " " " " " " , " , ,95,00 
4MHz Z80A CPU boards with Serial/Parallel Ports This 5·100 Clock Calendar Board has 4 interrupts, Time, 

Day of Week and Battery Backup, 
5-100 Prototype Board 

Double Sided glass with 
gold plated, numbered 
S·100 terminals, Matrix of 
25 x 78 solder plated do 
nutson ,15" x . 1" spacing, 
Locations for headers and 

regulators, Great for 14, 16, and 24 pin IC's, 
SUN·721 ,,,, " . " , '" 12,95 

Mother Boards & Card Cages 
SLOTS BARE BO KIT A & T w/CAGE 

6 $12,00 $37,00 $52,00 $77.00 
8 16.00 48,00 73,00 108,00 

12 22.00 68.00 103.00 143.00 
10MHz, No termination, Includes power indio 
cator and wiring for muffin fan. Uses OKI con 
nector for solderless installation and removal of 
power & reset lines. 

co _J- 
(~ I- a 

3 ....... :I 
•. 'lJ U:: W 

I':::'C.u.-:I3U:: 

u, "'~ UJ • 
wU:: 
ai o 

~ 
... - _J ........ x .... >;: 
xX'J::-~:;Z:>Z 
...J _J 0:.:'.J z ... E- 

General Products 
Mitsubishi Disk,Drives, 5W' and 8" Slim 
5W' Thin DSDD 40 Track, , , ,310.00 
8" Thin DSDD 77 Track, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,450.00 

Video Monitors '." -- .",,' 

t" «rrr-« I.. • .. ....;-.""""'"-_ w 

SAMWOO GREEN 9" 1 15,00 
SAMWOO AMBER 9" 18MHz.,.,.,.,.,." .119.00 
SAMWOO GREEN 12" 12MHz , . , .. , . , .. , , . 124,00 
SAMWOO AMBER 12" 12MHz.,.,.,.,.,." 127,00 
Composite video 1/0. 750 lines resolution. 75/10K ohm 
impedance. Note: Please add $7.50 shipping and hand- 
ling for the video monitors. . 

Assembled Connectors and Cables 
Centronics Type Cable Assemblies 36 pin flat cable 
with male to male or male to female connectors. 

4 ft,-$24.95 6 ft.-$27.95 
RS232 Cable Assemblies 25 pin flat cable with male 
to male or male to female connectors. 

5 ft.-$29.95 10 ft,-$35.95 
Assemble Your Own Cables 

Ribbon 
Cable 

Cond. PriceJft. 
20 $0,50 
26 0,65 
34 0,83 
40 1,00 
50 1,30 

IDS OB-25P Connector. 
IDS OB-25S Connector. 
Super Sale 

Card Edge 
Connector 

Pri .. 
$2.<16 
4,80 
5,93 
6,90 
7,58 

IDS 
S~ket 
Price 
$3,06 
3,87 
6,30 
7,20 
7,50 

Header 
Iw/w) 
Price 
$4,24 
4,68 
5,25 
5.95 
6,20 

'"'''''''''''''''''' $5,95 
",,' $6,25 

PIN 8·24 2Sup PIN 8·24 2Sup 
2716 (450n5) 3,80 3.55 6116p·3 (150n51 6,10 5.75 
2732 (450n5) 4.15 3,98 2114L·2 (200n5) 1,62 1,62 
25321450n5) 5.95 5,95 4164 Can Can 
2764 128 pin) 5,95 5.95 Z80A CPU 4,99 4.99 

OUTSIDE CAUFORNIA TOLL FREE 1-806-421-5775 ~ SUNTRONICS CO., INC. 
12621 Crenshaw Blvd., Hawthorne, CA 90250 

Mroll Order-Minimum Order: $10. Send Check or Money Order to: P.O. BOX 19570ept B. HAWT1fORNE. CA 90250.Visa or 
STORE HOURS: MON.·FAI. 9:00am to 6:00pm MasterCard (please include expiration date). Add $2.00 postage and handling tor first 3 pounds plus .50 for each additional 

SATURDAY 10:QOam to 5:00pm pound to your order. California residents add 6% sales t81(. 

CIRCLE 78 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CAUFORNlA 213-644-1149 
[tor Tech Info and CaJif. orders) (Order Desk Only) 
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Save valuable time! 
5 to 50 times faster 

performance than floppy disks 
and Winchester drives .. 

PION'S INTERSTELLAR DRIVE is designed for use with a 
family of interfaces and software packages, Currently avail 
able are interfaces for IBM, SIOO, TRS80, Apple, SS50, and 
most 280 uP, and software for most popular operating systems. 
Additional interfaces are continually being developed for the 
most popular computers. 

Basic Price for 256KB unit [Includes Interface and software] 
Increase y,0ur . . $ 1 095. plus tax (where applicable) and shipping _. ~ 
computer s productivity Visa and Master Card accepted. ~ 

The INTERSTELLAR DRIVE is a high performance PION c 
data storage subsystem with independent power . , IN • TeJ.l6' 7'923-8009 
supply, battery backup, and error detection. It has 101 R Walnut St., Watertown, MA 02172 
2 56KB to 1 Megabyte of solid state memory integrated TRS80 trademark of Tandy Corp. Apple trademark of Apple Computers 
to perform with your operating system, Interstellar Drive trademark of PION, Inc. 

CIRCLE 175 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

, 
SAVE MONEY! 
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... nothing on Earth compares 
with DATAFLEX 2.0 
Incredible power, un-precedented speed, and application 
flexibility for virtually any mission. That's DataFlex! 
And now, the new DataFlex command language is the friendliest 
way you can deliver your software payload. All of the extra 
ordinary state-of-the-art features of DataFlex 2.0 make it the 
clear choice for an applications data base. 
But there's an even better reason to buy it. .. it grows with you. 
Needs change, your single user system may expand to multi 
user, new requirements need to use valuable information 
developed in present applications. DataFlex will never keep 
you down! 
DataFlex ... available in single user and multi-user versions 
for 8 and 16 bit systems with extensive support for local area 
networks. 
Get into orbit now with DataFlex. 
The applications environment of the '80's. 
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Add a Rescue Key to 
Your System 

by Loren Amelang 

R emember last time your system took a ran 
dom walk down memory lane? Return didn't 
do anything; control-C had no effect. Those 
words you said as you reached for the reset 
button probably didn't help, either. Or how 

about when you were using the debugger and, for want of a 
comma, sent your processor off to what was intended as a 
breakpoint? Instead of reset, reboot, disk select, user num 
ber, debugger, program load, and whatever manipulation 
was needed to set up the test you muffed, wouldn't you pre 
fer a single press of the rescue key and an instant return to 
the debugger prompt? Maybe you'd enjoy interrupting an 
editing task to use the hex number manipulations of your 
monitor-if you could return to the edit easily and find ev 
erything as you left it. Or how about a tool for exploring 
the inner workings of a program, giving you the program 
counter and register contents anytime you push the but 
ton, even if you've lost normal control of the system? Once 
you install the rescue key, the possibilities are endless. 

I set out to write a trivial CP/M program to call my 
ROM-based monitor. When it occurred to me that an in 
terrupt could cause ajump to a specific location, the rescue 
key was born. Since I have an S-100 bus system, -the obvi 
ous first level was to wire a momentary contact switch to 
the INT* line, pin 73. Pulling this line to ground would 
cause the program counter to be pushed onto the stack, 
and send the processor to memory location 38H for its next 
instruction. I'd simply initialize 38H with a jump to my 
monitor ROM ... and a press of the rescue key would 
cause an instant jump to my monitor. Or, if! was in DDT, 
pressing the rescue key would produce the DDT prompt, 
since DDT initializes 38H with its own jump vector. 
If you have no monitor to jump to, Alan R. Miller's 

book, 80801Z-80 Assembly Language (Wiley, 1981), de 
scribes construction of both 8080 and Z80 monitors and 
gives complete listings for many different functions. Un 
fortunately, his monitors have no breakpoint and register 
save capabilities, but his book does introduce building 
blocks for adding most any fantasy you can think of to 
your monitor. It features an appendix of 8080 and Z80 in 
structions, cross-referenced and sorted both by alphabetic 
mnemonics and numerical opcodes. It tells you precisely 
which flags are affected by which instructions, and even in 
cludes a handy table for figuring how many "pages" to 
specify when using the CP 1M SAVE command! 

One of the motivations for this project was to create a 
debugging tool that would not alter low or high memory 
locations, rearrange the stack, or overwrite the TP A when 
it was loaded. I chose to dedicate the top 4K of memory to 
my monitor and debug routines, leaving CP 1M untouched 
in the rest of memory. Since the ROM version of my moni 
tor uses low memory for jump vectors and puts its stack in 
the CP 1M system area, it would have to be modified. The 
monitor'S Move memory command would allow me to 
copy the ROM into RAM at a lower address, but in order 
to SAVE my copy to CP 1M disk for later reloading in the 

Loren Amelang, Box 24, Philo, CA 95466-0024 

top 4K of memory, I'd have to boot CP 1M. Knowing that 
my boot loader overwrites the TPA when it loads, and that 
DDT also overwrites up to 1400H, I had to move the 
ROM image twice-once with the monitor Move com 
mand into mid-memory, and then with DDT once CP 1M 
was booted. 

I used the Substitute command to key in a short initial 
ization and relocator routine at 100H, the beginning of the 
TPA (DDT's Assemble command wouldn't put in the Z80 
instructions I wanted to use). Then I moved down the 
monitor image, carefully changing references to low mem 
ory so that it would store all jump vectors and stack above 
itself in the dedicated 4K top memory. With 38H initial 
ized to the monitor'S breakpoint entry point, pressing the 
rescue key would display the program counter, save all 
register contents, and produce the monitor prompt. But if 
the software-controlled interrupt enable happened to be 
DISabled when I pressed the rescue key, nothing at all 
happened! Seems every silver lining has a cloud 
somewhere ... 

With an 8080 processor, you're limited to a sometimes 
rescue key-which is still better than none at all, especially 
when all it costs is one momentary switch and a bit of code 
doctoring. If you have an 8085, you're in luck: the TRAP 
input causes a nonmaskable interrupt to address 24H ev 
ery time. Besides, TRAP is both edge- and level-sensitive; 
it must go high and remain high to be acknowledged, and 
will not be recognized again until the next time it goes low 
and then high. It has built-in immunity to switching 
glitches and noise. Note that servicing the TRAP interrupt 
will disable the software-rnaskable interrupts, but that the 
8085 stores the interrupt enable status so you can put ev 
erything the way it was before jumping into your monitor. 

My Z80 also has a nonmaskable interrupt, but to my dis 
may I found it jumps to 66H, right in the middle of 
CP 1M's default file control block! How could I ever keep 
66H initialized to a jump vector? The answer came from 
knowing why debuggers so often use location 38H for their 
re-entry jump vector. The machine code for ReSTart to 
38H is OFFH-all ones-the result you get if you read 
nonexistent memory! So if 66H could be made to disappear 
by means of PHANTOM, perhaps a Z80 nonmaskable in 
terrupt would then jump to 38H. 
This was going to take a bit of hardware. I really hate the 

smell of burning components and the permanence of hard 
ware mistakes, but I love what the rescue key allows me to 
do, so I pressed on. My design is mainly an outgrowth of 
the chips I found in my junk box. I'm sure there are 
cleverer ways to mechanize this idea, but this one takes 
only two common ICs, and works. If you can find room on 
an existing board anywhere in your system, you can steal 
power and support, and simplify construction. I built mine 
on a surplus S-IOO card by itself, which meant investing a 
7805 + 5V regulator and adding the bypass capacitors 
they like to see ahead of and behind themselves. 

The LS299 (Figure 1) is an 8-bit shift register with paral 
lel load and master reset. The S-100 sM 1 signal, pin 44, is 
used as clock, so that every instruction fetch causes the 299 
to shift. Input line A is pulled up, and lines B-H are pulled 
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+5V 

5-100 BUS 

2.7K ClK 12 44 sM1 SO 

II 51 Q'H 17 NC 

0.01 ",F H/QH 16 
(or smallest 5l G/QG 4 

value 
that works) F/QF 15 1 5R 

GI E/QE 5 2 PHANTOM' 
G2 D/QD 

14 

rD I RESCUE I 6 -= C/QC NMI' 13 
B/QB 

7 +5V A/QA -= IC2 8 
Q'A NC POC' 

9 or 
ClR 99 or 54 SLAVE 

above resistors ClR' 
1 to 10K 

Ne = No connection PINS 
GND Vee 

I IC1 I 741500 7 14 
I IC2 I 7415299 10 20 

Figure 1. Rescue key added circuitry. 

down along with the serial data input. Mode select 0 (SB) is 
held high; so as long as mode select I (S I) is low each clock 
pulse will shift another Low into the 0 position of the regis 
ter. When one section of the LSOO presents an inverted ver 
sion of the rescue key line to SI, pulling it high, the parallel 
load function puts a High into position A and Lows into 
B-H. To prevent switch noise or bounce from repeating the 
parallel load after the cycle has begun, the switch is AC 
coupled into the LSOO. Thus only the momentary pulse 
stored in the capacitor triggers the load. Pick the smallest 
capacitor value that will reliably trigger a parallel load in 
order to minimize the chance of glitches. 

Once the High is in postion A of the shift register, each 
instruction fetch by the CPU will shift it up a step. When it 
reaches position B, it causes another section of the LSOO to 
pull the S-100 NMI* line, pin 12, active low. This sets an 
internal latch in the Z80; at the beginning of the last T 
state of the present memory cycle, the latch is sampled and 
the interrupt response begins. The first MI fetch of the in 
terrupt ignores the instruction it reads and substitutes the 
interrupt routine. M2 and M3 are used to push the pro 
gram counter to the stack. The next MI cycle reads 66H, 
so we use position C of the LS299 to begin PHANTOM*. 
Since the ReSTart from 38H has the same M-cycles as the 
NMI, if we leave PHANTOM* low until the fourth MI 
fetch it will prevent the program counter from being 
pushed to the stack by the ReSTart. Since the stack pointer 
still gets decremented, however, you'll still have to POP 
the extra ·space off the stack in order to get to the "real" 
program counter that NMI pushed. It seemed clearer to 
me to use a third section of the LSOO to NAND output C of 
the 299 with sMI and use the result to pull PHANTOM* 

(pin 67) low only during the MI fetch. With the rescue key 
released, the incoming Lows shift the High on out of the 
299, and we're back to steady state. 

In order to prevent spurious Highs in the 299 from Re 
STarting the processor while it is being powered up, you'll 
have to tie SLAVE CLR * (pin 54) or POC* (pin 99) to the 
CLR line of the 299. To make the rescue key handy to use, 
I mounted it on my terminal. I used EIA line II, which 
along with 18 and 25 is unassigned, to run the rescue signal 
along the serial cable to the CPU card. From there I 
jumpered it to S-100 pin 66, which is also not defined. (Pins 
21 and 65 are officially not defined, but I found my system 
uses them.) With this arrangement there are no dangling 
wires, and the card with the interrupt circuit may be in any 
slot. The diodes shown on the NMI* and PHANTOM* 
lines let the LSOO simulate the open-collector output of an 
LS03, which I didn't happen to have on hand. 

The first software task is to initialize 38H. At 100H I en 
tered "3E C3 32 380021" followed by < the address of my 
interrupt target> and then "22 3900". To move the moni 
tor from the loaded image at the bottom of memory to the 
dedicated 4 K at the top, I entered "01" followed by < the 
number of bytes in the monitor image>, "11 00 FO" to set 
the move target, "21 800 I " to begin moving code at 180H, 
and "ED BO", the Z80 LDIR instruction. Listing 1 has an 
assembly listing of this code. If you have an 8080 or 8085, 
this bit of code will have to be expanded; you might want to 
use your assembler. I then entered a jump into my modi 
fied monitor's cold start routine to set up its stack and 
jump targets, having added jump back to here afterward. 
(Beware of CALLing a cold start routine that rearranges 
the stack; it will destroy your return address!). 

This is a very powerful tool! It doesn't pose the 
physical dangers of a chainsaw or a pistol, 

but the anguish of writing garbage allover your 
directory tracks is not to be risked lightly_ 
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Add a Rescue Key continued ... 

A final detail in this initialization code has to do with 
DDT. When you leave the debugger by GOing to 00, it 
leaves its own re-entry vector in 38H. Pressing the rescue 
key at that point tends to erase the entire directory track 
from the disk in drive A! 

There is no easy way to patch DDT into cleaning up af 
ter itself, since the exit is simply a GO command to 00. Lat 
er I'll describe how to patch CP 1M into resetting 38H to 
our chosen value on every warm boot. If you're not willing 
to do that, a quick answer is to initialize memory location 
OFH to 00 (NOP), and 10H to ajump into dedicated mem 
ory to a short routine that fixes 38H and warm boots 
CP 1M. Then you simply remember to exit your debugger 
with "GF", a GO to location OFH. Since "G" and "F" are 
adjacent on the keyboard, that's not too hard to learn. This 
added "21 00 C3 22 OF 00 21", < the address of the 
reinitialization code> , "22 11 00" to the load routine. End 
your code with "C3 00 00" to return control to CP 1M once 
the monitor is loaded. 
Just above the monitor image, you'll need code to 

reinitialize 38H and warm boot CP 1M: "3E C3 32 38 00 
21", < the address of your interrupt receiving code> , "22 
3900 C3 0000". And you need the actual code to which 
the interrupt jumps. At this point you have to adjust the 
stack. The RST instruction is equivalent to a I-byte 
CALL, and has pushed a return address into the stack. 
You have to pop this off the stack and throw it away to un 
cover the "real" return address pushed into the stack by 
the NMI. In order to avoid altering the main Z80 registers, 
I used the EXX instruction, popped the unwanted address, 
and then EXXed it away into the alternate register. I then 
jumped to my monitor's breakpoint entry target, from 
which is saved all registers and warm boots for itself. When 
you're satisfied with the rescue key's destination, SAVE 
the memory image to disk. 

Create a CP/M system which is 4K smaller than your 
total RAM. While you're at it, here's a chance to use the 
"Autoload" function. Patch in the name you SAVEd 
above, and make sure that your BIOS cold boot and warm 
boot routines end with ajump to the beginning of the CCP, 
an address ending in "00". If your BIOS boot routines 
jump to CCP+ 3 (an address ending in "03"), you'll have 
to change the low-order byte of the jump address from 
"03" to '00" to enable autoload. To prevent repetitive cy 
cling of autoload, your monitor relocating code must end 
by jumping to" <CCP+3 >". Your monitor will then be 
automatically loaded along with CP 1M, and reloaded with 
every warm boot! This solves the problem of reinitializing 
38H after exiting your debugger, but it creates a problem 
of overwriting the TP A on every warm boot, thus interfer 
ing with your chance to SAVE a memory image. The ulti 
mate solution will require the BIOS cold boot routine 
jumping to " < CCP > " for autoload, and a separate warm 
boot routine that fixes 38H and jumps to" < CCP+ 3> to 
avoid autoload. I'll stick with "GF ... "The Digital Re 
search Application Note on "Autoload" was reprinted in 
the Julyl Aug 1982 issue of Microsystems. 

Before you load up and gleefully press your new key, I 

hope you'll consider carefully this warning from the voice 
of experience: This is a very powerful tool! It doesn't pose 
the physical dangers of a chainsaw or a pistol, but the an 
guish of writing garbage over your directory tracks is not 
to be risked lightly. Before each press of the key, consider 
whether you have backup copies of your memory image 
and your disks. If you don't need them, eject the 
disks-especially if you are debugging a new program or 
investigating a system crash! You have no idea what may 
have happened to your jump targets. 

Make duplicate copies of some familiar disks, and use 
them for experiments. Find safe re-entry points into your 
editor and other console-oriented programs, and write 
them in a handy place. Most of the times you interrupt a 
console-oriented program, you'll find it sitting dumbly in 
the BIOS waiting for you to press a key; if the stack has 
been altered, GOing back to that stored program counter 
could take you anywhere except back to your program. 

Get familiar with the status registers of your disk con 
troller, so that when you see "BDOS ERR ON B: BAD 
SECTOR" you can jump in and find out exactly where the 
problem is. You could even include "disk doctor" routines 
in your monitor image, reformat a sector on the spot, and 
jump back to the BIOS to try again without your applica 
tion program knowing there had been a problem! I imagine 
you're already way ahead of me with your own ideas to in 
corporate, so I'll wish you happy experimenting! I!I 
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I wanted to create a debugging tool that would not 
alter low or high memory 10cations!I rearrange 

the etack, or overwrite the TPA when it was loaded. 
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Book Review 
by Chris Terry 

For a good many years, both 
CP/M and the C language 
suffered from a dearth of good 

tutorials and reference manuals. 
Then, in 1981, came Thorn Hogan's 
Osborne CP/M User's Guide 
(Osborne/McGraw-Hill, $12.99),. 
which was a landmark in thorough 
ness and clarity for the CP/M opera 
tor (see the review in the Nov/Dec 
1981 issue of Microsystems). 
The C language was even worse 

off: until this year the only books 
from which to learn the language 
were Ritchie & Kernigan's reference 
book, The C Programming Lan 
guage (Prentice-Hall, 1978) and c.r. 
Zahn's C Notes (Yourdon Press, 
1979). The Ritchie & Kernigan book 
is, of course, the complete definition 
of the language and constitutes the 
standard. Zahn's different point of 
view is illuminating, but the book is 
in no sense a tutorial for the begin 
ner. This year, however, three new 
books on C have appeared to fill the 
tutorial gap, and several on UNIX. 

We hope to review at least some of 
these books later in depth; mean 
while, we want to draw attention to 
their availability. 

C tutorials 
The C Primer, by Les Hancock and 
Morris Krieger. Osborne/McGraw 
Hill, 1982.235 pp., $14.95. 

This book is directed to people 
who know a little (though not much) 
about programming, but nothing at 
all about C. It assumes a UNIX envi 
ronment, but is full of examples and 
admirably clear explanations that 
make it immaterial whether you are 
using Small C on a portable or full 
UNIX on a VAX-the explanations 
still make a lot of sense. The chapters 
on Arrays, Structures, and Pointers 
are particularly clear, and shed a 
great deal of light on the topics that 
cause most difficulty to the newcom 
er. The authors also give one of the 
clearest explanations of recursion 
that I have ever come across with a 
good example (computing a factorial 
number). The chapter on Input! 
Output and Library functions, shows 
clearly how to format strings and 
numbers (Ritchie & Kernighan are 
very terse in this area). 

Learning to Program in C, by Thom- 

as Plum. Plum Hall, 1 Spruce Ave., 
CardiffNJ 08232, 1983.372 pp., 
$25. 

Plum Hall, Inc., is a training and 
consulting firm specializing in the C 
language and UNIX; this book is the 
textbook used in their courses on C. 
It assumes only some acquaintance 
with computers, not with any other 
programming language. The empha 
sis is on the portability of C pro 
grams and the suitability of C for 
real-time applications. There are co 
pious examples and (as one would 
expect in a textbook) problems for 
the student; a large case-study prob 
lem illustrates important guidelines 
for software design. The answers to 
the problems are contained in an ap 
pendix. The book is based on several 
years' experience in teaching the 
courses. 

tions, and their inclusion in a macro 
library. There is also accurate and 
detailed information on disk I/O op 
erations and the manner in which 
CP/M stores data on the disks. 
CP/M and MP /M function calls are 
listed and explained very clearly. 
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C Programming Guide, by Jack 
Purdum. Que Corporation, 7960 
CastIeway Drive, Indianapolis, IN 
46250, 1983. 250 pp., $17.95. 

This book is directed to readers 
who have some knowledge of anoth 
er programming language (especially 
Basic); many of the examples show 
the same function programmed in 
Basic and in C side by side for com 
parison. It is particularly suitable for 
users of personal computers, since 
examples in the first five chapters 
can be compiled with C compilers 
ranging in price from $19.95 (Small 
C) to $50 (Software Toolwotks). An 
appendix lists 13 compilers running 
under CP/M or on the IBM PC, 
This book has more detail on disk file 
operations and file I/O than the oth 
er two, which is especially helpful in 
the CP/M environment. There is 
also a good chapter on Common 
Mistakes and Program Debugging. 

CP 1M tutorials 
Inside CP/M, with CP/M-86 and 
MP /M2, by David E. Cortesi. Holt, 
Rhinehart & Winston, 1982. 371 pp., 
$25.95. 

This is probably the best CP/M 
tutorial and reference book to appear 
so far. It has excellent guides to using 
CP/M and the associated utilities, 
including the Digital Research 
macroassembler, MAC. The tutorial 
on macros describes the creation of 
macros for commonly used opera- 

CP/M Simplified, by Jeffrey R. We 
ber. Weber Systems, Inc., 8437 May 
field Rd., Cleveland OH 44026, 
1982.316 pp., $13.95. 
No prior knowledge of computers 

is assumed. An operator's and pro 
grammer's guide for users of a Radio 
Shack Model II running CP/M. 

Mastering CP/M, by A Ian R. Miller. 
Sybex, Inc., 2344 Sixth Street, Berke 
ley, CA 94710, 1983.398 pp., $16.95 

Another good, comprehensive 
programmer's guide to CP/M. As 
sembly language and macros are 
used throughout to illustrate various 
CP/M operations and to build a use 
ful macro library. A fair knowledge 
of assembly language is essential. 

Soul of CP/M, by Mitchell Waite 
and Robert Lafore. Howard W. 
Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 West 62nd 
St., Indianapolis IN 46268, 1983. 
391 pp., $18.95. 

Aimed at Basic or other high-level 
language programmers who need to 
call assembly language subroutines, 
who handle disk records in a manner 
not accessible to the high-level lan 
guage, or who just use assembly lan 
guage routines to add speed to the 
programs. Examples accumulate to 
form a library of useful routines. 
Well written, enhanced by attractive 
illustrations, diagrams and flow 
charts. 

CP /M Assembly Language 
Programming, by Ken Barbier. Pren 
t.ice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs NJ 
07632,1983.226 pp., $12.95 paper 
back; $19.95 hardcover. 

This book assumes that the reader 
has no previous CP/M or assembly 
language experience. The author 
teaches the fundamentals of assem 
bly language programming in the 
CP/M environment, using ASM, the 
standard 8080 assembler supplied 
with CP/M. Particularly valuable 
are the tips on how to preserve the 
user's environment. I!J 



"e" PROGRAMMERS 
COMPARE and EVALUATE compilers, libraries, 
editors, operating systems, toolkits, debuggers, emulators ... Feed 
back from commercial product developers, beta lest users, compiler 
writers identified 18 C compilers for the 8086, 9 for CPM. Below are 
the products that stand out. Ask about other languages. 
If we don't stock it we'll find it - at a discount. 
"c" Compilers LIST 

PRICE 
For 8086: 

C86 by CI - Full "C" for MSDOS/CPM86 
C-Systems compiler with C Window 
Digital Res. - looks good, work to do 
Lattice - strong competitor, MS -REL 
Manx - full - good to learn with 
MicroSoft - decent, not what you'd think 

For 8080 or Z80: 
BDS C - with debugger 
EcoSoft C - for Z80,full K&R, tight ASM 
Manx - Aztec C - 8080/Z80,ful',Link, ASM 

For APPLE DOS, Atari, Commodore: 
Manx - Aztec C - Full, ASM,Link,Editor 

For 6809, RSX, TRS80, crosscompile,? 
·'l'1Ilrrm-a~Ii~*~.· 
MicroShel1 - upgrade CPM 150 125 

$24 GRAPHICS: Halo $139 GSX 60 50 
ISAM: BTRIEVE 150 135 

$20 cacne/u - Virtual Memory 225 185 

$395 
390 
600 
500 
249 
500 

150 
350 
199 

199 

"c" Books ,,' """."".,,',. 
"C Proqrarnrnlnq Language" 

by K&R - Standard reference 
"C Programmer's Guide" by 

Purdham, au E - Learn C 
Proyrctmmer's EDITOR Concurrent OSes 
C Screen Editor - source code NA 60 Concurrent CPM - liked 350 265 
VEPIT - popular. full 150 119 Concurrent "PCDOS"?? NA 159 
PMATE-everything. program 195 169 aNX - w/tight C Compiler 650 575 
Final Word-Manuals & Editor 300 225 uNETix-w/MSDOS emulator 99 89 

Call for answers, the Programmer's Referral List, 
a catalog, comparisons, literature or prices. Shipping $2.50 per item. 

THE. PROGRAMMER'S SHOP™ 
135 Main Street, 3M. Maynard, MA 01754,617-897-4750.800-442-8070 

VISA 800-421-8006 MASTER CARD 
CIRCLE 72 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

TECH TYPE 
You need to write no-pyccK~? ?n'l~U "En espanol? 
Or worse yet -- 

. m dn+m (2 )n 
P (cos 6) = ~ n - 1 ? 
nm 2n n! dnn+m 

Your present word processing system isn't exactly a 
polyglot and flunks algebra? What's the solution? 
TECHTYPE- is a text-formatting system designed espe 
cially for scientific, engineeping, mathematical, and 
multi-lingual document preparation. TECHTYPE runs 
under CP/M® and is adaptable to most hardware. 8y us 
ing your present editor and its three programs 

• DISPLAY - Preview on CRT screen 
• DRAFT - High-speed dot-matrix printout 
• PRINT - High-quality daisywheel printout 

you can spend more of your time solving equations in 
stead of typing them. 

TECHTYPE's capabilities include: 
• Multiple type fonts 
• Multipass printing 
• Unlimited sub/superscript levels 
• Control of format, font, pitch, and emphasis. 

Multipass printing allows the use of up to ten dif 
ferent fonts with only one printwheel change per 
page per font. Price $300. 

GREEN MOUNTAIN RADIO 
RESEARCH COMPANY 

240 Staniford Road 
Burlington, Vermont 05401 U.S.A. 

802-862-0997 
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OUR 
PRICE 

call 
339 
485 
439 
215 
395 

125 
315 
179 

179 
Call 

Order all your C & UNIX' books from 

CUCUMBER BOOKSHOP, INC. 
5611 Kraft Drive, Rockville, MD 20852 

(301) 881-2722 

available for immediate delivery 

C LANGUAGE BOOK L1ST** 
C Programming Lanquaqe Kernighan $19.95 
C Primer Hancock 14.95 
C Puzzle Book (paper) Feuer 12.95 
C Notes Zahn 18.50 
C Programming Guide Purdem 17.95 
Learning to Program in C Plum 25.00 
C Programming Standard & 

Guidelines - Version U Plum 25.00 
(UNIX) 
Version W (Whitesmith) Plum 25.00 

Software Tools Kernighan 18.95 

Send your check or purchase order today -------------------------- . . 

Cucumber Bookshop can supply UNIX and C language 
books for your training classes and courses. Call today for 
quantity discount prices (301) 881-2722. 

• UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs 
* * Prices subject to change 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
SOFIWARE 

MIY BUY 3 PROGRAMS? 
LYNC HAS ALL 3 IN ONE! 

1) FILE TRANSFER 2) REMOTE OPERATION 
3) COMMUNICATE WITH TIME-SHARE 

Easy set up on most systems. 
Menu driven install program. 
Command Mode of operation 
Help Screen for Lync & Term 

Z80 based CP/M $155 
PC DOS $155 TRSDOS $75 

We're Not the Biggest, Just the Best. 
International Software Alliance (805) 966-3077 

1835 Mission Ridge Santa Barbara, CA 93103 
• DEALER AND OEM INQUIRIES /,WITED • 

FORMATS: 8" Standard; IBM PC DOS; TRS-SO Mod" with CP/M; VectorGraphic; 
Cromemco, North Star; Osborne; Xerox 820 (8" or 5"); Super-Brain; NLS KayPro; 
TeleVideo; TRS-80 Model I or 111; Zenith/Heathkit; Victor 9000; Sanyo; Altos: 

Fujitsu; Otrona. . 

M is a tmdemark of DleaTAL RESEARCH. LYNC is a trademal'k of MIDMGJ-IT SOmVARE. 
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Program name: ZSTEM, ZIOO 
Smart Terminal Emulator 
Hardware system: Zenith ZIOO run 
ning ZDOS 
Minimum memory: 128K Bytes 
Language: 8088 Assembler code 
Description: ZSTEM is a powerful, 
flexible, user-friendly asynchronous 
communications package for the 
ZIOO. ZSTEM adds terminal 
functionality for local or remote con 
nection to a mainframe, another mi 
crocomputer, or a time-sharing ser 
vice (e.g., SOURCE or 
CompuServe). ZSTEM supports 
parallel and serial printers and 
bidirectional disk file transfers. Fully 
user configurable: 45.5-38,400 baud, 
data/parity/stop bits, flow control 
protocols, half or full duplex, pro 
grammable softkeys/macros (any 
key can represent any string of char 
acters for auto dialing, sign-on pro 
cedures, etc.), and temporary or per 
manent configuration save. Written 
in 8088 assembler code under ZDOS 
for fast, reliable operation. 
When Released: April 1983 
Price: $98.95 U.S. 
Included with price: ZSTEM and 
documentation on 5 1/4" disk with 
comprehensive manual. 
Available from: 
KEA SYSTEMS LTD. 
Department ZMD-l 
#311-811 Beach Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. 
CANADA V6Z 2B5 

604-687-2744 
CIRCLE #306 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Program Name: MAILER for mail 
ing list management 
Hardware system: 8080/Z80, CP 1M 
2.2, CRT with addressable cursor 
Minimum memory: 64K 
Language: Object Code (Source 
PUI80) 
Description: Complete mailing list 
management in a simple-to-use, ver 
satile, stand-alone package which 
can interface with popular word-pro 
cessing packages as well as dBASE 
II. A screen form makes data entry 
and update fast and easy and it auto 
matically checks the state code, zip 
and phone. Record access is virtually 
instantaneous. The plain English se 
lection menus and prompts eliminate 
confusion while costly mistakes are 

avoided with entensive error trap 
ping features. The User's Guide is in 
tutorial form and includes an index. 
No programming skills at all are 
needed. 

Mailer can read data in your exist 
ing address file as well as create files 
for use in letters, listings, etc. The 
records for output can be selected by 
many criteria. Labels are formatted 
to print I, 2 or 3 across. Files can be 
scanned, sorted (name or zip), 
merged and purged. 
When released: March 1983 
Price: $100 includes SSSD 8" disc 
and manual; inquire about other disc 
formats. 
A vailable from: 

dealers, or: 
Maurizi Associates 
1344 Fitch Way 
Sacramento, CA 95825 
916-486-2993 
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THE 

4BBo~ 

Program name: microSUB:MATH 
Hardware system: CP 1M Fortran 
compilers 
Description: Engineers and scientists 
can now include numerical methods 
in their computer programs using a 
library of subroutines for 
microcomptuers. microSUB:MATH 
is a library of Fortran subroutines, 
supplied in both single and double 
precision, to perform tasks ranging 
from simple linear interpolation to 

IEEE 488 TO 8-100 INTERFACE 
-Handles all IEEE-488 1975/78 functions 
-I EEE 696 (S -100) compatible 
- MBASIC subroutines supplied; no BIOS 
mods required 

- 3 parallel ports (8255A-5) 
-Industrial quality; burned in and tested • 
-$375 I I . " . it dl De a er inquiries InVI e 
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S-100 

C&\N elGITAL 
20655 Hathaway Ave. 
Hayward, CA 94541 (415) 887-5711 
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THE ULTIMATE DISK CONTROLLER 

STATE 
OF 
THE 
ART 

ALL 
SIGNALS 

IEEE 
696 

$299 
Assembled and Tested 

• Runs 5 %" and 8" drives simultaneously 
• On board extended address bus driver (16 Meg) 
• On board shadowable ROM (up to 8K) 

• 8 bit or 16 bit data bus 
• Low power consumption 
• Compatible with all 1771 , 179X & 279X 

software 
• I/O mapped (does not take up any memory 

space) 
• Very fast - runs at maximum transfer rate 

(.5 Meg B) 
• Comes with free bios & instructions for your 

CP/M 

• Reads & writes formats of the following 
systems: IBM 3740, System 34, IBM PC, 
Cromemco, Televideo, Morrow, Osborne, 
Kaypro, Lobo, Xerox TRS 80 models 1, 2, 3, 4, 
12, 16 and most other soft sectored systems. 

• Comes with format program & other utlities 
CP/M 2.2 Bios - Free 
CP/M 2.2 w/Bios - $150.00 
CP/M 3.0 w/Bios - $350.00 

TO ORDER CALL: 
MICRO DESIGN ASSOCIATES, INC. 
25 S. 8th st. (314) 442-7714 
Columbia, MO 65201 • 
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Software Directory continued ... 

polynomial root finding and solving 
eigen value problems. 
microSUB:MATH gives the user 
maximum flexiblility in writing pro 
grams. Subroutines, written in For 
tran, are supplied as relocatable ob 
ject files ready to be linked with the 
users program. 
Available from: 
foehn consulting 
Box 5123 
Klamath Falls, OR 97601 
5,03-884-3023 
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Program name: Modula-2 Compiler 
Hardware system: CP 1M 
Minimum memory: 60K 
Description: Modula-2 is the ad 
vanced new programming language 
which evolved from Pascal. The 
module concept is the major en 
hancement. This allows program 
mers to develop large programs com 
posed of small modules which are 
kept in a program library. Because 
each module is divided into a defini 
tion part and an implementation 
part, any module may be modified 

NEW! FROM CRC! 
THE MUL TIMASTER 186 
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 

8 MHz 
Intel* 16 bit 
80186 processor 
• 5 to 10 times more powerful than current SI00 systems. 
• 128K byte on-board RAM. 
• IEEE - 696/S100 bus interface. 
• on board RS 232C port. 
• Intel iSBX bus interface for daughter board. 
• Switch master configurable as permanent master, 
temporary master of dummy permanent master. 

A VAILABLE OPTIONS 
Intel iSBX 218 Floppy Controller with CPM/86 BIOS 
ROM monitor. 
Coming soon: 256K RAM and MS**-DOS 

CALL 1-800-426-8075 
For Complete Technical Data 

CIRCLE 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CORPORTATION 
1720-1 30th Avenue N .E., Bellevue, Washington 98005 
A subsidiary of Energy Sciences Corporation 

'TRADEMARK OF INTEL CORPORA TION 
"TRADEMARK OF MICROSOFT 

~--- 
BASIC B+™ 

with documentation 
$325.00 

Delphic Systems 
443 N. New Bal/as Road 
SI. Louis, M063141 

314/567-9708 
Coming Next 

INVENTORY B + ™ 
VISA MaSlerCard 

MICRO B + TM IS a Trademark of FalrCom 
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SAL/80® and SAL/86™ 
do for assembly language what 
RATFOR does for FORTRAN 

but emits 
OPTIMALL Y DENSE code. 
SAL/8X includes console I/O 

primitives which trivialize the task of 
writing complex interactive user 

interfaces. Improves programmer 
prod uctivity by a factor of two and 
program maintainability by an order 

of magnitude. 
Extensively documented, available 
forall CP I M compatible disk formats. 
SAL/ 80 version 2.1, $59.00, requires 

64K and MAC or RMAC. 
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6'7r SALES TAX. 

PROTOOLS® 
"S~~ T ~ ~CVttJw P~eMU»ult" 

24225 Summerhill Avenue 
Los Altos, CA 94022 

(415) 948-8007 

Software Directory continued ... 

without affecting its interface to the 
rest of the program. Unlike earlier 
languages, Modula-2 does type 
checking between separately com 
piled program sections. 

Modula-2's syntax is similar to 
Pascal's, but more systematic, mak 
ing it easier to learn. Modula-2 has 
low-level facilities which allow direct 
access to the computer hardware and 
allow circumvention of strong type 
checking. This new language has 
multiprogramming features-e 
signals, monitors, process creation. 

The concept of procedure variables 
allows new possibilities of program 
control. 

Modula-2 is the latest language 
designed by Nicklaus Wirth, who 
created Pascal in 1970. 
Available: October I 
Price: suggested price, $100 
Available from: 
JRT Systems 
45 Camino Alto 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 
415-388-9670 
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If you program or design micro systems try 
new instrument and save endless time and 
Shows you program flow. address. data. I/O. 
timing info on 256 LEOs. Gives telescopic 
microscopic views of memory. Traces 
ties. Supports most micros. Easy to learn and 
Full CPU speed. Quick setup. Rugged. 
(10 x 8 x 2"). Lowes1 cost tool in its class 
$749 complete. Circle, cal" or write us now. 
Logic Corp .. POB 174. MS~M. 100 2nd 
Hackensack NJ 07602. 342'6518. 

XEROX 820 Dual Density Upgrade $199.95 
XEROX 820·11 Ext. Dual Density Upgrade $100.00 
BIG BOARD Dual Density Upgrade $150.00 
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locking and powerful automatic 
print spooling are provided. 
MDL TINET offers a one-year full 
warranty for the entire system. 

MicroSystems International 
12 Mercer Rd. 
Natick, MA 01760 
617-655-9595 
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termixing and simultaneous opera 
tion of 8-bit (Z-80) and 16-bit 
(8086/8087) user processors within a 
single system. 

Each user runs his own CP/M 
program or share programs and data 
with other users. The heart of the 
MUL TINET system is a distributed 
processing system that resides in the 
master processor and allows each 
user to have a dedicated processor 
while handling the sharing and man 
agement of common services such as 
disk files, tape and printers. Com 
plete file/record updating, record 

New Products 

*"~l>tI I< ASSoc/ 
o~ .,,~ 

.>i ~ . 
"ii> ~ 

"'1>"" "'~ .•. 
~/eNDlY so'< 

Workman & Associates 
112 Marion Avenue, Suite 28 
Pasadena, CA 91106 
(213) 796-4401 

The File Transporter 
If you own more than one machine, you know how 
difficult it is to move files between them. One 
copy of The File Transporter will move any file 
between CP/M machines. It'll even send to CP/M- 
86 machines' Requires matching ports (serial or 
some parallel) or modems. A very detailed manual 
is included. The File Transporter is $69.50. 

BDS's C Compiler 
------------------------ 

Lear Zolman's BOS C compiler -- generates compact 8080 
code FAST! Comes with a 200-page manual and example 
programs. Other disks of useful C programs will be 
available soon. $130.00 from W & A 

------------------------- Symbol 

Symbol allows easy construction and review of 
abbreviations for CP/M command line strings. 
Such commonly used strings as "PIP B:=G:*.*lvJ" 
can become "PA.COM". Symbol is $24.50 

~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.- .. Disk formats include: 8", Apple CP/M, Osborne, Xerox, 
KayPro, Monroe, and Otrona. Please request our catalog. 
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LocalMux Area 
Multiplexer 
LocalMux is a combination 
multiplexer and short-haul modem 
that provides a cost-effective means 
of communicating up to 8 full- 

MUL TINET Multiuser 
System 
MicroSystems International, MA 
has announced a multiuser, multi 
processor system, MUL TINET, that 
accommodates up to 8 users, each 
with his own processor and memory. 
A basic 2-user system with master 
processor, 2-user processors 5.25" 20 
MB Winchester disk, 13.4 MB car 
tridge tape drive, 1.2 MB floppy 
disk, distributed processing operat 
ing system and CP/M costs only 
$9,995. MULTINETsystem is easily 
expanded by plugging in additional 
S-IOO processor-memory cards, one 
per user. MUL TINET allows the in- 

SYSTEM A $4260. 
SYSTEM B $5150. 
SYSTEM C $6660. 
These systems are configured, assembled and tested before 
being shipped to you. We are a full service computer dealer 

since 1975. Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

MORROW MICRO DECISION™ 
MD1 $843. MD2 $1148. MD3 $1670. 
All CompuPro & Morrow boards are available at significant 

discounts. Call for latest prices. 

*SPECIAL* *SPECIAL* 
WITH THE PURCHASE OFANY SYSTEM, YOU MAY PURCHASE 
UP TO $5000 OF SOFTWARE AT THE WHOLESALE COST. 

SAVE NOW! 

PMMI 1200 BAUD S-100 MODEM 
List $695 Now $600 
including intelligent terminal and tile transter sottware. 

___ •• ONETCO 
(703) 690-3312 OFFICE NETWORKS CORPORATION 

Northern Virginia 

Authorized CompuPro and Morrow Oealer. 
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EPROM 
Programming 
Monitor (EPM) 

EPM is a hardware independent software 
package that programs EPROMs directly 
from CP/M" or MP/M II" disk files. EPM can 
be operated in the standard user friendly 
menu mode of operation or in the EPROM 
Editor mode for users needing the capablll 
ty of modifying files or EPROMs at the byte 
level. It automatically verifies EPROM 
erasure prior. to programming, provides 
positive confirmation of successful data 
transfer and reports any discrepencies 
directly to the operator. The cost of EPM 
is $75 and includes all documentation. The 
EPROM Editor option is $45. 

DANTE K Software, Inc. 
4550 Schoolhouse Rd 
Batavia, Oh 45103 
513 I 752·1921 

'CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research 
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Can Something 
Really Transfer So 
Much Information 

So Well For So Little? 

The FORTEX XCopy 
Really Can! 

Great for Winchester backups • 
Knows when the floppy is full and can 
break the file • "Submit" feature 
automatically copies preselected files· 
Runs on CP/M, MP/M & MSDOS 

Best of all, it costs only $99! 

~~ 
SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

Call Collect: 
516·549·4713 

1935 New York Ave. 
Huntington Sta., 

N.Y. 11746 
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NEW! NEW! NEW! 
SPOOL-Z-Q 100 

256K 5-100 
PRINTER BUFFER 
Now there is a high quality S-100 

printer buffer that can free your sys 
tem from time wasted waiting for 
your printer to finish, Spool-Z-Q 
100 is an S-100 board which has an 
on-board computer and 'hardware 
features which allow it to send to 
either a serial (RS-232) or parallel 
(Centronics standard) printer. 
Spool-Z-Q 100 is available with 32K 
to 256K characters memory 
installed. Automatic internal space 
compression will allow even more 
storage for reports or listings con 
taining "white space," 
TECHNICAL DETAILS - 
SERIAL OUTPUT - RS-232 compatible. Baud rates 
Switch selectable 19.2K, 9600, 4800, 2400, 1200, 600, 300 
& 150 baud. 
PROTOCOLS - Switch selectable XON/XOFF, ETX 
lACK, ENQ/ACK, Reverse Channel (Busy/Ready) 
either polarity, or parallel. 
PARALLEL OUTPUT - Standard Centronics interface 
signals, 8 Data, Busy & Strobe. 
S-tOO (IEEE 696) INTERfACE - No wait states required 
on any system. Switch selectable 1/0 address can be 
set to ANYone of the 256 possible addresses. 
Extremely simple to use. Simply monitor (he Busy 
status bit and send data to Spool-Z-Q when not busy. 
All protocols, etc. are taken care of already. 
MEMORY TYPE AND EXPANSION - Spool-Z-Q 100 
uses industry standard 4164 type 64K RAM chips. Sizes 
available are 32, 64, 128, 192, and 256K characters. 
Every Spool-Z-Q 100 is fully socketed for 256K and 
may be expanded by just plugging in chips. 
AUTOMATIC SPACE CHARACTER. COMPRESSION 
- Although the maximum size is 256K (60-120 pages 
of print) the space compression feature allows Spool 
Z-Q to effectively hold much more printing which 
contains many spaces (listings, reports, etc.). A 256K 
Spool Z-Q 100 can hold about 8 million spaces (about 
2000 pages worth). 
OTHER CAPABILITIES - Spool-Z-Q 100 has the same 
Pause-on-Formfeed, Clear Buffer, Copy, and Self-Test 
abilities as our stand-alone Spool-Z-Q. Signals are 
available on an 8 pin DIP socket to allow control of 
these functions via a simple external switch panel 
which will be available as an option. 

Everything we sell comes with a 15 
day trial period, and Spool-Z-Q 100 
is no exception. Try it out in your 
system. If it isn't exactly what you 
need, send it back. Your money will 
be refunded immediately. 
PRICES: (including shipping) 
32K - $319 64K - $349 

128K - $409 192K - $469 
256K - $529 

Calif. Res. Add 6% tax, 
We accept Me, VISA, AMEX and COD 
orders. No extra charge for COD. 

,VB ELECTRONICS 
1601 Fulton Ave., Suite lOA 
Sacrainento, CA 95825 
Phone: (916) 483-0709 

Other products available from JVB 
Electronics are SPOOL-Z-Q parallel 
stand alone buffers, and the FDCX4 
Double Density Upgrade Board for 
Cromemco's 4FDC. 

DEALERS WANTED! 
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YOUR SOURCE or REFERENCE 
FOR 

CP/M AND UNIX 

By Bell LobOrafot1es 

Volume 1 covers using Itle unlities. the 
comprehensive text processing facilities, the 
system calls, tile library, file conventions, 
special languages, cornouer-wrners' tools and 
more All tile building blocks you need for easy 
program development 
432pp .. Paper S34.95· ISBN 0-03-061742-1 

By Bell Laboratories 

Volume II is comprised of general tutorial 
information and more detailed descriptions of 
major programming languages such as Fortran 
or lIle Iron typesetting package 

611 pp .. Poper S34.95· ISBN 0-03·061743-X 

." 

INSlDE CP/M: A GUIDE FOR USERS AND 
PROGRAMMERS wilh CP/M 86 and MP/M2 
By Dovld E. Cortesi 

A complete quioe to CP/M. Included are guides 
to tile internal ccnsnucnon of tile System and 
tile language C, as well as oescnpnons of 
Fortran 77, tile Awk report generalor, and tile 
unlimiled precision desk calculator. . 

571 pp., Paper S23.95· IBSN 0-<l3-059558-4 

~o .. ~ Nationwide: 800-227-1617 ext. 336 L..=....I California: 800-772-3545 ext. 336 ~----------------- MAIL TODAY FOR 30 DA VS FR.E TRIAL 
To: Debor.h·Mlt.r. 

CBS EDUCATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL PUBLISHING 
383 M.dl.on Avenue, New York. NY 10017 

Indlc •• Book By ISBN CocM 

o ISBN ~3-061742-1 0 ISBN 0-03-061743-X 
o ISBN 0-03-059558-4 
N.me _ 

Company _ 
Str"t _ 

City Sta1e __ Zip _ 

o Bill me, Including .hlpplng and handling charge. 
plu. applicable .ale. tax. 

o Check enclo.ed lor ... 

Jotal Amount 01 Order 1. ~~~~~~~~~ Local Sale. Tax (%x LIne 1) 2. 
Shipping (5% x Line 1) 3. 
Handling 

Amount Due 
VISA E.p. D.It_ 
Mut.rC.rd Exp.OII. __ 

l:=:=::=:=~:~ ~ 
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New Products continued ... 

duplex asynchronous or 
synchronous lines over 2 twisted 
pair cables. Transmission range is 
dependent on characteristics of 
communication line. With 24-gauge 
twisted-pair wire at a terminal rate of 
19,200 baud, the range is typically up 
to 500 feet. Distances of up to 2 miles 
are achievable using user-selectable 
fall-back speeds of 1/2, 1/4 and l/S 
maximum speeds. Additionally, the 
fall-back speeds can be used to 
compensate for marginal 
communication lines. Ports are 

completely transparent to character 
length, code, parity, stop bits, 
protocol and encryption. Data is 
communicated directly through at 
full speed with no flow control 
interposed. LocalMux has no 
transmission delay (is well as no 
aggregate data limitations. 
Price: $850 
Network Products 
p. 0. Box 13239 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 
919-549-8210 
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I 
Including a new Dynamic Debugger! 
look at these additional Features: 

• Compiler option to generate special 
symbol table for new dynam ic debugger 
by David Kirkland. (With the debugger, 
the distribution package now requires 
two disks. 

• Takes full advantage of CP/M® 2.x, 
including random-record read, seek 
relative to file end, user number 
prefixes, and better err-or reporting. 

• Clink option to suppress warm-boot 

• New library file search capabilities 

• New, fully-indexed 180 page manual 

• ®CP/M is a trademark of Digital 

DEALER INQUIRIES 
WELCOME 

Order w/check or money order to: 

NEW PRODUCT 
COMING! 

Very soon we will announce a 
reasonably priced, source-Inctuded, 
floating point package (using BCD 

mantissas) designed especially for 
financial application running under BDS 
C. Evaluation copies now available. 

EACH 
ONLY 

PLUS $2.50 SHIPPING 
KS. RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX 

~~r~ Dedicated Micro Systems, Inc. 
"'""~"'Fv P.o. Box 481, Chanute, Kansas 66720 

Robert Ward. or call (316) 431-0018 
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PERT/CPM System 
STOP project over-runs, late deliveries 
WI N more bids and proposals 
TARQET your management effort 
SOL VE problems before they start 

ManageMlntN provides mainframe system 
power with desk top convenience and menu 
driven simplicity. 
• Track up to 999 tasks for up to 3 years. 
• CPM (Critical Path Method) helps schedule projects. 
• PE RT simulation analyzes effects of uncertainty. 
• Well designed graphics speed interpretation. 
• Refine and re-analyze project as needed. 
• Unique display of schedule impact and risk by task. 
.'Calculates actual projected budget variances. 
• Warns of exceeding available resources. 
• Interfaces to DBMS & Word Processors. 
Basic PERT/CPM System $395 . 
Scheduling & Resource 
Management Modules $150 each 
Available for CP/M, TRS'80 and other systems. 

Institute for Scientific Analysis, Inc. 
P.O. Box 7186 Dept. MM-1 

Wilmington, DE 19803 (215) 358-3735 
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MAGNOLIAII 
MICROSYSTl;:MS 

The solid Doopend.bility of the Z8S/S0 With the 
Fl •• ibility to configure It the way you need 
• Merno-v Boards 1 B. 128 K8ytes 
• Herd Disk Interfaces end Subsystems 5-50 MBytes 
• Floppy DISk Controller Mix: 8" end 5" drives 
• MMS-Net"" Networiong 
• Hlgh-Speed/Hlgh-CepsCity AUXIliary Processor 
• The most powerful. fleXible CP/Mu,' aVBllabie 
Ask your Zenith dealer about Magnolia products 

22t1A,q,%Ok~~ ~~s~qS~~~~M~AI~g'19 
(2061285 7266 (800)426 2841 

CP/M IS a trademark. at OlQIl81 Research 
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BRIDGE GRAPHICS 
PLOTPAK™ is a complete plotting 
library that runs under 'FORTRAN-SO 
and performs a variety of functions: 
windowing, lines, print 8"8YS, 8."Jtomatic polygon 
drawing, annotations, plotting symbollline selection, 
labeling, coordinate conversions. 

PLOTPAK can drive a screen and plotter simul 
taneously and includes your chOice of the following 
drivers: 

SCREENS 
• MicroAnll..elo MA 512 
• ADM + Retrographics 
• TEK 4010 Compatible Terminals 

PLOTTERS 
• Houston Instruments DMP-4 
• H.P. Plotters 7225B & 7470 
• Radio Shack Printer/Plotter 

PLOTPAK (. REL file) two drivers.. . ... $275 
PLOTPAK (source code) two drivers. " $365 

~ BF=lICCSe'· 
Computer Company 
OI\IJSIO\' OF SEA DATA CORl'OKATIOI\' 

ONE BRIOGE ST., NEWTON, MA 02158 
PHONE (617) 244-8190 



'leleteks 
New Combo 
Could Make 
You A Hero! 

The SBC-II could be just the 
right ingredient for your latest 
concoction. The newest member 
of Teletek's family of multi-user, 
multi-processing S-100 products, 
the SBC-II essentially combines, 
or "sandwiches" two Teletek 
SBC-I's into one board. The SBC 
II provides the capability to sup 
port two users from one standard 
size IEEE-696/S-100 slave board. 

The SBC-II maintains full 
performance for each user with 
an independent CPU (Z80A or 
Z80B), 64K RAM, Serial I/O, and 
FIFO communications port to 
the system master. The system 
integrator benefits by getting 
complete support for two users 
for the price of one board. 

TurboDOS and MDZ 
operating systems will support 
combinations of SBC-I's and 
SBC-lI's offering system design 
efficiency and flexibility never 
before possible. 

If you're hungry for value 
and efficiency, order an SBC-II 
from Teletek. You'll love every 
byte. 

TELETEK 
4600 Pell Drive 
Sacramento, CA 95838 
(916) 920-4600 
Telex 4991834 TELETEK 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

© Teletek 1983 
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New Products continued ... 

Superfast Micro 
The Ensign is an extremely fast 5- 
processor microcomputer system. 
The main CPU is a Motorola MC 
68000 running at 8MHz with no wait 
states using memory management 
and ECe. Two additional CPUs 
handle all serial I/O for up to 32 us 
ers, thereby freeing the main CPU 
from communications overhead. 
The fourth CPU supervises all disk 
and tape 1/0. The fifth CPU is used 
for memory management. The En 
sign supports the OASIS-16 and 

UNIX operating systems. The En 
sign is available in either a desk-top 
or rack-mounted cabinet and sup 
ports up to 8 MB of main memory 

GENESIS~ 
COMPUTER CORPORATION ~ 

introduces ... 
the Price & Performance Leader 

the GENESIS 80 8-100 micro 
A COMPLETE DUAL 8" DISK DRIVE S-1 00 MICROCOMPUTER 

FORONLV"'$239500 
THE IDEAL MICROCOMPUTER FOR: 

* Business * Education * Industry * Development * Networking 

FEATURES: 
* Z80A CPU 4MHz * 64K Dynamic RAM * 2 1.024 MB 8" disk drives (DSDD) * Floppy Disk Controller * CPM 2 l" Operating System 

(MPM@ and TURBODOS® Available) * 10 Slot IEEE 696 Mainframe 

VIEWPOINT c. ITOH PROWRITER 

© Registered Trademark Digital Research 

,. Registered Trademark Software 2000 

* 2 Serial Ports * 2 Parallel Ports * DMA * Keylock ON/OFF Switch 

~GENESISI.. 
_ COMPUTER CORPORAT10N-. 

1444 LINDEN 8T 
PO. BOX 1143 
BETHLEHEM.PA 18018 
(215)861-0850 

SCHOOLS AND BUSINESSES 
ASK ABOUT OUR LEASE 
PURCHASE ARRANGEMENTS 
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(up to 512 KB per user), a capacity of 
over 1000MB ofSMD disk memory, 
and cartridge or 9 track, reel-to-reel 
magnetic tape units. The Ensign sells 
for $25,000 for a lfi-port system with 
1 MB of memory, 85 MB disk stor 
age, 1 MB of floppy disk storage and 
a Centronics port. 
IBCIComputers Integrated 

Business 
21592 Marilla St. 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
213-882-9007 
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Multiuser S-1 00 System 
Advanced Digital Corporation has 
announced its "SUPER-SYSTEM," 
S-100-based computer using a Mas 
ter-Slave concept to provide each 
user with his own dedicated Z80 
Cpu. By giving each user his own 
memory and I/O, the system all but 
eliminates the degradation in re 
sponse times usually found in tradi 
tional configurations. The "SUPER 
SYSTEM" can be configured as a 
single-user system running on the 
Advanced Digital's single-board 
computer, the SUPER-QUAD, 
which acts as the Master processor 
and communicates directly .to the 
disks and peripherals. SUPER, 
QUAD includes a Z80-A CPU; 64K 
of bank-select dynamic RAM, 2K or 
4K of shadow EPROM: a 5.25" or 

8" floppy disk controller; 2 serial and 
2 parallel 1/0 ports; and a real-time 
clock. The board meets full IEEE- 
696 specifications and runs with 
CP 1M, MP 1M, CP INet or 
TurboDos. The basic system also in 
cludes a power supply and chassis, 8- 
slot motherboard and 2 Shugart 
801R single-sided drives. Delivered 
with the CP 1M operating system, it 
lists for $2,675. OEM discounts are 



PUBLISHABLE QUALITY GRAPHS 
on EPSON PRINTERS 

Requires !!Q Graphics Terminal 
Line Graphs and Sca.tterplots 
Easy to Use, Excellent Manual 
48K CP/M 80, 86, many formats. 
Also IBM PC DOS, DEC Rainbow 
Price: $50. Manual Alone: $10. 

DataPlotter from Lark Software. 
7 Cedars Rd, Caldwell, N.J. 07006 
(201) 226-7552 

120 
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40 
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CSE 
CSE: A full-screen text editor written in C 

Full-screen editing with complete cursor control. insen/overtype. 
single and multiple line tnserucn and deletion. forward and 
backward Krolling 
Powerful I(!xt buffer commands include find, find/replace, block 
move and copy, file inclusion. and nested macro commands 
Installation program allows easy customlz arion for most popular 
terminals and configuration 10 use function and special editing 
keys 
Uscsinteilig(!ntlerminallealures.such as insert 1ine and delete 
line,toavoidunneccssaryredisplay 
Available for CP/M-86'. MP/M·86'. CPIM 2.2'. MS-DOS'. IBM 
PC' (PC-DOS and CP/M-56) 
Requires 64K CP/M-86 or equivalt·nt MP/M-86; 64K CPIM 2.2: 
64K MS-DOS; 64K IBM PC-DOS; 64K IBM CP/M-56 
Includes objed code. C source code. and manual 
Available in 6~ SSSD formal for CP/M-86. MP/M-86. CPIM 2.2 
MS-DOS: SH SSDD format for IBM PC-DOS and IBM CP/M-B6· 
S60.00, including UPS 

SIM 80 
SIM80: An 8080 simulalor for the 8086/8088 
• Run CPIM object code (.COM files) on any CP/M-86 or MP/M- 

86 system: ASM. DDT. dBase U'. MBASIC( etc. 
Retain applications software when upgladin~ from CPIM to 
CP/M-86 or MP/M-86 
8Koverhead. TPA can be 61K 
1/3 10 1110 as fast as a S Mhz 6085 (not recommended for highly 
interactive programs such as Wordstaf) 
Includes object code, ASM-86 source code. and manual 
Available in 8" SSSD format for CP/M-86. MP/M-86: 5" SSDD 
fermat for IBM PC (CP 1M-56 only) 
SSo.OO, includiog UPS 

Both SeE and SIM80 for $100.00 

we Northwest 
Microsystem 

, Design 
p.o. Box 10853 • Eugene, OR 97401 • (503) 484-7129 

'1m. Digital Research; '1m. Microsoft; 'tm, 18M; 
·tm.Ashton_Tate; 'tm.Micropro 
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Mailer For Mailing List 
Management 

This screen form with instant record access speeds 
and simplifies data entry, checking and updating. 
Plain English menus and prompts assure ease of use. 
Avoid costly mistakes with extensive error trapping 
features. No programming skills needed. Print 
labels of selected records 1,2,3 up and create/read 
"MailMerge" files. Sort (name or zip), merge, or 
(selectively) scan files. 
$100 + $2shp9 + $1.50;f MAURIZIASSOCIATES 
COD ICA add 6%). For 1344 Fitch Way 
8" SSSD disk + manual. Sacramento, CA 95825 
Extra for 5'/,". Specify CRT (916)486-2993 
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Introdudng SPL 
the first multi-mode spooler ., 
for CP 1M computers 

If you have a computer 

Get A Second 
Computer 
FOR $139 

If you believed that your computer 
couldn't do better than a single task 
system think again. You can convert 
your machine into a dual-task computer 
with SPL, the amazing Spooler program 
developed by Blat R+D. SPL enables you 
to use hidden capacity available on your 
CP/M computer to print documents and 
run your ordinary programs, all at once. 

While printing, your regular 
programs won't stop 
processing, waiting for the 
printer to finish. SPL will store 
the information to be printed in 
internal or external (disk 
drives) memory until the printer is 
ready to receive the data. Result: 
your programs will run at full speed. 

As SPL can use up to the full 6=:;:====~~;;~~~~:J 
capacity of your disks for temporary 
storage, it's much more powerful 
than hardware spoolers, which are 
limited to 64k memory or less. 

SPL is an advanced product with 
several modes of operation. In addition 
to intercepting the output to the printer, 
SPL can print your existing text files, or 
those that your programs will create from 
now on. SPL will even take care of tab 
expansion. As an added bonus, SPL 
needs no installation on most CP/M 2.x 
computers. 

You could get an equivalent increase 
in computing power by spending $1000 
to $3000, but SPL is only $ 139, including 
disk and manual. 

To order your SPL program call us 
today specifying what disk format you 
require. You can charge it to your VISA 
or Master Card .if you prefer. 
Slat Research+Development Corp, 
8016 188th SW, Edmonds WA 98020 
Call toll-free 1-800-LOSO-SAY 
In WA call [206] 771-1408 
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ve~ 
FULL SCREEN EDITOR 

The Professional's Editor for 
ProgralfJ Deve/oplfJent 

Word Processing 
Source Code Translations 

Widely acclaimed as an editor, YEDIT has 
evolved to be much more. Only VEDIT offers 
the combination of a versatile full screen 
editor integrated with a powerful command 
language. For the first time you'll be able to 
perform complex, yet useful, text manip 
ulations that are virtually impossible with 
other editors or word processors. Plus, its 
customizability and hardware support 
ensure that VEDIT will be perfectly matched 
to your individual needs and to any 
microcomputer you are ever likely to own. 
With two modes of operation, YEDIT never 
compromises its speed or ease of use for its 
power and sophistication. As one reviewer 
(Bradford Thompson, BYTE) wrote: 'If this 
review gives you an appetite for simplicity 
while editing, then VEDIT is well worth 
considering: Its command language, based 
on TECO, is virtually a text oriented 
programming language, allowing command 
macros to be created, loaded and saved on 
disk. Yet its simplicity allows even a novice to 
perform tasks beyond the capabilities of any 
word processor. 

YEDIT cuts programming time in half - with 
multiple file handling, macro capability and 
special features for Pascal, PL/1, 'C', Cobol, 
Assembler and other languages. And it can 
help with source code translations (example 
ZILOG to/from INTEL translator macros are 
included). A complete line of translators will 
be available by the year's end. 

Word processing is a snap with word wrap, 
paragraph and print functions. Command 
macros free you from tedious search/re 
place operations. Hundreds of search/re 
place on dozens of files can be performed by 
VEDIT without waiting or intervening. 

VEDIT easily configures to your favorite key 
board layout. Use any function or cursor 
keys you wish. It optimally supports nearly 
every 8080, l80 and 8086 computer. 

Go ahead and expect a lot from VEDIT. Its 
performance and our support will satisfy 
your most exacting needs. 

To order, please specify your 8080, Z80 or 
8086 microcomputer, operating system and 
disk format. 

IBM PC, Displaywriter 0 Zenith Z 100 and Z89 0 NEe APC 0 DEC Rainbow and VT180 ° T elevideo 802 
TRS-80 I, II and 16 0 Xerox 820 0 Apple II Softcard ° SuperBram ° NorthStar 

MP/M °CP/M-86 ° MP/M-86 ° Concurrent CP/M-86 °Crornlx 0 Turbo DOS 0 MSDOS ° PCDOS 

VEDIT - Disk and Manual 
8080,Z80ortBMPC $150 
CP / M-86 or MSDOS $195 
Manual only $18 

COMPARE VEDIT'S FEATURES 

• True Full Screen Editing 
• Horizontal scrolling 
• Edit files one disk in length 
• Automatic Disk Buffering 
• Compact (only 16K) and Fast 
• Display of line and column # 

• Set/Goto text markers 
• 'Undo' key to restore line 
• Automatic Indent/Undent 
• Adjustable Tab positions 
• Repeat function key 
• Text Move and Copy 
• 10 Scratch pad Buffers 
• Load/Save buffers on disk 
• Powerful command macros 
• Directory display 
• Edit additional (small) 

files simultaneously 
• Insert another disk file 
• Unlimited file handling 
• Recovery from 'Full Disk' 
• Change disks while editing 
• Word wrap, format paragraph 
• Simple Printing 
• 150 page indexed manual 
• Startup command file 
• Menu driven installation 
• Program CRT function keys 
• Support newest CRT terminals 
• Support smart CRT functions 
• Flexible Memory Mapped support 
• Customizable keyboard layout 

CompuView 
PRODUCTS, INC. 

f955 Pauline Blvd., Suite 2000 Ann Arbor, Michigan 481030 (313) 996-1299 

CP/M and MP/M are registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Apple II is a registered trademark. 
of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS end Softcerd are trademarks of Microsoft. TRS-80 is a trademark 
of Tandy Corporation. 16.0"\ is a tredemerk of international Business Machines. 
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New Products continued ... 

available. The Slave boards provide 
each user with his own dedicated 
CPU, 4 serial and 2 parallel interface 
ports, 2K (expandable to 4K) of 
EPROM and 64K expandable to 
128K of bank-switch able RAM for 
the additional cost of just $650. 

Advanced Digital Corporation 
12700-B Knott Ave. 
Garden Grove, CA 92641 
714-891-4004 
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5-100 EPROM 
Programmer and 
Calendar/Clock Board 
TimeEPROMmer (TP-IOO) is 
unique in that the calendar/clock 
and the programmer are both on one 
board and independently address 
able. The EPROM Programmer sup 
ports 2708, "16, "32, "32A and "64 
type single voltage EPROMs. Port 
mapping is implemented so that no 
memory space is being used. Soft 
ware control of voltages allows re 
mote exchange of EPROMs via ex 
tender harness (not included). 

CP/M software is executable from 
menu and allows read, verify, pro 
gramming, disk transfers, etc. Per 
sonality headers are used for device 

compatability with future EPROMS 
up to 28 pins. The calendar/clock 
has a socketted lithium battery and 
CMOS LSI implementation and al 
lows the capability to time stamp 
sign-on and monitor activities with 
time domain. 
Includes software and documenta 

tion. Bare board: $75; kit: $195; 
A&T fully guaranteed: $295. 

Optronics Technology 
POBox 81 
Pittsford, NY 14534 
716-377-0369 
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High-Speed, Low-Power 
RAM Board 
A high-speed (12MHz), low-power 
(less than 4 watts) static RAM Sol 00 
board compatible with both 8- and 
l6-bit computer systems has been in 
troduced by Compuf'ro. The new 

RAM 22 provides up to 256K of 
storage addressable as either one 
256K x 8 or one l28K x 16 block. 
List price: $2,495, 18-month end 
user limited warranty; a 36-month 

warranty plan is available on the 
Certified System version, priced at 
$2,695. 
CompuPro 
3187C Airway Ave. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
714-641-3579 
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Correction 
The price for the Dual Systems Sys 
tem 83/80 was erroneously quoted in 
the August issue as $2,990. The cor 
rect price s $20,990. 

Get more t!Um Wordlndex for less $! 

STARMATE edited output 
Table of contents 
MultiLevel Index 
List of Figures 
List of Tables 
Extracted Notes 
Extracted Bibliography 

~ Mult:i.;Level 'fable of Contents 
~ Mulit-Level Index 
~ Lists of Tables and Figures 
~ Numbers Paragraphs (1.2, 1.3, etc) 
~ Prepares Footnotes 
'" Prepares Bjbliography 
••. Clear commands, Numerous formatting options 
~ Reads documents with nested files • 

Specify When Ordering; Operating System, Computer Type and Disk 
Format. Free brochure and nearly free demo disk available; 

STARMm'E 
(SpeciAl lntI'Oduetory Price) . 
Demo All Disk (credits tq._purchase) . 

"We Deli_ •. Productivity" 

1499 Palmetto Park Road 
Su:i.te218 
Boca Raton, FL 33432 
305/368-6228 

ilfudStd{ PC·DOS and CP 1M are trademarks of 
'Ll;fi=Ftp. IBM and Digital Resf!i1JT:ih respeiItiTleiy. 

Check or COD. Floridaresidents edd 5% sales tex. 
Dealer end Distributorinquiries welcome. 
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Microsystems Mart 
I WILL BEAT ANY 
PROVIDED IT IS NOT BELOW MY COST. 

TRY TO BEAT THESE IC PRICES: 

DYNAMIC RAM 
64K 200 ns $5.35 
64K 150 ns 5.35 
64K 120ns 5.90 
16K 200 ns 1.40 

EPROM 
2764 250 ns $6.35 
2732 450ns 4.05 
2716 450 ns 3.25 
2532 450ns 4.60 

STATIC RAM 
6264LP-15 150 ns $60.00 
6116P-3 150 ns 5.00 
2114 200 ns 1.45 

Z80A FAMILY 
CPU, CTC, or PIO $3.39 
DART 7.99 
OMAor SIOIO 12.50 

MaslerCardNlSA or UPS CASH COD 
Factory New, Prime Parts 

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED 
24,000 South Peoria Ave. 

BEGGS, OK. 74421 
(918) 267-4961 

YOUR MICRO TO ANALOG 
SIGNAL PROCESSING & CONTROL 

Connects to ~ processor buss of most zao & 6502 
computers including Timex. TRS·BO, Apple, CBM 64. 
Our pin rearrangement feature eases interlacing, 
FAST: 200,000 samples per sec with ZaOA. 
EASY TO PROGRAM: One PEEK chooses the chan' 
net starts conversion & gets data Routines provided. 
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE; FFT tnzeo, 256 oornts in 
one second; storage scope for Timex. 
LOW COST: Assembted & tested S 195. Cable $15. 

_ Please call or write .. tor free c~ 

~ '" ., 
( omputerl{_g'ntmuum 
301 Srxteentn Avenue 
San FranCISCO CA 94118 \~ 15) 752 6214 

VT100 PERFORMANCE FOR HIZ19 

Get VT100 perfonnance at fraction cost of VT100: 
$95 for HT100 firmware. Totally software com 
patible with VT100. Only limitations: nonnal and 
reverse video character attributes only, no pro 
grammable tabs, no smooth scroll, and no 132 
column display. 

You get: 
• ANSI and DEC VT100 Escape Sequences 
• VT52 Escape Sequences 
• VT100 Style Setup Mode 
• VT100 Graphics Characters 
• Control Character Display Mode 
• APL Char Set with Overstrike ($5 Option) 

HT100 firmware extensively tested on DEC's video 
ed~ors (EDT IKED) for several years. Included: 3 
ROMs, Reference Manual, installation Guide, APL 
keycap labels. 

For infonnation or ordering: 

Mlc:roFlnn, Inc_ 
Rockefeller Center Station P.O. 
P.O. Box 1276 
New York, N.Y. 10185 

Make check payable to: MicroFinn, Inc. 
$95 for HT100, add $5 for APL Option 
New York State residents add applicable tax. 

S-100 
COLOR GRAPHICS 
MUSIC SYNTHESIS 
DUAL 1/0 PORTS 

SINGLE 80 .•• RO DI!SIGN USES ONLY 22 IC'S 

COLOR GRAPHICS 
·TMS {lIII8A Video Oilllily Proc.uo. -On bOlrd AF MOdulator 

-NTSC compo"11 "Idlo connlCIOf 

-" •• I."d3g.lpfllcmod •• 

-32 10,IU.'o.3D I;mul."on -161( 01 elilplav RAM (4116's) 

COMPLEX SOUND GENERATION 
-AV-3-8S10 1)'00.50u"" Ga" •• 'lo. -1$ 11 •• ,/ amplitud, conl.ol 

-Produc •• 3-no1l chord, -(ny.lop •• h.p./~,cl. COIII.ol 

-Ton •• I.om 33.SH~ to 125KHz -$Olcl., found '1I1"h 
The AMUStGRAF.y •• , ••• I. olle"dl. 1",rro,dl"le 

olckl,' whiCh i"Clude' U'" lollowl",: 

-TMS !918A da.a ••• ,"uII -Compte" .0 ••••• do("me"lIl1o" 

-CP/M compatible 6" dllk with I"t a"d demo soli ••• ,. 

I ORDEA fly m,il th,ough: I 
FOAESIGHT TECHNOLOG~ 

W.lte o. eeu 10. ,"O,.;",o,,,,,"Ion 
OROER by phon, th,ough: 
ADCOM MKTG. SERVICES 

(513)831-1561 

FORESIGHT 

AMU51GRAf SYSTEM 
Inltod"clo,yolle. 

$95U M.'" •• C •• ~ 

Add 53.00 10. C.O.D. 
OhiO ,.G. ,dd 5.5' •• 1"lu 

Sand ce,lilied ch.ck O. mo",yo.lI •• 
to, Imm.d;11I d.'iy"y 

P".o"a, ch,ck. IIlow 2 wk •. 

CP/Mt. a t'ldem •• k of D,gltll R ••••• ch 
101f; Huttma" CI. 

ClncInnati.Ohl045231 

Smlrt~lII'f· RCIOO - Rlmlll Cllt •• 1 RillY Iltlrfm 
Reliable. ffexitHe control 0' up to 16 bi-slatNe relay switches. 

• 5-100 compatible 
• 16 channels relay control & status 
• All inputS/outputs optically isolated 
• Onboard 8035 CPU and 4 SlatuS/Command registers allow 

easy control & communication with main CPU 
• Relay state unaffected by power outages 
• Zero voltage switching for extended relay contact life 
• Port or Memory mapped addressing 
• Fully Documented 
• External 2716 or2732 EPROM allow custom programming 

fa- application flexibility 
(DeSigned for GE RR8 remote control relays) 

RC100 Remote Control Retay Interface. 
RR8 relay (ea) . 
08-25 connector cable (ea) 

Dealer inquiries invited! 

$495.00 
. $t7.95 
. $24.95 

Autlmltlc Mlcll, Ilc. 
PO. Box 20007 
Columbus, Ohio 43220 

8086/8087/8088 
CROSS SOFTWARE .PACKAGES 
I C cross compllor for ~ 8086. All faciliti~s of tho 

complote C language. including floating point 
for tho 8087. are supponod. Optionally. memory 
can be allocatod for U50 with me 8088. Output is 
symbolic assombly languago. Tho compil er is suita 
b~ for U50 In porting UNIX to tho 8086. 

2cross assombl er /llnkor/ilbrarian/downli"" 
loador for ~ 8086. Assombl.r input is an ex - 

tl!nSion to that usod by mtel, loader outpUt is a fil. 
in standard Intol h ex format 

I Simulator/debugger for tho 8086. Capabilitl", 
include display, broakpoints. int er preuve •• ecu 

tion. as """II as many others. 
Host System: POP-II running RT-II. RSX-IIM. 
UNIXlV6. UNIXIV7: or VN<-II running VMS. 
UNIXl32V. 
For addftlON'lnformat'on: 

~anced 
L-f:::!_)igital Products, inc, 

1701 21st Ave. 5., SUito 222· Nashvillo. TN 37212 
Phone 16151383-7520 

1~lls a uadftnal'j( of Intel Corporation; UNIX and UNIXI31\1 Me 
rradM1atkS of8eU Laboratork's; RT-' I. RSX-llM. PDP-II, VMS. and 
VN(-Il a~ tr~ of Dlgltat Equlpmrnt COfPO'adon. 

ISIS ~ CP/M® 
Full bi-directional file transfer capabilities 
are provided in the ISIS-CP/M utilities 
package. Written in machine language 
and running under CP/M, these utilities 
permit the CP/M user to read or write files 
direct to/from an ISIS Diskette. They will 
run under any version of CP/M without re 
gard to diskette density. The complete 
package is $250.00 including user's man 
ual. Write for free brochure on other CP/M 
software. 

CUSTOMIZE 
YOUR 

KEYBOARD 
We maintain a large stock of blank keytops that 
can be custom engraved for: 

* Video Display Terminals * 
* Point of Sale Terminals * 

* & Computers * 
Replacement keytop kits for Word Processing • 
Software packages configured for popular 
terminals. 

- caJlor Write - 

ARKAY ENGRAVERS, INC. 
2073 Newbridge Road 

Bellmore, New York 11710 

(516)781-9859 (516)781,9343 

LIQUIDATION 
Cash-pressed OEM is 
liquidating un-used 5.33 
megabyte hard disk 
drives for $380 EACH. 
These are Shugart SA 1002 
high reliability, 8" Winchester 
technology drives sold as-is in 
the original factory sealed 
double-packed shipping con 
tainers, Western Digital con 
troller card for this drive $350_ 
CP 1M software with S-1 00 host 
schematic $75_ Manual set for 
drive $10, shipping $12_ Call 
LIQUIDATORS at 
803-877-9828 or send check 
to 105 S_ Main st.. Greer, SC 
29651. 



flftfOftMI[S 
ZiNC. 

• ESTABLISHED TO SERVE THE HIGH PER· 
FORMANCE END OF THE S'lDO MARKET. 

• OUR PRODUCT OFFERINGS ARE SIGNIFI· 
CANTLY MORE CREATIVE THAN JUST 
ANOTHER PRETTY l&-BIT FACE. 

• OUR 8028e/MEMORY COMBINATION ELIMI· 
NATES THE 50% SPEED PENALTY YOU 
WOULD PAY USING THE OTHER ADVERTISED 
BD2BB BOARDS. 

• PERFORMICS WILL BE SHIPPING PRODUCTS 
IN OCTOBER - EITHER TO YOU OR TO YOUR 
COMPETITOR - THE CHOICE IS YOURSI 

CALL FOR DETAILS NOW. 

PEflFORMICS INC. 
P.O. BOX 3207 • NASHUA, NH 03061 

(603) 661·6334 

NEVADA COBOL 
USERS GROUP 

BI-MONTHL Y NEWSLETTER I 

• PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE LI 
BRARY (Available for members) 

• SOFTWARE REVIEWS 
• COBOL TUTORIAL SERIES 

MEMBERSHIP' Domestic $15/y.er 
. Foreign $21/y •• r 

AlsO Available 
• 9·track tape downloading services 
• Discounts on computer hardware, soft· 
ware, and supplies. 

NEVADA COBOL USERS GROUP 
5536 Colbert Trail 
Norcross, Georgia 30092 
(404) .49·8948 check,money order. 

CIRCLE 42 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

~~[J0\}S AND 
~~~(Q)[J0j}S 

4164 Pia 150n5 $4.95 
4164 Pia 150 4.65 
6116p·3 150 3.95 
6116Lp·3 150 4.65 
2716 450 3.00 

.' 2716·1 350 CALL 
2732 450 3.75 
2732A 250 CALL 
2764 250 7.00 
2532 450 4.25 
2564 450 8.50 

o Minimum order is $25.00 
o Distributors, Dealers, I' Yf OEM inquiries invited 
o IlCall/writefor latest price quotes!! 

Free Brochure 

Excel·Tec Industries 
Post Office Box 22()5 
Silver Spring, MD 20902 

(301)434-4123 

COMPUTER MART 
"1 FORMAT 2" X 3" 

NEXT CLOSING DATE: 

': SEPT 2 

A PROGRAM 
TO DESIGN 

OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIERS 

• Automatically selects resistor 
end capacitor values 

• Designs High·Pass, Low-Pass, 
Bandpass 

• Non-lnvertlnq, Inverting 

Compatible most CP/M comput 
ers will be available soon for the 
Sage 
$245. FREE BROCHURE 

M SOFTWARE 
4435 South Rural Rd., Suite 101 

Tempe, Arizona 85283 
(602) 962·0105 checks, money 

order. 

I· 

I: 

classified ads 
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word, 15 Word Minimum. 
REGULAR: $1.00. EXPAND-AD: $1.50. GENERAL 
INFORMATION: Prepayment discounts available. 
Payment must accompany order except credit card 
- Am. Ex., Diners, MC, VISA (include expo date) 
or accredited ad agency insertions. Copy subject to 
publisher's approval; must be typewritten or printed. 
First word set in caps. Advertisers using P.O. Boxes 
MUST supply permanent address and telephone 
number. Orders not acknowledged. They will ap- 

, pear in next available issue after receipt. Send order 
& remittance to: Classified Advertising, MICRO 
SYSTEMS Magazine, 1 Park Avenue, New York, NY 
10016. Direct inquiries to: Kenneth L. Novotny (212) 
725-3927. 

SOFTWARE 

CP/SIM-Simulates CP/M on VAX/VMS, use CP/M pro 
grams on a VAX PROTO SYSTEMS, 1238 Josephine St., 
Berkeley, CA 94703. (415)420·9579. 

FOR THE OSBORNE 1. Four great games. Chess, Check 
ers, Backgammon and an all new adventure, Castle of 
Ohme. All are written in assembly language. $30 for all 4. 
Send check to: M·J Software, P.O. Box 5266, Richardson, 
TX 75083·0660. 

ULTIMENU FOR DOS simplifies IBM's, PC· DOS to meet 
your needs. $24.95. DB/DC ~oftware Associates, P.O. Box 
4695, Manchester, NH 03108. 

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES 
COMPUTER PAPER-Save $$$: Lowest single carton 
prices. Free samples. Bob's charts, 405 East Third, Long 
Beach, CA 90802. 

FOR SALE 

FOR SALE IM~·8000 Z80, I/O 2S+1 P, (2) 8" Shugart 801, 
(4) 16K Static Ram, super reliable, $2800. Philip Van Os 
trander, POB 15842, Philadelphia, PA 19103. (215) 462- 
4416. 



---- __ .. ----- 

One of the finest implementations of the FORTH language. 
Field tested and reliable, UNIFORTH is available for the IBM 
PC as well as most systems with 8" disks and the following 
processors: 

8080 
Z80 
8086/8 

PDP-11 
68000 
16032 

As a task, UNIFORTH is compatible with and supports all 
features and file types of the CP/M, CDOS, MS-DOS and DEC 
operating systems. As an operating system, UNIFORTH will 
function "stand-alone" on most commercial microcomputers. 

CIRCLE 273 ON READER 

Reader 
Service Advertiser Page 

7 Adcom Systems 71 
148 Advanced Digital 8 

2 American Planning Corp. 6 
5 American Software Club. Inc. 67 

199 Andra Tech 125 
13 Ashton-Tate 111 

200 Automated Control Systems 90 
201 Avo,cet Systems, Inc. 55 

1 BC Systems, Inc. 21 
202 BDSoftware 91 
150 Bay Technical Associates, Inc. 101 
151 Blat Research & Development Corp. 131 

Bridge Computer Company 128 

8 CSystems 103 
32 CBS Educational & Professional 

Publishing 127 
65 CP/M '83 11 
6 Carousel Microtools. Inc. 20 

76 Cer-Tek 90 
9 Chromod Associates 75 

64 Code Works, The 64 
167 Colorado Online 15 
10 Communications Research Corp. 124 

207 Compu-Draw 91 
12 CompuPro C4 
84 Computer Design Labs 57 
62 Compter House 97 

209 Computer Innovations, Inc. 26 
25 Computer Shop 89 
14 Computing! 18 
35 CompuView Products, Inc. 132 
28 Cucumber Bookshop 25 
29 Cucumber Bookshop 121 

213 Cygnus Systems 15 

66 D& WDigital 122 
18 Dantek Software, Inc. 127 

215 Data Access Corp. 115 
30 Dedicated Micro Systems, Inc. 128 

216 Delphic Systems 124 
33 Digital Graphic Systems, Inc. 64 
31 Digital Media 127 
27 Dual Systems 41 

219 Easi Software, Inc. 51 
154 Ecosoft, Inc. 109 
57 Electralogics, Inc. 36 
56 Electronic Control Technology, Inc. 63 

Empirical Research Group, Inc. 119 

36 Fortex 127 

The FORTH-79 Standard language has been extended with 
over 500 new words that provide full-screen and line-oriented 
editors, array and string handling, enhanced disk and terminal 
I/O, and an excellent assembler. Detailed reference manuals 
supply complete documentation for programming and system 
operation, in an easy-to-understand, conversational style using 
numerous examples. 

Optional features include an excellent floating-point package 
with all transcendental functions (logs, tangents, etc.), the 
Meta FORTH cross-cornpiler , printer plotting and CP/M file 
transfer utilities, astronom ical and amateur radio applica 
tions, word processing, etc. 

• Speed and efficiency 
• Variety of options 

Compare these features with any other FO RTH on the market: 

• Ease of use 
• Documentation quality 

You'll find UNIFORTH is superior. 

Prices start at $35. Call or write for our free brochure. 

unified Software Systems 
P.O. Box 2644, New Carrollton, MD 20784, (301) 552-1295 

CARD 

" .. PRO II blOWS 
d\ASE 1!~Ple, 

lete c 
We noW. co~Fn weekS 
applic~t~; rnonthS. " 
instea says Q-PR04 user, 

Richard Pedrelli, President 
Quantum Systems, Norcross, GA _ 

"As a dBASE II beta test site the past two years, we 
were reluctant to even try Q-PR04. Now we write all our 
commercial applications in Q-PR04. We find it to be an 
order of magnitude more powerful than dBASEli. 

Q-PR04's 4th generation syntax is so efficient, we 
now complete complex jobs in weeks instead of months. 
Superb error trap and help screen capabilities make our 
finished applications far more user friendly. And our 
programs run much faster, too. 

In my estimation, any application programmer still 
using outdated 3rd generation data base managers or 
worse, a 2nd generation language like BASIC, is ripping 
himself off. " 
O-PR04 - $395. Moneyback guarantee. Call (215) 968-5966 
Runs on 8 bit micros with CP/M, MP/M, TurboDOS'·, MmmOST. 

Author's lock up package available. 

ouic·n·easi groducts inc. 
136 Granite Hill Court, Langhorne, PA 19047 (215) 968-5966 
CP/M and MPfM are registered trademarks 01 Digital Research, lurboDOS is a trademark 01 Software 2000, Inc., 
MmmOST is a trademark of TeleVideo. dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tale, Inc. 
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Reader Reader 
Service Advertiser Page Service Advertiser Page 

GMR 53 51 Northwest Microsystem Design 131 
173 Genesis Computer Corp. 130 
181 Gifford Computer Systems/G & G 68 ONETCO 126 

Engineering 27 188 Optronics Technology 89 
24 Graphics Development Laboratories 3 69 Oregon Software 28 
39 Great Salt Lake Computer Co., Inc. 82,83 
40 Green Mountain Radio Research Co. 121 PMMI Communications 29 

70 Pickles & Trout 71 
45 HSC, Inc. 23 175 Pion, Inc. ·114 
95 Heritage Software, Inc. 75 77 Plum Hall 23 

71 Power's Computers 102 
17 ICI 101 186 Pragmatic Designs, Inc. 47 
34 10 Technology 108 72 Programmer's Shop 121 
37 IPF Publications 49 73 Programming International 32,33 
48 ISE 13 256 ProTools 125 
38 I nstitute for Scientific 

Analysis, Inc. 128 196 Ouic-N-Easi Products, Inc. 136 
49 Integrand 107 
185 Intercontinental Microsystems Corp. C3 74 R&L Micro Consulting Services 107 
43 International Software Alliance 121 

231 Ithica Intersystems 2 3 SDSystems 1 
53 SLR Systems 103 

41 JVB Electronics 127 54 SWP, Inc. 125 
162 Sail Software 97 

240 Key Micro Systems, Inc. 102 20 Sanyo Business Systems Corp. 63 
Knowlogy 25 21 Sanyo Business Systems Corp. 67 

242 Konan 65 22 Sanyo Business Systems Corp. 71 
23 Sanyo Business Systems Corp. 75 

26 Laboratory Microsystems 79 47 Schrenk Electronics/Mega Co. 107 
15 Lark Software 131 172 SciTronics, Inc. 37 
42 Lion Micro Systems 135 67 Simpliway Products Co. 15 

191 Logical Devices, Inc. 109 96 Software T oolworks 91 
61 Loki Engineering, Inc. 101 50 Solution Technology, Inc. 131 

16 Solution Technology, Inc. 133 
44 MCP Computer Products 89 Sorcim 68,69 
46 Macrotech International Corp. C2 78 Suntronics Co., Inc. 113 

244 Magnolia Microsystems 128 
245 Manx Software Systems 21 269 Telecon Systems 59 
82,83 Mark Williams Co. 42,43 271 Teleprint Inc. 107 
63 Maurizi Associates 131 220 Teletek 4 
98 Memory Merchant 73 174 Teletek 129 
85 Micro Design ASSOCiates, Inc. 123 272 Total Access Systems 62 
52 Micro Logic, Inc. 125 
55 MicroMotion 25 274 Unified Software Systems 136 

157 MicroType 26 79 UniPress Software, Inc. 40 
183 Morrow 22 75 Unisoft 20 
58 Multitech Electronics 76 4 United Computer Corporation 14 

171 Mycroft Labs, Inc. 40 
81 Voice Operated Computer Systems 15 

155 Netronics R&D LTD. 107 
19 New Generation Systems, Inc. 50 59 Westerly Business Systems 67 
60 New Generation Systems, Inc. 17 88 Whitesmiths, Ltd. 61 
11 Northstar Computers, Inc. 7 278 Workmen and Associates 126 



Four An&WBr& To Yuur 
-t ,MHlti-~sep ppo~lels. 

Intercontinental Micro Systems makes 
everything you need for S-100 bus multi-user 
systems, networks or single user systems. 

At a price that won't break your budget. 
Quite simply, our single board computers, 

slaves, 256K memories and personality 
boards let you build a system now, not later. 
The hardware works, the software works, 

and the prices are what you'd expect from 
a company that uses the most advanced 
design, software and production techniques 
to keep costs down. 

What you won't expect is the almost 
awesome sophistication of Intercontinental 
Micro System's products. 

So stop messing around with multiple sourc- 

ing, hardware integration problems and 
software nightmares, Come to Intercontinental 
Micro and get it all- price, performance 
and delivery. 

Read the specs, then call. write or circle the 
bingo number below. We'd be glad to send 
more information and help solve your S-100, 
multi-user system problems. 

CPX-MX SLAVES. 
o IEEE 696.1/02 S-100 compliance. 0 Compatible with 
CPZ-48000 SBCp, any Z-80A based CPU with extended address 
capability or 16 bit based CPUs complying with IEEE 696.1/D2 
bus specification. 0 HOB'" 6MHz (CPS-6X) or Z80A4MHz 
(CPS-4X) operation. 0 Two synchronous (CPS-MS) or 
asynchronous (CPS-MA) serial I/O ports. 0 TurboOOS'" & 
CP/NEr compatible. 0 Master confiscation of slave memory 
for diagnostic purposes. o Two parallel I/O ports; eight data 

bits + 2 handshake lines per port. 064 Kbytes of onboard dynamic RAM. 
o Master/slave memory-to-memory transfers under OMA control @571 
Kbyte/sec transfer rate when used with CPZ-48000 SBCP. 0 Software 
selectable baud rates. 0 Usable as an intelligent I/O processor in single 
user system. 

PERSONALITY BOARDS. 
o Centronics printer. 08 inch floppy disk. 05'/4 inch floppy 
disk. 0 RS232 serial communications. 0 Synchronous/ 
asynchronous modem. 0 Priam smart/smart E hard disk. 
o Long distance serial communication (2000 ft @ 9600 baud). 
o Shugart Associates Systems Interface (SASI). 0 Clock I 
calendar. 0 Konan David.Jr." hard disk. 0 Archive tape drive. 

CPZ-48000 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER. 
o IEEE 696.1/D2 S-100 compliance. 0 Z80A;" 4MHz Operation. 
o Floppy disk controller (FOC). Single or double sided. Single 
or double density. 8" or 5'14:' 0 Two synchronous or asynchro 
nous serial I/O channels (SIO). 0 Two parallel I/O channels 
(PIO). 0 Four channel OMA controller. 0 64K on board RAM. 
o Memory management unit (MMU). Addresses up to 16 
megabytes of system memory. 0 Eight Vectored priority 

interrupts. 0 Provisions for 2K or 4K on board EPROM. 0 Software select 
able baud rates. 0 IBM Bisync, HOLC, SOLC and other protocols. 0 CP/M;" 
MPI M;" and TurboOOS'" operating systems available. 0 Iurbo-Disk" 
implementation included. 

256KMB-l00 256K MEMORY. 
o IEEE S-100 bus, spec 696.1/02 compliance. The 256KMB-100 is 
compatible with most IEEE S-100 board products now on the 
market. 0 Linear addressable to 2 megabytes. 0225 nano 
second access time, maximum, 160 nano-seconds, typical. 
0295nano- second read-write time, minimum. 0 Bank 
selectable 16K increments. 0 I/O port address bank selection. 
o Configures for phantom deselection. 0 Parity error detection, 

visual and/or interrupts. 0 Bank selection compatible with CROMIX;" 
CP/M2.2;" MP/M:" Alpha Micro, and other major systems. 




